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Luis Meque is now fairly widely recognised

as one of Zimbabwe's most talented artists.

Looking at the style and content of his recent

work, Barbara Murray finds both a disturbing

vision of contemporary reality and a link with

traditional forms of African art

Luis Meque



painting Zimbabwean darkness

(opposite) Luis Meque, After Work, 1997, 142 x 109cm,

mixed media

(top left) Luis IVIeque, Reading, 1997, 110 x 84cm, mixed media

(top middle) Luis Meque, Rastas, 1997, 108 x 79cm,
mixed media

(top right) Luis Meque, No Time to Explain, 1997, 108 x 79cm,
mixed media

(above) Luis Meque, l\/lidniglit Woman, 1997, 79 x 65cm,

mixed media

A shadowed world. A place where ragged figures partially

appear. A few strokes of paint form a man reading a

newspaper: his head is down; no sense of active interest but

rather the slump of emptiness. Two lovers with arms entwined

dissolve into the overwhelming darkness. A street kid lies on

the pavement his legs and arms pulled in to give all he has of

wannth and protection. This is life on the streets for the

urban poor— the world that Luis Meque depicts in his solo

exhibition at Gallery Delta (July 97).

As you move from painting to painting the sense of darkness

is dominant. The figures move slowly if at all through their

heavy surroundings. It is a world of insubstantial bodies and

few objects. This is not the consumer society of up-town

Harare with its flashy cars and fashion clothes. Here there is

little sense of purpose, only a bleak continuance. There is no

sky. Occasionally in the background there is a lighter gloom

but it is merely the paleness of distance, a further layer in the

darkness. Tone and imposition create some sense of depth but

these are not paintings of hopeful horizons, open spaces,

positive energetic people in some control of their lives. The

paintings speak of a socially, economically and

psychologically limiting cage of existence.

The subjects can be roughly divided into three categories: the

city, emotional stales and the spirit world. Meque's city has

various characters. The Rastus wander the gloom of an

indeterminate present and future. Tension and focus are

created by the space between the two heads and the dispersal

of colour. Swift brushstrokes adroitly capture the typical hats

and dreadlocks, the slope of shoulder. Two more ragged

characters Sfckiiii; Far Slwlter walk among the horizontal and

vertical indications of buildings. Only the coloured patches of

their hats and clothes separate them from the dark surrounds.

There is little expectation: perhaps a doorway for the night. A
man is bent over, Reading. His body is created by strongly

directional strokes in brighter tones on a dark backgound. the

curve of paint describing posture and volume. All lines lead to

the white of the newspaper on which the large scribbles are

only indicative of words: no real hope offered here. A Car

Watcher leans, casual but wary, hands in pockets, against a

post or building. The city streets are empty. There is nothing

to do but keep an eye out. Out of the darkness looms the

Midnight Woman with red exaggerated lips and predatory



eyes. She at leusl has got her iiuin and sonie income lor Ihe

night. Further along two Ofv Beys strut their stulT. Despite

their situation they put on their bright shirts and jaunty hats.

urban cowboys out for a drink and a woman. The Strikers

move close together forming a barrage against a dull red

background; there is no room to pass them. The figures loom,

they have demands but there are as yet no fists raised in

violence. The threat e.xists but is contained. Their anger is

only just beginning to surface in Zimbabwe. There are also

I'lif Man WilluHil Money. After Wiirk anil He\i^(ir.

First among the paintings of emotional states is The Writer

with its loneliness and pain. This is echoed in Metamholia in

which a desperate man is locked into a horizontal and vertical

grid of paint. Two pages of a book entitled "Fair Margaret"

float ne\t to him. the words all but wiped out by paint

smudges. Who is Margaret? What is she? but all we need to

understand is the experience of failed love and failing life.

The face with its huge, blankly staring eyes and the receding

figure in Ihe background tell us. Perhaps the brightest

painting in this exhibition is Separation. Here the roughly

drawn woman sits quietly, her volumes created by flat colour

masses and black lines. Using proportion and horizontal bars

of colour the artist evokes the gulf between her and the man.

The reason for the separation is unclear only its reality

remains, seemingly unbridgeable; a fact of their existence.

Single and Alone are two further archetypal states of life on

the streets.

Spirit world is the third category for this arbitrary division of

Luis Meque's work and in these paintings we see modem
remnants of the lost culture which bound these people together

and made them safe. The Drama is a large, vibrant, horizontal

work in which we are aware of action behind and beyond the

edges. The eye is led by a sweeping arc of black and dark

verticals to the staring eyes of the central figure. His face is

edged, emphasised and disembodied by shadow. The white of

the eyes, the nose bone and cheek bones are highlighted with

mask-like concentrated lines. From the head pale strokes on

the surface step down the torso, horizontal slashes.

reminiscent of rib bones. The rest of the body dissolves. To

the left is a darkened figure with facial features hardly

indicated. The dark and lighter grey curve of the arms move

the eye forward to a bowl or drum with bright yellow surface

and across to the red. Is it a figure, a cloth' The paint strokes

create energy, reinforced by the black slashes and verticals

evoking movement around the seated figures. Here, for a

while, the audience is reminded of that cultural past, of the

energy, the power, the bonding rituals, the sense of belonging

and participation. The Drummers similarly are the centre of

action within their painting. Their faces however are bleak;

their feathered headdresses tattered; the drums give off no

stirring proud throb; there are no joyful dancers so often

depicted in less perceptive contemporary art. These drummers

have lost their place in the modern society. Spirit lieliind You.

Seeret Place and Fortime Teller also offer links to the old

cultural ways while the Dreamer with its brightness is

Meque's portrayal of that inextinguishable desire for belter

times.

Within Ihe three categories are several paintings which depict

further complexities. The Bike for example is a seemingly

open, uncomplicated painting of two people riding one bicycle

but as the artist explains the man must take the woman with

him. He is compelled to ride on. The Cafe where three men

gather to talk, friendship drawing them together, is

counterbalanced by Good Friend. Had Friend in which the

distinction is unclear. There is The Couple and The Lovers

though again the relationships are set against a threatening

backdrop and never secure as emphasised by paintings such as

Loo.ie Morals and Midnittht Woman. Finally there is The

Fxpatriale who stands planted firmly and complacently with

her hands in her solid yellow pockets, obviously well led and

well clothed, while the African reaches into his pocket with

one hand and uncon.sciously protects himself with Ihe stick in

the other. Is he going to give her money? Why? What is she

doing there?

In the work of an artist of integrity subject is directly related

to execution. Meque's technique employs large rough brush

strokes giving only enough to convey the content but. despite

Ihe lack of detail, there is never any doubt that we are looking

at human figures in a particular situation. Their postures are

expressed by stroke and colour. The eye travels through the

darkness, drawn by colour and line, taking in the

surroundings hut always returning to focus on the figures and

most often on the heads or faces. Appropriate forms and

atmosphere directly express content. The rough strokes and

mixed colours aptly convey ragged clothes, exhausted bodies,

dismal surroundings. The shapes flow into one another and

into Ihe background; the darkness engulfs them.

But this is not only expressionistic. Take a walk along a

Harare street and look closely at the figures coming towards

you. You will see that dark skin disappears into the

background. The faces of dark-skinned people are

indecipherable, as are dark hands and feet. It is the hat that

defines the head, the clothes that indicate the body, and only

if bright shoes are worn can you clearly register the feet.

Thus Meque is using direct observation of reality. Much has

been made of his so-called spontaneous gestural painting

implying that there is no intention behind the marks. This

harks back to the biased notion that African artists are

"intuitive", meaning thoughtless, in their work. Meque in fact

employs a well-chosen style for his content, revealing

integrity of concept and character. It is the result of attentive

perception and continuous working, concentrating on what is

necessary and on how to express it successfully.

That these dissolving faces, hands and feet also convey

powerlessness and anonymity is a potent part of Meque's

vision. On the streets the poor have little indi\ iduality and

little power. Their hands seem useless and their faces serve

only to reflect their predicament. You do not need to see their

eyebrows, hair, warts, wrinkles or fingers to imagine their

lives. An interesting consideration here is the visual link of

Meque's work with traditional African art — the art of the

mask and the single figure which employs radical

restructuring of the human face and body. Traditional African

art is not concerned with individuality, nor with naturalistic or

anatomically correct rendition of people but rather with the

representation of conceptual archetypes; less with literal

description than with symbolic interpretation and social

relevance. Through these means traditional African art

expresses the universal rather than the particular; it deaN w ith

those factors of life experienced by the society as a whole.

Masks and figures often exist without a background; Ihe

figure moves in the broadest realm of existence, out of

specific place, time and narrative. The face is the face of

humankind. The figure in its costume represents an aspect of

all people moving in a symbolic space. The music, the

surrounding darkness (much African art formed part o(

pertormances/dance-dramas taking place at night I. the

community singing, the audience that is the societN itsell.

creates the backgound. Indeed the visual perception of dark

skin probably contributed significanlK to the use anil

ilc\elopment of the mask and costume in traditional .Mrican

art so that the facial features and body v\ere enhanced to

distinguish them from the dark background. Meque uses

these same elcmciUs in his work. Faces when they appear

from the darkness are mask-like; clothes are indicatixe

costume in the narrati\e; background is symbolic, societal.



But lor Meqiie (he coiUeinporary dranu is the Ufe of poverty

111 the modern city. His actors takes their places. We are the

audience called not only to view but also to participate.
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Meque is offering us his undertanding of an aspect of life that

he knows only too well. The outer and the inner realities are

conihnied — the look and the feel of poverty. This is the city

of the have-nots; the source of present and future conflict; the

reahty that will not go away even though many of us live as if

it is not there. Meque's paintings record the fact that "people

arc liviiifi tlicrc". Such places exist all over the world, but

these paintings are not anywhere else — they are in

Zimbabwe; this reality is no longer safely distanced. We are

confronted with part of our immediate world.

Luis Meque's people are the legacy of Zimbabwean history

and we are both the background for the drama and the

participating audience. The society living in this part of

Africa was perhaps not an ideal one but one that comfortably

supported its people with its culture of extended families and

self-sufficient agriculture. Colonisation removed their land

so that self-sufficiency hecaine impossible. Forced to take

any job. for any wage, in order to buy food, shelter and pay

the imposed taxes, the people tried to adapt to a completely

different way of life. Their own knowledge, skills and culture

were unsuited to the technical, industrial and commercial

Western ethos. The inevitable conllici and finally war further

decimated their communities and values.

An important aspect of Meque's vision is the inner reality, the

psychological results of such cultural devastation — the loss

of identity, disintegration of accepted roles and customs, lack

of motivation, purposelessness, depression. What he also

captures in his compositions is an element that is central to

the situation — the virtues of goodwill, acceptance,

avoidance of conflict which are at the heart of Shona cullure.

People raised in the aggressive capitalist system often do not

grasp the importance of goodwill in the Shona approach to

life. In Meque's paintings there is a threatening environment

yet the people seem passively trapped.

And within the general despair is the \ery private

unhappiness of broken personal relationships. Lacking self-

esteem and having barely enough to live one's own life,

supportive relationships are difficult to sustain — the men

depressed by their powerlessness, their impotence in the

situation; the women driven to prostitution or manipulation in

their need to survive. War and the constant moving lo find

work inevitably destroy relationships. This is exemplified in

Meque's Tlw Writer, a self-portrait. The lonely figure, his

thin, dark head facing into a perpetual gloom has on the table/

book beside him .some scrawled writing which ends with the

words "love Maria'. But this is not a letter from Maria. It is

instead the statement of a painful fact. (Note there is no T;

the self is obliterated, just as the head is turned away.) Forced

by the conditions in war-torn Mozambique of the early 80s,

Luis Meque escaped to Zimbabwe and it was some time

before he could return to Maria only to find that she had

married another man. The lack of a loving relationship

amongst all the other degradations of poverty and alienation

is a pervasive source of depression. Melancholia is a

debilitating condition. Nostalgia for a past, even if idealised

by time, in which they belonged, in which they were

competent, in which they were loved, can be overwhelming.

And then there are the Street Kids who have not even briefly

known such a past. John Clare, the great poet who slept

many lonely, hungry nights in the ditch and ended his days

confined as a social misfit in a mental asylum, wrote; "7 am,

hut what I am none knows nor cares" Meque's people are

outsiders living on the edges of a culture that has no place for

them. His painting After Work with its pathetic box asking

for "Just Ic" depicts his conviction that society could help.

(above) Luis Meque, Car

IVafc/ier (detail), 1997,

109 X 83cm, mixed media

(from top left going down)
Luis Meque, The Drama (detail),

1997, 110 X 142cm, mixed media

Luis Meque, The Drummers
(detail), 1997, 109 x 144cm,

mixed media

Luis Meque, The Drummers
(detail), 1997, 109 x 144cm,

mixed media

Luis Meque, The Secret Place

(detail), 1997, 143 x 109cm,

mixed media



H;i\iML' hccti poor and a refugee. Meque is doubly an outsider

hut tins status has one recompense, the gill of observation.

Detached a little from the environment, he can look more

clearly. What confronts him is not a pretty picture — no jolly

communal gatherings in happy villages, no portraits of self-

contained indi\ iduals. He paints what he sees and what he

leels He paints with emotion but is never sentimental; there is

no self-pity, only fact. He examines the qualities of a type of

darkness — psychological, metaphorical, environnicntal and.

in Zimbabwe's case, racial. Luis Meque's work is a

disturbuigly truthful commentary on our society. Thai he is

able to use pauit boldly and expressively to communicate this

vision guarantees him an important place in the developing

visual culture of Zimbabwe.

(above left) Luis Meque, Street Kids, 1997, 110 x 84, mixed media

(above right) Luis Meque, Melancholia, 1997, 86 x 59cm, mixed media

(below) Luis Meque, The Writer. 1997, 108 x 91cm, mixed media
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When Laura Henderson,

a temporary volunteer

at Gallery Delta,

decided to visit Namibia,

Gallery asked her to

extend our contacts with

various art institutions there

and write about their art scene

Namibia
>^::

a new creative mood

Fritz Krampe, Bushwoman, undated,

55 X 39cm, red chalk

The 18-hour minibus drive from Victoria

Falls to Windhoek, through the Caprivi

Strip, was as tedious as the interminable

drone of our driver's soft-rock CD. In

retrospect the monotony of this drive is a

surprise because the other regions of

Namibia offer some of the most stunning

and unexpectedly diverse scenery in the

world. With a surface area twice that of

Zimbabwe and a total population similar to

that of Harare. Namibia has been

comparatively unscathed by man"s intrusion.

The Namib Desert is the world's oldest arid

region, existing for over 80 million years.

Although now it can have as little as 13 mm
rainfall per annum, at one time huge rivers

gouged their way through the area forming

dramatic and deeply carved canyons. The

landscape varies from the monumental red

and orange dunes in the south to the plains

and steep-sided isolated mountains in the

centre. Windhoek, the capital and largest

city, nestles in a folded landscape of endless

gravelly hills and valleys. It is therefore

perhaps inevitable that the fine-art traditions

of Namibia are based in landscapes; in the

interpretation of the country's incredible

beauty and awe-inspiring magnitude.

At the National Art Gallery of Namibia in

Windhoek I was welcomed by Director,

Annaleen Eins, and Curator, Jo Rogge,

whose enthusiasm and dedication is an

inspiration. They have recently completed

plans for a NSI.'i million building expansion

which will allow them to simultaneously

exhibit the 800 works in their permanent

collection, the majority of which are

presently in storage. At the time of my visit

they were also eagerly awaiting the arrival

of the final copies of a comprehensive

history of Namibian art which has been the

focus of much of their time and energy for

many months. Besides managing these

projects they al.so actively maintain an on-

going educational programme, a quarterly

visual arts magazine. Arterial, plans for the

design of a web site and the organisation of

their forthcoming Biennale exhibition. Yet,

with no sense of pressure, they spared me a

morning to talk about the artists, the work

and the cunent cultural climate. Culture was

a word that I was to hear a great deal during

my stay; a buzz word for a nation that is

trying to locate and expand its collective

artistic identity.



Historically, tollowiiig the paintings and

etchings of the bushmen (of which Namibia

has some exceptional examples), most

indigenous Namibian art was expressed

through lunctional crafts, particularlv

basketry and pottery. The first white artists

were explorers whose primary interest was

to accurately record what they saw and their

art is now more \ aluable for its historical

references than its aesthetic appeal. After the

First World War, however, artists like

Adolph Jentsch (1888-1977) and Fritz

Kranipc ( 1913-1966) arrived and settled in

Namibia and w ere to lav the foundations of a

fine-art tradition.

.lentsch's landscapes, initially worked in oil

and later in watercolour. convey, with

calligraphic strokes, the light and

expansivity of (he land and sky in Namibia.

His large and spacious paintings portray

something of the spirituality of the scenery

yet his pale colours and economy of

expression render Iheni surprisingly

understated. Krampe, in contrast, displayed

a very different response to the subject. He

was aware of something beyond the

picturesque beauty of the land and his

rugged animal studies are full of the violent

and savage energy of the wild. He also

painted portraits, although none were on

show at the National and I had to peep

behind the scenes to see thein. Strong black

lines and outlines in graphic style give his

people tremendous, if sometimes

unflattering, personality. His animals are

beasts and his people are characters, both

exuding their distinctive attributes with

unidealised spirit.

Although the influence of these and other

painters is indisputable, the inost famous

recent Namibian artist is John Muafangejo

( 194.V1987I. He was the first artist to

significantly depart from the landscape

tradition depicting instead aspects of

traditional life and autobiographical

incidents. He confined himself to black and

white lino cuts, ranging in subject from rural

scenes and wildlife to social, religious and

historical themes. Surrounding his images,

and filling the spaces between his people or

animals, are geometric designs and patterns,

increasing the decorative nature of his work.

His particular trademark, however, was the

inclusion of short textual captions containing

political and .scKial commentary or

describing the painting's subject. The

technique is original and its effect

siinultaneously poignant and amusing.

He has evidently had an enormous influence

especially on the young black artists of

today. The sinaller galleries and roadside

stalls of Windhoek are filled with black and

white graphics in the style of Muafangejo.

And although the work has its appeal, and

the medium is accessible and cheap (many

young artists also print from cardboard I. it

Q has become commonplace. Jo Rogge.

besides her position at the National (iaileiy.

also directs an independent art school, the

John Muafangejo Centre, which is now

trying to encourage young artists to move

awav from the lino cut and experiment w ilh

other media.

Some of this has obviously been

successful although a new coherent

voung artists' mo\emenl still seems

embryonic. I was taken to the

centre by Yob Jonathan, a 22 year-

old who trained there for three years

and had a small exhibition on show

in the fover of the National. He

reiterated the view that many of the

young artists get stuck with one

medium and fail to explore and

compared them to craftspeople.

"I'hcY prodiicc what ihey know how

Id iiuikc and sell and rarely deviate

from it." He also spoke of the

frequent damage caused by

alcoholism and uncontrolled

creative frustration. Many of his

contemporaries have destroyed their

best works in outbursts of anger that

emanate from misunderstanding and

discontent. In his own two- and

three-dimensional work he uses

many media, exploiting images and

symbols of personal significance as

a means of communication. His

small exhibition reflected his

versatility with each piece

displaying a distinct and refreshing

style.

Jonathan is one of a number of

Namibian artists who have

benefited from the annual

Tulipamwe International

Workshop. Coordinator of

Tulipamwe is Hercules Viljoen.

prominent local artist and lecturer

at the Department of Visual Arts at

Namibia University. He

emphasised the positive effect of

workshop exposure on artistic

development. In the workshop

environment artists come together

who may not share a spoken

language but can cominunicale

through other media. He sees this

as especially significant lor

Namibians who are comparatnels

isolated from external creative

influences.

The v\ork from this year's Tulipamwe

Workshop will be displayed in a new-

exhibition space just being completed at the

university's Department of Visual Arts,

which has also designated one of its external

walls to a changing mural project.

Departmental head, lrani,'ois de Nccker. is

passionate about the faculty and has

evidently invested tremendous energy in the

promotion and development of the talent of

his students and stall. I.ecluivrv in the
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(above) John Muafangejo, Kuanyama
Wedding, 1972, 50 x 35cm, linocut

(top left) Jo Rogge, Night Swimming,
1993, 67 X 49.5cm, etching, sugarlift

aquatint and drypoint

(below left) Hercules Viljoen, Metafore
vir n Ontvreemdingsritueel—
Hervesting (Metaphor for an
Alienation Ritual — Resettlement),

1987, 150 X 151cm, oil

Photographs courtesy of National

Gallery of Art (Namibia)

department are given one morning off per

week to develop their own artistic projects.

Sadly and inevitably enough, however, the

demands of administration have left artists

like Viljoen and de Necker fmstratingly little

time to pnrsue their own creativity.

Hercules Viljoen's work, although I had little

opportunity to see much, breaks well away

from both the mould of the landscape

painters and the intluenee of John

Muafangejo. He is one of a group of well-

established professional artists who have

paved the way to a broader sphere of artistic

endeavour. The works of artists like Jo

Rogge. Barbara Bohlke. Trudi

Dicks, Joseph Madisia and

Francois de Necker indicate the

driving force of a new creative

mood. These are the people

who, by building on and away

from previous traditions, are

contributing to the formation of

Namibia's post-independence

cultural landscape.

Much of their work is loaded

with socio-political comment,

although more symbolicallv

portrayed than the black and

white commentary of

Muafangejo. In Metafore vir 'n

Ontvreemdingsritueel —
He/Testing by Hercules Viljoen.

on show at the National, a

horned leopard with a stitched

mouth and human eyes

straddles a split colonial-style

table. These are just some of

the painting's references to

political and social division and

questions of identity; an

abstract and crumbling

landscape background

contributes to an overall sense

of change.

Francois de Necker uses the recurring

images of cypress trees and kopjes in his

large and spacious abstracted landscapes.

His symbols, like those in Viljoen's picture,

provoke questions about indigenisation. The

cypress is not an African tree and yet its

striking spear-like form is a common feature

of the scenery that gives Namibia its

contemporary distinctive beauty. De Necker

also creates sculptural landscapes from scrap

materials. Some of them he calls Kebab Art

— wood and metal objects spiked onto

metal rods and assembled into murals, the

spaces between the objects playing as

significant a part as the objects themselves.

This interplay of positive and negative is

also conspicuous in his paintings where he

frequently increases spatial awareness by

placing prominent features at the edges.

On my travels through Namibia I was struck

by how accurate his interpretation of the

scenery really is. The dirt road across the

desert between Swakopmund and the next

indication of human habitation,

appropriately called Solitaire, is 350km
long. Despite the perils of the dust clogging

your eyes and fashioning your hair into one

impenetrable dreadlock, it is a journey well

worth undertaking. As you drive across the

plains, the vastness of which is emphasised

by the unusually conspicuous curvature of

the horizon, hills, kopjes and great rocky

outcrops creep into your visual frame,

growing from small and peripheral to

immense and overwhelming. It is just one

of Namibia's many stark contrasts: the desert

adjoining the ocean; the desolation

supporting such abundant wildlife; the

deeply carved canyons rising to the plains;

the African people with strong

manifestations of European influence; the

strength of the rock's dark colours against

the paleness of the bleached vegetation.

And the harsh divisions of the scenery are

perhaps also reflected in Namibia's harsh

and often di\ ided history. Before

independence in 1990 the people's

expression had been continually manipulated

and suppressed by a succession of

controlling nations. The current generatii)n

of artists is that which straddles a split

cultural table, attempting to breach the gap

between past and present, both in political

and artistic spheres.

It was a great challenge to gain insight into

the artistic climate of a country in such a

short time. My self-imposed 'task' as a

touri.st and appreciator of the surroundings

was signiflcantly easier to fulfil. My
appraisal of the art. which is necessarily

cursory, was greatly assisted by Annaleen

Fins, Jo Rogge, Hercules Viljoen and

Franijois de Necker and I hope that our

regional links will have been strengthened

by the visit. The culture exudes the

excitement and dynamism of something that

is young and developing; something that is

fortified by the passions of past conquests,

the immediate, striking beauty of the country

and the ambitious hopes for the future. As a

neighbouring country we should be

watching and participating with particular

interest.



The Board of the National Gallery of Zimbabwe has appointed

Dr Yvonne Vera to the post of Regional Director of the National

Gallery in Bulawayo. In this interview with Godfrey Moyo she

shares some of her views concerning the arts

An opening window for Bulawayo

GM: As ihe first woman director of a national gallery in post-

independent Zimbabwe, what are your visions for the task ahead?

YV: I hrint; to my work as Ihe

Regional Director of the National

Gallery in Bulawayo a curious mind

not a decided one. I am as happy

\ iewing or discussing Chagall as I am

looking at Pissarro. I am fascinated by

the letters of Van Gogh and Gauguin

and Arshile Gorky. When it conies to

art history I am also a theorist. 1 enjoy

biographies of artists when they are in

their own voices, such as their letters and laundry lists and their own

descriptions of art and what movement is necessary to their paint

brushes.

GM: Arc you partial to any particular work of art?

YV: 1 have my loves in the art world.

1 love Van Gogh's The Potato Eaters

— so dark, with figures of innocence.

with the child in it and the adult. Ihe

lantern hanging, and the dark liquid

poured into liny shells. I love that

dim effervescent light within the

painting. For me, it is Mhondoro after

a poor harvest and Kczi during Ihe .

liberation war when voices arc thin

and dying. ! love art when it identifies something pure about agony.

I am not an essentialisi therefore I Iry to universalise experience yet I

enjoy the connections within moments.
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GM: Do you prefer realism to abstraction?

YV: 1 have never rejected a painting

which I did not enjoy. Certain

abstract art has made me laugh,

perhaps some of it was meant to be

funny. Yet. if you ask me in that

moment what I think. I will say that 1

am still learning. I hate to miss the

total comprehension of a thing and I

am always aware that 1 am missing

something. I hate boundaries to

knowledge and 1 have never functioned in a unally closed space,

there must always be a window open, a keyhole. Knowledge of art

must be approached without prejudice. All art. from an Aztec

inscription lo gralfili on the Hifl'el Tower, is gratifying.

GM: What elements in your development inlluence your

appreciation of art? Do you see particular connections?

rYV: ll look nio a while to understand

^jgl' e^ Duchamp. perhaps because I have

iHS ^^ nc\er used a urinal. .'Xndy Warhol we

all understand because we are part of

that 'modern advantage'. This is a

phrase I ha\ e made up because 1

think it says something about

perception — w here we ha\e been

and were we are at. 1 know for

example that I gained this modern

advantage h\ \ isiling Manhattan, then certain art makes sense,

seems even necessary. Monroe, like Chaplin, like Kennedy, are the

conscious erotic of America's consumable art. In these three we

have the photograph, the mo\ ing image, the political. America is

like that and i am lascinatcd by its ability lo create popular art w hieh

has depths of self analysis, even if it's only a cheaply packaged

inlellecHialism l)a\id I cllcmian llinxes on illiteracy and hosts the



Oscars. But this makes sense because the moving image is a

twentieth-century art. Photograph and Tiim are equally new, and

they are all mirrors. It is how you play with the mirrors and distort a

traditional mimesis that is central to modern art. Already, with the

first image on the photograph, with the first film, we have a different

mimesis. There is a natural evolution, a technology to art. When we
are faced with our reflection in a lake then we have the "modern

disadvantage". This is a loss of myth and it is regrettable.

GM: You are best known as a novelist. Under the Tongue and

W'lilumt a Name are curious titles. Can you comment?

YV: 1 enjoy phrases and titles. Bullets

liver Broadway summarises a lot about

New York, about the city. 1 can think

about that phrase for a long time, the

theatre of it, the mere possibility of

that phrase, what makes it linger in the

mind. 1 have no barriers to

understanding this. I love cities. 1

love language so 1 do not miss

anything in a phrase or a title,

especially about cities. After you have watched Woody Allen "s

Manhattan. Manhattan becomes Manhattan. And 1 have always

been fascinated by cities which have a signature. As an adult, I have

always lived in a city. It is the place where, in terms of art. we have

the 'modem advantage". I would like to visit Lagos.

GM: Having lived in major cities of the world what attraction does

Bulawayo hold for you?

YV: 1 think a city must have its own

architecture to begin with. Bulawayo

has a lot of centenary buildings

including Douslin House where the

gallery is situated. I think it is a great

advantage to be the second city. The

second city is a fringe city with all the

amenities of the first city but minus all

the responsibility of a certain kind of

growth and even a certain kind of

exhibitionism and political representation. Bulawayo is a city like

that and it is eternally free, that is why I live here and 1 have done

my best work in these surroundings. I have clean mornings that are

content and undisturbed. I am talking about the havoc of a big city,

its pace and sound, those 1 do not accept or understand.

Bulawayo is a city with colour and busy streets but the signature of

Bulawayo is something very thin, something written in the sky. And
when you have lived here, it is a struggle to live anywhere else.

Bulawayo has many subtle motifs and this makes for a certain kind

of visual artist. The landscape here is flat, with thorn bushes and a

low sky, and mopani trees. And there are seasons when we eat from

these mopani trees. The thorn bushes bloom. The ant hills are tall.

GM: Your writing has been praised for its detail and profound use of

language. How have you achieved this?

YV: This is because 1 have a certain

sense of detail and this comes from my
backgound in black and white

photography. I like to freeze an image

and study the entire frame. I like

having an angle to my reality; and that

I can turn the picture completely over

and study it that way, with the ground

forming some new firmament, I can

absorb quite a lot of life that way and

this is the relationship between my writing and my background in

photography. Then I release the image and it becomes a cinematic

space with its mis-en-scene.

GM: 1 am aware that you are a Doctor of Philosophy. What formal

training do you have in fine arts'

YV: 1 studied film and film making as

Ii^^iSir'"'
''" undergraduate and hold a minor in

^^HB9k '

fine arts. I spent a lot of time on film

1^^^^^^^ theory and criticism. I did European

^^^^^^Pgt cinema and Japanese film. For a

^^^^^^Hk while whenever I would watch a film I

^^^^^^^^ only wanted to discuss elements in it.

Was that a diagetic sound or was it

not' What does that do to that

moment in the film? I like to discuss

perspective and never tire of it. But 1 watch films in a more normal

way now and I can forget the style in the editing and it has all

become a seamless experience again. 1 enjoy the films of Peter

Greenaway. He is very intellectual and I am captivated and

frustrated by that. 1 do not enjoy the grotesque side of his films but

they are courageous. Rrospero 's Books is wonderful as is In the

Belly ofan Architect and Greenaway has a new film which I am
making every attempt to see. So I have moved from the harsh

realism of The Bicycle Thiefwhkh I liked very much as a film

student — today I notice its sentimentalism.

GM: As a multi-disciplinary individual do you feel that there is a

common language in the arts?

YV: Writing novels is not difterent

A i -^^^ from all these forms of expression — a

V -^^^^^^ Greenaway film reminds us more
t^/ff ^^^^B vividly of that— and when you work

with tllm you are attentive to images

and this makes for more sensitive

novel writing. I understand words

more than clay or celluloid so I use

words. This is the medium I am able

to craft. But we are all part of the

same light of day. of the same carnival of creation. There is laughter

and tears in all art; this is the language of all emotion.

GM: What other qualities do you intend to bring to this challenging

post?

YV: The past years I have spent

studying developments in African art,

discussing the construction of images

of Africans and of black identity in

general. I have focused on such

colonialist construction in film and

literature. This is a subject which has

absorbed me and for my doctoral

degree I focused on post-colonial

theory. I am therefore aware of

debates and developments in this field. It is miportant to understand

the manner in which we engage images of the West and how ill-

focused these may be. And these are some of the qualities one

encounters in the works of local artists.

Contemporary African art is unique in its many influences and the

balance which emerges out of it has originality and intelligence. The

force of this art, even at its most innocent, is immediate to me.

Therefore I look foward to supporting the development of our local

artists and the incorporation of the gallery space into the community.

Note: Among Yvonne Vera"s writings are Under llw Tonf(ue. Without a Name, Nchiindu

and \Vh\ Don 't Yon Cane Other Animate all published by Baobab Books, Zimbabwe.

Yvonne Vera in the courtyard

of the National Gallery in Bulawayo, 1997.

Photographs by llljaTroyanow 11
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The exhibition iMitilloJ Young. Gifted, Blacl\

and Female is a showing o( paintings by two

ol /.inihabwe's most eonsislcnl and

recognised young female painters. Still in

their early twenties, both have already

received recognition in the form of various

awards for their work. Both artists received

formal training in Zimbabwe during the

early 9()s and each emerged as the sole black

graduate from their respective fine-art

courses at the Harare Polytechnic. They

could be described as the forerunners among

a growing number of young, black, female

artists who are engaged in a personal search

for meaning and who arc prepared to

challenge their counterparts in an area

hitherto dominated by black men and whites.

(top) Bulelwa Madekurozwa,
Mother and Child, 1997, 76 x 50cm,

mixed media

(above) Bulelwa Madekurozwa,

Gay Soy (detail), 1997, 76 x 57cm,

mixed media



oreen Sib

hoare
writes abdS||Re work of two
king a signifi3t|it contribution

and setting a precedent in Zimoabwean art:

Bule^ra Made

Although Iheir works are not confined to

images traditionally associated with women
artists, both are striving to express personal

subjects in intimate yet very different ways.

In fact, despite outward appearances, on

close pictorial analysis it is remarkable how

close is their source of inspiration as well as

their deep love of their craft. They are both

driven to search beyond the comfortable

surface of things and feel compelled to

record, interpret and express their views of

the often unsettling reality behind the

modem African world view.

As a female-owned gallery, Mutupo invited

them to exhibit together firstly to reinforce

its gender-sensitive position and secondly

because it was felt that their works aptly and

Tendai Gumbo

(top) Tendai Gumbo, Masked
Emotions III, 1997, 39 x 74cm, mixed

media

(above) Tendai Gumbo, Growing
/Was/( (detail), 1997, 121 x 81cm,

mixed media
disarmingly reveal the complementary inside

and outside views of the search for meaning

in the modem African context. The two

artists have struggled against enormous odds

to arrive at the point of being regularly

exhibiting artists both in terms of being

minority figures in this field and in terms of

garnering family support for their chosen

careers. Working exclusively in the

figurative realm the artists use the figure to

explore themselves and others as well as

wider social issues in order to derive a

deeper understanding of their immediate

environment. Both tend to work in broad

series covering such issues as sexuality,

cultural norms, human relationships and the

relationship of the artist to self.

13
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Gumbo's rciidilions dI the lumiaii lljiurc and

her visions are somewhat hesitant,

impressionistic and exploratory. Formal l\.

her ligues are fractured and open and their

ga/e requires us to loolv into their eyes and

postures and in turn to look into ourselves in

a challenging and sometimes disturbing way.

Her use of colour is emotionally symbolic

and all her images depict the same figure —
the artist herself— as this is the topic on

which she is most knowledgeable. We are

able to relate to the figure who looks to us

and presents before us some compelling

insights into the drama of life. Her delicate

figure appears to dance in the world alone, at

one time fused with aspects of natural or

landscape forms or various other symbols,

and at others encapsulated in the embryonic

womb undisturbed by our presence and

onlooking.

In her Mask series. Gumbo uses the African

mask both as a traditionally symbolic artifact

with which she can identify and as the

chosen vehicle through which to make her

various explorations. In Growing Mask the

artifact represents the rites of passage

prevalent in her society. The solitary figure

represents the growth of the artist who is

outside the mask going through her own

growth process at her own pace.

One of a four-part series. Masked Emotions

III brings together the self-portrait stylised to

form a mask with arm drawn rigidly across

the body to allude to a closed form. A
window is situated at close proximity

perhaps offering some hope or perhaps as a

barrier between the figure and the viewer

hi Masked Emotions IV the figure appears

lighter and almost free-floating. The arm is

reaching out and the city symbols perhaps

show that the figure feels secure in such an

uban setting. In Time Frame the artist

celebrates a treasured photograph of herself

at the time of her first meeting with her

great-grandmother It was a time of meeting

of cultures and as it look place only one

nionlh before the old lady's death, the artist

was left with many questions unanswered to

take into her adult life. Her choice of a

raffia frame reinforces the encounter as a

rural one and the ladetl photograph

underscores the phenomenon as fading away

in the deeper dimension of time.

Madekuro/wa's images likewise dwell

mainly on Ihe human figure although she

chooses to create realistic people and lo

depict them in rather unusual settings. Her

explorations seek to reveal the subjects

hchind Ihe emotional and physical masks

ihal people wear ami she ajipears lo employ

ihis lechnique in order lo beller underslaiid

herself. Her subjects are seemingly people

engaged in various everyday activities and

her privileged encounter is shared with the

audience in a language thai is immediate.

dramatically composed and emotionally

charged. Her choice of universal symbols

such as the cross, the mask, flowers and the

guitar give the work a strong universal

appeal. However, a closer analysis of the

figures and symbols employed often points

lo some disturbing elements in her search

which can have a strong impact on the

viewer.

In Mother and Child the mother actively

clutches her child on her side in a very

familiar way. It is complemented by another

picture Father and Son in which the father is

occupied in a game to entertain the small

boy. The mother and her child are turned

away from the viewer representing a

relationship to which we are not privy.

Perhaps the artist presents it in this way in

order to underline the mystery of the

relationship, a relationship from which her

own circumstances precluded any full

participation. It could be said that the

pictures represent her search for this

relational phenomenon; a search which is

continued in the pictures Storyteller -and

Rainmaker in which the powerful female or

mother figure is presented as the

embodiment of the society's secrets and Ihe

custodian of culture. It is as if the artist

looks lo these figures to till the vacuum

which she carries as her 'modern'

upbringing has circumvented her

involvement to the full in these aspects of

life.

Another topic that receives insighltul

explorafion by Madekurozwa on the show is

sexuality. The artist examines this issue

using various symbols and she employs the

nude figure in several of the pictures. In

Lovers she includes the guitar image to echo

the human form as well as the emotions

evoked by the music. The inclusion of the

traditional African mask reinforces the idea

of vehicles of emotion and Ihe presence of

her own nude self-portait reveals the artist's

unashamed love of music and her own sense

of freedom and bodily celebration.

A different kind of sexuality is revealed in

Gay Boy and Heaven in which the artist

attempts to reveal some aspects of the

homosexual world lo the viewer A subject

that many Zimbabweans have difficulty

coming to lenns with. Ihe artist feels thai it

should be expressed as it is a very real part

of our society. In the picture Gay Boy the

homosexual is representeil w ilh a covered

head, reminiscent ol llic Klu Klux Clan in

Ihe I'nited Stales. He sports an umbrella in

rather a vain way and in Ihe eyes of the

viewer the hood immediately spells

repulsion, outcast, the accuseil and the

masked. The man alongside represents a

Iraclured religious figure with a cross and

could underline the hypocrisy pie\alent in

such circles towards the homosexual issue.

I lie work cnlilk'il lUnvoi cvplores the issue

of sexualilv lurthei witii a unilormcd



policeman presented in a state of lialf

undress. Society sometimes has difficulty in

accepting the fact that figures of authority

are as human as the rest of us and as such

they have a sexual side. By presenting the

policeman in a state of half undress, the

artist has allowed us to fantasise about the

person behind the uniform in an ambiguous

manner. The ambiguity is underscored by

the boiTowing of the male pin-up idea

featured in the logo of a well-known gay

club. The use of scribbled messages serves

to articulate the unspeakable as well as to

represent the graffiti element that might be

associated with a "pin-up' of this nature.

Tlie Predator, one of a series, presents the

naked monster image here represented as the

stud. The use of colour openly charges the

image with emotion — the red of anger, pain

and repulsion. That the figure points to the

very painful cancer that exists in our society

is without doubt and the artist's drive to

express it stems from her.self having been a

victim of such horrendous abuse. The same

subject is alluded to in the picture Black

Roses in which the main figure is pictured

sporting an umbrella but this time with a

bunch of black roses in one hand and a pair

of secateurs in the other. It is as if the black

roses symbolise the black female child that

is the subject of so much male abuse at this

time in our .society. The casual way in

which the man handles the secateurs

suggests the matter of fact way in which the

phallus is the source of menace in our midst.

Both these artists use their talents to look

deeply into humanity and both present to the

world their findings which are at times

celebratory, at times baffiing or

disappointing, at times deeply challenging

but always compelling.

(top left)Tendai Gumbo, Growing Mask, 1997,

121 X 81cm, mixed media

(below left)Tendai Gumbo, Masked Emotions IV, 1997

39 X 74cm, mixed media

(top right) Bulelwa Madekurozwa, Gay Boy, 1997,

76 X 57cm, mixed media

(below right) Bulelwa Madekurozwa, Heaven, 1997

81 X 54cm, mixed media

Photographs by Barbara Murray
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Looking
from afar:

a collector's

view

Gianni Baiocchi,

who has over

many years

had an interest

in the evolution

of contemporary
art in Africa,

provides some
provocative

considerations
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(opposite page) Tapfuma Gutsa, Chop
Suey, 91 X 50 X 40cm, stone and
calabash

(top) Marshall Baron, Untitled, 1966,

172 X 124cm, oil on canvas

(bottom) Patrick Mweemba,
Shortages, 1988, linocut

I still remember my first trip to Harare in

1966. The lack of animation in this city that

refuted its own African-ness seemed unreal

to me. Having known the chaos of Lagos,

the music of Accra CHighlife" was popular

then) and the sophistication of Nairobi, the

memory of that first visit to Harare is linked

to sensations of emptiness, melancholy,

sadness. But I subsequently returned

frequently to Zimbabwe, my last visit being

111 l^S"-). when the city had already

overcome the trauma of UDI and seemed

decidedly vivacious and pleasant. However,

the feeling of unreality linked to that first

visit remains forever inscribed in my
memory. It is true that I often looked at

African countries with the carelessness of a

business traveller and can thus perhaps be

justly accused of being superficial.

Nevertheless, that was my first impression.

My collection of modern African art,

comprising more than 200 works, began

with the casual acquisition of a piece by a

Zimbabwean artist. It was a large canvas by

Marshall Baron. Uiitilled. dated 1966.

During the next 20 years, in spite of

numerous trips to Harare, I did not pay

much attention to the art scene in

Zimbabwe, one reason being a strange kind

of rejection of the stone sculpture that

dominated the market and which 1 regarded

with suspicion. I felt its success with

Europeans was the result of their longing

for e.Koticism. conveniently hidden by a

search for an 'authentically' modern African

art form. Inconsistent though it might seem,

these works were highly esteemed by the

Western public while striking me as lacking

an enthusiastic response from Africans.

This fact has made me continually doubt

their "authenticity' and the more recent

evolution, beginning with Tapfuma Gutsa.

towards ever more diverse forms, seems to

justify my initial scepticism.

My voyage in I9S9 was made solely to

acquaint myself with the development of

contemporary art in the region and on that

occasion I purchased works by Andrew

Cherekwa. Philliiiion Chipiro. Tapfuma

Gutsa. Marvelous Mangena. Shalton

Mukundwi. George Nene, John Takawira.

Patrick Mweemba (Zambia) and

Livingstone Banda (Malawi). During this

visit I received great help from Derek

Huggins of Gallery Delta, who introduced

me to the daughter of Canon Paterson. She

was kind enough to show me the

watercolours by some of the Cyrene

students which she guarded with great care.

She made a considerable sacrifice in

presenting me with three paintings executed

during the 1940s by Zebedee C. Chikowore.

S. Dube and Wiltshire Fambayo. I will

always be grateful for this gift. I was also

introduced to Canon Paterson's widow and

was able to admire in her house several

interesting paintings by students of the

mission. I hope they will be acquired by the

National Gallery of Zimbabwe in the near

future and thus become a public testimony to

the evolution of modern art in the country.

During that tup of 1989. I became fully

convinced that the exaggerated identification

with the stone sculpture movement

represented an obstacle to the full

development of modern art in Zimbabwe. It

results in cataloguing as 'Shona' even those

sculptors who are conceptually miles away

from the canons of McEwen. It eclipses

valid painters as well as sculptors working in

wood and metal. It would be as if. talking

about Nigeria, one would mention only the

Oshogbo school or. in the case of South

Africa, only Township art or Venda

sculpture. I maintain that this anomaly is the

result of the encounter between able and

well-meaning promoters of the 'Shona' myth

in Zimbabwe and the uninformed

superficiality of Western critics and

collectors. It is sad to notice that the

discour.se on Gutsa's contribution to

contemporary international sculpture (of

which he is certainly an important

representative) is quite often overshadowed

by that concerning Gutsa's position within

the Zimbabwean stone sculpture movement.

Some recent and significant events seem to

indicate that this trend is changing. I am

referring to the solo shows of Helen Lieros

in London and Tapfuma Gut.sa in New York,

and the presence of Keston Beaton and

BeiTy Bickle in the exhibition On the Road

held at the Delfina Studio Trust in London.

Berry Bickle had already shown in Europe,

but for Beaton this was the first time. This

opportunity was significant in that they were

shown with other artists of the southern

African region who had previously been

recognised internationally, such as the South

Africans: Bester. Kentridge. Siopsis, and Ole

from Angola.

Preceding this. I recall the presence of

Zimbabwean artists in the exhibitions

entitled Art From the Frontline (London

1990) and Art/Images in Southern Africa

(Stockholm 1989) and especially the

participation of Gutsa. Mukomberanwa and

Munyaradzi in Contemporary African

Artists ; Changing Tradition (New York

1 990) which took these artists out of the

"Shona" context. In this situation of scarce

knowledge in the West concerning modem

art from Zimbabwe, a magazine such as

Gallery is making an important contribution

towards filling the gap.

Regarding contacts between modern African

art and Italy, where I live, they were few and

far between apart from one or two

participants at the Venice Biennale.

Recently, however, there has been a

concentrated focus by one of the principal

art spaces in Rome — Sala I — under the

able direction of an American, Mary Angela

Schroth. Sala I was responsible for the

Rome exhibition Affinities — Contemporary i y
South African Art. co-organised by Sally



Arnold tor Ihc Venice liicnnalc in 1993,

which both press and public met with great

interest. The exhibition presented works by

27 artists from South Africa (among them

Bester. Kentridge. Koloane, Payne, Sebidi,

Hlungwane and Kriel) and was followed by

Alricana (January 1996| a project by Sala I

that included works by the Sudanese Fathi

Hassan, Bertina Lopes from Mozambique,

El Anatsui from Ghana, the Ethiopian Theo

Eshetu and others. The space will continue

with the lirst one person show in Europe by

Trigo Piula. who was part of the New York

exhibition Africa Explores. Sala I plans

other exhibits with South Africa and one

person shows with Sokari Douglas Camp
and El Anatsui. Sala 1 is not solely

interested in African artists; its programme

includes major contemporary artists from all

o\er the world. In my opinion, this is

important because it contrasts with the

ghettoisation of the Africans in galleries and

museums specialising in African art.

Broadly speaking, it seems there is scant

interest in Italy (contrary to other European

countries) in Shona and Makonde sculptures

or in Oshogbo orTingatinga paintings. The

attention seems rather to be directed towards

popular art such as sign paintings and those

artists who have developed in that vein, for

example, Cheri Samba. There is

considerable interest in artists of notable

intellectual format like Fathi Hassan

(Sudan), the first African to participate in

the 'Aperto' section of the Venice Biennale

Ml 1988. and Sally Arnold (South Africa),

both of whom reside in Italy. Art historians

Dele Jegede and Olu Oguibe. both

Nigerians, made a considerable contribution

towards a broader comprehension of African

modern art in Italy through two conferences

in 1994 and I99.'S.

seconded by people who have seen his work.

I also had the pleasure of meeting Phillimon

Chipiro and purchasing an acrylic on canvas.

I like it but strangely it does not excite the

interest of visitors. One of my favourites is

a small sculpture by Livingstone Banda

whom I met at the Viikutu Art Foundation.

I must admit that my collection is weak

regarding central Atrica. Gaps should be

filled by the landscapes of Thomas

Mukarobgwa, by abstract canvases of Henry

Tayali (Zambia), by the works of Rashid

Jogee, Helen Lieros, Neo Matome
(Botswana). Stepen Kappata (Zambia) and

Keston Beaton as well as works by artists

from the older generation. The absence of

the latter is certainly a major deficiency. It

inhibits a clear view of the evolution of

modem art in this part of Africa, and, in my
opinion, severs the thread linking the

landscapes of a Cyrene student such as John

Balopi to those of Robert Paul and Thomas

Mukarobgwa.

It seems to me that Zimbabwe's major

contributions to modem African art are in

the fields of landscape, social realism and in

a localised variant of Abstract

Expressionism ( Marshall Baron. Rashid

Jogee and other painters from Bulawayo).

Landscape seems to be the constant theme in

the painting of Zimbabwe. Limiting the

analysis to indigenous artists, one frequently

notes the presence of human beings in a

prominent position with respect to the

landscape itself. This asserts, in a certain

sense, the superiority of man over nature and

represents a breakaway from the ancient

African symbiosis between man and nature.

An example of this breakaway trend, a work

by Phillimon Chipiro in my collection, may

Shalton Mkundwi, African Science,

1986, 40 X 31cm, lithograph

Regarding artists Irom Zmibabwe. then

exposure in Italy is very limited. People

who have had occasion to visit my
collection find Hanging Trees over Halcliffe

by Andrew Chekerwa and African Science

by Shalton Mkundwi most interesting, the

latter admired by Achille Bonito Oliva who
found it reminiscent of Goya. I have had no

news lor some lime from Chekerwa whom I

met at the BAT Workshop. It would pain me
o greatly if he had stopped painting. I believe

he has great talent and my judgement is

he iiiciuioiicU. But consider first a small

untitled watercolour by a Cyrene student, S.

Dube, which, in a village scene with a river,

trees and houses, depicts a crocodile killing

a man. Apart from the didactic or narrative

intention of the artist, (here is. in the

desperate cry of the boy escaping in horror,

an appeal lor the taming of nature and for

putting it to the service of man. This

discourse begun by Dubc in the I94()s is

driven to extremities by Chipiro in 1 988

with his representation of an idyllic modern

(left) Andrew Chekerwa, Hanging
Trees over Hatcliffe. 1988, 60 x 90cm,
oil on board

(right) Phillimon Chipiro, (title

unknown), 1988, 57 x 86cm, acrylic



farm. A different perspective is offered by

Marvelous Mangena in his Magic Luke. In

this case there is a marginal physical

presence of man as well as the fruit of his

labour, but the title of the work and its

atmosphere lead us to other important

presences: those of the spirits. We seem to

find ourselves in a place where the ancestors

or those not yet bom are able to rest in

peace. Therefore man is also present in his

spiritual dimension. The work brings to

mind the continuum of a Dante-esque

paradise where peace and harmony reign —
the garden of Eden, originally God's gift to

man. later physically lost but regained

through the spirit— to which we are ferried

by the boat gliding over the waters of the

magic lake.

directly enter the artistic history of another

country and are. in a certain sense, separated

from their origins but this is the exception. I

maintain as well that, in time, an artist may

reach a universal artistic expression. It is

my opinion that an exemplary collection

should include artists that represent an initial

break from the experience of the past and at

the same time provide an inspiration to those

coming after. Each artist comes to occupy a

niche in the evolutionary process of world

art. thereby integrating African art into its

universe, and eliminating the need for

specification (Western. Aboriginal. Asiastic,

African). The slow process of constructing a

new transnational and transcultural

civilisation will bring forth a new art that is

the fruit of a synthesis of a myriad of diverse

experiences.

again, the negation could be the result of

intellectual disdain, or motivated by the

desire to protect one's own specialised field

of knowledge. This applies as well to those

who still relegate great African art to the

darkness of ethnographic museums.

However, in my personal opinion, the main

reason for the negation lies in an

unconscious fear of discovering the fragility

of one's own world of certainities if full

contact with the "other' is established.

Rega'rding the social realism in vogue

during the early days of the Mzilikazi Art

and Craft Centre of Bulawayo, it is

important to underline the fact that the Zee

Riots Series ( 1962) by Justin Mtungwazi

was the first explicit depiction of protest, in

confrontation with power, by an African

painter. The works of the Mozambican

Malangatana and the South African Duniile

come after this and South African

Resistance Art even later. It is in southern

Africa as a whole that the socio-political

theme makes its entrance in the field of

modem African art. I believe that this is an

important point, yet the contribution of

Justin Mtungwazi remains practically

unknown.

Regarding the links between various

generations, I would like to refer to an

exchange of letters with an authoritative

artist-critic from Africa. The participant in

this correspondence denies a continuity

between the artists of the current generation

and their predecessors. He goes on to assert

that contemporary African artists are now

referring directly to Western artistic sources

without the mediation represented by the

works of the older artists in Africa. I do not

agree with this thesis which if correct would

imply the negation of a history of

contemporary African an and would

legitimise the sporadic mention of African

artists in the history of art. I do not find this

reading to be accurate. There are

undoubtedly examples of artists who

Those believing that such art will reflect

only the Western hegemony have the

aiTOgant privilege of predicting the future —
something which is in reality inscmtable. It

is enough to consider the changes brought ti

Greco-Roman art by the sensibility of the

Barbarians or more recently, the

revolutionary influence of African art on the

works of Braque and Picasso and the

consequent effects on the whole course of

modem Western art, or the developments in

Western music after coming into contact

with the music of Africa. In my vision

of art as a movement progressing

towards this specific melting-pot,

there is no place for those artists,

critics and curators (or artistic

expressions), either African or

Western, which— in order to

preserve their own black or

white tribalism — negate

within themselves what they

see as the contaminating eft'ects

of comprehending and leaming

from the 'other'. By this

negation they jeopardise growth.

Behind this debatable

preservationism I suspect the cause

of the negation in question

sometimes lies in a perverted attempt

to maintain the status quo — of which

the Western intelligentsia is the main

beneficiary with derivative advantages going

only to those African artists that comply

strictly with Westem expectations. Then

(left) Marvelous Mangena, Magic
Lake, 1988, 30 x 59cm, oil on board

(right) S. Dube, (title unknown), 1949,

28 X 20 cm, pastel on paper

(below) Keston Beaton, Harp, 1997,

68 X 63 X 1 1 cm, found objects
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To enter Venice one must cross a bridge. This is both a physical act

and a shift in the mind, for one arrives in a place like no other: a

place of magic and paradox where the unexpected rules. The art

jamboree that Venice hosts every two years is as singular as the city,

a site where art and politics are constantly if not transparently

enmeshed. In the modern Biennale that emerged in 1948 as a

showplace for the cultural values of the democratic West prizes are

awarded to individuals but no-one forgets that they represent this or

that nation or ideology.

Early in the twentieth century, when Powers were Big and

hierarchies were clear, the art-producing nations of Europe

constructed pavilions in the Giardini, the public gardens where the

core of the Biennale is situated. Now there are so many new

countries that space has run out in the Giardini and, improbably,

temporary national precincts have sprung up throughout the city.

This year, as usual, the national pavilions presented a cacophony of

voices, competing for prizes, prestige, publicity. Rachel Whiteread,

who won the Turner Prize two years ago and works exclusively with

casts, occupied the British pavilion. Among her elegant, quietly

authoritative works were the well-known plaster mattress, a resin

bath, a cast of the negative space beneath a table and chair, with a

new piece. Untitled (Paperbacks). A white plaster library, which

filled a room of the pavilion, it is closely related to her commission

for the Holocaust memorial in Vienna. Because of Whiteread's

exhibition the British were widely tipped for the "Best pavilion' but,

regrettably, this went to the French for Fabrice Hybert's confection

of electronic media ran wild. His show changed daily but the impact

was lost as no-one understood it.

(full page) Rachel Whiteread, Untitled (Paperbacks), 1997,

room installation, plaster and steel detail showing cast

elements in the artist's studio

(left) Rodney Graham, Vexation Island, 1997, Video

(right) Joan Brossa, Pais, 1 986/88, 36 x 23cm

Against French chaos stood the cool wit and political satire of the

Spanish poet and artist Joan Brossa. He showed an array of objects

which, like Pais (Country), punned between word and image. His

installation, Garotte Vil. was a table formally laid for dinner where

the diner's chair was replaced by a garotte, until 1974 the Spanish

medium of judicial execution. The earthiest pavilion was Belgium's,

filled with very large, lumpish 'presences' of ambiguous identity by

Thierry de Cordier. Landscape-with-the-fat-belly. in "wood. iron,

polyester, plaster, textile, earth, ashes, pigment, egg-n-hite. oil.

Indian ink. urine, pear, grass ..." was imposing, urgent, eloquent of

an inexplicable identity between the human presence and the

landscape. The curious power of de Cordier's work confounded the

superficiality of the high-tech electronic media displays that

dominated too many spaces.
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The oddest pavilion? Canada's (not lor the tlrst time). The sole

exhibit was Rodney Graham's video. Viwiilion Ishiinl. vvhieh

provided a niee opportunity to sit down. The video, which was hke

a niar\eIlousiy scenic travelogue, mysteriously involved a beach, a

man in eighteenth-century costume and an observant parrot. The

dullest had to be the Austrian pavilion which was entirely filled v\ ith

a mass of extremely heavy books about the Wiener Gruppe. the

Viennese literary a\ ant-garde of the 193()s. hugely important for

their events and actions but not visually gripping when rendered as

tomes. We were exhorted to help ourselves to copies; people already

bowed under the weight of free literature streamed out with new

freebies ... (No. I didn't.)

The United States won everyone's vote for most politically correct

pavilion, with a solo exhibition by Robert Colescott. He is not

exactly a household name but he does happen to be black. The

catalogue noted that his work explores "such explosive combinations

of issues us nice, histoiy, sex, power, and standards of beauty ..."

More to the point, perhaps is that the U.S. pavilion, hitherto financed

by the state, is now supported by a "Fund". Who funds the Fund?

Well, the Rockefellers and so on, with the extremely p.c. National

Endowment for the Arts. And its remit? To support art at the

margins, which include South America. Hungary. Slovenia. South

Africa— worthy causes all, and let no-one mutter "colonial

imperialism".

From the fixed points of the Giardini to the imponderables of the

city, where history repeated itself. Around 1300 a group of

Dalmatian traders commissioned Vittorio Carpaccio to decorate their

little headquarters, thus initiating perhaps the most delightful cycle

of narrative painting in Venice. Nearly 500 years later the states

urung from what was once Yugoslavia were installed in various less

aesthetically elevated but equally individuated premises a stone's

throw from the Dalmatians. Croatia occupied the upper part of the

Scuola di Santa Apollonia, blacked out for a continuous video

projection showing stars, planets, eclipses, which swept dizzyingly

around the space, creating great drama with neat economy.

Credulity failed totally on reaching Slovenia (geography rewrites

itself in Venice) where in yet another dark, sauna-like space, stood

several planters containing adolescent vegetables, each beneath a

light to encourage growth, each with a watering system. Bottles of

water were being given away, with slings to carry them: another

much prized freebie. (No.) Nothing very outrageous here; there are.

alter all. plenty of green artists and Beuys him.self was the great

originating planter of oak trees. What was astonishing was that the

vegetables were nourishing — and presumably keeping their minder

healthy.

The most enticing extensions of the Biennale into the city were

historical exhibitions. Lesser manifestations ranged from a splendid

exhibition ol earl\ v\ork by Anselm Kieler. through a very thin show

of pieces donateil to a pulali\ e national museum of Bosnia, to an

installation which prescnlcd obscene videos to be viewed through

the rear ends of fibre-glass cows. However, at the Palazzo Venier dei

Leoni. a.k.a. the Peggy Guggenheim Collection, was a splendidly

exuberant showing of the American painter. Stuart Davis, who is

virtually unknown in F.urope, excluded by our obsession with

Abstract Expressionism. Davis learnt troni Picasso. Leger and

Matisse, to devise an American form of Cubism and. later, jazz-

inspired abstract paintings whose pulsating colour is structured by

typography.

Across the Grand Canal in the vast Palazzo Grassi. we were returned

to the central business of the Biennale. What was this great

cacophony saying? Were we to succumb to laziness and assign it all

to post-modem fragmentation or would a rationalisation emerge? As

it happened, two excellent shows presented opposed perceptions of

art in recent history, establishing a dialectic to structure the '97

Biennale.

In the Palazzo Grassi was Flemish and Dutch Painting from Van

Gogh. Ensor. Magritte, Mondrian to Contemporary Artists, arranged

by the veteran curators Rudi Fuchs and Jan Hoet (from Amsterdam

and Ghent respectively). Proposing, unexceptionally. that an is an

historically determined social product, they illuminatingly

juxtaposed the sobriety of the Northern Netherlands with the fantasy

of Flanders: Holland against Belgium: realism against

Symbolism.Van Gogh against Ensor; Mondrian and de Stijl against

Surrealism. Delvaux and Magritte; cool geometries against

impassioned gestures. With many detours, subtleties and. not least,

numerous artists totally unknown to most of us, Fuchs and Hoet

underlined the necessity of history to an understanding of today's art

and especially art at the margins, where the burden of 'intluence' lies

most heavily. They draw a parallel between the sixteenth and

twentieth centuries as periods when international models

(Mannerism and Cubism) were widely adopted as models for

practice, inflected and fieshed out by "idiomatic preferences and

notions of local cininuler". Authority lies then, in our reading of

history, rather than in a political centre.

It is to the Giardini that we must return for the response in the

construction of the dialectic. In the sprawling Italian pavilion which

doubles as a general exhibition space, the Biennale's curator.

Germano Celant. presented a masterful overview of the last 30 years

of cutting-edge production, with the title Future, Present, Past. For

Celant history is irrelevant since art exists in "o state ofperpetual

change, broken up by the irreducible difference between one artist

and another, one work and another". History and geography are

collapsed into a continuous present and a notional international

location. Consequently all participating artists were asked to pro\ ide

new or at least very recent work. Despite Celant's problematic

(right) Tony Cragg, Secretions, 1996/97,

245 X 65 X 210 cm: 165 x 240 cm

(opposite page) Agnes Martin, Untitled,

1974, 182.9 X 182.9 cm
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perception of history, the exhibition was almost uniformly fresh,

exciting and coherent.

I could have done without Dine and Artschwager. both over-

exposed; America was well represented by Lichtenstein and Brice

Marden. We were led past teasing optical illusions, crazy flying

machines (Panamarenko); Mario Merz's latest igloo of glass and

slate fragments; Rebecca Horn's fearsome, swivelling steel rods;

great ectoplasmic fantasies by Tony Cragg; delicious abstract

paintings by Gerhard Richter; elegant laser prints by the veteran

Califomian conceptualist. John Baldessari, who perhaps presciently

announced, beneath an image of a worn scrubbing-brush, "There is

no remedy."

Future, Present, Past extended to the Cordiere, the superb and

cavernous building where once rope was made and which now
regularly houses that section of the Biennale devoted to young

artists. It contained predictably little painting or conventional

sculpture; as Ed Ruscha darkly proclaimed, "Trouble your way if

you insist on painting." Video, photography and installation are the

preferred media today. There was kitsch by Koons (there always is);

a rare site-specific installation by Maurizio Michetti who crammed
two huge white inflated balls between the pillars that mark out the

building's bays; a continuous performance arranged by the Italian

Vanessa Beecroft who orchestrated a clutch of models to saunter

around wearing nothing much (the boys loved it). Ilya and Emilia

Kabakov contributed We Were in Kyoto, a walkway constantly

showered with silk almond blossom and the little circles of paper

made by hole-punchers. Much of this fell into a central void

occupied by a very cross man with a broom. Sam Taylor-Wood, one

of the much exported Britpack, whose best-known member is. of

course, Damien Hirst, won a prize for a video of herself having a

very long row with a male pailner in a restaurant. Vastly more

entertaining and less like soap opera was another video by a Swiss

artist, Pipilotti Rist, featuring herself joyously smashing the

windows of parked cars with a stem of red-hot poker, a surreal

fantasy which chimed with the occasional nihilistic impulse in all of

us. A mixed bag this exhibition, but it fulfilled one purpose of the

Biennale. to show us ourselves as we are today, imperfectly

comprehended, and as we may be tomorrow, which we cannot know.

As so often in art, the climax of Celant's exhibition and, indeed, of

the whole Biennale was fortuitous. The veteran American artist

Agnes Martin showed a small group of works in a prominent space

near the beginning of Future. Present. Past. Each image consisted of

horizontal stripes, painted in intense but hazy high colour, the discreet

marks just visible. Their 'meaning' was their location in Venice,

where they spoke — with such discretion — of its physical

properties, air, light, water and of an underlying order that we call

civilisation. These qualities were brutally, shockingly contested by a

performance which took place in a dark basement immediately below

Martin's exhibition.

Celant assigned this space lo the Serbian performance artist, Martina

Abramovic, when the Serbian government refused to accept her as an

official representative. She sat, dressed in white overalls, amid a

great stinking heap of cows' bones, endlessly scraping flesh from

bone, her clothes soaked and blood-stained. Beside her a video

recounted a Serbian folk tale about the breeding of a king rat that

slaughters all its fellows. Both artists were rewarded with a Golden

Lion, the Biennale 's greatest prize. Neither required the presence of

the other, yet nothing could have more forcefully underlined the

culture, duration and intellectual depth of which Martin's painting

speaks than Abraniovic's intimations of monstrous, nameless

bestiality and degradation.

It is for such moments, for the imponderable, insoluble confrontations

that art produces between transcendence and evil, history and

contemporaneity, the credible and the mind-stopping, that we cross oo
the bridge to Venice and know ourselves privileged to do so.



Roy Guthrie of Chapungu
Sculpture Park pays tribute

to one of Zimbabwe's
most-loved stone sculptors Bernard Takawiral

The recent untimely death of Bernard Takawira marks a deep and

sad loss tor the art community of Zimbabwe and for collectors and

promoters of Zimbabwean sculpture throughout the world. Within

Zimbabwe he exerted a great presence, acknow ledged for his

sculptural talent and admired by all for the qualities of kindness,

humour, steadfastness, humility and love of his fellow human
beings. Although many international collectors and promoters did

not know him personally, they deeply respected his works and the

strong but simple truths inherent in them.

At his funeral held on his farm in Bromley, mourners gathered

from all over Zimbabwe, many coming from his church groups as

far afield as Kariba and Beitbridge. For the art community who
knew him as a sculpti>r tlrst it was moving to witness his great

inlfuence as a preacher and evangelist. Many spoke of his

commitment and dynamic testimony. Bernard was proud of his

conversion to Christianity and the purpose and meaning it brought

to his life. This was depicted in many sculptures in a deeply

personal way: Lnnkiiif; to ihf Other Side reflects on a man

approaching the end of life but reconciled to a future spiritual

existence. Strivingfor Higher Levels expresses the need for a

Christian to avoid complacency and continually strive for greater

heights. The Inevitable Two in Every Man reflects upon the good

and bad in e\ery person and the need to acknowledge, but control,

the evil while building on the good.

Bernard, however, came from a deeply traditional Shona family

and often revealed his love for the values inherent in this culture:

The Timekeeper. Hold Tight That Which Yoii Are Given. Patience

Has Wings and The Madness of the Old Lady Started in the

Playground all reflect on traditional Shona myths and values. For

Bernard it was no anomaly to embrace the Christian faith while

still paying tribute to the wisdom and depth of his own culture.

The sculptures mentioned abo\c arc only a small part of a startling

body of work created by Bernard during the last 20 years. Many of

them are amongst the largest and finest ever created in Zimbabw e.

1 do no know whether he specificall\ intended to lea\e such a great

sculptural heritage lor his counlr\ but this is indeed what he has

done. Thankfully, through the permanent collections of the

National Gallery and Chapungu Sculpture Park. iiian\ of these

works still remain in Zimbabwe. We have lost a monumental

figure in Zimbabwean art who can never be replaced and whose

example of originality. creati\ il\ and deep expression v\ ill conlMUic

to inspire others.

On a personal note, my life has been much enriched by having

worked w ith Bernard Takaw ira for so man> years, and by the long

hours spent iliscussing his work and the purpose and meaning of

art. I admired him lor his dedication to sculpture, for establishing

and maintaining a sculptural identity uniquely his own and for the

tlireclness. strength and integrity of his work. Yet behind his

sculptural excellence was a humble and warm man. Miiiihn i liaiye

as the .Shona say — 'a complete person'.



(left) Bernard Takawira,

See More - Talk Less, 1 995

(below) Bernard Takawira,

The Power of Humility, 1 984

Gallery Delta will hold an exhibition of sculpture and graphics

by master draughtsman Arthur Azevedo in September/

October. This will be followed by a show of paintings by

Robert Paul which were recently rescued from a storeroom of

the National Gallery and which have never been exhibited

before. A textiles and ceramics exhibition including work by
Babette Fitzgerald and Sue McCormick will be on show in

November and the annual Summer Exhibition which brings

together works by many of Delta's artists follows in December.

Mutupo: The Totem Gallery has moved to new premises at

the comer of Fife Avenue and Seventh Street. Minimalist

images by All Keller, a German living in Senegal, will be on

during October followed by Through Each Other's Eyes, an

Australian/Zimbabwean collaboration on paintings, graphics and

sculpture. December will feature an exhibition of wood
sculptures from West Nicholson.

The National Gallery in Bulawayo will for the first time be

hosting the opening of the 1997 Heritage Exhibition in

November. Bulawayo has long been the city from which many
of Zimbabwe's more radical artists emanated including Marshall

Baron, Josephine O' Farrell, Voti Thebe. Berry Bickle, Stephen

Williams, Rashid Jogee and others. The Bulawayo Gallery is

housed in one of the outstanding buildings of Zimbabwe, has an

active programme and now a new enthusiastic Director. We
look forward to great things in Bulawayo.

In November the National Gallery in Harare will be holding

The MBCA Decade of Award Winners Zimbabwe
Heritage 1986 - 1996 Exhibition. This show will display

new work by the 125 artists who have won major awards for

painting, sculpture, textiles or ceramics in the annual exhibitions

over the ten-year span and will be a showcase of Zimbabwe's

visual arts talent. All our major artists have been working

towards this exhibition; a stunning white nude by Gerry Dixon,
innovative pottery by Sue McCormick, a triptych by Henry
Thompson, sculpture by Tapfuma Gutsa and an installation

by Berry Bickle will be among the work on view. The
exhibition coincides with the 40th anniversary of the National

Gallery and is being generously sponsored (including a

comprehensive illustrated catalogue) by the Merchant Bank of

Central Africa which is also celebrating its 40th year.

The National Gallery of Namibia is this year celebrating its

50th anniversary! They will be marking this milestone with a

large exhibition entitled Made in Namibia comprising a

selection of works from their permanent collection. They have

recently published a history of art in Namibia (to be reviewed in

a forthcoming issue) and run a full and exciting programme of

exhibitions which we will include in these listings. Following

the anniversary show will be a commemorative exhibition of

work by John Muafangejo (1943 - 1987).

Good news for cafe/bar/book/jazz addicts! Grassroots

Bookshop has opened The Book Cafe alongside their new
bookshop upstairs at Fife Avenue shopping centre. Have a glass

of wine or a cappuchino, listen to some of Harare's coolest jazz,

buy one of Yvonne Vera's novels or another copy of Gallery

magazine as a gift for someone.

Alliance Franqaise now has up-to-date French magazines for

public reading in their library including a few arts journals.

They also have the collections of the Louvre and Musee
D'Orsay available on CD-ROM for public viewing.

The British Council have a growing selection of art videos

including Andrew Graham Dixon's television series The Story of
British Art and video interviews with young British sculptors. ^O
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Artnotes

Writings about art are expansive, useful and

valuable in many ways and, as such, are a

service to both the artist and the society. In

publishing his or her views, the critic/writer

aims to draw people's attention to what the

artist is saying about our society and life.

Attached by an umbilical cord to the

community, the artist puts into visible form

experiences, thoughts, intuitions and feelings

drawn from his or her particular situation.

The art produced represents an understand-

ing ( more, or less, deep: more, or less, well

expressed: more, or less, evocative;) of a

human reality. "Good" artists ( as with

writers, poets, musicians) are those who are

most aware of the multiple complexities and

ambiguities of an experience and who can

express them honestly, with an immediacy

that enables the viewer to share, through

aesthetic means, in that experience.

Whether they intend to or not (and many are

not fully aware of all that they reveal in their

work), artists lay out, for us all to see, their

interpretation of "where" and 'who" we are.

For this reason it is essential that art in

Zimbabwe, made by Zimbabweans, is seen

and understood by the people of Zimbabwe.

"Where/who we are' may be of passing

interest to outsiders but it can have a direct

and important impact on us as a community.

Through time, the long years of colonialism

and independence, everything is being

altered and influenced in many different

ways by many different factors. There is no

going back. We cannot undo the influences

but we can become more aware of their

effects on our own present. There are social,

philosophical, aesthetic, physical, cultural,

economic and political dimensions to every

painting, graphic or sculpture, consciously

or unconsciously rendered by the artist.

Each work of art tells us much in its

emphases and in its omissions.

In this issue of Gallery we look at recent

work by Tapfuma Gutsa, an artist who uses

materials such as horn, bone, gourd, stone,

metal, coal, manure and cloth in a powerful

African evocation of Zimbabwean social and

political realities. His images reveal deep

psychological understandings of our

situation and work away at the subconscious

long after you have seen them. In another

article, Arthur Azevedo shares a personal

account of his lifelong involvement with art.

reminding us of the equally valid need to

contemplate the beauty and wonder of life

that is beyond purely human concerns,

A discussion concerning the McEwen
collection of early pieces of stone sculpture

given to the British Museum presents

multiple questions, related to the develop-

ment of post-colonial art in Zimbabwe and

its present use and abuse both locally and

internationally, to which answers mu.st be

found. Murray McCartney's review of one

of the few books on the art of the smaller

southern African countries points out again

the potency of influences as well as how

little realisation there is amongst African

political powers of the importance of the

visual arts. Margaret Garlakes's article in

contrast emanates from a society where the

interaction of art and society is more

publicly developed.

Such interaction is beneficial to both art and

society and the good news is that the

recently formed Zimbabwe Association of

Art Critics (ZAAC) is up and running. We
hope through ZAAC to increase the publica-

tion of art criticism in as many of the local

newspapers and magazines as possible in

order to reach a wider public and stimulate

discussion, argument and. above all, to

encourage more people to look at and make

use of art in understanding our society.

There are various categories of membership

including that of "associate member' which

enables people who have not written about

art, and are perhaps unsure of their ability to

do so, to attend meetings and contribute in

other ways. The critics too need criticising!

ZAAC intends to have workshops, visiting

speakers and other activities as well as

regular discussions. There will be a meeting

at the Bookcafe at Fife Avenue on the last

Monday of every month at 5.30 p.m. and

everyone is welcome.

I would also like to take this opportunity to

thank Galleiy readers who have sent in their

completed questionnaires. They make very

interesting reading and, I venture to add,

there are a lot of potential art critics out

there! Those who have not yet answered,

please do so. Your input is necessary if we

are to keep Gallcn- on track as a source of

good art w riting for Zimbabweans.

Through its visible presentation, art offers

Zimbabweans retlections of reality — our

own or someone else's. Art from other

countries gives us a wider perspective and

raises comparisons, either negative or

positive, in possibly ambiguous ways, but art

and art criticisin from our own country is

directly relevant as It awakens, both

consciously and unconsciously, an aware-

ness of our own lives and ways of living.

Art critieisni can record history, iiolc

changes and developments, unravel and

interpret, but its tiue raison d'etre is to

encourage people to go and see art works for

themselves. If we are to live fully in our

own community we need to ab.sorb

understandings of the many diverse realities

of the people we live with. Art, with its

combination of immediacy and profound

resonance, is an extremely effective medium

for this.

The Editor
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Tapfuma Gutsa

"Man is born free

but he is everywiiere

in cliains."

Frances Marks reviews the

recent retrospective of work

by one of Zimbabwe's

leading sculptors

Tapfuma Gutsa, African Genesis, 1995-97, approx. 7 x 7m,
polystyrene, cloth, bark, metal and dung

"/ am not a 'Shona sculptor'" said Tapfuma Gutsa in

1981. His recent retrospective at the National Gallery, a selection of

works executed between 1989 and 1997. was more than an echo of

these earlier words. It was resounding proof of a vital and

challenging contrast to what people have come to "expect' — if not

demand — from a sculptor bom a Shona. It is not just his formal

language, materials or use of colour which separates him from the

"norm". Above all, it is a refreshing lack of anecdote and a

symbolism grounded in a more critical view of the present which

distinguish Gutsa.

It was Rousseau who stated, "Man is bom free but he is even-where

in chains." Though written in reference to the social oppressions of

the nineteenth century, it was this infamous quote which sprang to

mind when I was faced by Gutsa"s work. The 16 pieces on

exhibition explored the crises of the contemporary human condition

and not only in relation to an African body and soul but also from a

global viewpoint.

African Genesis (1995) donimated the floor, 'up-dated' by the

addition of a cold, grey wheelbarrow with "UN50" painted on its

side. This added a new dimension to its comments on the savagery

of civil war and its disrespect for human life; the dispassionate but

practical stance of the international 'peace keepers' who clear away



the wastes of human hfe. Immediately

behind African Genesis stood Hwange

( 1994), another monument in memoi^ of the

loss of human life in the mining disaster of

that year. Using metal casts of coffin parts

and rusted piping, Gutsa constructs a three-

tiered A-frame which simultaneously recalls

a sarcophagus and a sacrificial altar. The

chains and small pile of coals at the base

suggest not only the slave-like conditions of

the miners" work and the manner of their

death but also their fiery release. However,

the helmet placed on the upper tier

effectively symbolizes the return of their

dignity and individuality by recalling the

traditions of state and military funerals

wherein the dress uniform of the deceased is

placed atop the coffin prior to burial.

These two sculptures presided over the

exhibition in terms of scale but also, and

more significantly, by the negative qualities

of the symbolism Gutsa worked into them.

Walking round the exhibition, the

associations that arose between the works

brought forth thoughts of "all this I have to

look forward to. as others have done before

me'' This is not to say that the exhibition

was at all depressing — it was disquieting.

Standing alone, Shoko Risina Musoro

{Words Without Meaning) (\997). a slab of

serpentine incised with a large, simplified

hand and marked with a broad red cross is a

powerful statement of the struggle endured

to exercise the right to

vote. In situ, this red

cross became a sign of

a marked man. I

could focus only on

its suggestion of

continuing bloodshed

and victimisation in

lands which have

supposedly embraced

democracy.

k

(above) Tapfuma Gutsa, Hwange, 1994,

221 X 212 X 92cm, polystyrene, cloth, helmets,

metal and coal

(middle right) Tapfuma Gutsa, Shoko Risina Musoro,

1997, 37 X 28 X 17cm, serpentine and pigment

(bottom right) Tapfuma Gutsa, Journey II,

1990, 95 X 48 X 52cm, granite and serpentine

4 (found objects)

African Genesis and Hwange were not the

only works which set the tone of the

exhibition. On the left of the entrance stood

an anthropomorphic being, built out of soft

organic ovoids of found and roughly finished

opal stones. The cur\es of this featureless,

curious, almost alien being, were of

immense appeal and warmth. However, the

effect of the title was to reveal another slant

to its facelessness. Reading its title. Refugee

(1989), immediately reinforced its alien,

outcast quality and, like the shrouded

forms of the emaciated bodies of

African Genesis, forces the recognition

of the plight of the unknown victim.

Journey 11 (1990) empathised with

these considerations in much the

same manner. The worn, smooth

chair-like shape ^1i the found object

sw Itched trom a w itly three-

dimensional comment on the passing

of time— akin to a step polished
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down in the middle by the tread of countless

teet — to a record of the movement of

human misery.

^•r
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Intensifying the anonymity of the

exhibition's subjects was Tlie Hiindreil

Names, a vertical slab of granite with one

hundred circular indentations, in

even rows, bored into it. The

obvious parallel here is with a

monument to the fallen. The lone blue-

painted hole being symbolic, perhaps, of a

personal memory of a particular casualty, the

twisted wood, projecting downwards from

the centre of the stone, connecting the

inorganic rock with the earth.

Not concerned with "scenes' of external

conflict alone, several of the pieces from this

show were expressions of some of the

internal frustrations of twentieth century

man. The sexual symbolism of Colonisation

( 1997) was obvious but beautifully

calculated. An ode to fertilisation, a twisting

kudu honi attached to a ball of serpentine

pierced a serpentine "cell', the puncture in

the "cell wall' painted a vivid shade of cobalt

blue. In much the same manner as seen in

the works already discussed, this sculpture

also forced a consideration of its negative

components. A natural, non-threatening act

has been transformed into something more

aggressive; the 'cell wall' is closing tightly

around its invader and cutting off any means

of retreat. This aura which surrounds

Colonisation is partly determined by Viral

Trap (1997), its quasi-partner.

The titles alone make it almost impossible to

consider these two works as anything other

than an inter-linked metaphor for AIDS or

(above) Tapfuma Gutsa, The Hundred
Names, 1997, 150 x 90 x 97cm, granite

and wood
(with detail)

(left) Tapfuma Gutsa, Colonisation,

1997, 116 X 67 X 85cm, serpentine,

pigment and horn



other equally insidious

sexually transmitted

diseases. What separates

Gutsa's approach from that of

other artists tackling this subject

is the lack, or avoidance, of

anecdote and moral. In Viral

Trap, the "victim" of the

musically mechanistic device is

likewise a single spennatozoa.

Or is the victim the machine itself

and the spennatozoa the agent of

destniction'^ For, with its head and tail

caught up in the delicate workings of the

device, this "instrument" is ruined, unable to

function nonmally.

^ It is well known that Gutsa trained in Europe

1 -;. and was consequently exposed to a far

broader range of art and aesthetics than the

majority of his Shona contemporanes here in

' Zimbabwe have been. Viral Trap is

• indicative of this, as is Nyilui Mukanza (A

Faraway Place) (1997). Both are

reminiscent of Marcel Duchamp's seminal

painting The Bride Stripped Bare by her

Bachelors. Even (191 5-23) or his The

Chocolate Grinder (c. 1922), images of

elaborately constructed machines which

cannot function. The fragile inventions of

Paul Klee's Pedagogical Sketchbook (\925)

find a modem-day extension in Nyika

Mukanza— a masterly exercise in rhythm,

form and (implied) motion— which, upon

closer inspection, is revealed as a suicidal

mechanism, the workings of which cannot

complete their 360 degree cycle. This

expression of internal futility was, in relation

to the title and the exhibition as a whole,

strongly suggestive of the self-destructive

aspect of Nature.

(left)Tapfuma Gutsa, Viral Trap, A997,

109 X 90 X 63cm, granite, serpentine,

horn, metal and calabash

(right) Tapfuma Gutsa, Nyika

Mulianza, 188 x 225 x 75cm, granite,

stone, wood, metal and horn

(detail below)

Photographs by Barbara Murray



/// Winds (1996-97) operates around levels of

association familiar to almost all. The

twisting bone and horn which rise and out of

the serpentine 'body" impart a strong kinetic

quality. Immediately invoking the frenetic

activity of a dervish, the ranting of the mad
or the torment and fury of a frustrated soul,

this work struck me as a wry and amusing

icon for the strains and stresses of everyday

life.

The titles of Gutsa's work are vital to

communicating his message, and at this

exhibition were all the more so considering

the paucity of information provided by the

National Gallery. In this respect we were

fortunate for his inspired decision to include

relevant working drawings (an unusual but

long-overdue feature for the majority of

artists working and exhibiting in

Zimbabwe). Immaculately presented,

framed and hung on the three surrounding

walls, these sketches were important tools to

understanding some of the formal inspiration

behind Gutsa's carefully reasoned works.

This was particularly true for Anna 's House

(1996-97) and The Thirteenth Apostle

( 1997). On the wall behind The Thirteenth

Apostle were drawings which explored ideas

of extruding discs. The numerous studies of

succulent-looking plant structures and

vegetal forms went a considerable distance

towards 'explaining' the layout, and the

'Why?' of Anna's House.

The drawings relieved the impression that

the show was a carefully chosen selection of

Gutsa's recent works which explored

negative states of mind, body and soul, and

really pulled the exhibition together as a

retrospective. What is more, it was

extremely rewarding and refreshing to be

able to see the artist's mind, as well as his

hand, at work.



The McEwen Collection

The pnvate collection and personal archives of Frank McEwen. first

director of the National Gallery of Zimbabwe and founder of the

Workshop School, were donated by his widow, Anne McEwen, to

the Museum of Mankind in late 1996. It is the most significant

example of Zimbabwean stone sculpture to be held in a national

institution's permanent collection outside of Alrica.

Several pieces from McEwen's private collection were exhibited in

public as part of a show of Thomas Mukarobwa's paintings (which

were for sale) at the privately managed Mayfair Gallery as part of the

Africa "95 sea.son in London. The result of the combined show was

that visitors assumed that the McEwen collection was also for sale.

Thereafter, Anne McEwen made the decision that Frank's collection

should not be used to validate the commercialisation of Zimbabwean

artists and that the collection should go to a respected in.stitution

where it could provide a useful reference point and remain in safe-

keeping. However, there is a lingering irony that while the collection

is on display at the Museum of Mankind, it is within a stone's throw

of the private galleries in Mayfair whose commercial interests in

Zimbabwean stone sculpture are so damaging to its international

reputation.

The Museum of Mankind currently houses the ethnographic

collection of the British Museum and. given the nature of the

institution, the McEwen collection is therefore identified as

ethnographic. This is a label which does not sit convincingly with

the material, a fact that the Keepers of the Museum's African

collection readily acknowledge. It raises questions about the

sculpture regarding its status as ethnographic expression or

contemporary art form.

While the Museum of Mankind may not appear to be the obvious

choice to house this collection, it has the potential to be an ideal

location due to forthcoming changes in the policy. The Museum of

Mankind is scheduled to close at the end of 1997 to begin the long

process of integrating with the British Museum's main collections at

their site in Bloomsbury. This is occasioned by the translocation of

the British Library to its new site at St. Pancras. The space left at the

British Museum will be redeveloped and not only will the entire

national collection now be located on one site, but there are plans to

consolidate the Education Departments of both institutions to create

a hands-on teaching environment, making collections and archives

such as McEwen's far more accessible to the public than was

previously possible.

The repercussions of re-introducing the ethnographic collection into

the British Museum will be far-reaching. The international

preconceptions of the development of culture and the relationship

between the West and the rest of the world will have to be

readjusted. No longer will European culture as represented in the

museum environment be seen as an advanced, autonomous

development separate from the arts of Africa. Asia and Latin

America. Africa in particular will play a central role in the new

development, literally and figuratively. The new African Galleries

8
The first of the two display cases currently on view at the Museum of Mankind
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at the Museum of Mankind, London
Some specimens from the quagmire of so-called Shona sculpture

from Zimbabwe have been acquired by the British Museum.
Lisa Muncke considers the implications

will be located in two subterranean halls under the Central Court in

the British Museum which will display not only objects from the

permanent collection of ethnographic materials, but also

contemporary art from Afnca. This is an exciting new direction for

the British Museum which has not previously been associated with

contemporary non-western art. It will also mean a more appropriate

location in which to display the pnvate collection of Frank McEwen,
along with other contemporary work currently belonging to the

Museum of Mankind, such as welded-metal sculpture by Nigerian

artist, Sokari Douglas-Camp.

A collection is usually defined as a group of objects which have been

carefully assimilated, systematically organised and classified.

Private collections go one step further and can provide a means of

infiltrating the characteristics of the individual concerned, through

that individual's approach to the objects he/she owns and those he/

she pursues McEwcn's collcction of

sculptures is not a representative sample

of the best work by the best artists. There are

gaps and omissions and repetitions of theme, artist and material in

the work he owned. It is, rather, a collection which encapsulates the

man himself, his passions, prejudices and desires. McEwen's true

interest was not in collecting inanimate stone objects, but living

artists. He nurtured and encouraged and developed these artists, and

kept the work which he felt most reflected their progress under his

influence. Collecting then became for him a method of possessing

permanently the cultural and physical expressions of the people he

was so passionate about.

Given the intensity of influence which McEwen held over the artists

he worked with, it is not surprising that there are many repetitions in

the subject matter of the sculptures in the collection. This could be

considered by some to be a collecting /aw-vpai, after all, the

collecting ideal would be to have only one representative of a certain

subject, and for that to be the best example available. Instead,

McEwen has many very similar pieces. For example, in the display

at the Museum of Mankind, five of fourteen pieces displayed depict

baboons. McEwen's fascination with the various mythologies and

folklores of non-western ethnic groups has been well recorded, and

his insistence that the sculptors draw creatively from their own
mythological belief systems is also widely known. What is

interesting to note is how McEwen has developed a mythology and

folklore of his own. Everyone who has been in contact with him has

a tale to add to the anthology. This is another factor to take into

account when considering the legacy of the man as seen through his

collection.

The McEwen collection in its entirety consists of 48 pieces of

sculpture, mostly in stone, but including a few small pottery pieces.

Curtently 14 pieces are on show, ranging in scale from very small to

medium with no large sculpture displayed due to restricted space.

Despite this limited selection, there are a number of interesting

The second of the two display cases currently on view at the Museum of Mankind



Sylvester Mubayi, Skeletal Baboon Spirit, (date unknown),

31 X 9 X 15.5cm, green serpentine

inclusions and a variety of sculptors represented. Some of the

artists' names are familiar, such as Henry Munyarad/i and Nicholas

Mukomberanwa, while others have now faded into obscurity. No

single displayed sculpture is outstanding in its own right, the

significance of the work being in its coherence as a group. Many of

the pieces predictably describe spiritual subjects and family groups.

One notable object is a small milk jug carved in soft grey seipentine

by Joram Mariga. The caption states that Mariga made the piece for

McEwen, "an English milk jug for an English man who loved his

tea". Early functional pieces are often glossed over in publications

on Zimbabwean stone sculpture so this is an important inclusion in

the display.

Julie Hudson, Assistant to the Head Keeper of the African collection,

who was responsible for setting up the display, had to contend with

various features of the bequest. .Anne McEwen required that the

collection be placed on public view almost immediately it was

acquired and she was involved in selection of the pieces for display.

The information panels were compiled rapidly using infonnation

provided by Mrs McEwen and existing publications on tlie subject

w hich perhaps explains the distinct bias in the panels and some

misMitbrmation regarding the development of art in Zimbabwe.

Although it should be noted that this display is temporary, the

existing text will mislead members of the public who arc not familiar

with the history and relationship between McEwen and Zimbabwean

stone sculpture. This has wider implications concerning the future

of the sculpture and its international reputation m the art world.

In the panel titled "Zimbabwe Sculpture: an International

Reputation", the claim is made that all stone sculpture produced after

McEwen's departure in 147.^ is imitative and commercially based.

While it is undoubtedly true that the international market tor

Zimbabwean stone sculpture has rocketed in recent years, to dismiss

all work produced post- 1973 is highly misleading. For one thing, it

instantly negates the work of important artists such as Tapfuma

Gutsa, Brighton Sango, Eddie Masaya anil others working in

Zimbabwe today. Until a publication is produced which accurately

discusses the development of art in Zimbabwe, misiiiforiiialion of

this sort will continue.

The captions to the sculptures provide scanty information, no dales

are applied, and only some of the artists' last names are given.

1 PI
Importantly however, the captions do not i.ibcl the artists according

to their ethnic group, which is otten the traditional approach of

ethnographers. It is totally erroneous to define Zimbabwean

sculpture as the cultural expression of a single ethnic group — the

spurious "Shona sculpture' label, a legacy of the McEwen days, has

proved impossible to eradicate. While these problems and omissions

can be explained as a result of the common exhibition dilemmas of

lack of time and resources, hopefully, a more effective result will be

achieved when the collection moves to the new site at the British

Museum, where it will be possible to hold a large-scale exhibition of

the entire collection w ith more comprehensively researched

information.

In many ways the most significant collection of art which McEwen
accumulated was not the few sculptures he kept for himself but the

pieces he collected for the National Ciallery of Zimbabw e while he

was Director. The collection of the National Gallery was by and

large established by McEwen with the aid of significant patrons of

the gallery. It is an interesting exercise to brietly compare his

collecting methods. He had set criteria in mind when collecting for

the gallery, carefully considering thai these objects would be seen by

members of the public, and also by the artists he worked with. His

views on African art and what it should consist of and his ideas about

the ^ort of art that should be available to the general public at that

time are quite apparent no! only in the selection of physical objects

in the permanent collection, but al.so in his annotations in the

acquisition records. For example, he collected objects from West

and Central Africa on the basis of their "cubist" appearance, and the

supposed "magical" traditions they were connected to. The

sculpture in his own collection clearly follows his interest in

Primitivism and African "myths" and "magic". When the National

Gallery permanent collection catalogue is published, it will provide

not only essential documentation about the history of the gallery, but

also a u.seful comparative tool when looking at McEwen's own

history. There are plans at the Museum of Mankind to eventually

publish a book based on McEwen's archives, which will also provide

clearer details on the period of time he spent in Zimbabwe. If

Zimbabwean stone sculpture is to gain international respect in the

world of Western museums and galleries, it is important that its

history is portrayed as accurately as possible. While McEwen is a

character in the story who cannot be omitted, it is also es.sential that

the complete narrative be told, to include individuals such as Tom
Bloemfield. Roy Guthrie. Derek Huggins. Roy Cook and others.

A final, but essential point regarding this collection is that it can

safely be assumed that there are more comprehensive collections of

Zimbabwean .stone sculpture in the world. McEwen's name

predominates so much of the history of art in Zimbabw e that it otten

obliterates the man\ others who ha\e been even more closelv

involved. These individuals also own collections of work, put

together over years of contact with artists, containing representatives

of the progress of Zimbabwe's artistic evolution. It is vital that the.se

collections also receive public acknowledgment, othervvi.se there is a

real danger that McEwen's collection w ill be seen as definitive. The

private gallery owners and individual collectors must be encouraged

to make their collections accessible to the public on an international

scale.
^j^(j^ more importantly, it is necessary

to learn about contemporary developments

in Zimbabwean sculpture, about living

artists and the new, diverse creative

directions which Zimbabwean art is taking.

This could form part of the role of the planned temporary exhibition

halls of the new African Galleries at the British Museum, to provide

a public, non-commercial environment for these artists to exhibit and

gain recognition.

Photographs courtesy of The British Museum.



(above) Arthur Azevedo, Morris Bull, 1997, 25.5 x 34 x 19cm, steel

(right) Arthur Azevedo, Bulh 1997, 13 x 18cm, litho pencil

Of life and line
A group of schoolboys is gathered around

another boy w ho is drawing. He is from

Mozambique and can"t speak Enghsh yet.

The boys ;ire older except tor one twelve

year old. A few strokes and flicks of the

wrist and the all too familiar hourglass image

is the result. The older boys smirk— not a

thought above the level of their navels! The

twelve year old envies.

As a schoolboy I envied those who could

draw easily and naturally. I did not believe

that I posses.sed that gift and art was not

taught in the schools I attended as a child.

Yet somehow there v\ as a worm gnawing in

my soul from my early teens and that was a

passion for art; the visceral kick I received

from looking at reproductions of works of

art. 1 saved m\ pocket money to buy art

books from The Art Picture House in Speke

Avenue. My first ever art book was on

Griinewald and one of my great joys was to

see the Isenheimer altarpiece in Colmar

about fifteen years after the purchase of that

book, and another seventeen years from then,

one of his brutally frank crucifixions in

Karlsruhe.

Books also played a vital role in my
formative years. Part of my primary

schooling was at Martindale near Makw iro.

This school was run by the Dominican

sisters and I was one of the pioneer pupils

Arthur Azevedo, Zimbabwean metal sculptor extraordinary,

master of line and form, writes about

his experiences with art

there. We roamed the bush quite freely,

picking wild fruit or storing it in holes in the

ground to ripen. Our reading book had two

pictures that I remember vividly. One was

J F Millet's Tlw Aiigelits, the other The

Woodcutters, both peasant themes. I cannot

describe how those paintings stirred

something in me. I had a hideout in the bush

off one of the beaten paths. There I'd stand

on the lichen-covered rocks on the kopje

while surveying the scene below me as the

sensations provoked by those paintings

coursed through my being. Through the

trees I'd see some of my fnends attempting

to ride the farm donkeys and there, still

farther, was the river where I and a number

of other boys had caught a dose of bilharzia

while dog-paddling bare-arsed on hot

r"*"s«



sumiiicr days. Tlic hideout was a great place

especially wiih the first drops of summer

rain, and the immediacy of the sprouting

green grass and foliage was akin to the fresh

responses to art in the gangly youth on the

rocks. The heat waves danced illusively

across the plain below, while the cicadas

emitted their incessant mating call, and my
soul thrilled to thoughts of creativity of

another kind.

I began to draw in order to paint. During my
summer vacations as a student in Italy I

roamed around the villages called the

C'aslelli Romani. sketching on .scraps of

paper kept in my cassock pocket. The

peasants, village folk, the huddled houses,

colourful dialect, the distant fields, olive

trees, vines, all the sights, the smells and

.sounds of the Mediterranean welled up

within me. My father came from such a

backgound in Portugal. His stories were

related in broken English most times —
thirty years in an English-speaking country

didn't help his standard of English much —

but they helped me to savour and taste and

feel those places.

These sketches were used for paintings

which I clashed off immediately on my
return to the seminary at Castel Gandolfo. I

remember the old men dozing in the piazza

all day long rather than put up with

shrewish daughters-in-law at home, the

village cobbler and his pasta pot-belly, the

vine trimmer with the orange patch on his

trousers, the cooper's shop and his donkey

outside, just before the ascent from Albano

towards the Capuchin monastery on the

hill. Unfortunately I never thought of

keeping the sketches and I destroyed the

paintings except for the cooper's pensive

donkey rendered in blue which I gave away

later.

On my return Ifom Italy when 1 was in my
twenties, I had lost my touch and the yearn

to paint waned. The Rectoi of our

seminary thought that it would be a good

thing for me to know more about the

technique of academic painting so I went to

Gustavo Solimene's studio for a lesson each

week. This lasted about five or six months.

By now I had already lost the immediacy to

feel and execute a painting in "hot blood' as

it were. One day he said to me, "Sc lei mm
fosse un sacerdote. sarehhe stato im piltore."

("Ifyou were not a priest (i.e. student for)

ynu would lune been a painter." j

But then by chance one day I came across

some of my father's discarded scrap metal.

Like nearly all the Portuguese immigrants at

the time he was a building contractor. The

idea of welding the pieces together then

came to me and the first metal .sculpture

grew out of that pile of scrap: the subject, a

iiishop. one related to my immediate past.

Frank McHwen bought this piece for the

National Gallery where it still might be.

I then began to focus slowly on sculpture.

My first book was A Dictionury ofModern

Sculpture. Id make a piece or two a year,

not more, but by 1969, after two years of

study at the local university and of virtual

artistic inactivity, my work began to increase

in output. Strangely I didn't draw or if I did

they were thumbnail sketches which formed

in the process of welding the piece. In the

early stages most of the pieces were strongly

suggested by found objects and didn't

require much or any drawing.

One day Derek Muggins came to visit me—
in those days 1 had a studio. He picked up

.some drawings just lying on the fioor,

expressing an interest in them. I told him

that he could have them. When I saw them



mounted and framed I was encouraged.

Helen, Derek's wife, was instrumental in

helping me to see the relationship between

drawing and sculpture. Their interest

spurred me on to draw for drawing's sake

and for sculpture's sake. Today I find that

drawing is an invaluable aid in my quest for

sculptural fomi.

Something must be said too about comics.

Those were good "text books'. Mucklins

Store was situated in the then Manica Road.

Diagonally opposite was the Union Bakery

that sold delicious little cales at 3d. each,

especially those chocolate ones with multi-

coloured bits all over them. A comic or two

of say the Katzenjammer Kids and one or

two of those little cakes would be purchased

and stored in a large suitcase under my bed

for a bedtime read and feed. I consider

comics a formative influence on my work,

albeit an unconscious one for many years.

The cartoonist obviously exaggerates. There

is a part of exaggeration which may not be

too obvious— it has the ability, has the

power, to evoke movement. Comics. I think,

taught me this lesson of exaggeration whic

I have adapted to my purpose. 1 don't

believe in straight lines in drawing or

sculpture. Those parts that tend to suggest a

movement of some kind are always curved,

distorted to a point. As a high school student

in Cape Town I could never write an English

essay without illustrating it. often with

cartoon-like drawings. In the end I think

that Sister Malachy despaired of me.

How do the drawings and sculptures

surface? This is a complex phenomenon but

one that has been of interest for some lime.

Too much introspection is not good, but it's

equally good to know oneself. "Know

yourself was Socrates' maxim. A good

balance between the two perhaps would be a

good thing.

Emil Nolde. the German expressionist, has a

very interesting saying "Ich mag es gem
wenn ein hiltl iiiissiehl als oh es sicli selbst

genial! hcitte." { "I'm thrilled when a picture

turns out as though it had painted itself")

Note the use of the word "surface" in the

previous paragraph. Somewhere deep within

one's self a host of impressions, images,

ideas and the like are simmering

subconsciously. One day they just bubble to

the surface and things happen or come

together and become paint on canvas, lines

on paper, and so on. Prior to that there may

be — usually is. I tend to think — some

fomi of conditioning.

For some years I've been toying with the

subject of horses. Many people have been

willing to commission sculptures of horses

but for some reason or another there has

been a mental block to my efforts to create

one. My lack of success doesn't mean that

I've given up. Within me I spin a number of

Arthur Azevedo, Equus,

73 X 93 X 22cm, steel

Photographs of Equus by John Alsford



impressions such ;is Uipcd music of ;i lute

concerto by Vivaldi which first came to my
possession in 1989; images of Greek archaic

horses; Braque's sculpted Head ofa Horse:

the quotation from the Book of Job: "Do

yoii give the horse his mighl? Do you clollic

his neck wilh strength? Do you make him

leap like a locust? His majestic snorting is

terrible. He paws in the valley, and exults in

his strength." (Job 39: 19-20); and. most of

all. the flash of horses through the crisp

early morning air as I walk along Northend

and watch the grooms exercising the horses

on Borrowdale Race Course.

Some time ago I found a piece that

suggested the kind of horse I'd been

dreaming of— the catalyst to get the

simmering impressions to a boil. By now

the exhibition date was looming close, when

low and behold, one day the pot lid popped

over There, propped against the wall of my
workplace was a hint of horse haunch and

hind legs. Equus started to take shape. One

is reminded of Picasso's "Yo no husco.

encuentro." I "I do not search. I fnid."

}

This perhaps explains how things happen

sometimes. I don't think that any single

theory adequately explains all or is valid for

every time. Hard work is also involved and

so is conscious effort. For inc. the drawing

is a search to find, so are the other

sensations, be they visual or auditory. What

I would like to underhne is the work of the

subconscious below that surfaces into what

one may call inspiration. The search may be

subconscious, the finding the con.scious

culmination.

Secondly inspiration is worked at. As the

arti.st sleeps, as he sees, hears — in fact his

all is conditioned by his nature and

inclination to create. These .sensations are

deep in his subconscious being. At a given

point in time they spring to the surface. This

may sound so effortless lut the creation of

art also means blood, sweat and tears! In my
case .standing in the heat on rusted piles of

junk, dust, cutting, grinding, and the metal

filings in my hair, my shoes, bums and arc

eyes, the sense of frustration and anger when

things don't work out, the disappointment of

one's limitations. Dare I call myself an

artist'.'

There are times when one feels one's

limitations acutely. I've never been to an art

school or acadeiTiy. I don't know that much

about art history or techniques. I'm

"square". I don't understand things like

(top) Arthur Azevedo, Hombill, 1997

18 X 18cm, lltho pencil

.. ^ (right and above) Arthur Azevedo,

Shove/ B/fd, 1996,

67 X 40 X 24cm, steel

installations or many of the new trends. I

don't know why they are called art. My
innovations are rooted in my past. They are

not revolutions. I'm not highly imaginative

in my work. I see and react joyfully but not

profoundly perhaps — no metaphysical

statements, no .social comments. But I take

comfort in the fact that a strength can be a

weakness, or a weakness a strength. Art

school would most likely have left me
without direction, and my lack of art theory

is a feather in my cap as I've learned

something on my own about sculpture.

Enough of paradoxes.

What do I ihnik that I have achieved? "The

Coming Together," or. "The beginnings Of
It ... Hopefully" — this is what I'd like to

call my 1997 one-man show at Delta.

Drawing and sculpture seem to have come

together more than at any other stage in my
creative life. Or have the sculptures become

more like three-dimensional drawings'? I

began to toy with negative spaces three years

ago. now the negative spaces have become a

part of my sculpture. The line has

triumphed. Helen and Derek had the idea of

including The Dog (1981 ). This piece in

some ways is a contrast to the other pieces

on the show by virtue of its being a "closed'

piece. It also evokes pathos and deeper

feelings which the other sculptures do not.

One of my limitations'? Perhaps. I prefer to

work with themes of joy and movement.

Movement has become an obsession and I

sometimes battle to make something that

looks still. Movement is bom of line. If a

dot moves it becomes a line. And so maybe

in the final analysis my greatest obsession is

with line.

Earlier sculptures that were more closed also

relied heavily on line. They began w ith lines

that traced an overall fomi which were then

covered. Progress could only be made if it

was felt that the original 'line' was right.

Metal and line are not strangers but

compatible bedfellows. Working metal

involves the application of heat. Heat has

the ability of rendering metals into a state of

(lux which makes them flow. What fiows

follows a line. Heat is used lor the

extraction of metals from ore. One of the

qualities of many metals is ductility, the

ability to make them into rods or wires—
lines, in other words.

Line is my predilection. Line is my joy.

Line is life imbuing. It throbs, thru.sts, prods

and pul.sates. Line leaps and dances. Line is

aggressive and piercing but also so sinuous

and sensuous. Line is the tool for most of

the things I want to say, but most of all, 1

like its power of .suggestion to turn the

viewer into a 'seer'.

To observe is lo nn iiiiiul more of a

scientific phenomenon. The word 'see', or

better still, "seer", implies a visionary
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element, something beyond mere physical

sight. The viewer is invited to share in the

artist's vision.

Animals have always interested me since I

was a child, from a respectful distance

though. At the age of about four or five, my
mother took me to Tete in Mozambique

where she originally came from. We
travelled there with Senhor Monteiro do

Barros who at that time drove a truck that

had no doors. I remember how he drove the

truck onto the pontoon and the trip across the

Zambezi. Apart from having a raging fever, I

was bitten by a dog. The people we stayed

with had a bitch that had given birth some

time before we came. I went to play with the

pups but the mother didn't like this. I got the

message and took to my heels with the

mother following me. That was the first time

I was bitten by a dog. Suffice it to say, I have

a healthy regard for animals and I don't

exactly 'freak out' over them. They have

their rightful place in creation and a very

important one it is. They live by the innate

laws of instinct. They try to strike back when

their turf is encroached. Man is at the

pinnacle of creation, so the eighth psalm

asserts, but he is the greatest predator of all

and often is not guided by any rules save that

of gain. Man preys on any and everything.

The Bible gave me a great feeling for

creation. There are so many passages that

stirred me from my childhood. Job 39 is a

beautiful chapter all about animals. African

animals like the ostrich and the hippo feature

in this chapter. The imagery of the Book is

powerful especially as enunciated by the

prophets who often wrote their oracles in

poetry. They were close to the soil and have

equally beautiful and stirring things to say

about plants and the seasons, the whole of

creation in fact. This hymn of joy was in my
being at an early age. As a teenager the best

expenences 1 had of the Afnkaans language

were through its description of the land. The

Afrikaner is close to the soil too and can

make me feel it.

While in Cape Town I felt a stirring within

me to become a priest. In my youthful

idealism, the life of St Francis of Assisi held

a special attraction. His Canticle to the Sun

was a joy to read, so were the legends about

him in the Little Flowers of St Francis. My
aesthetic soul was roused by pictures of St

Francis Preaching to the Birds or St Francis

and the WolfofGiibbio. I did not become a

Franciscan but the insights of Francis in'o

the beauty and joy of creation remain a

fascination. One of my great joys was to

visit Assisi on a number of occasions. On

alighting from the train, the eye travels up a

winding road to the town on the hill, gently

basking under the cerulean blue of an

Umbrian sky. The bus makes its way among

the ancient gnarled and arthritic olive trees,

their leaves now silvery in the shimmering

heat of a summer morning. The town walls

and the Sagro Convento sprawl horizontally

across the skyline. The whole scene is

imbued with an aura of peace I have never

felt as deeply anywhere else. Good fortune

also brought me to Rieti where St Francis

inaugurated the first crib. This place is a

testimony of how close Francis was to

nature. The friars point to the spot where he

slept on the bare ground.

Chesterton's short poem The Donkey with its

"monstrous head and sickening cry and ears

like errant wings" has also been a source of

inspiration. The poet seems to have crept

under the donkey's skin. The donkey has

become a philosopher— one notes its

soulful accepting patience; its eyes that look

so pensive.

People have an interesting way of

identifying themselves by what they do

instead of by what they are. If we have to

introduce ourselves at a gathering our habit

is to state what we do, "7 am an arcltilect"

etc. Similarly I try to gain an insight into

animals by watching what they do mainly.

Looking is vei^ important, and the loving

look leads to deeper insight. Most of this is

non-verbal in form which makes it difficult

for me to explain beyond a few words. I'm

even surprised to have verbalised to this

extent. Since I've been working in animal

themes I've become a lot less talkative.

An awesome experience: standing by the

seashore at eventide. The rest of the world

begins to grow still. No shrieking gulls, no

bronzed bathers to break the silence. Just

that profound, majestic and powerfully

controlled roar from the deep that seems to

surface and dissipate into, yet at the same

time fill, the cooling evening air. A
thunderous silence, the gentle lapping of the

waves. So too, in its own small way, is the

deep within me, ever present waking or

sleeping, the deep that surfaces and calls to

being, the wind in my sails as I

plough the seas of creativity.

Arthur Azevedo, Hyena,

1997, 55 X 65 X 20.5cm, steel

Photographs of Shovel Bird and

Hyena by Barbara Murray



The importance of

claiming indigenous

art history
Murray McCartney reviews Art in Namibia by Adelheid Lilienthal,

published in 1997 by The National Art Gallery of Namibia

r^.-^ "'£i'.,^?^r!Br'ii*^^5S^-^.Jvfe'.

(right) John Muafangejo (1943-1987), Zululand. 1974,

460 X 683cm, linocut

(above) Adolph Jentsch (1888-1977), Brown Landscape,
1 6 1965, 29.5 X 47.5cm, watercolour on paper

Namibia is a land better known for its litigious political history than

its visual arts culture. The harsh environment and lack of obvious

economic potential initially inhibited British and South African

annexation, and it was left to German missions, established In the

1840s, to provided a continuing link to Bismarck's formal

acquisition of the territory (minus Walvis Bay. which the British had

taken six years earlier) in 1884. The German colonial period was

marked by unrest, most notably the 1W4 Nama and Herero

rebellions, and after World War 1. when the Treaty of Versailles

divested Germany of its colonial empire, the League of Nations

granted South Africa a formal mandate to administer the country as

part of the Union.

The mandate was renewed by the UN following World War II. but

the prospect of decolonisation, and of having yet another

antagonistic country on its doorstep, prompted the South African

Nationalist regime to unilaterally extend its sovereignty to Namibia

in 194y. giving the country's white population representation in the

Pretoria parliament. In 1966 the Unued Nations General Assembly

voted to terminate South Africa's mandate, and in 1972 finally

declared the South African occupation illegal.

Against this turbulent background, and after se\eral more years of

violence and negotiation. Nanubia gained ils independence in 1990.

Until that time, few people outside the country knew anything of its

visual arts beyond the name of John Muafangejo. whose celebrated

linocuts had earned him an international reputation folUming their

first overseas exhibition m London m 1969.

Muafangejo died in 1987. A year later. Olga Levinson would write

that "John '.v an is in even' aspect unique in Namibia. Most artists

there portray tite landscape, wiUllife and occasionally the indif-eitotis

people in that order ofprefererce. John was the important

exception. He niis primarily c oncerned with the estate ofman ..."'



Living in a country torn by war and discrimination. Muafangejo

protested that it was the world, rather than himself, that was

political; that his subjects were "innocent hisloiy". Muafangejo's

greatest achievement, however, suggests Pat Gilmour, "is Ins

admirably unrhetorical account ofNamibia 's battle for

independence. Along the way. like Michelangelo for the Roman

Catholic Popes, but perhaps with greaterjustification, [he]

immortalised the clergymen who actively helped his people in their

struggle. Farfrom assuring their congregations that the meek

would inherit the earth, yet doing nothing to ensure it. the Anglican

and Lutheran clergymen took sides."-

If Muafangejo's singularity and individualism allowed the star of

his official popularity to ascend in minority-ruled Namibia and

South Africa, his cultural colleagues in the latter country were

neither so visible nor so fortunate.

Two exhibitions in the 1980s attempted to change things. The first.

Tributaries, organised by Ricky Burnett in 1983, broke all the rules

by elevating to 'fine art" the sort of work which had previously been

dismissed as mere craft, or categorised as transitional. The second.

The Neglected Tradition, curated by Steven Sack for the

Johannesburg Art Gallery in 1988. sought out the work of black

artists which, although often known and bought by collectors —
both white and black— had been ignored in official histories and

marginalised in museums. One of the researchers. Lesley Spiro.

argued that "the real contribution of the show is that we havefound

these artists and have put them on the walls and documented them.

We have put them into South African art histoiy and no one writing

about art in the future is going to ignore them again."' Marion

Arnold has done a similar service in her recently published Women

and Art in South Africa :
"7 brought back to visibility women who

had been forgotten or rendered invisible ... I want our histoiy to be

available to my students and my fellow women artists. I am tired of

referring them to the rest of the world."^

The risk inherent in such assertiveness is that the aspic of

historiography may trap the odd less worthy fly. It is a risk worth

takmg. however, especially in the relatively unsung context of

Namibia's visual artists. Until now, Orde Levinson's handsomely-

produced and comprehensive Catalogue Raisonne of Muafangejo's

work has been the only widely available English-language text;

Adelheid Lilienthal's Art in Namibia is a most welcome addition to

the canon.

As the author says in her introductory Note, the book grew out of a

desire to catalogue the art collection of the Namibian government

and the pennanent collection of the National Art Gallery of Namibia

(irritatingly and unnecessarily abbreviated to "Perm. Coll.'

throughout). Although an appendix lists 231 artists as being

represented in these collections, only 81 of them receive attention in

the text; a further 19 "un-collected' artists are also featured. It would

have been helpful if the rationale for this had been spelled out a little

more clearly.

It is a pity, too, in terms of historical symmetry if nothing else, that

neither the book nor the collections on which it is based contains any

reference to the first of Namibia's white artists, the Norwegian

missionary Heinrich Knudsen who arrived in the country in 1841

and spent ten years there. The National Art Gallery might consider

an appeal to the archives of the Rhenish Missionary Society in

Germany for one or two examples of his sketches.

Aside from these small quibbles (and the nagging question of

whether Hester Heroldt van Schouwenburg can simultaneously carry

her husband's name and be catalogued, alphabetically, under her own

...). Lilienthal has done an admirable job in introducing us to the

sweep of her country's art.

The book's es.says. on Ancient Rock Art, Landscape and Wildlife

Artists, New Trends, and Traditional Transitions, are more sketch I 7



(above)Thomas Baines (1820-1875), Christmas Lunch in

the Naariep Desert near Walvis Bay. Coolied and Eaten

in 20 minutes, 1864, 410 x 670cm, oil

(below) Fritz Krampe (1913-1966), Gorilla, undated,

1245 x1023cm, oil
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than scholarship, but if their brevity encourages the occasional

generahsation, they do at least offer a useful framework within

which to contemplate the hundred or so artists and their works.

The biographical entries which form the meat of the book are

presented in two categories, the first of which covers 29 landscape

and wildlife artists, most of whom are now dead, and over half of

whom, not surprisingly, were bom in Germany.

The earliest painting reproduced in the book comes from the brush

of the non-German, non-African Thomas Baines, and bears the

lyrical title, Christmas Lunch in the Naariep Desert near Walvis Bay.

Cooked and Eaten in 20 Minutes. The accompanying text speaks of

"the accurate description of the indigenous people in their

picturesque costumes", but the painting appears to show Baines

himself as the picturesque dresser, in ballooning shirt and white

boater, while the indigenous woman attracting his attention is nciked

except for a beaded headband.

Two of the most influential artists of the German settler period, Carl

Ossmann and Adolf Jentsch, were not even bom when Baines was

painting his Christmas lunch. Both came from Dresden, Ossmann

arriving in Namibia as a 30-year old publisher's illustrator in 1913,

Jentsch 25 years later, after he had already established his reputation

in Germany. Ossmann, staring out under hooded brows from the page

of the book, looks uncannily like his literary contemporary, Hemian

Hesse, and his subdued, almost impressionist Khomashochland even

carries a mild echo of one or two of Hesse's own paintings.

Fritz Krampe was bom in Berlin on the eve of World War I and

settled in Windhoek in 1951. Fascinated by large animals since his

childhood encounters with an Indian elephant in Berlin Zoo (and

with tragic irony killed by one during a visit to India in 1966), he set

his eye on big game. "Not for him," wrote Olga Levinson, "the soft

romantic pink and blue mountains, the picture-postcard yellow veld

and decorative studies ofgatne."^

The romance and postcards slip away almost completely when

Lilienthal takes us into her section on contemporary artists. Almost,

but not quite: the multi-award-winning press photographer Dirk

Heinrich may well warrant his place in this pantheon of Naniibian

artists, but the BUuk Rhino at Sunset — which looks exactly as it

sounds— would surely be more at home on a glossy calendar than a

gallery wall.
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(above left) Francois de Necker, Untitled, 1992,

1230 X 1665cm, oil

(above right) Joseph Madisia, African Rhiythms, 1985,

467 X 355cm, silkscreen

(below) Ervast Mtota, Bar Scene, 1 994,

1240 X 750cm, acrylic

Elsewhere, the selection of contemporary artists reflects the relative

youth of independent Namibia in offenng a bizarre cocktail of

national origins and cultural affiliations. Nearly two-thirds of the

artists are white, and less than a quarter of these were bom in the

country. The selection is also witness to an influx of talented

teachers from South Africa — Kay Cowley, Francois de Necker and

Jo Rogge, for instance, each of whom has also participated in either

the Pachipamwe or Mbile Workshops.

Photographs courtesy of National Gallery of Art (Namibia)

Of the home-boys, Muafangejo obviously dominates (although the

omission of his Rorke's Drift contemporary, Azaria Mbatha, is a

mystery), and Joseph Madisia and Ervast Mtota are well represented,

the latter's Bar Scene looking as if it might have been done in

Mufakose by a BAT graduate from Harare. One last quibble. Of the

seven reproductions of Muafangejo's linocuts, six inside the book

and one on the front cover, none is accompanied by the precise

details given in Levinson's definitive catalogue, mistakes having

been made in both the dimensions of the works, and the

capitalisation and wording of their titles.

Art in Namibia is a most valuable resource in an ill-served field, and

its compilation, design, production quality and funding (principally

from the Spanish Government and the European Community) could

serve as models for others to follow.

Notes:

1. The Life and Art ofJohn Muafangejo. in: Levinson, Orde. / Was

Lonehness: The Complete Graphic Worlds ofJohn Muafangejo. Cape

Town: Stniik, 1992 [p.307]

2. On not being a political artist .... Ibid, [p.3 19]

3. Quoted in: Art sliow fulfils a five-year objective, by Barry Ronge (Sunday

Times Metro. 27 November 1988)

4. Letter to the Editor of The Zimbabwean Review. Vol.3 No.4 October-

December 1997

5. The historical development of art in Namibia, in: Levinson, Orde, / Was

Lonehness: The Complete Graphic Works ofJohn Muafangejo. Cape

Town: Struik, 1992 [p. 340]
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In recent months the art

world and the press have
been wild with reaction to

an exhibition, at London's

Royal Academy,
of work by young British

artists.

Margaret Garlake shares

her views

20

(leH) Fiona Rae, Untitled (Sky Shout), 1997,

274.3 X 243.8cm. oil and acrylic on canvas

(right) Damien Hirst, Isolated Elements Swimming in the

Same Direction for the Purpose of Understanding. 1 991

,

183 X 274 X 30.5cm, MDF, melamine, wood, steel, glass,

perspex cases, fish, 5% formaldehyde solution



As a preliminary, a few essential facts: this gp'atly hyped exhibition

is drawn entirely from the Saatchi Collection, of which it is a very

small part; Charles Saatchi made a few last-niipute purchases so that

his holding might appear more rounded; it is anomalous at the Royal

Academy, which seldom shows private collections; it is a filler,

hastily organised when a blockbuster from Germany fell through; it

is appallingly badly hung; it is only sensational in the vulgarity of

the Academy's presentation (the issue of a press release long before

the opening to announce that it woiild include a portrait of the child-

murderer, Myra Hindley, whose parole is currently under discussion,

plus the ludicrous labelling of one room as unsuitable for under-

18s); the phenomenon (Saatchi plus young British artists) has been

interminably analysed while the work remains undiscussed.

Unfashionably, I havefound the work more interesting than its

support structure. It is a great deal more diverse — and more

accessible — than its popular reputation (produced by a maverick

group of young anarchists/nihilists) suggests. Nor is the critical

success of the artists unprecedented: both m the 1950s and 1960s

groups of apparently incomprehensible artists leapt to fame and

eventually to solidly enshrined status. They include Reg Butler and

Anthony Caro To a far greater extent than those earlier artists, the

work of the cuti n young Brits is replete with historical references.

In the first room of Sensation, Damien Hirst's shark floats gently in

formaldehyde, now sadly uru-eal, crudely patched on one flank. Its

title is altogether more enduring: The Physical Impossibility afDeath

in the Mind ofSomeone Living is worthy of the concerns of an

Enlightenment philosopher. Around the shark hangs a series of

imposing horse portraits by Mark Wallinger who has, in other

contexts, shown hirt\self to be an artist as socially engaged as that

other great Jiorse portraitist in the 18th century, namely George

Stubbs. Crammed into the back of this room is Marc Quinn's

celebrated Self, a cast of his own head, containing many pints of his

own blood. (It is permanently refrigerated.) From the front it

resembles an ancient, flaking bronze; from the side rt looks like

cling-film round a joint. It returns us to a time before.photography

when death-niasks were commonplace indicators of a compulsion to

defy mortality.

These three artists are heavyweights whose presence in the first

room suggests that the Academy is incorporating them, as is the fate
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of all successful avant-gardes, in order to assert the dominance of a

living academic tradition over sensationalism To underline the

point. Hirst's work punctuates the show. There are a lot of beasts in

formaldehyde, some sectioned, others not. An unmodified sheep is

the most poignant, proclaiming the inevitability of death with all the

pathos that sheep command. The collection of specimens, like the

collection of objects, from medicine to fish, that fill his cabinets has

the serene orderliness of the dissector, the Linnaean classifier

seeking to codify knowledge.

Rachel Whiteread, another heavyweight, is almost as prominent as

Hirst. Her Unlilled (Bath), a plaster cast as smooth as marble, is

extraordinarily evocative of immense Roman sarcophagi. It alludes,

like so much of her work, to human absence, the frailty of the past

and its remainders, so often presented to us in museums in the form

of plaster casts. Whiteread's work is visually beguiling in a way that

is alien to many of her colleagues. One Hundred Spaces is a large

group of casts of the voids beneath chairs and tables, made of

translucent resin in lilacs, blues, greens, yellows: blocks of colour

which question the nature and purpose of the art object— and

provide a very affirmative answer.

There is an almost pictorial pleasure to be gained from this piece, a

pleasure vigorously denied by many of the paintings in the show.

Gary Hume and Richard Patterson both use paint as an all-over

smooth skin, an impermeable surface which denies any engagement

with the subject and thus reduces it to banality. Formally, the echoes

are of Pop Art, but Pop was obs.sessed with a high capitalist

consumer culture, rather than with the medium. Nor is the result any

more interesting when the paint is trowelled on by Marcus Harvey,

also much in evidence. This all seems to suggest that if the point is

to place an immense weight on the medium and stretch it to its

limits, this is most honestly done by an abstract artist. Simon

Gallery's canvases are covered with thin, quavering parallel lines of

colour; Mark Francis paints small circles of velvety black which are

ba.sed on microscopic cellular structures. Both artists speak

eloquently of the capacity of paint to suggest enigmas that are

beyond the limits of ordinary experience (like old-time astronomers)

yet within a range of recognisable intellectual aspiration that is

conclusively denied by the pursuit of banality.

The bodies of animals, resin, plaster, paint: all are emphasised as

physical phenomena and — sometimes— transformed into

something that transcends the material. Sarah Lucas arranged two

fried eggs and a kebab on a table to suggest a highly sexualised

female body, in a reprise of the surrealist object. Mona Hatoum,

echoing a painting by Magritte, projected a video of her own larynx

onto a dinner plate, on a nicely laid table, and called it Deep Throat.

Wit transforms; literalness often fails, as with Tracey Emin's longish

list of names, embroidered inside a small tent and fitled Everyone I

Have Ever Slept With 1963-95.

So Sensation is a mixed bag of the famous and the less famous,

united in the disservice done to them by the Academy's absurd

presentation. It is easy to forget that Freeze, the show that initiated

the Young British Artists phenomenon, was nearly ten years ago.

The artists are, in large part, unassailably instated. So why the hype?

It's a marketing opportunity like nothing since Pop Art, What's

new?

(top) Rachel Whiteread, Untitled (Bath), 1990,

103 X 105.5 X 209.5cni, plaster and glass

(above) Richard Patterson, Blue Minotaur, 1996,

208 X 312.4cm, oil on canvas

22 All photos courtesy of the Royal Academy of Arts.



Gareth Fletcher, Untitled - Jacket 1, 1997,

1565 X 1065cm, jacket, acrylic/oil on plywood

Recently graduated

from Michaelis School

of Fine Arts in Cape Town, ^^^7^
Gareth ^letcher enjoys ^'^

surprising his audience.

Constanze Schmidt
investigates

F [L] E T C N G

^
Two old men are walking through First

Street, Harare. Stooped low and clutching

their walking sticks, they stop and gaze at

shop windows, peer at people, ogle the new

buildings they are passing. Obviously, it has

been a very long time since they were last in

town. People in turn stare at Ihem: some of

them amused, others irritated by the pair.

Both men are wearing fibreglass masks,

underneath which sweat is dripping from

young faces. They are out on an excursion

to see how their fellow humans will react to

such an experiment. Gareth Fletcher, one of

the two. argues that satire is an important

aspect of his art.

Seeing the reactions on peoples' faces,

hearing the chuckles of bystanders during

the recent street performance or watching

guests squeezing their eyes at the works on

his recent solo exhibition. Robust

Adventures in 3-D, at Delta Gallery, is for

him a very important part of his work.

Maybe it is partly this search for direct

reaction which repeatedly drives Fletcher

towards the theatre. Having worked as a

stage designer (and as a tree) with a Russian

puppeteering company for over a year in

South Africa, he has developed a preference

for inmiediate interaction with the audience.

23
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(above) Gareth Fletcher, Chair

A/0. 5, 1997, 1565 x1065cm,
wood, oil, acrylic on masonite

(right) Gareth Fletcher, Chair No
6, 1997, 1065 X 1565cm, wood,
oil, acrylic on plywood

(above right) Gareth Fletcher,

Lamp, 1997, 95 x 61 x 61cm,
metal



/

Back in Harare, despite a tight exhibition agenda, hf; seems to be

longing for just such interaction hence his involver.ient with local

theatre and dance companies, such as Tumbuka. fn their recent

production. Have Mouth Will Argue, he constructed a stage set for

Tumbuka using eight mixed-media sculptures which added

significantly to the impact to Neville Campbell's music and

choreography and the dancers" performance. These mysterious

sculptures or 'totem-poles", as many people perceived them, were

also on show at Delta, placed around the amphitheatre. With a

seemingly endless stream of people circling them and snaking

through them, and Campbell's music looping in the background,

they created an awe-inspiring atmosphere that hushed the usual

clamour of exhibition openings.

At the same vemissage there were several simple motifs handled

in unusual ways. For example, chairs were depicted in 2D and

3D: paintings, sculptural paintings and sculpture In these

surprising compositions. Fletcher entertained his '; udience' using

sawn-off bits of chairs and perspective— the former being fixed

to the actual painting which completed the latter, or vice versa,

whatever your perspective may be. This intriguing distortion of

planes and use and abuse of perspective earned Fletcher the title

"Master of the Dimensions" in a critique in The Independent.

To me. the work is reminiscent of Escher"s. a comparison,

however, which does not appeal to Fletcher. He sees Escher as a

mathematician who used three-dimensional representation to

facilitate his riddles on the Moebius Loop and other interesting

phenomena. "Once resolved, Escher's work is flat". Fletcher

says. He prefers to see his art in its own right, maintaining its

three-dimensionality and refusing to be resolved.

Chair No.4 is an example of this effect. A sawn-off chair is fixed

onto two boards .set at light angles to each other. Its unstable

equilibrium catches the viewer off-guard and leaves him in this

state for quite some time. Perhaps the conflicting vanishing points

are eventually located but what remains in either case is a new

perception of perspective which expands beyond our perception of

chairs.

Similarly mind-boggling pieces with less linear objects such as

jackets are equally successful. You are forced to question your

perception of three-dimensional space, caught in two dimensions.

You wonder where Fletcher started to paint his picture, since the

same colour seems to be generated by separate objects flowing

back together, yet still easily distinguishable.

Another jacket, actually two of them, were displayed on a black

and grey board. Whereas the first one is a fibreglass shell painted

brown and stuck to the board, the second is painted on top of the

first and onto the board. It takes a while to reali.se this, but

eventually all makes sense, and the courageous art-lover is

rewarded with spooky double vision.

Another piece that deserves mention is Figure Falling — a dark

graphite-relief showing only the head and feet of a person

stretched or suspended in an apparently liquid medium. This

achieves a strong gravity through its .solid flatness which is in

contrast to the agility inherent to the diver.

There was also a welded-nietal lamp/sculpture which was "NFS'".

This curious object seems to embody Gareth Fletcher's attitude as

part of a new generation of artists who see themselves rather as

entertainers cum artists (even if this means acting as a tree in a

puppet show).

As Gareth Fletcher puts it. "Art does not merely have to be

beautiful or aesthetic, it should also entertain, interact and be

fim!"'

ZAAC. the Zimbabwe Association of

Art Critics is meeting on the last Monday

of every month at the Bookcafe, upstairs at

Fife Avenue shopping centre. Everyone is

welcome to discuss art. criticism, problems

with editors, rates of pay. current events in

the local art scene, as well as to enjoy a

drink and a chat. For information on ZAAC
phone 861 195.

The Bookcafe has a range of other

activities related to the arts such as poetry

readings, book launches. Ephat Mjuru telling

stories, jazz on Saturday afternoons—
Tel: 793182/792551.

Tlie SADC Visual Arts and Crafts

Festival will be held at the Showgrounds in

Windhoek, Namibia, from 1 - 10 April 1998.

f'here will be representative exhibitions of

an from the national collections of the 14

SADC member states as well as many

smaller exhibitions of art and crafts for sale.

The mi.xed Summer Exhibition will continue

through January at Gallery Delta, followed

by their annual Students and Young Artists

Show and in March an exhibition of

Zimbabwean Graphics.

PieiTe Gallery has moved, with its collection

of conteniporai7 Zimbabwean art including

work by ZephaniaTshuma and Tapfuma
Gutsa. to new premises at 14 Maasdorp

Avenue. Alexandra Park. Harare. Phone:

744618

In February. Peter Kwangare and

Bulelwa Madekurozwa will be exhibiting

work at Mutupo Gallery. This will be

followed in March by the group of artists

known as Double Vision who.se last show

proved intere.sting with examples of body art

and other unusual events.

The National Gallery in Harare will house

the Zimbabwe Heritage Exhibition

during February. March and ApnI. A large

exhibition of ceramics is scheduled for

September 98 at the National Gallery in

Harare and all ceramicists and potters are

encouraged to get working for this non-

selected exhibition which will showcase

Zimbabwe's clay artists.

VAAB (Visual Artists' Association of

Bulawayo) will be displaying its annual

selection of the best work from the region at

the National Gallery in Bulawayo during

February and March, followed by the

MBCA Decade of Award Winners

Exhibition.

Gill Atherstone. fonner curator at the

National Gallery and previous co-owner of

Dendera Gallery has now opened African

Icon at 36 Argyle Drive, Highlands. Harare,

where she is showing a selected range of the

best of traditional African art. (Tel:776265)
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On December 22nd 1997 Henry Thompson, one of Zimbabwe's finest painters, died.

Words cannot describe our great loss but we pay homage to Henry

with three contributions: the first written by his son, Paul, the second an interview

with art historian and critic, Marion Arnold, and the third by Barbara Murray

Paul Caponhead



Love, memory and landscape:

Thompson
Paul Thompson writ6S it you have ever been passionate about anything in your lite then you may begin

about his father: '" understand my Dad.

(opposite) Henry Thompson,
Mozambican Summer III, 1 983,

59 X 49cm, oil on canvas

(above left) Henry Thompson,
Metamorphosis, 1979, 75 x 53cm,
acrylic on paper

(above right) Henry Thompson
at home 1993

Throughout his life he was an incredibly perceptive and sympathetic person.

This was evident in his understanding of most things, but first and foremost in

his amazing visual awareness.

It was this awareness that encouraged him. from a very early age. to pursue the

visual arts. Working in a fairly mundane job for years, he would grab every

opportunity he could to get into the studio and paint or to sit engrossed in one of

the art books from his ever increasing collection.

The "studio' 1 mention consisted of. to begin with, any space available from an

unused room in the house, an area of a room or for a while the dining room

table. He progressed from this to a wooden shed in which he painted for years.

Although this shed was relatively small. Dad managed to instill it with a certain

happy magic and it was always one of my brother's and my favourite places.

In about 1989-90 my Mum finally persuaded him that they should build a

fantastic studio at the top of the plot and it was in this that, I believe, he

produced some of his finest works. A strange thing is that I have unusually clear

memories of all the houses that we have lived in, from the age of one. and

without exception my strongest or only memory is of the area where Dad

painted. 3



Sarah Thatni"

The larger body of my lather's work locuses on the subject ol the African

landscape. Although his method of depicting this changed throughout his

painting career, his use of space and colour consistently remain quite masterful.

It still aina/es me that no matter what the subject matter in a 'Henry

Thompson', one is always made fully aware of the existence of space beyond

the subject matter, at the saine time as its existence within the composition.

I have read a number of crits on my Dad's work over the years, many of them

commenting on his landscape work. Words such as 'light', 'colour' and 'space'

are often used in various contexts, but almost without fail they presuine that the

paintings are a subjective interpretation of a physical landscape. This, of course,

is true to a certain extent, but I think it would be far more appropriate to

describe them as a brief moiTient of insight

recognised, understood and remembered witiiin a landscape.
It is this which allows his paintings to escape ever being static.

The above will also explain the reason why, unlike many artists. Dad would

very seldom use reference material like photographs or even sketches and

would never paint on location. It became a standing joke between my Mum and

Dad that when packing to go on holiday he would insist on taking his sketch

book and she would want to know what the point was. I possibly malign Dad

here as there were occasions when we went away and he would sketch.

However these sketches would seldom be used as references for larger paintings

but rather stand as works on their own.

I have discussed Henry's landscape work so far but, of course, the himian form

plays a large part in many of his works. It may be noted that of the paintings

with a human content the majority of them portray the female form. There is a

very simple reason for this. Dad regarded women as being aesthetically far

more appealing than men. One can clearly see the two subject matters most

appreciated by my Dad in the painting Mclaiiidiphosis which depicts a woman
changing into a stunning landscape or vice versa.

When painting men. my Dad would only paint specific personalities. Examples

of this would be self portraits or more specifically Max Beckman. in Cafe

luiiiJdI. 1 use the word "personalities' because even though some of the male

characters in paintings such as the Cafe Afrique series are not specifically

recognisable, they represent such icons as "The unknown traveller" or "The

observant writer"; they do not have a place in the paintings purely through the

merits of beauty and form.

Above I make mention of the Cafe series. I think it is fitting that I do so. as this

was a subject very close to my Dad's heart. I have heard him laughingly

described as "The cafe guru of Harare"" and I think this is a very apt description

of scMiieone who derived so much pleasure through observing and interacting

with people at various cafes. Such things as the service or the quality of the

coffee were not of paramount importance, but if the atmosphere was wrong my
Dad would often make a comment such as "Never bloody make il us a cafe in

Paris". It is only fitting, therefore that cafes should be the subject matter of

many a 'Henry Thompson".

.'\n interesting thing to note is that the people featured in the Cafe series, whilst

mteracting to a certain extent with each other, are very often solitary characters.

It is this that creates so much interest within each painting as each of them gives

1^ Ihc impression of telling a different story and of ha\ing a different history.

When my Dad painted people he was lucky enough to be able to diaw upon an

amazing visual memory for individuals. I only truly reali.sed this when I was

back in Ziinbabwe in November. My Dad showed me a painting of a girl that

he had pointed out to me at the airport about eight years pre\ iously — 1 found

that 1 recogniseil her immcdialelv.

(above) Henry Thompson, Cafe Bandol,

1991, 120 X 120cm, acrylic on canvas

(opposite) Henry Thompson,
Winter Grasslands, 1977,

4 92 X 101.5cm, oil on canvas

1 could waffle on about my Dad lor ever but 1 will sum up by saying this: In

every "Henry Thompson' there is a unic|uc quality of optiinisin. One always has

the feeling that just around the next corner, or over the next hill there is

something wonderfully exciting or ama/iiigly beautiful. It is with this quality

and many others in miml that I conclude; We have lost the company ol a good

man but will always share the company of a great painter



Despite being entirely self taught,

Henry Thompson was considered a

central figure in local art as

far back as 1978. Reproduced below is

the transcript of a conversation

between Henry and the art historian

and critic, Marion Arnold. Although

this dates from 26 November 1978 it

reveals many aspects of the approach

to painting which Henry continued to

follow until his death in 1997.

Marion Arnold: To wlwt extent has your enviioniiieiit

atlected your work?

MA: What particular things are you conscious of?

MA: How would you define the African hght?

Henry Thompson: Your environment is visual. A painter paints what he sees

and what he stores up in his memory and the things he draws from are the

everyday things he sees around him.

HT: Light I think probably comes first.

HT; This is something that has fascinated me because I feel that most painters

use an atmosphere that I think is foreign to this country. The African light gives

every object and colour an immediacy that you don't get in softer climates. The

light is harsh. It's a peculiar light and to me it gives objects an immediacy, and

it affects colours differently too. What F VC triCCl tO dO

in my paintings is to build in the Hght rather than pami the ight as a lot

of painters do by having shadows etc. When I start painting, the light must be

there, it must be in the painting. At first I wondered why my painting was so

different to a lot of paintings I was seeing. It seemed almost too direct, there

was almost a sort of crudeness in the directness. Other paintings were more

finished and there was more atmosphere. Then I realised what was happening.

It was the African light that was affecting the way I was seeing things. I believe

that a lot of painters in this country are not aware of it for some reason or

another.

Coming back to your question — when I talk about environment, it is the

physical one that affects me. It affects my shapes. I think I am an organic

painter. I draw from nature. I'm rooted in nature because I'd be completely lost

if I wasn't. I haven't got a mathematical mind. I could never paint like

Malevich and Piet Mondrian. I love their work but I haven't got that type of

mind. It would be ridiculous, it would never work for me. It seems to me that a

lot of painters who have tried the abstract thing swing back again and root

themselves in nature. To me it seems the role of the painter is to see things

around him although I'm not decrying pure abstract art.

HT: No. A thing that has been fascinating me for the last three or four years

was to go to nature and look at the things that I think won't change such as the

landscape. Let me put it this way. Things are changing rapidly today— ideas

— and I think it has something to do with the political setup in this country.

What I want is something that I feel is permanent. I used to paint with a lot of

detail and then I stalled looking for the image that will be strong enough in itself

and won't change. That's why my painting has de\eloped into a sort of minimal

structure, although there again. I think that the true minimal painters are painters

that approach painting in a completely different way to the painter who wants to

take away detail.

My painting is a reduction process rather than a minimal one.
I think the end result can be very, very similar so that if you don't know what the

per.son is doing, you can misread it. I must admit that 1 am attracted to the 5

MA: So it is the organic world that mtluences you. You

draw a lot from nature — in a representational way or

not?



MA: Do yoii think lluil there has been any partieiilar

artist wliii has heeii a slronsz inlliienee on voii'.'

MA: Do yoti think you use colour spatially?

MA: Do you think the isolation of the last tew years has

been beneficial or detrimental?

nninnial painters for that reason although we approach it Ironi opposite

directions.

HT: 't'es, the first person I must mention is C'e/anne. He has been a

tremendous influence on all painters. Picasso has been too but probably more

than Picasso. Matisse, because I'm terribly interested in colour. I ha\e got

problems there because my approach to colour has got to be different in a

peculiar way because I've got to lei in that light that I'm talking about and this

is where you come back to the environment again. The painter that draws from

his environment is tied to that environment because, although he abstracts

evervlhing. he has still got his colour and his light which affects those things he

abstracts. He can't abstract light or colour. You can use them in an abstract

way but you can't abstract them, whereas you can abstiact form.

HT: Yes.

HT; I think detrirnenial to me. I hate any form of isolationism although my

painting might seem that it wouldn't make any difference because it's not busy

painting. I'm not gregarious but artistically and mentally I ain. I hate isolation.

I think of all things isolation is probably the worst thing you can impose on

people. Isolation must not be imposed on people but people can choose it if

they want — this is different. 1 think it is a bad thing.

When you are isolated as we have been, artists outside the country almost

become giants when they are not. When you have a free flow (of exhibitions)

you realise their failings. I've found I started reading a damn sight more the

moment we got isolated to try and make up for it. but there is something

missina. You've got to have the contact.

MA: Do you begin a painting with preparatory sketches

or do you go straight into a painting?

HT: Both. Some paintings I've done I made so many sketches. The painting

I'm going to do afterwards is going to differ — I know that w hen I start making

the sketches — so it doesn't really matter what the size of the sketch is. But I

often go into a painting straight away because I feel there is no need for the

sketches— I know what I'm going to do. This is another thing — 1 feel that

painters go on thinking all the time pictorially instead of using words. I was

taught that you can't think without wxirds but painters can bloody well think

without words and I feel that 1 paint all the time because I think about painting.

I think more about painting than anything else and I feel even if 1 don't pick up

a brush for months I paint all the time, although the moment you start painting

it's something different again because then you come up with plastic problems

that present themselves sometimes unexpectedly.

I thmk I'd like to mention here too the thing that's become a vogue now — the

chance, that you pick up the accidental in painting. I use that too, but I hate to

use it. The creativeness comes in that you have to make a choice. You can

reject it or accept it. All the same it seems to me to be a negative thing. So

many people that I have spoken to have been under the impression that this is

how modern painting works which is extremely wrong. No matter what anyone

says, it surely must be one of the most difficult ol all arts.

HT; .'\t this moment, 1 thmk one would sa\ looking at m\ pauUmgs that I'm a

minimal artist but as I've said before, my approach I think is different. I'd like

to call myself a colourist one day. but I'm not yet.

HT: I've often wondered if the individual has a built-in pattern of thinking. It's

a ijuestion of awareness. I think living in a different environment must alfccl

your visual vocabulary. You probably use it in a pattern that is true to voii but it

would probably change you. because if I was living in a different env ironment

and had contact with a lot of artists who had a lot of equipment like

photographic equipment, it is something I'd like to use. I've never been able to

because the facilities are not easily available. Your light and colour, but not so

much your form, might iliffer in a different env ironment and the stimuli wmild

make you react differently to shapes — it might make a difterence to my visual

vocabulary.

MA; What formal problems have you been investigating? HT; Right now the one that is upfviniosi is coloiii. I'm cra/v about colour .ind

that's why I'm crazy about Matisse. I want to use it and it's a problem I've got

a feel about. Once I L'ct mv brush aroiiiul it. I'll know if it's working for me or

MA; How would you define your painting in terms of

style?

MA: Do you think your work would be different in a

different env ironment?

not. Painting breeds painting ihc mo.e you paint, the



Henry Thompson, Refuge, 1972, 39 x 55cm,

gouache and ink on paper

MA; You say you hope to paint what you thuik. not what

you feel. So are you using colour as an intellectual

concept rather than as an emotional catharsis?

MA: Do you think that being a European living in Africa

one is trying to reconcile two different worlds?

MA; Does art make a contribution to society?

more you see the complexities but at the same time the more expressive it gets.

You feel that, eventually, if you are a bit lucky and you work hard you can

express exactly what you think or damn close to it. But right now, I feel, and I

think most painters do. that there is still a brick wall between them and what

they want to say.

HT; I'm very suspicious of emotional painters. That's why I can't possibly rush

into painting war scenes in Rhodesia. 1 get outraged like everyone does at

certain things. But to my mind the whole thing is so stupid and I can't whip up

emotionalism. 1 believe that if a painter today is going to say anything that is

worthwhile, he's got to have an intelligence that boggles my mind. It is so

complicated. But the strange thing is that while you're painting, the whole thing

comes in — the intellect, the emotions. All it needs to do is to go wrong and you

realise how much emotionalism was in the whole thing. But I like the

intellectual approach.

HT: Yes. I think one is, not only spiriltially but physically. We grow up with a

set idea of the visual arts that is European that's how we paint but spiritually —
this is where your problem is. I cannot be an African spiritually. I've never

been convinced of the way people like Klee use .Africa. They use their colour

differently because they have seen in a different light but they don't paint .Africa.

It is difficult to live in .Africa but as a painter it's something that hasn't worried

me. I could never carve something like the African masks but there is something

that I see in African art that is typically African and that I try to bring into my

own work and that is a peculiar sort of immediacy of expression, offeree.

HT: The visual arts don't affect most people. If you are a painter there are a lot

of things you have to clarify to be whole in yourself and you can heighten your

awareness. This is what art is about. It's not to hang on the wall but to

sharpen your awareness to such an extent that you can

draw from hfe so much more, if that snot the case, Idont know why one paims.

I like painting and that is the reason I paint.



Barbara Murray writes:

Surah Thompson

Henry Thompson, Cafe Afrique,

1988, 107 X 107cm, acrylic on canvas

Invariably he was there before me. sitting relaxed at the eate table, wiry and

cleancut. nattily dressed in light eolours. his lean brown face lined and alert, his

elolh cap or panama at an angle, coffee before him, sometimes breakfasting on

a croissant with jam. watching the passing scene, exchanging greetings and chat

with waiters and friends. Conversation would jump and flick, settle into intense

discussion, be nipped by humorous asides, round out to a satisfactory

conclusion. The topic: some event in the local art scene, the antics of an artist,

the pros and cons of an exhibition, the problems of his painting, the hook he

was currently engrossed in. perhaps a new \i)hime on De Kooning. Bonnard,

Modigliani, an article recently read in Modern Painters or Art Monthly but as

often as not a novel or biography. Camus. Kafka. Maugham or Mahfouz. Henry

loved books, discovering new authors, new ideas, delighting in tales of human
foible. He had a vast repertoire of stories about artists, from Rembrandt to

Degas. Picasso. Warhol or Arthur Boyd — as far as I could tell he had read

about almost everyone. He knew their personalities, lives, affairs,

idiosyncracies, their views on art, as well as the ways they handled light, colour,

composition, subject. From a mass of information he could always pick out the

telling incident, the re\ealing remark, the quintessential detail. Just as he could

aK\ays set me straight when I was caught up in some local art politicking.

Amidst the conflicting opinions, trends and rival groups, he stood clear, quiet,

calm and contained.

Henry was a master of the essential. But it w as neither the trap of

generalisation nor insensitivity to ambiguity, rather he could select the salient

aspects of a particular situation and, never one to bow to political correctness or

commercial pressure, he had no compunction in cutting away the crap. A great

fan of cowboy books and western movies. I think Henr\ found in them a clarity

and directness lacking in modern life with its swamp of demands, distractions

and pollutions. Several cups of coffee and cigarettes later we would part, me
always bouyed up and renewed in my belief in the value of art and artists;

Henry having had. for the time being, a sufficiency of words about art and

readv to return to his studio and the waitini; canvas.

Now there will be no more conversations and no more canvases by Henry

Thompson. With his death on 22nd December 1997 I lost a very dear friend, a

sort of still point in the shove and welter, a trusted and trustworthy guide. His

knowledge, his skill, his passion for art had a depth and stability it will be hard

to match. Zimbabwe has lost one of the anchors of its art scene, a dependable

link to quality and integrity.

I first met Henry, having fallen intantly in love w ith one of his paintings, at a

group show at Delta in 1975. The painting v\as a wide clear abstracted

landscape singing w ith colour and light — a grassy plain stretching back from a

bold rock formation in the foreground, reaching further and further into the light

of the sky with a wonderful simple beauty. At the time his studio was a dark

wooden shed at the top of a rise behind his house and he was employed in an

iS-.S job with the municipality which he said was so boring it emptied his mind

and allowed him to paint mentally. The evenings and weekends were his time

to put colour on canvas. I used to climb the rocky path between the aloes he

and Sarah cultivated, to .see what he was working on and to marvel at the magic

he created in that cramped shed. He usually worked on one painting at a time

— patiently studying each application of colour, each brush stroke and its effect

on the composition. Many a lime, a painting I thought wonderful and complete

would be totally reworked by the next visit. I count myself immeasurabl\ lucky

to have been his friend, to have watched his paiiuings grow and alter, to have

shared the beautv that he created.

8

llcnr\ never produced great numbers of paintings but each one was a joy to see.

.'\t first his work was considered too abstract by many Harare patrons but he

soon developed a devoted following and when people began to call round to his

studio and paintings would disappear before 1 had seen them finished. I fell

robbed'

Henry had a light touch, in hfe and in art— clear, direct,

seldom bogged down by emotion Anger, yes at times, at the siupiduies in

society, particularly in politics. He always said the only thing to do w ith

politicians was to line them up against a wall and shoot them. His quiet

friendliness, sense of hmiiour and delight in stories maile Iricnds everyw here.

He seemed so ea.sy-going but there was an iiuicr resilience, at times a hard



stubborness, that enabled him to stick to his own way and which earned him

respect.

Growing up on the edge of the Kalahari desert in a family honed by hardship, in

the sort of environment where only the resilient survives, there was a stoicism to

his nature. It was perhaps here that his early encounters with life, light and

landscape gave him practice in reducing experience to its essentials.

Henry's family played an important part in his development as a painter His

wife. Sarah, always gave him space and time to work undisturbed despite their

two precociously bright and talented sons, Howard and Paul. The family ethos

served to keep everyone's feet firmly on the ground, the wit and banter a

salutary check on egotism. In 1983, thanks to Sarah's flourishing career, Henry

was able to take early retirement and concentrate on his painting (between cafes,

of course). A new open studio was built at the top of another hill — light now

flooding into ample space for the first time. There have been many paintings

since then culminating in a solo show at Gallery Delta in 1995 (see Golleiy nos

5 and 6). At the time I wrote a review of the exhibition which was not

published:

Reading the Landscape — Nyanga

For the first time in Zimbabwe, as far as I can ascertain, an exhibition sold out

on its opening night. What is it about Henry Thompson's work that draws such

response, a desire not just to see once but to take a painting home and keep it for

looking at again and again? Thompson's work compels the viewer beyond the

mundane drudgeries to the vitality and beauty of the landscape. It is a

recognition of a choice we can make.

Henry Thompson in his studio with Hill,

1995, 110 X 120cm, acrylic on canvas

Central to the works on show is a self portrait. In My Mind's Eye. which places

the artist in the foreground, one eye covered, the other screwed up in intense

gaze reading the elements and effects of landscape. The other paintings flow

from this gaze, taking in a range of experiences of landscape. In each work, the

artist concentrates on a limited portion of the Nyanga environment. Having

spent many years looking, he now condenses his successive visual experiences,

reconstituting the many fleeting impressions through an assured understanding

of the mechanics of picture making. These are no 'spontaneous' flashes or 'stab

and hope it works' paintings but rather the product of considered thought and

long hours of work in order to honestly express what has been seen and felt.

Hill presents a slice of landscape, three horizontal planes catching the vision

between the edges of the canvas. The foreground and slip of sky echoing the

same pale tones hold the middleground up to our attention. A broken shadow

line defers to the middle plane of grassy space whose diagonal brushstrokes lend

vitality and lead the eye up to the richer tones at the horizon culminating in the

brighter yellow at top left. Areas of stronger red. orange, ochre, greens and

blues in large free brushwork suggest vegetation and shadows. The space is

successfully contained and energised by the distribution of dark shapings, but

held still by the horizontal planes and subtle verticals and anchored in a blue tree

mass. The considered application of paint evokes a range of textures, an

awareness of mass and space, a balance of dark and light and of open and closed

areas, a sense of movement. The eye recognises all these effects with delight.

In Octiihci: the colourings, heat shimmer and dryness of our hot season are

evoked. The strong verticals — impressions of road, grass, tree, shadows and

open spaces— ri.se into the centre of the canvas where they meet the rounded

forms of leaf mass and the swell of hill. The deep shadows contrast with the

glare of African light that bleaches colour out of some areas, intensifying it in

others; that msasa red. The eye is pulled constantly back and forth between the

dominant foreground and the intrigue of the horizon where clever use of colour

and shape create immense distance; the successful rendering of that place where

sky meets land and water. The edges of the colour masses are of extreme

importance in creating effect. Again the brushwork is used to imply both

movement and stillness. The balance of light and dark give vitality to the canvas

and the heat of the scene is neatly offset by the minimal use of cool tones.

Strong masses contrast with delicate markings offering continuous visual

change.

Using similar devices Henry Thompson recreates his experiences of Nyanga:

crossing a Footbridge, faced with colour planes and masses, a flattened



Sariill llliimi

perspective yet evoking distance. cmpUniny the tension of 2D and 3D to

vibrant effect; the moment ol contemplation li)ol<ing down with llic W'ailcr into

light and shadow playing in the reflections and ripples of water; the VilUifii'.

absorbeil into the colours and planes of its sinroiindings.

Line, plane and colour are used to achieve an experienced sense of space, often

with ambiguous transfer from foreground to background, the distance claiming

as much attention as closer elements. The juxtapositioning of coloiiis w nh their

effective boundaries, edges and transitions, move the eye from one element to

the next, absorbing detail within a simplified whole. Many of the paintings

achieve a successful combination of form and colour giving pleasure lo the eye

but also engaging the intellect. They create a consciousness of the forms and

energies of nature and their ability to envelope the \ iewer.

Henry Thompson, October,

]
1995, 82 X 82cm, acrylic on canvas

Henry Ihompson extemporises Ireeh w nh the facts o\ an actual Nyanga scene,

compressing or opening out space, reposuionuiy ingictlienls. focusing on nmoil.



light iiiid colour, patterning shapes, softening or sharpening linear emphases.

.Structural analysis however cannot capture the magic of his work which is only

to be appreciated in seeing it. As Henry himself has said on many occasions,

words can do little to express a painting — they are another language. His

paintings seek out and isolate for us moments of great natural beauty.

Many people nowadays demand that art be disturbing or critical or political, as if

there was something wrong in feeling pleasure. Others say that landscape is

comfortable or easy. Well, if it is, there is not much evidence around of good

landscape painting. Just because the many amateur painters try landscape is no

reason to ignore it. We may bury ourselves in urban situations to our detriment.

Nature is our base. Without it there is nothing. And those woods, plains and

hills answer a great need in the human p.syche. The work on this show is a

reminder of the great pleasure to be experienced in looking at Nature.

And if such painting needs justification perhaps we can consider what Seamus

Heaney wrote (substituting "Art' and 'viewers' for 'Poetry" and 'readers'):

"(Art) justifies its (viewers' I trust and vindicates itself by setting its 'fine excess'

in the balance against all of life's inadecjiiacies, desolations and atrocities —
irrespective ofpolitically correct considerations that might damage its chances."

Henry Thompson paints as he feels and sees— these works are a "celebration

ofa landscape". A line written by art historian, Frances Spalding, encapsulates

for me the work of Henry Thompson: "... above idl. wlun these paintings offer

is the slow siiifacing of a profound delight''

Henry liked the review and kept a copy of it and I think he was glad of the

pleasure he gave to people through his paintings. Like Matisse he believed in

the value of the comfortable armchair.

Landscape is a major genre in Zimbabwean art and Henry Thompson's name is

high on the hst of its most accomplished exponents. A great admirer of Robert

Paul's evocation of our land, Henry went his own way, searching for his own

means to capture the effects of nature in paint. He sought and distilled for us

instances of Africa's beauty — the effects of space, the multiple varieties of

light, the expanse of grasslands, the volume of hill, the defining profile of

mountain, the edge of horizon, the punctuation of rock and tree, the heat, the

shade and the water. In these elements he recognised the basis of both material

and spiritual/intellectual harmony and through his paintings he gives us what he

considered the purpose of art - a sharper awareness and an ability to draw more

from our existence.

Henry's work and life confirm for us the importance of the artist's integrity in

expressing his own vision and individuality; they provide an example of the

determination and relentlessly patient application necessary to achieve that

expression.

For the readers of Gallery there is a further unknown loss as Henry was always

ready to cast his keen eye over my ramblings and effusions and reduce them to

clarity. Were he here to read this. Henry would firmly put a line through much

of it, too modestly preferring to consider his work as "painting a number of

moderately sized canvases to celebrate a landscape that has given me so much

pleasure"

These words cannot give us any measure of our loss. But we can appreciate our

gain. We can continue to celebrate life and light— love, memory and landscape

— through the paintings Henry has left for us. They speak of the enduring

power of beauty and of the possibility we have to choose harmony and delight.

Henry Thompson, Refuge, 1979-80,

92 X 71cm, oil on canvas 11



The recently

inaugurated Prince

Claus Fund which is

based in the

Netherlands annually

presents awards to

outstanding

contributors in the field

of culture and
development. Among
those honoured in 1997

was the Mozambican
artist, Malangatana

Valente Ngwenya, who
has played an

important role in raising

the profile of the visual

arts of southern Africa.

Reprinted here with

permission is the

Prince Claus Fund
tribute to Malangatana

written by a fellow

Mozambican, the

novelist and poet,

Mia Couto
Malangatana, (Untitled), 1989, 74 x 56cm, pen & ink (Collection of National

Gallery of Zimbabwe PC - 8900 - 0007)

Malangatana, the man
who painted water

Malangatana paints, sculpts, writes,

narrates, sings and dances. He is a total

artist, able to cross the artificial borders

which have been erected between the

different forms of artistic expression.

He is undoubtedly an heir of traditional

story-tellers of this part of Africa. Story-

tellers do more than narrate old legends,

though. They recreate them, exploiting the

entire expressive potential of their bodies,

T 2 'heir voices. They are actors, singers.

dancers. A story requires the narrator lo

assume all these roles. Only in this way can

a deeply religious kinship be generated

between the narrator and his listeners, I

have heard Malangatana telling stories, and I

was enthralled by all their magic. More than

that. I actually hear Malangatana liviiii; his

own history. And I succumb to the same

enchantment. The man lives as if he were

constantly creating, as if time were a huge

canvas to be coloured over and over again.

As if life were a sculpture, shaped in lime by

his haiuK, But the \\a\ in which his work

de\ elops suggests that he realises that his

hands alone are not enough. As if it were

necessary to unite everyone's hands in the

saine gesture of creating more life. He once

told me:

"Whm uc ((;(' iloiiii; /,v iiol jiisl

commiiiiicdlinv iiisidi' ami oulsidi' a luilidii.

Wi' arc huilJiiif! a nalkm, we are crealiiiji the

fiiiutamenial feelint; and thoughts ofour

fuliirv iialiiin."



I have known this voluminous friend for

years. The first impression he makes is that

the weight he bears is tenderness above all, a

largesse which he distributes freely. It is

with tenderness that he fought for his

country's independence. It was that same

tenderness that made him fight to preserve

Mozambique's dignity. When war wrought

havoc on our country, his tra\elling hand

showed the world that the capacity to dream

was still alive. That our value lay not in the

dimension of our tragedy but in our ability to

produce art and culture. Malangatana's

work and voice travelled throughout the

world, showing that there was still hope, that

there was an African nation which wanted

not only to receive but had something to

give — its contribution to culture.

In this way, Malangatana became a fighter

against the isolation to which geography had

condemned our country. A fighter against

the silence imposed by this move away from

the centre to the periphery. A fighter against

the feeling generated by the solidarity

campaigns which merely inspire

compassion.

This wonderful man has become the

ambassador of Mozambique culture.

International recognition of his work today

might furnish a good excuse for resting on

those laurels. But there is no rest for this

warrior. Inspired by a deep love of this soil

and its people, Malangatana builds schools

for children, founds cultural associations for

the conservation of artistic traditions in his

native region, promotes Mozambique on an

international level.

All these activities might have been

expected to distract the artist and make him

forget his obligations as a creator of colours

and shapes. Happily, this has not happened.

Malangatana pursues the path he embarked

on without being borne along on the current

he set in motion. Malangatana is not

following Malangatana. He continues to

devote himself to the cause of exploring his

own heritage. He faces the next picture as if

it were now.

I regard it as a pleasing obligation to

acknowledge the artistic and human stature

of this great artist. Malangatana is like a tree

that feeds on the tender shade in which it

basks. And we writers take advantage of

that shade. We sit under the tree and look up

at the sky through its branches. As if it were

that last canvas, the last picture in which the

master's hand is exploring other universes.

Guided by his wise hand, our future dreams

fiy.

Note: Mia Couto. bom in 1955 in Beira,

Mozambique, studied medicine until 1974, the eve

of national independence. On joining the

Liberation Front of Mozambique he abandoned

his studies in favour of journalism. He was editor-

in-chief of various informative publications until

1985, when he returned to university to study

biology. Mia Couto now works as an

environmentalist on the sustainable use of

indigenous resources in the costal zones of

Mozambique. He has published five books of

short stories, three novels and a collection of

poetry. Twice he was awarded the National

Literature Prize of the Association of

Mozambique Writers. His books are published in

Portugal, Brazil, .Spain, Italy, France. Germany.

Sweden. Norway. Belgium, and the Netherlands.

He works with the professional drama group.

Maputo Mutumbela Gogo.

I once visited him in the new cultural centre

he had founded in Matalane. forty

kilometres away from Maputo,

Mozambique. We had been collecting old

legends and myths from the oldest members

of the community. While we were resting

after our work. 1 had the idea of planting the

area with indigenous trees. I am a biologist

as well as a writer, but at that moment I was

not thinking in ecological terms. There is

more to native trees than just environment.

Some of them are regarded as churches

where spirits dwell, connecting the ancestors

of a place to those who are still alive. I went

home with the feeling that all this was no

more than an idea. A month later, though.

Malangatana rang me up and said: "/ have

the trees, we are going to plant them, come

andjoin us." I was surprised at this practical

side to his nature. We belong to the universe

of talkers. We are not doers. We toil away

at other people's initiatives. But here was

proof of something different, coming from a

man who had little or nothing to do with

trees. Where had Malangatana got the

young trees? How had he transported them

to the place, ready for planting' I still don't

know. On the day we decided to plant the

saplings. I realised that none of this mattered

any more, because the collective operation

turned into a party. We sang, we danced, we
listened to histories. We were not just

making something. We were celebrating

life, celebrating the feeling of eternity that is

transmitted to us by the trees. Women
brought water to give the trees their first

watering. "Where does that water come

from?" I asked Malangatana. "1 painted it"

he said. But I insisted on being told. He

answered: "You poets invent so much water

in your verses that the ability to invent it in

the real earth has been lost."

Malangatana, (Untitled), 1987, 76 x 54cm, pen & ink

(Collection of National Gallery of Zimbabwe PC - 8700 - 0002) 13



1997 was a particularly difficult year for Zimbabweans.

On 9 December the nation demonstrated against government

mismanagement of the economy, the streets were in turmoil,

the people angry and despairing. That same evening the annual

Summer Exhibition 1997-98 opened at Gallery Delta.

Gillian Wright finds cause for celebration in the work on show.

Keston Beaton, Jingler's Harp, 1997,

1 4 72 X 50 X 14cm, found objects

praise
of artists

The Summer Exhibition — does the exhibition title suggest to you a

summer of soft muzak, sunlit lawns and 'the beautiful people" at

leisure? This article, however, celebrates a generally sombre

collection of fine, mainly Zimbabwean, work. A General Strike, the

annual Christmas buying frenzy and then devastating food riots all

took place during this show, whose work tells of resolute and honest

commitment to the land, the conditions of its people, the creation of

art and response to the ideas it generates.

1 take up Keston Beaton's Jingler's Harp. From the detritus of

consumerism and an earlier age of craftsmanship the artist has made

an instrument which sings only in visual and tactile mode. It is

silent, an ornament on a wall. It is like a lyre — its horns though,

are cow's horns (made of pieces of old bentwood furniture) which

suggest the old measure of wealth in pastoral times. It is strung with

found cords of varying thicknesses and fibres which bear the dirt of

use. One would believe that they had been played many times. An
old plastic coffee container (as resonator?), bits of plastic machinery

and electronic gadgetry are assembled within the harp. There is

pathos in the battered plastic animal shape from a baby's rattle

tacked to the frame. It suggests an infant's rudiinentary instrument

and perhaps how far we are removed from contact with the warmth

of real animals in the poverty of urban life. The bentwood bits are

refined in their skilled craftsmanship — the one used for the fraine is

further decorated and made personal with the artist's carved

markings. This wood contrasts with the tacky plastic things — but

they too are rescued rubbish. The 'third' world seems to be viewed

by the 'first' as a vast mine for its resources in the vicinity of which

the masses may be jettisoned — there must be no food subsidies, and

cut-backs in health, education and social services follow the IMF's

economic prescriptions. So may we. as representatives of the throw-

away people, redeem ourselves with art from our trash. On the left,

below the baby's toy. is a breast image, like a metal cymbal, nailed

in. Is he saying that music (art) is our comfort and succour — our

mother, in fact? That man docs not live by commodities alone? We
die for lack of meaning. As Gerry Dixon has it in his poem:

"A murk is nnule

A line is drawn

Meaning is fininil"

'People = consumers. ' Much of our music is made up of commercial

jingles, which children grow up singing. Beaton's harp and cymbal

allude to Psalm l.'^O. in which song was an act of worship to the

Creator:

"Praise him willi llie j'sallery and harp" and "l'r(Use him upon high

sounding CYmh(ds."



Thakor Patel also uses the breast image in two paintings: tlie metallic

nipple in Pot echoes Beaton's cymbal. The other work. Wliitc Am
Egg. is of a monohthic limbless figure which floats in a turquoise

sky. Its terracotta patina of paint suggests a swelling breast, but

where it should be is a circular hole which gives onto vibrant sky —
space— freedom. The warmth of the blue beyond contradicts the

not-thereness of the breast. Can we inleipret this as the mystic's

faith in emptiness, silence? Where a womb should be is another

perfect circular void. Emerging from a shadow inside the left of it is

a vibrant orange disk or ball rolling towards the circle of sky. Is it a

newly conceived life or idea moving from shadow to light? The

artist has seen the womb as space rather than containment/

confinement. 1 think he is celebrating the fertility and nourishment

of Inner Space with artful humour, and rejoices over the fecundity of

the artist's imagination.

White Ant Egg recalls Bernard Takawira's sculpture See More - Talk

Less (see Gallery no 1 3 p24). Patel is consciously developing

Takawira's mystical idea of contained vision (the eye of the

sculpture sees the sky beyond).

Patel's companion painting. Pot. suggests another rudimentary

female form. Her 'neck' is adorned with an African string of beads,

hung with the cowrie shell of fertility and wealth. Another

mysterious amulet hangs there; it looks like a coat hanger. The

breast, also a single image, is represented by a perfect geometric

circle 'incised' into the body. Circle = breast might represent the

endless cycle of feeding and nurture of human beings but its

reduction to a geometric cypher communicates a different perception

of a breast. Instead of a nipple, a bright metal button is seen to be

sown onto the stippled paint. The figure is bespattered with drips of

paint. This gives her life but reduces her dignity somehow. She is

maculate. The purple intensifying to black background is sad and

redolent of a majesty belied by the button, the necklace, the splatter

down her front. That modern hanger shape— does she exist to

display clothes, ornamentation'!' The dead, dirty white colour of the

figure may speak of emotional poverty and corruption of the

devalued personalities of women who are regarded as fertility

containers and decorative objects only. At the same time Patel may

be speaking of the sterility and debasement of art which is expected

to be purely decorative, the reduction of the artist (bearer of new

life) in the modern economy. Where a nipple should be is a drawing

of a pretty button, and skin is made of splatters of paint, female = art

is the next step. These themes are transmuted into a creation of

beauty and elegance. In this I am reminded of what Berry Bickle

does.

The necklace motif reappears as an actual found object, marooned,

belonging to no-one anymore and gummed onto the background

picture in Berry Bickle's installation. Font. Again that elegant

exotic Portugese writing is repeated — used as a texture. The

imperialist 'Word' still frames and backgrounds us, in the sense of

Fiat and Indoctrination.

A straight wrought iron stand bears a block of plaster or something

covered in glued varnished paper, with the waters of the

Mozambique sea (waters of redemption, renewal? or ravage?)

rendered in gorgeous transparent washes over it. All this paper/

surface/information. An inverted basin shape in the block of the foni

holds a segment only of a beautiful deep blue glazed plate. It can't

hold water. The melding of meanings — baptismal font and

printer's font — speaks of our birth into a world of imposed

information. The baptismal font is broken but still washed with

water. The plate image is insistent in Bickle's work. Plate = food

security; that issue discussed endlessly in the vast tide of books,

pamphlets, e-mails from infinite conferences, lunches and dinners on

the subject. More words. There are a crowned plate and a half face

in relief with a horrifying dead eye affixed onto the picture like icons

or hunter's trophies. The expression 'dish' for 'face' is evoked.

(Faces look for food and do eating.) This half face is pasted over

with the paper of the written catechism of power. There are other

Thakor Patel, Pot, 1997, 70 x 56cm, watercolour

Berry Bickle, Fonf (detail), 1997, 250 x 95 x 30cm,

mixed media
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Justin Gope,

Dancers, 1997,

46 X 38cm,
mixed media

Gareth

Fletcher,

In Between
No 1, 1997,

86 X 80 cm,

grapliite

on plywood

George Churu, Rock View, 1997, 40 x 54cm,

oil on paper

1 5 Hilary Kashiri, Wind Object - Yacht, 1997, 56 x 75cm,

mixed media

decorations — her beloved sherds the sea washes up. My reaction to

this stunning elegance, constructed from fragments of old art,

modern junk, lovely objects made by the artist herself and images of

imperial rape, is of rage. How dare she? But I am bewitched by its

beauty. It's a Catch 22.

I take refuge in Gerard Manley Hopkins, one of the first modern

English poets. One of his lines is: "Give heciuty haci;." In Ta W'luil

Senes Mortal Beauty he says:

"To man. thai needs would ntnshi/) block or barren stone.

Our law says : Love what are love 's worthiest, were all Icnown:

World's loveliest — men 's selves. Selfflashes offframe amiface.

What do then? how meet beauty? Merely meet it; own.

Home at heart, heaven 's sweet gift:
"

Men's selves are investigated especially in the work of Luis Meque,

Fasoni Sibanda. Cosmos Shiridzinomwa. Justin Gope. Richard

Witikani and .Shepherd Mahufe. and in Ishniael Wilfred's interior

warscapes. The landscapes of this generation of black artists are

almost all inhabited. The Romantic individualist buzz over sublime

Nature empty of people has not a place here. Justin Gope's dark and

intimate painting of Dancers impresses. The two embracing figures

form one image in paint which has been handled so as to have strong

physicality. Their environment is so dark, warmth and light belong

only on their bodies — but only enough to define them. This image

sears itself on the memory.

Shepherd Mahufe's Kural Honw is perfect, poetic. The viewer can

somehow see this home with the love of the person who lives there,

in that hut with the soft rotting thatch. The deep blues and greens of

the lush foliage which still surrounds the homestead suggest sorrow

and nostalgia. A newer building on the left is represented by a wall

facing the hut which is the focus of the picture. This wall is worked

in a deep uniform blue much darker than the intense blue shadows of

Zimbabwe's rural places. Deep depression in the viewer is evoked

by this blue wall. Strung in front of the homestead is a fence. Its

grey poles used to be young trees which still dance sinuously.

Russet light behind tells of the end of day and suggests to me the end

of a way of life.

George Churn's Rock View is an uninhabited landscape. It would

seem to follow an imposed convention: blue hills beyond a thicket of

trees at sunset with a grassy open foreground. There is excitement, a

thrill of fear in the chaos of wild colours. The sky is green, yellow,

brown and dirty white, and the trees are in colours real trees never

have. So why do I recognise this scene, knowing I've been there'?

This feeling has been felt by Churu and expressed in the landscape.

So we are. in a sense, together there in the bush, artist and viewer.

Hilary Kashiri works with the abstraction of landscape forms. His

Wind Object — Yacht is all movement, but composed of images from

the landscape here. The scribbled light lines replicate the shine of

sun on dry grass, there are sections of fields of w ind-blown pasture,

a dam wall perhaps. The sails imitate large industrial structures.

Deep transparent blue green shapes repeat the violence of moving

bodies of water. You watch land transposing itself into water. The

painting gives form to the excitement of shifting perceptions of

reality.

The attention is riveted by the brightness of Hasoni Sibanda's Sckc II

Scene. It seems at first to be joyous, artless, naive. The women

seem to dance at their work. His treatment of the dustscape they

inhabit, in broad strokes of gouache, magically evokes the soft

beauty of exhausted soil. The women's vigour is represented in

deceptively simple forms, with the negative spaces used to separate

them and foreground them. They now seem lonely. Where are the

men'.' The woman disappearing towards the horizon (dust meeting

those calligraphic while clouds which bring no rain in a brilliani

turquoise sky) moves isolalctl iiilo nothingness. The lightness of his

irony impresses.



Luis Meque's monumental figures this time are larger and even more

loosely painted. They dominate the room. The deftness of their

execution amazes and speaks of dedicated practice. The respect for

people, which is the bedrock of African culture, resonates in these

paintings. These are the heroes who populate the poor urban places.

Richard Witikani's Girl in a Red Bolero has that intense presence

one expects in the figures he paints. She is fully alive, conscious in

her body and in her clothes. That foot kicked up onto the pavement

belies the seatedness of the girl. Most of her clothes echo the sand

and msasas— she belongs where she is, does not suffer alienation.

The cheerfulness of youth flares in her white hair ornament, her

bright bolero, and the delicious white turning mauve strokes of her

blouse. Witikani's fast putting on of paint and use of the paper

beneath to create space throughout mocks the massive weight that

one thinks one sees. His Road at Bromley is a turbulent painting.

This red road cut into the land— where is it leading under that

stormy red sky? One imagines from the style that he had to get it

done fast before the storm broke — it has that immediacy.

Luis Meque, Theatre, 1997,

1 1 1 X 92cm, mixed media

Ricliard Witikani, Girl in a

Red Bolero, 1997, 96 x 80cm,

oil on paper
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(top) Rashid Jogee, Drought, 1997, 124 x 93cm,

mixed media on canvas

(below) Helen Lieros, Africa Apocalypse 1, 1997,

1 8 mixed media

she never cries any more. The diagDnal lines of the eenient-tiled

pavement which form background and foreground contain her like

diamond mesh. So this beautiful anxious infant is suspended in a

fence which relers us to the barrier between the \ iewer and the child

— she is a painted image. She is not real — the picture is. One

feels tricked. Troinpc I'oeil using this subject— is this acceptable?

Rage again. To us. who have learned to pass by the street children

on the pavement with hardly a tlicker of emotional disturbance,

turning our attention to other business, the artist says "How real is

reaf
^

The attention turns from the ultra-realist to the abstract expressionist

Rashid Jogee who also otters an unllinching investigation of

personal suffering in Droiifihi. This drought is experienced not in

statistics for food-for-work programmes. It investigates and sings in

sonorous tones of the suffering it causes. It may speak also of

emotional drought and loss. The central image, a blackish oblong,

reaches forward a darkness which dominates and draws the viewer

back through the washes of mauves, purples and golds (for me layers

of dust, loss, time and dry golden Bulawayo trees) into the depths of

the bereaved heart. That oblong could be read as a grave or as the

comfort oblivion offers. I see Rashid Jogee as a mystical, lyric

painter. He listens for hours to chants in the mosque, he said. The

paintings themselves tell of surrender to, and objectivity towards the

interior life to which he gives a physical body in the layers of paint.

He respects the paint, letting it have its own life without imposing

his personality upon it. The gestures of his medium do not say

"Marvellous me!' but "Marvellous paint!"

From this intense focus on individual suffering one moves to the

epochal Africa and continent-wide vision of Helen Lieros's Africa

Apocalypse I. This picture celebrates the physicality of paint with

the worked rough background which is her signature. It is like rock

and darkness but the uppermost layer of the surface is in a hot dry

blue pigment. That blue excites an intense tactile sensation in the

viewer, and being .so dry refutes the blue = water = renewal/salvation

equation. The central collaged motif suggests a typical local rock

formation — or perhaps a couple of chunks of flesh — but the

dominant image therein, which appears as if by inagic from a print

of swirled pigment, resembles the embryo of a horse. Will it grow to

be a mount for one of the Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse to

herald the end of the world? Do I see the horse embryo because the

picture's title suggested it to me? Horse embryo or no embryo at all.

the warm flesh tones of the delicate immediacy in the torn-out

collaged print intimates precious pre-conscious life. (The horse in

African mythology akso symbolises doininion and nobility.) Above

the central motif is a heraldic band of three oblongs interrupted by a

small earth-white rectangle intersected by a dark line on the side.

The middle "flag' has been invaded by the blue sky/dark rock stuff

which composes most of the painting, like the land asserting itself

over imposed boundaries. Red. blue, white, black/brown. Red of

soil, red of bloodshed? 0\er the "flags" a gold line runs across the

picture, gold of moths' wings, of ancient art and wealth. .Above this

is a "transparent" slit which reveals more sky/earth which appears to

be diminishing as a broad guillotine blade of black and reddish

blood/soil pigment descends from the top. It occupies the space

given to the sky in a child's painting — these conventions slay

w ithin us. Blue is often regarded as the colour of spirituality. Here

the spiritual seems to reside in the rock below the sky. us rainbovs'

clouds reside within Fletcher"s elemental carbon-graphite. The

encounter with this landscape/continentscape leaves the viewer with

inversions, uncertainty, mystery. There is palpable reality in the

pigment and paper and its sure handling, but it seems to sa\ that in

spile of tangible signs present in our enviroimient. the nnlleniimi's

meaning, lor us. is inscrutable.

Cierry Dixon's work perlects this master\ of material and idea in

wood. Keep Ijxikiiif; is a sculpture made Irom a section of young

tree trunk. It keeps the oiganic torm the ciicmnference of the trunk

dictated fhc cracks are lilled with ,i ureen acrvlic lueduiiii Life.



Sap. Does creativity erupt through the breaking points in how we

are organised and organise ourselves and others' Is this what we

must keep looking for?

Dixon and Andreas Makromallis the potter alike are artist/craftsmen

who hone in on three-dimensional form which they make speak in

new ways of feelings and ideas. Makromallis's Aei>ciiii Manories :

Turquoise Blue Lilac Purple Pol gives one the quiet full satisfaction

that a classical pot would : it has a self-possessed beauty, but also

surprising and disturbing details. Its shape recalls the amphora but

instead of the tall neck there is a dried spout of overlaid partial

leaves like those w hich curl round the shoot of a plant bulb. A hole

into the hollow shape inside replaces the imaginary shoot. From the

back this edge of "dead stem" or 'leaf reminds me of a soft collar,

and brave, sad 'shoulders' slope down into the pot's rotundity. Now
it's a man. These edges look as if they would yield or bend if

touched. The plasticity of the unfired clay is also present in the large

soft dents the potter has made in the back bottom half of the pot.

The front is left intact. This work speaks in its shape and colours of

a unity of perfection and vulnerability/impairment. The Aegean

turquoise predominates in the thick delicious glaze which has

permutations of the colours of the title. The blue drips into bright

pinky streaks towards and over the edge of the cave of the dark glaze

of the ba.se. This pot is three things in one: a potent cultural symbol,

a plant bulb with its suggestion of new growth, and a person.

Frovvke Vievving's exquisite large creamy Bowl was set below

Makromallis's collection. One gazed down from the silent carnival

into Viewing's shining pale yellow heaven with its galaxy of

efflorescences of exploded melted crystals. This looking down not

up into heaven was exciting but to see the underneath one had to go

down on all fours. It was worth it. In the glaze of the outside

.seemed to grow myriad blades of golden grass or reeds from dark

soil with deep shadows between the leaves, or the striations of rock.

The outer form, whose complex glazing recalls the denseness and

complexity of vegetative or mineral existence, contains the inner

form of liquid light. Thakor Patel's eyes inust have gleamed with

especial brightness when he visited this pot.

Returning to Gerry Dixon, his Flame Bird flies up in a single

flickering form from its base. It 'is' — truly flame and truly bird.

The front surface is finely polished, hard like stone, and within it are

little scars, excoriations, gouge marks. The artist made some and

borer beetles others, I think. They bleed with black ink. The back is

unpolished but has soft matt colour soaked into the wood. It looks

so vulnerable. The mystery here is — how does he do it? Wood into

pure spirit' The exultant upward thrust successfully represents the

human spirit, triumphant though scarred. I take this to be the sum

and symbol of the Summer Exhibition.

It was a feast of works in which the artists demonstrated a

commitment to new explorations of the social, spiritual, emotional

and physical worlds of our people. Little evidence of stagiiation and

none of sentimentality were seen. Work of this calibre is an act of

faith vital in this cynical, culturally devastated age. It is an act

which acquires meaning in the investigative reception given to it by

those who will offer the act of truly looking.

(above) Gerry Dixon, Flame Bird, 1997, 75 x 23 18cm,

wood and aluminium

(right) Gerry Dixon, Keep Looking, 1997, 17 x 20 x 11cm,

wood and acrylic

Photographs by Barbara Murray 19



ubiqulfouslPat Pearce is a character who appears ubiquitously in the tales of W

early days of the art sc^e in 2 imbabwe when the National Ga^iery v^s

an energetic and surprising institution of international renown. iL^

^

Recently Pat has written her memoirs and Gafery is privileged to print

an edited extract in adv ofj^ublication

(above) View of the ICAC exhibition

at the National Gallery, 1962

(right) Nicholas Mukomberanwa,
Children Hiding during the Matabele

Wars, 1963. 16.5cm (height?),

serpentine

Early days of the

National Gallery of Zimbabwe
An event of great excitement for our family

ocurred during the extravagant years of the

Federation: the building of the National Art

Gallery in Salisbury. A beautiful, gracious

building, situated in a prime area of the city,

then called Kingsway (now Julius Nyerere

Way), was to be opened in 1957 by the

Queen Mother.

l-rank McEwen. chosen to be its first

Director, had previously worked with the

British Arts Council in Paris. He had a

worldwide reputation, a unique knowledge

of art and a large number of inlluenlial and

important contacts. In Paris he had become

a friend of the famous: Brancusi. Braque,

Matisse. Picasso. Leger, .Sutherland, all of

whom had been influenced by African an I

imagine he fell it was lime that .Mrican art

was given proper recognition. When the

gallery was to be built, aided financially by

Sir Stephen and Lady Courtauld. who had

come to live near IJmlali. this was a chance

to try and establish something worthwhile.

The combined forces of Lady Courtauld and

Sir Ronald Prain, a great enthusiast, weiu

2Q into action.

Frank had been invited to visit Rhodesia in

the fifties to help with the planning of the

National Gallery building. He arri\ed at

Lorenzo Marques, Mozambique, on the

shores of Africa, in his private yacht, basing

sailed down the Seine and across the ocean

to Mozambique via Brazil.

To us he was a breath of fresh air. His

opening exhibition was a glorious mixture

of Old Masters and the European art of the

thirties. There were 420 original works by

artists such as Constable. Nicholson. Turner.

Magritte. Remhramlt. Van Gogh. Bonnard.

Braque. Ce/anne. Monet. Picasso. Veronese.

Kandinsky and many others, lent b\ such

institutions as the Tate Gallery, the

Riiksnuiseum. and the Louvre. To see these

masterpieces in Salisbury was a thrilling

experience. Our eldest daughter. Rowena.

who had studied in London, was Frank's

first exhibition assistant.

1 firsl met Frank with Alislair Goldworlh).

standing outside the gallery. He had just

arrived in Salisbury and Alistair told me he

was finding it a lonely place. I invited him

to come and stay with us for Christmas al

Inyanga. This was to be the start of a long

friendship.

During that visit al Brackenhills. he was

fascinated by my collection of i;iuh(i

weaving (the warp and weft both made from

a local tree bark), traditional potter>.

ceremonial beadwork and metal axes. I was

trcmciKlously interested in African art and

Mike ami I had collected a great deal —
particularly during Mike's flying years.

Now. it is mostly scattered; the family and

friends ha\e taken it. At one stage. I had

offered my entire collection to the first

Zimbabwe High Commission In London,

shortly after Independence in 1980. Sadly,

they were not interested in their own histor\'

of art. How stupid I was to think they would

be - all thc\ wanted was cars and all our

Western rubbish that had been denied them

for so long.

One (.las, while .il home in liisanga. in 1961.

I was called to the telephone and a voice

said. "7'/;/.v /.v Joriini M(irii;ti. I'm iin

(li'iiciiltiinil tiemonstnitor. I luive Iwi'ii told

\(>ii (ire iiuvresled in African an. I have

carvcil Minic articles that I liave left at the



butcheiy in the village for you to look at."

The voice was hesitant and shy. He told me
years later that he had heard through a friend

that there was a white woman interested in

African art but that it took him nearly a year

to decide to ring me.

When I unwrapped the little parcel I found

three objects: a jug. a howl with a lid fitting

perfectly, and a mug. These were sensitively

carved in green soapstone. I was very

impressed and showed them to Frank at the

gallery. He was equally enchanted and

wanted to meet Mariga. A meeting was

arranged through a complicated .series of

contacts through a store a couple of miles

from where Joraniiived. He took some

leave and I picked him up from an African

township and drove him to Salisbury. On

the journey. 1 noticed he was carrying a

parcel. He announced, "7 have a much

better article which I want to show you." He

opened the parcel and there was a replica of

a Chinese jade bowl with claw and ball feet.

I was taken aback. He told me that one of

my friends, Hugh Boswell Brown, had given

Around Mariga's house at Nyatate, a small

group of carvers including Joram's nephew,

Numyia Mariga, Frank Vangi, Eric

Chigwanda and Bernard Manyandure joined

Mariga and started to carve. All tried

carving heads or animals. Bernard had been

the cook for the Adams family at the

University PrincipaFs home in Mount

Pleasant but had been dismissed for

smoking dagga iinhanje). He brought with

him another talent for which he became

much in demand — Tanya Adams had

taught him to make three-tier sandwiches.

This came in handy later when we mounted

exhibitions on hillsides beside some ancient

pits and forts. 1 would bring our paying

guests from Brackenhills there for picnics

and they could admire the sculptures. They

nearly always bought some.

1 first met Bernard Manyandure by

arrangement, at Mangandoza's Butchery.

He arrived on a bicycle; tied to the carrier

was a beautiful wooden carving of a woman
and child, about 18 inches high. There was

also a little narrow jar with a lid and handle.

JohnTakawira working in Nyanga, circa 1965

him some old copies of Illustrated London

News where he had found pictures of the

bowl presented to George V.

Frank showed complete disinterest in the

carving, saying, "Not Chinese art in Africa!"

and asked Joram if he could carve a head.

They talked and we discovered that the only

tool he possessed was his penknife. Frank

praised the previous work and said he had

sold the bowl to Mr Paver (editor of the

African Daily News) for £10. Mariga was

very encouraged and immediately used the

money to buy some tools. So began the

Rhodesian sculpture.

made of soapstone. This latter he presented

to me and I have kept it to this day. The

carvings, I realised, must have taken him a

long time to make and it would have been

an emotional moment for him to hand them

over to a complete stranger, with nothing in

exchange (I gave him no money for the

figure until the item was sold),

Joram's group increased: the Takawiras,

Clever Machaisa and others joined the

carvers. They took a raw lump of soapstone

and carved straight into it — no drawing.

As you watched, gradually a form appeared

— straight out the mind of the carver is the

only way I can describe it. The subjects

Joram Mariga with an early work,

circa 1960

were people and animals and sometimes a

combination of the two. Folklore must have

played a part in their choice of subject as so

often the figures of people were carved with

animals on their heads or clinging to parts of

the body. Once, I watched Mariga carve a

likeness of a child who had passed by and

who was suffering from cerebral palsy. I

watched this child re-appear as he carved —
it was as though Mariga himself had

produced a spastic child. The head was

similar to his other heads, but it was

definitely a spastic. This carving also is still

in my possession.

There were many carvers who produced just

one or two beautiful things and then no

more, and many others who gave up. I

believe that Frank was entranced and

fascinated with this new art, and I doubt

without Frank, it would ever have become

famous in many parts of the world. I

dedicated myself to making frequent visits to

Joram's house to collect their work and take

it to the gallery.

There was a lot of interest in the new art and

Frank McEwen planned an International

Congress of African Culture (ICAC) at the

gallery for August 1962. It was the first of

its kind ever to be held anywhere in the

world. Frank knew the art world intimately,

or rather I should say the important people in

the art world in Europe and America. The

congress became his dream. At the time the

Board of the Gallery were not sympathetic,

nor did they share his enthusiasm. Sir Athol

Evans, Chairman of the Board, became

particularly difficult. However, Frank was a

very determined man. He would arrange

dances at the gallery, with African music to

work off his frustration. I have learned to do

this too and have found it a great source of

relaxation throughout my life.

1 hesitate to write about it— the function of

ICAC was to show and discuss how African

art. music and culture had influenced the
21
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nuidcrn world. Frank Mcliwcn had planned

with this in mind, even before he look the

job as Director of the gallery. But now. the

Federation was breaking up and suddenly.

the country was becoming poor again.

Frank was put ott at every turn. African

nationalism was gaining momentum and

none of the authorities wanted to have a

congress of this nature in Salisbury.

In spite of setbacks. ICAC finall> got under

way. Delegates were invited from all over

the world; they included Sir William Fagg

from the British Museum. Alfred Barr from

the Museum of Modem Art in New York,

Sir Roland Penro.se and his wife Lee

(Miller), Tristan T/.ara from Paris and others

from America. Africa and Europe, of every

shade, every race and colour. Each was an

expert in his or her own line. There were

musicians, architects, sculptors, dancers,

actors, anthropologists, writers: every one of

whom had something to contribute to this

rare occasion.

But first, there was much to be done.

Rowena, working in the gallery, was

married and pregnant w ith her second child

by this time and had to travel to England for

the birth of the baby. Frank asked for my
help, borrowing my car, and Rowena and

her husband lent theirs: two Mercedes.

Mike was busy building a cottage at

Inyanga. but he let me have our car for the

first fortnight of the congress. My job was

to meet the delegates and take them to their

respective hotels and attend to their needs.

The Ambassador and the Jameson were the

only two hotels in the city that would

accommodate blacks. I had invited Joram to

get leave and attend the congress, so he

came with me. The downstairs gallery was

turned into a lecture hall w ith a cinema and

slide projector. One man operated the

projectors while the female staff and Frank's

wife. Cecilia, ran around doing the rest of

the work with Frank acting like the

conductor of an orchestra.

I was in a state of some anxiety: I hadn't had

the car serviced for some time and I had

been away from Salisbury for many years

and found the place greatly changed. My
role was to help with transport and public

relations. My first job was to transport Dr S

Biobaku. the Vice-Chancellor of the

University of Ife in Nigeria who was to open

the congress, and show him around

Salisbury. Frank said. "Take him up

Livingstone House and then out to Mazoe

Dam." Livingstone House was the tallest

building in the city at the time and it had a

new. frightfully modern lift: you only had to

wave your hand across the indicator and you

shot to the top of the 17 floors. There was a

viewing platform where you could sec the

entire countryside around Salisbury. Our

visitor was most impressed. I was so

anxious that I kept up a constant chatter.

I

Then came the journey to Mazoe Dam.

some lorty kilometres from Salisbury. We
were going along beautifully when suddenly

the clutch started giving trouble. My heart

sank, but by fiddling a bit I kept the car

going and we arrived at the dam. There was

a huge volume of water going over the

spillway, most impressive. Then there was

the anxious return journey, but we made it

and the opening of the congress was

assured!

One oi' the most interesting events of the

congress was. tor me. the appearance of

Pancho Guedes. an architect from Loreni^o

Marques (now Maputo) who showed slides

of his work in Mozambique, in fact, in John

Russell's words, "He brought the Congress

to its fret witli a dazzling and poetical

account of how fantasy must be brought

hack into Africa 's architecture." I felt he

had caught the same essence in African

culture that Picasso had done before him,

only much more so; that endearing

simplicity, humour, and make believe that is

such a part of African art and life. Another

of my jobs was to change Tristan Tzara's

return ticket so that he could visit Lorenzo

Marques and see Pancho Guedes" work

which was not only architecture. Guedes

also designed and made toy boats and

produced embroidery of remarkable skill, all

in a world of fantasia.

The Chope Xylophone Orchestra from

Maputo and the Trinidad Steel Band were

among.st the musical entertainments. Hugh

Tracy, my old friend, came to lecture.

McEwen had organised Pancho Guedes to

get the Chope to the congress and this had

caused a problem for Hugh and he came to

me for help. I was working with Frank and

there was no time to sort out petty

grievances. Hugh sulked through most of

the congress. I felt sorry for him. He had

done .so much for African music, but

everyone can't get gongs for what they do. I

tried to avoid him as Frank was quite

adamant that the show should go his way. It

was his show, after all. Hugh's son. Andrew,

put on a play at the local theatre at the end

t)f the congress — it was a hilarious skit on

Frank and Hugh with all the cast wearing

ICAC badges on their caps. Frank's greatest

friends. Roland and Lee Penrose and John

Russell were great fun: just the spirit needed

w ith all those great dignitaries around.

Each lecture and discussion was a new

experience— yet the whites in Salisbury

were hardly aware of the existence of the

congress. The Rhodesia Herald, the

country's major daily paper, hardly reported

it. but the African Daily News had a ftdl

page almost every day devoted to the

proceedings. 1 remember very clearly thai

during the summing up of the congress.

Selby Mvusi. an African painter, remarked,

"The world has moved in Africa and Africa

can never look hack." Not only was this a

great cultural experience but lor me it was ,i

new experience in complete integration and

Frank McEwen with Senufo carving,

Porpianong bird of the Poro secret

society

national equality, inside the walls of the

National Gallery. It was an oasis.

1 hardly saw Mariga during the course of the

congress as I rushed about my duties, but on

one occasion he found me and said. "There

is a policenuin outside who is interested in

art and he wants to know if he can come

in'.'" 1 proudly informed him that of course

the gallery was always open to everyone,

even when there wasn't a congress in

session. The man who entered became a

well-knov\n sculptor in the workshop school

founded later in the gallery. His name was

Nicholas Mukomberanwa, one of

Zimbabwe's foremost sculptors toda\.

Outside, across the street, a little cafe owner

refused to serve Vincent Kofi, a sculptor

from Ghana, with a cup of coffee. Next day,

the headline in the African Daily News

proclaimed, "No coffee for Kofi." Kofi was

a hig man, with a big laugh. With the rising

temperature of nationalist feeling in the

country at the time, it was surprising that

there were so few unpleasant incidents, but it

was sad that so few people had taken

advantage of this unique cross-cultural

opportunity right on their doorstep.

Alfred Barr. in his enthusiastic report on the

interest and success of the congress itemised

the things of special interest that he would

lake back to tell his Board. He added. "Hut

at last. I shall also have to ,v«v that at least

(luring the first week of the congress, the

cMraordiiHiry riches offered in music, dcmce.

film, lectures aiul exhibitions were

inadequalelv reportetl in the press. This is a

serious matter for Africa is in a slate of

crisis, and the crisis is not only political,

social and economic: it is also cultural."

I'rophelic words from a man who uas not to

know that all Africa would have broken the



bonds of white domination in just over thirty

more years, when in South Atrica. the last

bastion of racial discrimination and political

oppression would be made free.

John Russell wrote in the Siiihhiy Times. 12

August 1962:

"The congress was many tilings in (me, an

exhibition ofAfrican art which was liy far

the finest ever assembled in Africa: a small

scale African Salzburg with an orchestra

from Mozambique, a theatre group from the

Ivory Coast, instniinental soloistsfrom many

parts ofAfrica, and a steel bandfrom

Trinidad — a muversity open to all in which

eveiy hour on the hour authorities from idl

over the world could be heard on their

African subjects."

But in his description of Salisbury he wrote:

"A bygone India returns to life when cinry is

served by cat-footed black servants in the

new season 's Rajah coats, and in the

Municipal Gardens a seven foot high hedge

ofsweet peas suggests an apotheosis of the

English cottage."

John Russell was one of those bygone

gentlemen who said 'thank you' with

flowers. When he left, he sent me a bunch

of sweet peas, which brought me down to

earth, with a bump.

Now perhaps is the time when, many years

after independence. Africa is beginning to

realise her own potential. It is not surprising

that Africa should have had this hunger for

money and to be like us. and that all this—
education, cars, political power, the lot—
has been achieved in my lifetime. I venture

to predict that you will have to wait and you

will see just how much Zimbabweans have

yet to achieve.

But first of all there must be an end to

begging. Africans are a proud people with a

great culture that we can learn from in so

many ways— the system of justice for a

start, and the use of skilful hands, the

production of art and music. Harare and all

of Zimbabwe's towns .should be tilled with

art — in the streets, the parks and the

buildings— so that indigenous

Zimbabweans can learn to be truly proud of

themselves. Show yourselves to the world. 1

say, and the world will learn what art is

really all about.

Frank McEwen used to say, "Africa has the

art. The West has the science." It was

extremely lucky for Zimbabwe that the

gallery was built in Harare and that McEwen
was chosen to be its Director. It could have

been anywhere in Africa, but because of its

wonderful climate, and those prosperous

years of the Federation. Harare was chosen.

Without Frank and his great knowledge and

the good fortune of having the beautiful

gallery, I will always doubt whether the

present art burgeoning in Zimbabwe would

have materialised. My love for primitive art

which began when I started out at the Royal

College in London was certainly fulfilled by

watching an exciting new development in art

emerge, enthused and encouraged by Frank

McEwen.

I have one of the few extant copies of the

ICAC programme, printed in 1962. entitled

Festival of African and Neo-African Art and

Music and Influences on the Western World,

and subthled First Biennial International

Congress of African Culture. 1 can do no

better than to quote Frank McEwen 's

foreword. In Praise of African Art. in full:

"Ideas for our Congress were horn in Paris.

They were conceivedfor a number of

reasons: obsenrtnce of the influence of

Africim art on the School of Paris: activities

of the Musee de I'Homme with its

collections: sessions ofAfrican films and

recorded tribal music: and those waves of

subtle jazz rhythms en\anating from music

centres. New Orleans. Brazil, the West

Indies, and spreading aroiuul the world.

Why should a first cultural C(mgress of this

kind ill Africa be held in Salishun:

Rhodesia'.' There arc no particular reasons

but those ofcircumstaiues. The idea was

brought here and it developed. There is also

a magnificent new Art Gallery situated in

one of the best clinuilcs in the world, near

the geographical centre of the sub-Saharan

continent.

Art claims to e.xist in a separate world of its

own. If this is true our idea is non-political,

non-nalutnal. non-nuiid hut profoundly

African. Its concern is with permanent

artistic values and with African influeiucs

on modern times.

Sympathy with the arts of other nations

promotes understanding, yet countless

people ignore the culture ofAfrica.

Unaware of satisfactioits it can procure,

theirfi.xed ideas date from before our

centuiy began. This Congress max inspire

more understanding.

By dwelling fully in the spirit of the XXth

Century one becomes acquainted with

influences ofAfrican Arts. It is of

importance, therefore, in a world not exempt

from misunderstanding, to recognise the

fusion of Neo-African rhythms with our

pattern of bureaucratic and mechanised

civilisation in which the throb of the

machine meets the beat of the drum.

These rhythms arc balancing factors —
almost a new enlightenment — they provide

sensoiy compensation for the fabulous

powers which modern technology will

unceasingly produce.

Strangclx enough, altlunigh African arts

vibrate eveiywhere amongst us. they were.

until recently, a closed world. Very few

modern Africans or inhabitants of other

continents were aware of the potency and

infinite variety ofAfrican expression.

Discoveiy of these values for the western

world begtm ihnnigh lulists luul collectors,

mainly in Eioope. at the turn of the century.

Later through their gradual recognition

promotion mine through such historic

innovations as Einstein's 'Negerplastik.'

P^l?. and from e.xhihitions: 'African Negro

Art.' Museum of Modern Art. New York.

1935: 'Traditional Sculpture.' Limdon.

1951: 'Masterpieces ofAfrican Art.'

Brooklyn Museum. 1954: 'Totems not

Taboo.' Houston. 1959: by medieval bronzes

collected in Nigeria, other e.xhihitions and

studies such as those most prominent W(n'ks

of the Museum of Primitive Art. New York,

and of course, from universal distribution of

music ofNeo-African composition.

Every art inovemciit. possesses good, or

indifferent phases. Differences between the

marvels of magic expressionism in

traditional African carvings for ritual use

and the piles of lameiuable lathe-made

figures we call "Airport Art" are paralleled

by the difference between creative jazz and

the appalling, insipid, commercial variet}'

fed wtnid wide to the indiscriminating. But

vulgar elements of taste for widespread

barter will not impede a rise to recognition

ofoite of the wtn'ld's great additions to the

Arts. These contributionsflow from Nok

culture of 2.000 years ago. to medieval

African bronzes, to canings of the last

centuries and on to renewed viginir in

present times. Today in Africa, new sources

ofplastic arts appear to be e.xtensive but

they are as yet untapped.

In Nigeria. Ghana, all .Africa. Brazil, the

West Indies and Ninth America are

inexhaustible sinirces of rhythmic music.

Musical inspiration will rally and reflect

from one centre to cmotlicr lo'ound the win Id.

A new era begins in African art. In its

dxiuimic emergence it may draw equally

from its great past and from those modern

influences which it helped nurture. There is

no doubt about its virility and reser\'es of

inspiration: they are unlimited.

With the creation ofa Congress ofAfrican

Culture examining new themes and held in a

different part of the vast continent every two

years, knowledge ofAfrican art and life will

he promoted universally for the sake of

wider understanding. As powers of

expression expand they will contribute to

living cultures of the world. They will

increase knowledge of ancient wisdom that

many newcomers to this continent have

often, through lack of sensitive approach,

failed to appreciate or understand."

Photographs courtesy of the National oo
Gallery of Zimbabwe
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It is with great sadnes^HJai^
we witness the loss of *^ '

IB father figures of

;^ Zirnbabwean art.

Barbara Murray pays tribDte

Henry Munyaradzi with Rhinoceros Licking His Bacl(, c.1974, serpentine

Henry Munyaradzi
Already John and Bernard Takawira iiave died leaving great gaps for

the wind to blow through into our vulnerable circle. On Friday 27

February Henry Munyaradzi Mudzengerere died after a long illness.

Stone sculpture has suffered the proliferation of mediocrity but

Henry was one of the pioneers, one of the individuals whose

sculpture has always stood out from the mass of commercially

orientated production, and which gave Zimbabwean sculpture

genuine stature and t|ualily.

As a young man Henry herded cattle, was a carpenter's assistant, a

hunter and a tobacco labour gang supervisor He had never been to

school and had no conception of art until he heard that men at

Tengenenge farm were carving stones. He had never seen such

work and thought he would like to try.

I met Henry at Tengenenge in I'-Hfi when he was already recognised

as one of the most talented sculptors with a strongly individual style,

easily distinguishable in the great graveyard' of stone pieces atop

bases made of trunks of trees set among the long grass and msasas

strctchmg up the hill behind the artists' huts. Henry's work had a

quiet peace about it, a simplicity that was appealing. Later when I

24 worked briefly at the Tengenenge Gallery in Park Street, Henry

would sit out in the front yard all day, chiselling away at great slabs

of grey serpentine, patiently working, a small chip at a time, to

create his gentle works.

In an interview at the time, he told me:

"When I work I hc\i;in to trim a sUmc. I have no plan. Ifnothini;

conies I stop. But as I work I think I will cut here and here, like this

and this. That is it. Sometimes I have a dream which I remember

when I wake, then I do that dream. Rhinoceros Licking His Back is

like that.

Art is a representation oj somethinf;. an animal, a man. anv ohject.

But it is not that ohject. It is like a person hut not a person. When

you are near it, you feel y<ni are with sontehody. But you know at the

.same time that it is a stone. When people look they see a life, they

feel a livini; lliiiti; there.

Before I hef^an to sculpt I was close to nature. I am part of it. I

become, I am what it is to be a tree, a leaf, a bird. I had no way to

say what I felt. Now I put the feeling into atone. All my being is in

nature. .All my thoui;hts are from nature. If I am walking along and



/ .set' (/)( cinr in ii paol of

water in a rock. I am the

ant. Ifeel he is

drowning. I will

.vflre him. I am
the ant. If I atn

walking along

and 1 see a

giiineafowl. I go

into the bird. I

feel how it is to

be the

giiineafowl. I

become part of

him. This

feeling comes to

me as I work

stone and I can

put thisfeeling

into the stone.

Then there is a

giiineafowl in the

stone, the feeling of being a

giiineafowl.

When I grow old and my children grow
"^

up I will teach them (to sculpt). Sculpture

has made me veiy happy. When I work there is nothing that

troubles me. I am happy."

Henry's rapport with Nature can be clearly seen in his work. There

is a wholeness which expresses an ideal that many of us have lost

or forgotten. In Mumvumira Tree, which Henry considered one of

his best works, the human being, birds and tree, each in their

uniqueness are yet closely interrelated— they become one in the

sculpture: trunk into body, fingers into leaves, branches into arms

and wings, leaves into beaks. The work is solidly grounded but the

shapes fly upwards in a softly undulating rhythm that evokes a

sense of harmony in the viewer.

As all young artists must they look to their predecessors and there

are many who have been influenced by Henry's work. Both locally

and overseas, he will continue to be recogni.sed as one of the best

of Zimbabwe's sculptors.

For Henry Munyaradzi and hi

generation there were no

predecessors. He was

among the first to shape

his vision in Zimba-

bwean stone and he

leaves us with a

unique body of

work, indeed a

fine heritage

for the

generations to

come.

The Graphics exhibition at Gallery Delta

during April features works by .-^O artists

including both established graphic artists as

well as students and young artists using a

variety of techniques. Following it will be a

solo exhibition by Richard Witikani

whose work has been selected tor a two-man

exhibition in the Netherlands later this year.

Gallery Delta will be hosting the

performance of a play. The History of Fear,

by Kos Kostmayer of the USA, directed

by Wolfgang Pfeiffer of Germany and

performed by the Kokoko Actors Group
of Harare from Thursday 30 April to 2 May.

Chapungu Sculpture Park is holding a

retrospective exhibition of work by

Bernard Takawira durmg April and May.

Their next Chapungu Newsletter will be

dedicated to the memory of Henry

Munyaradzi

The National Gallery in Harare will show

works from France from 21 April - 24 May.

Students of the Harare Polytechnic will

exhibit from 2.^ April to 3 May and also 28

April to 24 May will be a show of Slovak

graphics from the Bratislava City Gallery.

The Pritt Annual Schools Exhibition opens

on 6 June.

The National Gallery in Bulawayo will be

opening two exhibitions in June, one a show

of figurative paintings by Beverley Gibbs

and the other, entitled Give a Dam. will be a

group exhibition of works by members of

VAAB to raise funds for building dams in

Matabeleland.

Mutupo Gallery will hold two group shows:

Earth Elements in May and Land Escapes in

June follov\ed by a solo show of work by

Itayi Njagu in June.

Pierre Gallery will he showing sculptures by

Henry Munyaradzi, ZephaniaTshuma,
Nicholas Mukomberanwa and Colleen

Madamombe as well as paintings by

Chico Chazunguza in May and June.

During May and June the Brazilian Embassy

will be using Sandro's Gallery to mount an

exhibition of paintings by Brazilian artist.

Dolino

The Zimbabwe Association of Art Critics

meets every last Monday of the month at the

Bookcafe as well as holding other "critical"

events. Anyone interested in joining the

discussion and developments is most

welcome. Phone Harare 86 1 1 95 for

information.

Henry Munyaradzi,

Mumvumira Tree,

1983, 107 X 90 X 34cm, serpentine,

(back and side views) 25
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Artnotes

Something is missing!

Gallery is now in its 16th issue and is

becoming well known and established —
and in that word 'established" lies the

problem.

The magazine has no intention of setting

itself up as 'establishment' or 'authority'.

Our aims as published in Gallery no 1 in

1994 are to offer a variety of views and to

create a forum for discussion and e.xchange

of ideas. We don't want to be a one-party

state. We need some valid opposition.

Gallery is not a platform for 'e.xperts' but

rather a vehicle for interpretations as diverse

as are the members of our society and which

will hopefully lead to fuller, sometimes

contradictory, understandings.

In his interview published on pages 9

Antonio Ole says:

15,

"Art has the freedom to i^o further m other

directions, searchini; for horizons and

variety. Art is particularly about light. I say

this metaphorically ...I am always searching

for light."

Ole continues:

".Artwork is a I'f rv' open thing in terms of

meaning ... You show newforms to the

public and this provokes things in the public,

naturally."

One of the main purposes of art and,

con.sequently. of art criticism is provocation.

We need to know how you, all the readers of

Gallery and viewers of art, are provoked by

what you see and read in our pages. At the

moment our articles go largely

unchallenged.

It is not a question of 'e.xpertise' or long

experience. Contributions on pages 16-18

by some members of the recently formed

Zimbabwe Association of Art Critics,

members with little or no previous

experience in ail criticism, are proof of this.

We know there are challenges, questions,

controversies out there. We'd like to print

them. They force us all to keep our minds

open.

So this is a request to all of you: Turn on the

light. Dig us out of our four-year-old bed,

untangle the blankets, straighten the sheets,

perhaps throw the whole lot in the washing

machine. Iron out the prejudices.

Gullcn- would like to print a Letters' .section

in each issue. Letters can be posted,

e-mailed or faxed to the addresses/number

on page I

.

All and ;u1 criticism exist to open our minds,

make us more aware. So take up the pen,

typewTiter, computer and send us your

responses to the art and articles published in

Gallery, or to any other art-related issues,

directions, horizons.

The Ediror

c5

Dear Editor

Rciuhng the articles ami looking at

the reproductions in Galleiy no 13

gave me a new outlook on the

development and the present

situation of art in Africa. In how far

Zimbabwe is exemplary for the rest

of the continent. I of course don't

know.

One thing that struck me was the

impact of the social situation on the

matter andform of the art

production ofa man like Luis

Meque. The point is made in the

article of the search for African

identity within the setting of art

production round the world, where

the West is still so dominant. .Ami

this Western predominance is the

same in so many sectors of life — the

way we dress, the cars we drive if we

can afford one. the material goods

we use in everyday life, the TV and

films we see. One of the pouils

touched on is the different meaning of

products which we now consider as art and

thai were in the traditional sense meant to

have only a magicalforce. A collector of

tradititmal African art once told me that he

met a lot of disbeliefand surprise that lie

would put these things in his house for their

betnily and not for their magicalfunctions.

Now how can African artists of today go

back to their cultural roots which have lost

their original meatiing'.' To an extent this is

also the case for Western art which

separated itselffrom its old religious

functions.

In Ireland I at the Congress of International

Association of .\rt Critics) we discussed the

effort ofa great number of artists nowadays

to search for the links between art and the

social reality. This trend seems to be

strongest in places where society is in

existential turmoil — we saw that in Ireland,

we see it to a certain degree in the F.aslern

Europ<'(n> (inintries, and I suppose also in

many places of the Southern American

( ounlries. Is this the field in which African

art can find its real place? Would that mean

that art which deals mostly with formal

problems is less likely in such situations?

You see that Gallery provoked a lot of

questions. One last question. Would you

consider it interesting for me to look for a

gallery or a museum in Holland which

might be willing to organise an e.xhibition of

work from Zimbabwean artists of today?

There have been several exhibitions of

.African art (or .w called art) here, hut they

are much too commercial.

K S Levisson, The Netherlands



Gallery pays tribute to a gentle friend,

a courageous and original artist

Ishmael Wilfred
Ishmael Wilfred, Fighting, 1997, 108 x 88cm, mixed media



Recollections of a brave young painter

by Derek Muggins

Ishniacl WiUrccIs life was short. Sadly, he passed away soon after midday on 9 March 1998

at the Panrenyatwa Hospital. Harare — the day before the opening of his one person

exhibition The Spirit Lives— following a long struggle and fight against cancer; a tumour in

the face and head. He was only 29 years old. But his life was meaningful. He made it so.

Ishmael was born in the Banket district of all or part Malawian parentage. He was orphaned

at an early age and brought up by his grandparents. He attended the BAT Workshop in the

late 80s and his contemporaries were Richard Witikani, George Churu, Luis Meque and

others. I remember meeting him at the National Gallery in the early 90s and looking with him

at a huge pile of paintings and drawings in the stairwell — they were all BAT students' works

including his. And while we had showed his work at Gallery Delta as a student and while I

sen.sed his desperation to make his way as an artist, it was too early to make the bid. By late

1994 early 1995, his work began to change from renderings of the high-density Mufakose

township to that which involved the myth (as I saw it in the beginning), and becoming bolder

as he sought to find reason for his affliction of cancer from which it had becoine evident he

was suffering. He believed he was the victim of bad spirits and he created imagery and form

and subject in depicting his disease and expressing his feelings — his imaginings, his pain,

his doubts and fears. He underwent four or five operations over a period of three years and

during which time his lower jaw was removed. He fed on liquids. Ishmael knew all the

shades and colours of suffering. I think red was the colour of his pain, green the colour of

depression and yellow fear. His paintings are full of these broad grounds of colour. Blue was

perhaps the colour of hope. They are expressionist, very personal statements full of

turbulence and conflict as he struggled to reconcile himself to his terminal condition. He

fought as long and as best he was able. The titles speak for themselves. Fighting the Disease

is a painting of a warrior on horseback lancing a demon much after St George and the Dragon.

Bearing the Offering is sacrificial. The Darker Side of Life (Hospital). But the bad spirits

kept returning. December of 1997 was a painful and depressing time. The Cannibals, in

different guises, were eating him alive.

And in all this Ishmael, small and slight of stature, was quiet and gentle, long suffering and

uncomplaining. He was very conscientious and responsible. And he was always very

appreciative of the good that came: the opportunities to exhibit and the demand and sales of

his work. He took comfort and satisfaction in his painting. It was, I think, therapeutic for

him. It kept him going. It gave him purpose for being. At the back of a painting. r/;e /?efM/7i

of the S/nril. which he presented to me in 1997. he proudly inscribed the words: '7 am now

what I am." He could easily, with the disfigurement that he suffered, have been stigmatised

and become a recluse. But not Ishmael. He knew happiness with his wife Tabatha— even

when as newly weds they were poor and slept on the floor of their one room lodging at

Mufakose — and with their child. And he came regularly to the gallery, attending openings,

withstanding the stares patiently, and enjoyed being an artist and related to his group. Even

with his illness he was involved and painting until January 1998.

When in February 1 talked to him in hospital, post operation, about a title for his exhibition—
he could hear but not speak — and suggested The Spirit Lives, he gave an emphatic thumbs

up. We were hopeful he would have more time. But his recovery was slow and the tumour

grew quickly again. Ill as he was on the Sunday, the day before he died, his last words to me

in a written note were: "Wishing \oi4 all the best ofgood luck and siicces.sful exhibition." I

know that at the end, difficult as it was for him, he had reconciled himself, young as he was,

to death as being his only exit. He had done and said all he could. Never did I hear him

complain or bemoan his fate. There is, 1 think, in the end. victory for Ishmael because in

bringing the subject and form of his suffering into the light and expressing it. he was able to

confront his affliction, negate his despair and fear, and take comfort in having become a

painter and leaving behind a legacy of his works, potent with meaning and a visible example

of courage and fortitude. He was a fine and brave young man whose spirit, through his life

and work, lives on. He is remembered as an important expressionist painter in the

development of contemporary art in Zimbabwe.

Our sympathy and condolences to Tabatha in her sad loss and our thanks to all members of

the staff of Island Hospice for their advice, counselling, help and care for Ishmael during his

long illness.



Ishmael Wilfred, The Darker Side of Life (Hospital), 1998, 89 x 69cm, mixed media



Opening of Ishmael Wilfred's Exhibition,

National Gallery of Zimbabwe, 15 April 1997,

by Anthony Chennells

(above) Ishmael Wilfred, Land of Evil,

1997, 60 X 40cm, mixed media

(right) Ishmael Wilfred, Living on
Borrowed Time, 1 997, 1 09 x 68cm,
mixed media

There is in Zimbabwe at the moment an

extraordinary emergence of interesting painting

and Ishmael Wilfred's work is an important part of

this. For so many years the worlv of black artists

in particular was dominated by sculpture that

when they turned to the paint medium all sorts of

creative insights were revealed which could not

find expression in stone. ...

A feature of Zimbabwean art by black artists

which has been much commented on is that so

much of the sculpture has been concerned with the

Shona spiritual world, with Shona cosmology. A
reason lies in the history of the development of art

in this country. The first sculptors were

discouraged from using their art to make social

commentary; such an examination could only too

easily have been read as or have in fact been

criticism of the white-controlled state. The

spiritual world was suitably remote from the

political debates in Rhodesia in which the first

sculptures appeared.

One curious consequence of this is that because

Zimbabwean sculpture possessed a spiritual

dimension which owed nothing to Europe, its

authentic African provenance was guaranteed.

Our painting which often does make social

commentaries has been much less highly rated

perhaps because the social commentaries of the

poor have a depressing resemblance to one

another throughout the world.

1 must confess that stone has always seemed to me
to be a rather unsuitable medium to examine the

spiritual which in my conception of it has an

evanescent mstability which defies containment

within so solid a material. I wonder whether this

is not one of the reasons why so much of the

sculpture in which spirit forms appear seems to

lack vitality: I think for example of the ikii-u

which is a popular subject, nzuzti that creature of

water, the medium between those who are living

and the wise ones beneath the water: even 11:11:11

w iih all her watery energy becomes so often in the

sculpture static and monumental.

Certainly I do not often get the feeling when spirits and spirit-possession are sculpted that ihc

resulting forms can move into my life as agents from another realm of being. The

monumental is always detached and self-contained: often removed and remote. What first

struck me about Wilfred's work was its refusal to conceive of the spirit world in monumonlal

terms. And yet Wilfred's art is engaged with the spirit world to the exclusion of anylhing

else. He himself has suffered disabling illness which he knows to be the consequence of

witchcraft. People with great depths of malice towards him have asked w itches to harm him

and much of his art is concerned with their evil powers and his own damaged body which is

the most palpable consequence of an awful process.

Wilfred's art is not an ail which presents a world of gentle, familiar spirits locked into stone

for collectors in Europe and America. This art depicts something much more fearfully

present. Unless we can conceive of a world immanent with c\ il and evil specifically directed

against ourselves, Wilfred's paintings will remain peculiarly clusi\e. If we allow that

dimension of spiritual malice to enter our sense of the real, these paintings will provide us

with a .sen.se of the immediacy of e\il. Barbara Miinay noted (in Cicillcry no 10) the absence

of violence in Wilfred's art for witchcraft does not employ violence and is all the more

frightening for that. Witchcraft is an insidious power and what Wilfred is concerned to paint

is the triumph of barely discernible evil and the fear in which victims of witchcraft have to



live out their lives. The monumental would be entirely out of place in such a

conception of the spiritual world. In witchcraft, it is the furtive, concealed

and private action which has social consequences. It is not surprising then

that in none of the paintings do the figures possess the autonomy of the fully

formed. Instead they hover against their various backgrounds— sometimes

they are almost imperceptible — with all the barely comprehended threat of

figures in a nightmare.

In this conception of reality, spiritual evil is potentially within everything. It

cannot be given a separate existence in stone. In Witchcraft, unusually for this

exhibition, the picture is dominated by a smgle figure which seemed at fir.st

sight to be monumentally present. But in fact the figure both appears against

and is somehow absorbed by its painted context whose reference is to tree-

tops and earth. Witchcraft and the natural world, the natural world and

witchcraft refer backwards and forwards from one to the other.

One of the ways in which Wilfred suggests that witchcraft has power over an

alternative world, like but not quite like our own, is in the figures. The

animals are animals but belong to no identifiable species; the human figures

are not given sexual characteristics; sometimes we cannot tell whether we are

looking at head or skull. We know them as animals or people but nothing in

our expenence allows us to locate them with certainty within more specific

and less genal categories.

Within the painting itself, however, there are other clues to reading Wilfred's

work. Although he is of Malawian origin, his use of colour draws on some of

the colour associations within the Shona belief system. Throughout this

exhibition red is invariably associated with evil. In Land ofEvil the edges of

the painting have the colours of conventional landscape but whatever

landscape is there is fractured by two red heads, one animal, one human and

these seem to belong to a darkness above them. The most important of the

spint mediums are the mediums of spirits who control rain in a particular

area, the mhondoro spirits. David Lan (in Guns and Rain) notes that

whenever "the rituals ofpossession by mhondoro ... take place, the colour red

is absolutely forbidden ... If the mhoiuloro sees [red]... the medium will die." It is not

surprising then that red and the works of witchcraft go together in practically every painting.

In Woman Riding a Hyena, that most conventional figure of a witch, the rider stretches out a

red arm to hold on to the animal's back. The hyena looks rather jovial as one would expect

from an animal so closely involved with witchcraft when it is setting out on its evil course.

Michael Bourdillon (in The Shona Peoples) notes that witches "do not necessarily have any

other reason for killing than the pleasure of doing evil."

The combination of colours which is used to show a world in which people and spirits are in

harmony with one another is black and white. Black and white clothing and bead-work are

the uniform of mediums and since the pnnciple concern of all mediums is the affirmation of

life and fertility, the black and white suggests rain clouds as well as a harmony between

darkness and light, death and life. Sometimes the blue and white uniform of lesser mediums

can also be idenfified in the paintings.

This awareness of the spiritual connotations of black, white and red can be seen throughout

this exhibition. For example in Coming Back to Life, a reference 1 imagine to a body killed

and raised for the purposes of witchcraft, the features of the corpse are drawn in red against

the black body. The risen body, on the other hand, reveals its ambiguity as living person and

witch's familiar by having its features traced in both red and white. Occasionally there seems

to be a break with what I would expect. In Ancestral Spirits (Mudziniu). the body, which is

presumably at the point of death, is riven through with red while the features of the ancestors

are marked in both red and white. This seemingly contradicts the idea that the midzimu hold

black and white in harmony. Perhaps the larger idea is that the artist feels rejected even by his

midzimu and therefore he cannot allow them their customarily benign role in his life.

Throughout the exhibition white features drawn onto black refers to an ordinary person. It is,

however, part of the pathos of Wilfred's vision of life that frequently the price of ordinariness

is to become the victim of spiritual evil. In almost every painting the sinister red figure is

waiting.

My enthusiasm for Ishmael Wilfred's paintings is partly because of their skill. But partly at

least it is because of their courage. They identify, confront, even affront the very forces

whose victim he knows he is. He boldly depicts beings of whom conventionally we would

not even speak except in metaphors. Although his subject is peculiarly horrible, Wilfred's art

has allowed him some sort of power over it. He has placed it; he has defined it. Momentarily

through his painting he is in control.



Ishmael Wilfred, Fighting the

Disease, 1997, 86 x 66cm,

mixed media

Ishmael Wilfred, Limited Time, 1997,

86 X 66cm, mixed media

All photographs by Barbara Murray

Limited time by Barbara Murray

Ishnuicl's paintings are unlike anything previously seen in Zimbabwe. They are a

unique expose of an aspect of African spiritual beliefs which, though not as widely

written about or turned into dogma, are every bit as potent and interpretive as

Christian, Hindu or Moslem beliefs. In 1996 Ishmael said: "I paint because I

want to pass a message on to people about something tiiat tiiey don 't iinow. So

tliat lliev get to l<now what is happening in the world. These paintings are a

warning about evil spirits. They are really there and they really work." His

paintings do indeed teach us about the African interpretation of the power of evil

to distort our lives.

Ishmael did not draw back from his understanding of the truth and his work

succeeds through the strength of vision and emotion that underlies it. His single-

minded desire to express his experience resulted in dynamic compositions of

powerfully evocative colour, line and form. Images cut into each other; borders,

boundaries and ordered perspectives are lost. Spirits, witches, cannibals,

messengers of death and evil, potions and charms, bewitched animals and humans,

tossed up or half-obliterated by virulent colours, possess his paintings.

Among his works is Limited Time in which a disembodied head in saturated red

(overcome by the evil spirits) leans as if irresistibly pushed by lines of force

behind it towards a yellow skull lying on its side. Their separation is only a matter

of time. Between them is a small solid black cross — the mark of death not the

symbol of salvation. A chaos of broad heavy slashes of colour surround these

three icons. But there are two further figures painted in a yellow-orange: a small

head floating above the scene and. between the head and the cross, a figure

emerging from the negative space and which seems to embrace the man. Is this an evil force

drawing him down with its yellow fingers, the small head an evil spirit? In my hopefulness

when I first saw the painting in 1997, 1 wished it to be an intervening spirit, one that could

perhaps prevent his falling towards Death.

Knowing of the attempts elsewhere to overcome cancer through visualisation techniques I

talked to Ishmael of the power of the mind to overcome physical symptoms. When he

returned to Delta the next time he brought with him another painting, Fighting the Disea.ie.

Here the rider is astride the red-as-evil horse. The face

though terrifying is painted in black and white indicative of

the balance of good and evil as described earlier by

Anthony Chennells. The yellow of fear is still central in the

rider's shirt but seems subdued and momentarily receding

into the background with blue more dominant. The fierce

determination of the rider's posture and the raised spear

convey Ishmael's inner courage which he battled to

maintain. But the horse is reined in a particularly Western

style with bridle and saddle, perhaps unconsciously

rendering Ishmael's opinion of my belief in Western

medicine and techniques. The instruments of possible

control are indeed puny compared to the destructive energy

of the rampant red that expresses Ishmael's own African

beliefs.

These are two paintings of immense pathos — one a

meditation on impending, inevitable death, simply, strongly,

movingly portrayed, and the other an expression of the

courageous human spirit fighting even in impossible

circumstances. They are African in their interpretation of

man's confrontation with disease and death, and they cross

the boundaries of culture to sear the mind and heart.

Such paintings renew our awareness of the ability of art to

articulate and communicate a deeply felt understanding of

the realities of our existence, one that transcends individual

belief and one that unites us in our humanity. Ishmael

Wilfred's gift is. I believe, not just to Zimbabwe or Africa

but to the world. His paintings speak to us of integrity and

individuality; of hard work despite overwhelming odds; of

commitment to finding and expressing a personal

understanding. Ishmael was indeed an original artist and a

gentle hero — one whose life is deeply etched in the story

of Gallery Delta and Zimbabwean art.



One of Africa's most

highly regarded artists,

Antonio Ole,

was in Harare recently.

He spoke to Barbara

Murray about his work

Searching for
Barbara Murray: Antonio, let's start at the

beginning— were you bom in Angola?

Antonio Ole: Yes, I was bom in Angola but

I also studied in primary school in Portugal.

My family is half Portuguese, half Angolan,

so I have both. It's not easy. I feel very

much linked with the place where I was bom
— in all of the formation, all of the things I

captured with my eyes. Angola was

particularly important. But I picked up also

many things from Portuguese culture. That

is also part of me. I am not refusing

anything. I try keep my mind very open, all

the time, instead of being closed. The world

is so big. I develop some things which I

recognise come from Portugal but the most

important things in my development come

particularly from Africa, from Angola.

BM: Your work is very much an exploration

of conditions in Africa and the impact of

colonialism.

AG: Well, colonialism, it's what I capture.

Most of the middle-class families in Angola

many times they don't show what they think.

But almost everybody believed that one day

Angola should be independent, try to find its

own way, its own identity and people knew

the many injustices of the colonial situation.

Myself as a kid going to high school, people

from my generation, everybody knew what

happened in the rural areas. It was sort of

retention of the African culture. Portugal

never allowed African people to have

education. So I could see all these things

around and recognise in which way I wanted

to go. Naturally, people in school were

complaining and talking subversively and

many times I wanted to read books that we
were not allowed. In some way I had a

Antonio Ole, Margem da Zona Limite,

1995, Installation (detail)

left-wing education, reading marxism, and it

was important then but I could not follow it

anymore. For the development of my own

voice it was important.

The society was very unbalanced. I don't

mean that today it is not unbalanced also ...

but these are all stories taking too long to

settle down. All this dust. All this pain.

Maybe in 1975 I was more political in my
work, more linked with politics, but I am
refusing very much this using politics in art.

Art has the freedom to go further in other

directions, searching for horizons and

variety. Art is particularly about light. I say

this metaphorically, light is very important,

in different levels of communication. When

I paint, and I do a lot of paintings every year.

I am always searching for light. Sometimes

contrasts. Soinetimes open windows, open

gates. Light is behind the way I look at

things. If you study a tree, it is the light

which gives the form, and makes it clear or

obscure, makes it more transparent in the

way we look at things and people.

BM: I have not seen any of your paintings.

Did you start with painting?

AG: Yes, when I was a kid in high school, I

had a professor who loved so much Picasso,

Braque, Cubism, that in a way he introduced

it to me. it was his influence. I could relate

to it immediately because Picasso had

picked up already from African art. In my
early days I was doing something close to

the experimental cubist experience. But after

this period I was also interested by American

pop art. As a kid I was a comic-book reader,

all the time, and at that moment I found it

interesting using the structure of the comic-

book, as a narrative way. and putting my



own story inside. It was why I started being

noticed. People around Luanda said, "Oh

there is a new artist coming on, and he is

iisinf; colour and he tries to do some

narratives and to introduce some strange

and ironic stories on colonialism."

I wanted to be an architect but, at that time,

there was political turmoil in the universities

and I was waiting to get in when my aunt

told me, "Listen. I saw already your name in

the listfor the military." And this was a

very difficult moment. I didn't know what

to do. Some of my friends started being

involved with MPLA clandestine

movements and were sent to France and so

on. For me. I am not very courageous, and I

preferred going to Angola again and I was in

the military force for a few years.

BM: As a soldier?

AO: Not as a soldier I was not going to the

bush. I didn't want to be like Rambo and I

was not selected to go to the bush. It was

about one year and a half before 25 April in

Portugal, the revolution, and after that time

all those in the military were out. I was very

lucky being out of the army in just over one

year and a half. Then, at that moment, I had

a few exhibitions in Luanda.

BM: In small galleries or Where?

AO: We had once in a year a modernist

salon in Luanda for artists from Portugal,

Angola and Mozambique. It was Luanda

Day, they had a huge exhibition with the

most prominent artists from what they called

Portugal ullramarino. Portugal overseas.

And I was awarded once in this phase of

comic style drawings. I was using a lot of

irony, sarcasm, because you had to use

ambiguity to communicate. If you did

something very clear against the Portuguese

or colonial system you would be in jail

immediately so you had to use sarcasm, this

sort of ambiguous discourse to put your

ideas across. I was doing large drawings

about the use of the contraceptive pill and

joking about the pope refusing to let people

use it. It was very ironic this drawing, very

powerful. But a .sort of women's movement

linked with the colonial society were having

a ball in the building where the jury was

selecting. The jury decided to give me the

award and these fashionable ladies, they

came, curious to see, and when they saw my
painting they said, "Oh this is insulting to

God, to the church." And my painting that

had gained the award was banned. There

was a tremendous brouhaha. The

newspapers talking etc. I was only 17 and

suddenly I felt very important.

But everything was changing and I was

particularly thinking what my art was about

in this new Angola that was coming. At this

time I was more into graphic art, book

| n covers, illustrating books and also I was a

(above and right) Antonio Ole, Canoa Quebrada, 1994-95,

Margem da Zona Limite installation (details)

movie buff until that time, writing about

film, reviews, critiques. I love very much

photography. I was using a camera, black

and white, and I made an application to

Angolan television and I was included in the

team for the new television. Suddenly I was

travelling around filming things linked

particularly with cultural subjects, in those

areas where transitions go so fast and if you

don't fix the history it will disappear. It was

very important for me, discovering this

medium. The communication is faster. I

started knowing my country better.

At a certain level I was also discovering that

the art 1 had produced before was more

linked with European art. This was the

reason I stopped painting because I thought,

"/ have to do my own reflection about what

is happening now." And when I was

travelling with my tllm crew, shooting

documentaries, I was picking up aspects

from the traditional side and that was very

unportant. 1 didn't want to repeat the things

from tradition. But 1 want to have the

impact of tradition on my own work and

then let this tradition come more alive in the

things 1 do, in a modem way.

I had discovered film by just picking up a

camera and 1 decided this time 1 had to have

a decent training. I went to visit some

friends in California and then I was admitted

Id the UCLA film school and African studies

centre as a visiting scholar. So 1 spent two

years at UCLA and then 1 made a film about

Louisiana, Afro-American culture, the

mardigras, the ghettos. Later I was admitted

lo another school for directors in the

American Film Insiiiulc. I was still painting

and travelling.

BM: Was your painting at the time

influenced by America?

AO: People say now, "Oh. when you were

in America your painting was so colourful"

etc. In 1985, in California, it was very

graphic and I used colour for impact. But,

as you know I deal more with traditional

iconographies. I am not so much into

realism. I prefer that my mind flows freely

and soaks up the angles of the

subsconscious.

BM: What differences did you find

between painting and film as artistic media?

AO: I think there are a lot of links, in the

way you look at things, the way you put the

camera, the way you use light, colour, forms,

the way you conceptualise, a long shot or

clo.se up. This is the aesthetics, the things I

leiu^ned from the ail side.

1 don't like to put too many boundaries.

This is the reason 1 am using so many media

or ways of expression. And 1 like it this

way. In this moment of almost going into

another century, there are no longer artists

specialised in one thing. There is much

more freedom to pick up elements and use

them in your work.

I am very eclectic in terms of what 1 see as

art. Materials, I can choose different

materials and I really have a tremendous

appetite touching so many different

materials, from paper, very fragile materials

like watcrcolours, collage, to steel, even

e\entually heavy industrial stuff.

1 don't want to put boundaries. Many times



1 produce artwork against the work I

produced before, just to provoke

transformation. Nobody discovers anything.

People sometimes say, "Oh this is my way

ami I tun f>oing to follow this until..." I

really don't believe this. We are trying to

find different ways in this modem world.

We can incorporate this information ... I

don't care where this information comes

from ... but all this could be very important

and decisive in your process of working.

This is the reason I also started using video

images. It is very up-to-date, a very

mainstream thing, but. you can use video in

so many ways. They are the modem way.

People get more interested when they see

something on a screen, it's very attractive.

And because 1 have a past as a film-maker. I

use my little camera to pick up images that

could be very important in the process of

communicating some ideas.

BM: You included video in your

installation for the Johannesburg biennale in

1995.

AO: Yes, I was in Luanda, at a terrible

moment in our history, after the elections in

'92. We had tremendous turmoils and. I am

such suffering, so much pain around,

influenced me a lot to produce this piece

which I called Margein da Zona Limite. It

was some sort of apocalyptic look at things.

I was using first of all the environmental

aspects of the ghettos and the poor

townships, using materials like corrugated

iron, creating a sort of aquarium, and then

using photography, using the geographic

aspect that is the water and the ocean,

because ocean in the past represented the

medium of the trade in slaves and water is

used in a metaphoric way also. I grew up in

Luanda, on the Atlantic and there are some

islands. I started to go to these islands to be

very quiet and I began to collect found

objects and started creating icons,

iconographic .sculptures linked with mystical

aspects of .society. Everything was

developed in Luanda, it is very much linked

with the place. The video of the water was

to make it more calm, more introspective, to

help people relate to the geographic aspects

and also then to the mystical aspect.

BM: And the birds?

AO: That bird is very common in Luanda.

BM: They seem very threatening.

not a political artist but. what happens

around my place, my neighbourhood, my
country, my region, is important and I

capture these aspects and incorporate them.

That time I was not very optimistic about

what was going on in my country. We had

already 20 years of independence and not

much change — poverty around, people

beaten, this violence in the townships, the

people dying like animals— and seeing

AO: Well sometimes we get frightened

looking at birds but this bird is in the

fishermen's community where I work. It is

probably more of good luck and nothing

dealing with fear. Also these birds came

from the museum that was being destroyed.

This building was in terrible shape with the

rains coming in and some of the animals,

stuffed animals, were going to trash because

the water had made them rotten. Now it is

okay, the Museum of Natural History. I

knew the director and I said, "Oh I need two

birds. WJiy you don V give me two birds?"

He said, "No problem, you can take them."

So there I have real stuffed birds from a

museum. Also I used photographs of

fishermen in the neighbourhood.

BM: What about the bricks?

AO: A brick is something that is linked with

a growing society, with better living, and it

never happens. This is a boat that is never

going to travel anymore. As if I have an

idea to build something and then the boat

gets stuck, the boat is broken. There is no

hope anymore, it is stuck in some place, no

constmction. no development.

BM: And the bundles of government

papers'

AO: This is colonial staff, things that I

found on the streets. The new authorities,

instead of putting all these documents from

the police, the reports whatever, in the

archives, they put them in the trash. I have

piles in my stadio and sometimes I use the

documents as a background, glueing it for

collage, or for wrapping something.

Particularly it is a link again with the

colonial past.

BM: The other part of the Margem da Zona

Limite was like a shrine.

AO: Yes. I wanted to put it in a more

mythical way. So people feel that here is

another area but there is a connection. I

wanted a place where people could be very

quiet, and take time to see these pages of

somebody's diary, and these boxes, inside a

shrine, with candles. And also. I opened a

window with the projection of a light inside,

light again, the form in the obscurity.

BM: What other installations have you

been working on?

AO: After following some aspects linked

with our history, there is a project which I

have been working on already two years. It

is the same subject as the second

Johannesburg biennale. trade routes, looking

also at slavery, the aspect nobody wants to

talk about. There is a city on the coast in

Angola called Benguela where the cold

current takes its name. It is one of the cities

linked with the slave trade. I discovered a

huge colonial place, built centuries ago

when Portugal was under Spanish

domination, and from the archives I found

that from there slaves were sent to other

continents. At the beginning of the century

this building was renovated and made bigger

and it became the customs house. So it is

the trade route of all products: bodies,

copper, salt, live people.

I started digging in the archives, reading i -i
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books, picking up images, rephotographing

things, and tlien I started developing a

project linked with trade routes. There is

such an amount of interesting work that I

decided to show different stages in different

countries. In Lisbon first of all, and I

showed it in Grahamstown, and then to

Joburg, to Jerusalem, and to the last biennale

in Cuba. My idea is to have the biggest

exhibition, having all the material together.

in Benguela. the place where the project was

bom.

— so many from China, from Africa, others

from Cuba, a few from Brazil, Thailand. It

was a heavy package. The first day 2000

people came. The press gave full coverage,

the critiques were very good. That curator is

one of the curators of the next biennale in

Dakar so he is sending the boxes.

But I am not doing the installation the same

way. You have to look very carefully at all

these objects, photographs. So it is the same

pieces but another set-up in Dakar and

BM: Are you going to be exhibiting in the

biennale in Senegal this year?

AO: My work which is in Germany with the

curator of the House of World Cultures in

Berlin is going to Senegal. We were last

year involved in an interesting show. In the

beginning they tried to call it The Rest of the

World. I really hated the idea of being in a

show of this title and everybody started

complaining. The reason this exhibition

happened is because in Germany they

organised one of the biggest exhibitions ever

seen on Western modem art— Picasso to

Comell, Damien Hurst, all the most famous.

What they forgot — this globalisation is a

word— but they forgot the other artists in

the world that are trying to keep alive so

then they organised another one for the 'rest

of the world' . But in the end they called it

the other modem artists, or the other

modernists.

It was very interesting. We were 30 artists

eventually building something because I

love building things. You cannot repeat

things. For instance the township wall, I

made it in Luanda, it was the first time I

built it. And then in Johannesburg it came

out in another way, in London it was another

way. And in the United States at the Detroit

Institute of Art I made it finally in another

way ... so I don't want anymore to think

about this piece ! But I try all the time to

create some sort of environmental thing. I

prefer to create a sort of texture that my
pieces could fit, instead of making it in a

very shiny room.

BM: What do you see as the difference

between modem art in Africa and modem art

in the rest of the world?

AO; I think most African artists

compromise their efforts of trying to keep

their traditions alive. Many times the way

they do it is not very clear Many times their

work goes in the direction of the interest of

somebody that wants to buy 'exotic' work.

And this is what I really disagree with. I am
not interested at all. But in general tenns

some of the most interesting artists are,

okay, picking up things from the traditional

side but trying to develop something that

could adjust this modem world, and maybe

it is one way that I am interested in working

with.

I am not saying that I am refusing my
traditions, no, but I am not repeating the

same things. There are inner, deep things

that I am interested in, specifically the

spiritual. Spirituality is disappearing in

African society, especially in the urbanised

areas, and I think that we have to do

something. This is the most rich thing that

we have in our continent. The influence of

the Western world is destroying a lot of

things — it is hke a cyhnder, a huge

cylinder, that comes slowly and then you

don't find anything left.

One of the reasons that I started using a

camera in 1975 was because I thought it was

really important to capture things that were

in terrible change, in those revolutionary

days when they tried to introduce the

modern that could not fit in an African

society. I don't mean only the marxist

system. Capitalism many times is very wild

and violent. People have terrible problems

dealing with it.

On a certain level the art I am producing is

very provocative. I see ... okay ... that they

start industrialisation but they don't look

carefully at the social issues. They don't

care. They want to become rich and that's it.

And you see what silly governments we

have around. I'm not specifying one

country but generally the administration is

terrible and people are given worse than the

colonial times. We say that we have

independence but you look around and we

have so much poverty. And this is real,

something so real that I cannot escape. I am

trying in my work to put it in another way.

It is not a repetition of reality. I am using

things that are much involved in our society

but I try to provoke people. Maybe

somebody could say this is political but ...

But to go to your question again. Naturally

there are a lot of artists that have to survive,

carve stones or carve wood because they

know they can sell it. This is terrible

because it goes into cliches and is empty

inside; not even ritualistic objects. No, it is

just that somebody wants these sort of exotic

things and it is possible to sell them. This is

causing a lot of nonsense. For instance I

know that in Zimbabwe all these Shona

sculptures are becoming so boring because it

is a question of survival. I saw a few artists

here that are really doing a nice job, like

Tapfuma Gutsa who is really picking up

from his own traditions and trying to put this

in a modem contemporary way. I am not i o



saying Tapfuma is the model. But tlie way I

see the Shona sculpture, it is repetitive,

nothing new coming, and the important

things are escaping.

BM: Yes those sculptors don't develop.

They tend to stick to one medium. They

don't push beyond existing ideas.

AO: A long time ago when I was wanting to

study architecture, I was using my camera to

observe transformations in township houses.

I was working on some walls, a month later

AO: 1 think so. Because my art is always

very provocative. If you just put the beauty

on the wall, it's alright, I have nothing

against it. I myself do so many hundreds of

watercolours and oils every year and

sometimes people say, "Oh I love this piece.

I want to have it in my room, in my house."

But when your ambition is in terms of

finding a real subject, to develop something.

1 have the freedom to do, to use. 1 don't care

about selling an installation. For instance,

the township wall was sold. I was not

expecting to sell things coming directly from

there was some change. And this is where

my township wall came from. I was

observing the way poor people in the most

miserable conditions can use aesthetics in

the way they build things. They combine

materials, and you find some architectural

solutions in the most miserable environment.

Society puts in the trash a lot of things and

people pick them up again so they can build

a decent house and for me this is also

aesthetics linked with poverty. They live in

the most terrible conditions but they can do

something nice, even using bottle tops

painted with a little colour and suddenly

some shiny spot in the middle. Naturally my
hope is that people have a decent house. But

in Luanda the townships are like a labyrinth.

My object is to help people to think about

this, to do some change maybe.

BM: Do you think your art helps people to

"I

A change?

the trash to a mu.seum, but, on a certain

level, 1 think it helps people reflect on reality

and what's around.

1 think artwork is a very open thing in terms

of meaning, in terms of the way you use

forms. You show new forms to the public

and this provokes things in the public,

naturally. I have nothing against these artists

that have these marvellous colours but I

cannot relate too much in this direction. 1

prefer lo work with more alive things.

Al a workshop in Namibia in December last

year, I started to do two works, raw canvas,

developing something, a triptych with

natural pigments, raw canvas, burning, an

exit, a Portuguese colonial gate which is part

of my culture too. I loved working on this

piece. Torn canvas, collage of canvas, it

became very thick with glue and acrylic gel.

I made also a piece on wood with windows

and bulbs inside, the glass is not very

transparent, with objects behind. I was

working with a blow torch and I discovered

the markings, the nerves of the wood.

It was only one week, such short lime. I

would like to have three weeks but they said

impossible so I had to work fast. I started

building a cross, from an electrical post,

linked to industrialisation but in the middle

of nowhere, the desert, linked also with

Catholic and traditional African culture,

abstract but concrete because the objects

exist there. Dealing with light. All the

windows are of glass but here is a thin piece

of marble and when you put the light on you

see the markings in the stone, it's very

beautiful. It is made all with found objects,

very experimental. Not that I was thinking,

"Oh fust I have to have a meaning." I was

rehearsing things. I was combining. At a

certain level it becomes mysterious, all these

windows with lights inside.

BM: How do you work most often?

AO: Many times I prefer not having too

many sketches. Go to a work, straight ahead

and then develop. I don't know why the art

comes out. I prefer it when I have the

possibility to experiment, it's lucky. A lot of

readings on Zen help me to develop things

from emptiness, the sense of emptiness,

already then you are touching something

very radical.

1 don't do much censorship. I just prefer

that my mind can flow. Sometimes an idea

comes out suddenly when I start collecting

things. Normally when you collect found

objects in isolated places you look at these

objects and then suddenly you discover the

way you are using them, in which form you

are developing these objects, putting them

together.

In this photograph, these things with masks

are about people without any freedom at all

but here in the centre is an exit, a door that is

open, with no horizon, it's an emptiness.

But the door is open and that is linked with

more mystical aspects.

BM: This is beautiful. Vigia.

AO: This piece I like very much. It look me

three weeks of working because I had never

worked with marble before and then 1 just

wanted something very precise and 1 made

this window. I like very much the veins of

the stone. It is minimal - a window.

BM: 1 hear you are planning a workshop in

Angola next year.

AO: Yes, the image of Angola is not many

limes positive: war, refugees, people killed.

1 am sick of these things. 1 wanl to show

people Angola in another way. We are

Iryinn lo recover from destruction but



culture is always in the last position in the

queue. Every year when they do the budget,

culture is in the inost remote position. But

artists can grow faster than politicians. It is

much better a good exhibition of art than a

good speech of a politician. Many times

they are talking about nonsense. Well

maybe this workshop will help to give

another image of my country, not only in

Africa but internationally. This is my target

We are struggling to change.

(left) Antonio Ole, Deep South, 1996,

installation

(right) Antonio Ole, Margem da Zona
Limite, 1995, installation (detail)

All photographs from Antonio Ole

Retrospectiva 1967-1997



Members of the Zimbabwe

Association of Art Critics

investigate some individual

works of art

Linda Chipunza writes:

Four rows of steel grass mounted on steel holders the shape of

railway sleepers make for all of Juliet Copperi's artistic presentation

simply entitled Grasslands.

The ensemble is made up of a special and systematic arrangement

of tall savannah type grass. It is being blown by some imaginary

south-easterly winds forcing the grass to bow gently. In the rear it

appears to bear the brunt of the strong winds and is therefore

shorter, changing in height at a steady gradient up to one metre.

A lamp, placed diagonally at one edge of the dais upon which the

sculpture stands, casts shadows silhouetted on the white wall in the

background making larger visions of the real.

Where Copperi could have used realia. she has chosen to use steel

as her medium, an unusual and yet highly effective mode. The

careful placement of the two rows of four and two rows of five

grass stems, equidistant from the next all along the four rows,

presents a continuous flow of open energy and yet at the same time,

there is a certain degree of majestic tranquillity about it. The

continuity of lines, the neatness and exactitude of the model induce

a feeling of peace, order and serenity which nurtures deep thoughts

and allows for a moment of reflection into a journey of the

metaphysical. For me. Psalm 103. 15-16, acquired a new visionary

meaning:

"Asfor us, our life is like grass. We grow andflourish like a wild

flower and then the wind blows on it. and it is gone — no one sees it

again."
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Grasslands, 1997, metal



Derique Muchena writes:

On Tuesday the 3 1st of March I find myself at Gallery Delta, in

much the same way as I had appeared in church on the Sunday —
spiritual propulsion. The event is the launch of the Graphics Group

Exhibition '98 featuring some 24 artists displaying work in multiple

disciplines. It is impressive— virtual food for the soul and spiritual

upliftment.

Among the abstracts. I am overwhelmed by the two Thakor Patel's.

They are huge with a similar ground design, except that one is a pale

purple and the other delicately yellow ochre. The surface is a fluid

pattern of slowly descending ripples which give a muted texture that

is easy on the eye. Then there are the lines, subtle in terms of impact

but effectively segmenting the format into long thin vertical panels.

Entitled Prison and Thirsty Child Born Under The Tree respectively,

they are purely abstract works with an intriguing choice of themes.

Prison features five thin vertical rectangular shapes in a row, made

by cutting away strips of the beautiful pale purple ground to reveal a

coarser brown canvas. Another rectangle of red fabric lies

horizontally across two of the five, stuck on with glue and stitching

added. Below this scene, a laige circle, described by a neat line of

small holes punched into the canvas with a squared instrument,

encompasses a dot— a red button that has four lines radiating from

it. These lines effectively segment the circle into quads and, a

distance outside the circle, seem to fade rather than stop, implying

perpetual continuance perhaps. The last paragraph in this story is a

length of yam— pardon the pun— but quite literally so. It appears

to be held down by diagonal stitching of yellow and blue threads.

The whole composition is then bounded by a bold stitchline which is

conspicuously discontinued towards each of the four comers of the

canvas.

My post mortem for this piece is quite straightforward, barring my
initial dead-end theory that the row of rectangular shapes represent

prison bars and which is disappointing in its failure to yield equally

credible literal inteipretations of the other symbols. It is pmdent

therefore to subscribe to a less literal line of thought. Thus the five

bars may be people who by the static nature of their depiction and

arrangement are symbolic of our society's politically governed

freedoms .so that even though three are free-.standing, they are still

curtailed, and the bound two, more hideously incarcerated.

Likewise the dot at the centre of the menacing circle is static, held

inanimate by the lines whose incalculable origins are disturbing to

say the least. The pathetic dot is akin to a fly in a spider's web. A
smile begins to form on my lips as I conclude my theory by drawing

a comparison between the dot at the centre of the circle and the line

held down by diagonal hatching — the dot is small, singular, and

thus intimidated by the dominating size of its oppressors, whereas

the line is bold and long and threatens its subjugators.

The discontinued boundary to the whole canvas possibly relates to

the infringements on human and other liberties imposed by global

legislature, highlighting the rationality gaps that exist, if only to

show their iniquity.

My smile fades however as I contemplate the Tliirsty Child Bon}

Under The Tree. I have no illusions about this piece. At pains to

tune into Thakor's frequency, I imagine myself let loose among

canvas, needles, sticks, razors, yam, glue, crayons, buttons, a mler

and some two colours of paint, with a desire to chronicle the birth of

a thirsty child under a tree. I realise that by no amount of abstraction

could my limited experience conceive such an arrangement as the

artist has created. Maybe I am just unfamiliar with the symbolism

— drat! I rather suspect, nay, conclude that I would merely exhaust

the paint on a composition of a tree, a desert and an abandoned

newbom.

Hill-

Thakor Patel, Prison, 1997-98,

181 X 120cm, mixed media

(and details)
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Chiedza Musengezi writes:

Sunday Afternoon, which won for Bulelwa Madekurozva the Mobil

Overall Award of Distinction for Painting at the 1997 Heritage

Exhibition, is a work of great force and impact. It depicts easily

recognisable figures of authority displaying an intimacy and depth of

feeling that transgresses the viewer's expectations. The painting is a

visual articulation of the conflict between authority and civic rights,

.societal expectations or gender stereotyping and personal needs. It is

enticing, pleasing and yet startling.

The composition of the painting is well designed, clean and

uncluttered with hardly any background to distract the viewer's eye

from the nearly life-sized male police officers who are relaxing

while on duty in full uniform at their workplace. The artist has

placed the two figures in such a way that the painting works like a

close-up snapshot. The viewer cannot distance him.self/herself from

the painting but is immediately drawn into it. The absence of

margins encourages the viewer's eye to travel into the scene, close to

the two figures which almost merge into a single outline— there is

no chance of the eye slipping through.

The unity of the composition is reinforced by the overlapping faces

of the officers, entwined fingers, and the abundance of V shapes, for

example: the arms of both officers, the young officer's bent knee, the

neckline of the senior officer's uniform. The overall unity

emphasises the intimacy of the relationship, a type which we do not

know exists for certain within Zimbabwe's uniformed forces but one

which has been widely acknowledged among uniformed forces in

other parts of the world especially the West. Perhaps the presence of

this painting in itself serves to some extent as evidence attesting to

the existence of such relationships. Are artists not our Truth

Commission after all?

Light from the top right-hand comer illuminates the figure of the

young beardless officer. The painter has bared parts of him. His

unbuttoned shirt which has slipped at the shoulder and the unzipped

trousers expose parts of his beautiful body. Madekurozva seems to

be celebrating the beauty of flesh and the human body, and she

knows exactly which parts to highlight to achieve the desired effect.

It is the young officer that grabs the viewer's attention. The older

officer, his age suggested by the moustache and the bold and

confident look on his face, emerges from the darkened top left

corner The painter has placed him in such a way that he looks as if

he if bringing the young officer forward, enwrapped in his feelings,

for the viewers to see. The senior officer's face seems to support this

point. He is looking directly at the viewer with an air ol pride and

manipulation. Through thoughtful design and skilful use of light and

dark, the artist has infused her work with meaning.

if we remain prisoners of gender who categorise human attributes

and feelings into feminine and masculine we risk preventing

ourselves from becoming individual persons with real human

attributes? Here is a painter whose work is about transcending the

conventions of tradition, going beyond the stereotypes con-strucled to

inhibit personal and individual qualities.

Madekurozva's arrangement of tonal values shows that she is an

experienced painter with practice in achieving colours, knows the

right proportions to mix to attain the range of wann greys and

browns, a faithful reproduction of the colour of the uniform. The

browns have been precisely varied to enable the viewer to discern

the shiny brown of the brass-coated buttons as well as the beautiful

browns of the African skin.

Sunday Afternoon leaves the viewer full of admiration for the

painter's skilful composition and subtle sense of colour harmonies

but its bold message leaves us ill at ea.se. It is a painting that urges

us to re-examine our traditional notions about human feelings and

individual needs.

With bare skin as a symbol for heightened sensitn ity. Bulelwa

Madekurozva presents us with a young man whose body and face

talk about feelings. Sensuous, tender, accepting, intimate,

vulnerable, the young man demonstrates his capacity to open up to

love. He has unburdened himself of the traditional masculine

training of disallowing feelings such as the ones listed above which

I Q are usually viewed as feminine. Could this be a gentle reminder that

Bulelwa Madekurozva, Sunday Afternoon,

1997, 107 X 79cm, oil on canvas



Gerry Dixon, The Last Parrot, 1998, 178 x 50 x 38cm, mixed media

Gerry
Dixon
the last parrot

Gillian Wright shares her insights into

the multi-faceted sculptures recently

on exhibition at Gallery Delta

This show excited enthusiastic critiques which, however, were

characterised by the usual focus on the artist's "self-deprecating and

wicked", "bizane" and "contradictoi^" humour In The Last Parrot

one might assume that Dixon had made an image of himself as that

small, raucous black bird, but it is an image of the image people

have of him. (The floor of the cage is an old record of Through the

Looking Class.) Uncomfortable with his irony and unfamiliar

creations, and not sure what to do with their laughter, people have

tended to encage Dixon in various categories: eccentric, beatnik, ex-

druggie, or individualist. Or he is consigned to a Dada or Surrealist

box— safely into a time-warp — thus removing any requirement to

take him seriously.

Parrots are kept in cages to amuse people but they belong in forests.

They include weird, spine-chilling jungle noises in their repertoire of

imitated speech which so enchants us. The witty idea in the title of

each work, which seems to encapsulate what Dixon is saying, is

what we hear the old parrot in the comer rasping out. We feel at

home with its derisive tone, with its wise-cracks. I would contend

that there are subtlety, music, deep levels of meaning to be slowly

savoured after the initial crazy impact of each work has been

sustained.

The parrot installation uses humdrum found objects, suspended in an

upside-down hanging basket. 'Hanging' and 'basket' both resonate.

The ready-made stand bears an ironic label: "A Majestic Product"

which is the brand name of a factory-made thing, ironically not

given to the original work. The deliberately grotty workmanship of

the panot and cage floor is an image too of the low esteem in which

Gerry Dixon is generally held, and possibly of the public perception

of the weakness of the voice which pleads for compassion and

ecological values in this era which is dominated increasingly by a

purely economic world-view.

I would say that Dixon's theme, far from being a solipsistic romance

with his own sense of humour, is about being in touch with our

sensory nature and spirituality, and with our environment. His

belonging both to traditional cultures and the post-modem is evident

in his concepts, his use of artificial resins and modem machinery for

instance, while respecting the ancient material, wood. It is there in

the dedicated craftmanship devoted to the work whose subjects

reflect contemporary or prophetic thinking.

This arduous making of the special object which bears the aura of

something .set aside (as in 'holy' object or 'art' object) is politically

incoiTect in a milieu where the artist, like everyone else, is expected

to obey market forces, mass production and identification with big

brand names. On Borrowdale vlei is a billboard bearing the stunning

mantra "Leadership Through Products" (in bad lettering).

Development there has forced the Zion congregations in their lovely
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(above and right) Gerry

Dixon, Brain Heart, 1998,

25 X 9 X 14cm, wood

(below and right) Gerry

Dixon, The Last Slice,

1998, 60 x 14 X 11cm, wood

v

gannents to worship right by the road with blasts of filthy exhaust

fumes in their faces. Some incense! Yes, "oul here in tlie Harare

suburbs / we 're battlinf>" as Dixon says in his Last Parrot poem.

Daily, if you look and think, your heart breaks again.

Brain Heart is one of the most impressive sculptures. Arresting,

macabre, ingenious, as if holy, and utterly beautiful. A gnarled hand

of ebony driftwood emerges from a carefully botched hunk of wood,

stained to look like old meat. It holds up half of a convoluted

ancient-looking brain or heart-shaped knot of wood.

A section through the shape's centre reveals a heart-shaped plane,

stained crimson and finely polished. The heart's secret is laid bare

with the life-lines of the wood evident and an archipelago of small

dark stains with darker edges towards the top. They grew there,

within, like scars that never heal, imprints that are never era.sed. The

sculpture tells you that it makes perfect sense for the brain to reveal

itself as the heart, the seat of compassion. The back is a venerable

brain, familiar, old as mankind, moist-looking, with a dark powdery

roughness. There is glowing green moss on it— paint or

vegetative? This organic mysteriousness, palpability, denies the dry

rationalist's brain. The deep black hole between the two lobes at the

crown breathes a gothic creepiness.

There is horror in the brain-heart cut in half, exposed, open. Ezekiel

1 1 V 19 (God speaking) gives an account of an equally grisly

operation: "/ will take the stony heart out of theirflesh, and I will

give them a heart offlesh." Other translations say "an obedient

heart". One that obeys the promptings of a truly intelligent 'open'

brain perhaps? "Stony heart" we now might take as an image also of

the legacy of the negative influences on Christendom which have

insisted upon the cerebral attitude divorced from the emotional,

instinctual and especially sexual. This rejection of heart-thought

exerts a powerful and imperial influence in modern global economic

practice. Projects based on false or partial suppositions are

elaborated with sterile elegance and too often discarded is the

humanitarian concern, regarded as emotive and therefore .somehow

contaminated.

The purity of Brain Heart 's vision might point to faith in love as the

dynamic of truth, if we may accept the valentine symbol at face

value. Heart is face in the work. "Beauty is truth, truth beauty that

is all ye know on earth and all ye need to know." (John Keats: Ode

on a Grecian Urn). "On earth' is the relevant qualification, for all

our knowledge depends on our senses. We know with our bodies.

We respond to other bodies, animate or, as in sculpture, inanimate.

Dixon's sculptures are an invitation to feast thought-wise, heart-wise

and sense-wise.

The Last Slice is delicious in its matt pinkness and roundness. Its

wrinkling bark edge delicately opposes the flatness of its planes and

straight edge. The viewer melts with laughter It is erotic in its

evocation of that desire to be the one who gets to possess, devour,

the last and most precious slice; political in its reference to the Third

Worid as the last prize of economic imperialism.

The cake image appears also in Duck Off with Slice, but here it is

made less appetising. It looks ersatz, but loaded with goodies. The

figure, which is quick in its outline especially, is apprehended in the

act of cunning theft, illicit possession. Its eyes are worthless cents

— vision is blinded by money. 'Cents' puns on "sense". The work

becomes for the viewer an internalised image which is recalled in

situations where individuals we know are sudden in their greed while

instant in subterfuge. The humour gratifies, calms the sense of

outrage. This false creature's surface is carefully bedaubed, masking

the inner grain which in other works acts as a revelation of inner

quality. Yet one identifies with the trickster, feeling a perverse

affection for him — he makes off with the prize anyhow, he is the

winner
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(below) Gerry Dixon,

Duck Off Witti Slice, 1998,

120 X 36 X 32cm, mixed media

(right) Gerry Dixon, Escalator,

1998, approx 400 x 65 x 57cm,

wood, resin, cement

Both these worics contain discourse about how we receive, interact

with, consume art; while directing critical attention to the slice or

section device, which exposes the inner growth patterns of the wood

and which lets the beholder into the unity of living stuff within the

design and form of the work.

Dixon is often called a Dadaist. The Dada artists adopted a cult of

the irrational (better termed anti-rationalist) in order to disrupt pubhc

complacency and acceptance of traditional values. 1 think there are

elements of this in his work but his respect for craftsmanship and

technique, use of particularly Christian cultural symbols and

reference to ancient and classical images and values deny this label.

Dixon shares with Duchamp an intellectual approach, shock tactics,

fondness for the pun. The pun extended to physical form fuses

disparate ideas, unleashing mental and spintual energy. Also 1 see

his use of the section as a development or variant of Duchamp's

exploitation of the window ("fenestration" ) as the mechanism and

metaphor of seeing and reflecting. Dixon slices right through and

into the object which he has invested with life, so that our seeing is

often accompanied by terror— when the wood is made to resemble

flesh our seeing seems to depend on a violent act. When the wood is

"wood' it is a door of perception within a wooden form. Usually it is

the section which owns the finest attention to surface staining and

polishing. It relea.ses the mner secret, gratifies us with special

knowledge. In personal relationships allowing another to witness

one's private feelings demands the acceptance of vulnerability

(woundableness). References to this potential wounding recur in his

images of weaponry and cut or maimed flesh.

However. Dixon's similanty to Duchamp is limited. Duchamp refers

principally to critical intellectual ideas in rather dehumanised

impersonal forms; his treatment of sexuality and gender issues has

incisive wit and devastating objectivity. Dixon's humour is more

humane and more like Claes Oldenburg's in its sense of fun and

gusto. His artistic and social intentions have been so shaped by his

engagement with the ideas of Josef Beuys that he should be

classified— if classification helps understanding of him— with

Beuys rather than back with the Dadaists. even though Beuys has an

affinity with them.

Escalator is the focal work. It is monumental, almost reaching the

ceihng, mesmerising with its repeated polished red cut-flesh sections

juxtaposed with the roughness of triangles of grey bark that proclaim

this zig-zagging pillar to have been a tree. The triangle is the ancient

symbol for the Godhead and also for man, and woman. Edge on, the

sculpture is a dancing snake, an ascending vigorous chevron of

deeply incised, rough grey and black bark. That chevron recalls a

fundamental pattern in African decoration. Inertness of dead wood

is mocked, questioned by the snake's rapid movement. (In Eastern

symbolism the snake is an image of psychic or cosmic energy.) As

the crimson planes announce the figure's humanity, so the gnsled

bark recalls old, wrinkled, scarred skin. Shock sets in: sacrifice, the

transgression of the body suggests itself.

From the front the pillar asserts itself as a phallic image. Its energy,

though mutilated, appalls and amazes. Dixon denies the phallic

imagery. He says Escalator's subject is the Stock Market. So in a

sense it is a monument to the power of money. Dixon speaks of

money as a modem system of world-wide oppression— no other

coersive system is needed, so total is its efficacy. All 'meaningful'

growth is now measured in terms of expansion of economic wealth.

Had the Zimbabwe Stock Exchange index shot through the ceiling

the day of the show. Escalator would have appeared triumphant but,

in the current context of national economic woe, its mood is tragi-

comic. However, an escalator conveys multitudes onward and

upward, so this justifies an assertion that an especially male

generative function is being alluded to; likewise its pillar-shape

and carnality. Its generative aspect is a metaphor for art and

progress while other metaphors are conveying further meanings.

'
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Male creative energy is worshipped in the form of the God Shiva in

Hindu temples, represented by a pillar.

At the base of the pillar is black mucky resin, such as drips and

collects at the base of certain wild trees. For me this grounds the

work in a Zimbabwean context, as does the bark, the chevron and its

edge-on humaness. Living here and creating here is best. Africans

aren"t "other" and. by the same token, no peoples are "other". (This

notion of otherness is obvious in much First World utterance no

matter how "correct".) Classification of races and cultures

disintegrates. One lives between cultures and especially one is

forced to examine the effect of violent imposition of one culture

upon another in daily life, from within, because in one's mind, body

and emotion these effects are suffered. So a removed, clinical,

objective approach doesn't work. It's good to be one of the strangers

at the gates of the fortress constructed of Western culture

particularly. One denies the "Third World" cage by being fully alive

and aware within it, especially by presenting this life and

consciousness in the physicality of art works which disturb, which

can't be ignored, and yet which express cultural and intellectual

vibrancy.

A work which investigates an aspect of cultural imposition is Bal-on.

The title plays with 'baton', "bat on' as in "play on' and a bat on

something: the object has no purpose without its being wielded. A
small work, it is composed of a long cylinder cradled, balanced, in a

sawn-off fork of limb and branchlets. Its simplicity and naive-

seeming whittled finish give it a harmless hobby-object personality.

It is unvarnished (the unvarnished truth'?). The wood is pale and

gleaming. It might refer to coition — if the cylinder is regarded as

phallic, its cradle as a rudimentary pelvis and thighs. Bat-on-hand is

more obvious. To beat someone? To hit a ball.' An aura of

gentleness, of lightness-of-being surrounds it. How is it .so nice and

unthreatening, allowing images of innocent love-making, games and

correction freely to inhabit it?

But the baton is the pri/.e symbol of police brutality, of force. Still it

looks natural, naif. This work challenges our ideas of what is

natural. 'Natural = Good' is questioned. When I asked the artist

about Riit-on he spoke about the brutality behind the establishment

of all civilisations, elucidating the irony of a brutal image

represented in a delicate, neat figure, playful in its trick of balance.

We may see it as a metaphor for the colonialist way of life — the

cricket bat which symbolises this gentleman's pleasure, and his

ruthlessness.

This ironic use of the 'natural' deserves further comment. A local

critic recently scoffed at the work of a well-known artist here; "He

uses every trick in the hook!" Well, so did Picasso. Dixon is no

amateur at this — he lives by artitlce and invention in giving form

and beauty to his ideas. Art. Artful. Artifice. Cunning. Stratagem.

Technical mastery. Any dictionary explains. This sentimenlalism

about naturalness— as if artists were the original zombies of Mother

Nature— deserves appraisal at least. One may read in it a

desperation to escape the falsity and superficiality of consumer

culture, of sterile rationalism. But intelligence, ingenuity, even

virtuosity are required to fashion art and life-styles which represent

honestly true modem humaness, rather than would-be 'naive' art

instinctively made as intellect flees in blinkered deceit. Duck Off

with Slice refers here also. The natural in shapes (eg sections of tree

trunks), grains, bark textures, stripped heartwood, is subject to

Dixon's carefully deliberated choice of context within each work,

but is celebrated, accentuated. It satisfies because it is itself,

incorporated into the form and in dialogue with the governing idea,

but not imitated.

Gone Saihng seems to offer escape from irony and the struggle with

social and cultural ills, inviting one to sail away alone, simple, away

from clamour, complexity. The sail is a skewed trihedron of wood/

tlesh whose window-planes are beautiful in their ribbony grain and

especially colour. It declares itself to be wood still, by its light

brown edge, but 'moves' as a wave. The triangle is thrice

represented in the sail, that symbol of the human/divine, so the sail

may be read as an image of the self. It is fixed straight into the

water. The base of the trihedron is not there — it's been eaten away

by rot or the waves" action. The solidity of the body is thus

questioned. This sculpture manages to contain those huge symbols:

the boat representing the voyage of the human soul: the wind — the

spirit of God: the water— womb and regeneration, but also

annihilation and the Deluge within its smallness. the smallness of the

individual person within the Cosmos.

The self-portrait. / Saw. has Dixon's identity in work and works as

subject. Past tense: I saw (Vision): Present continuous tense: I saw

(Labour): I saw as in "I am a wood saw/ 1 cut wood, a caipenter", or

I. in my work, am perceived as "eyesore" and also "1 am giver of

wisdom in wi.se-sayings". These are five of the meanings which

reside in this sliver of beautifully grained two-tone wood (light

inside) with its quivering toothed edge which is given by the tree's

growth. Behind, the labouring sage's back is stripped. It is now

smooth but bears the scars of shoots of growth in conical

excrescences. In naming and form, the piece speaks of dimensions

of time and their effect on knowledge and l.ibour: the present

activity depends on past vision.

Many of Dixon's sculptures speak of the continuing work of

facilitating vision through labour and spiritual warfare: saw. blade,

adze, the tools: cleaver and dagger, the weapons in this show



(left) Gerry Dixon, Bat-on, 1998

10.5 X 45 X 12cm, wood

(below) Gerry Dixon, Cuts Both Ways, 1998,

115 X 89 X 50cm, wood and metal

"There is a war that opens the doors ofHeaven. Arjiina!

Happy the warrior whose fate is to fight such a war."

Bhagavad Gita (Hindu scripture)

This text resonated, for me, with this exhibition's themes and

devices. Happiness in jest, felicity of colour and rhythm belong to

these artefacts of spiritual warfare and its rewards. The fight is to

get through to the truth, to see the One in duality, even in

multiplicity. The pun, like the Buddhist koan. can untie meaning;

the work contains, and yet sets free, immanence and understanding.

In the state of Zen meaning floats.

The hunting mind, moving and cutting into place beyond the

sculpture, is represented by a wooden blade supported on guitar-

string-like thick wires in Cuts Both Ways. It is fun to play with, to

set in motion. The graceful arcs of its bending soften the straight

lines of the upright and horizontal components, its swinging like a

dancing quest. 0//.v Botl> Way refers to the pun. to metaphor, to

mental cutting into and between opposing ideas, to movement into

positive and negative space in vertical and horizontal directions.

This last action is achieved by the shape of the blade which resolves

itself into a vertical edge on the left which cuts up and down and a

horizontal one on the right which cuts from the viewer's touch into

the volume of space before hen It speaks also of a double effect: the

sculptor's effect on the object and thus on the spectator, and the

spectator's engagement with the sculpture and thus on the

surrounding space.

This work has an affinity with the Brain Heart, that two-in-one

impressive image of the mind held aloft, above an organic-looking

and imperfect base which, I think, represents the human body in its

impeifection, bearing the scars of suffering. The base of Cuts Both

Ways, a section of a hole of a tree, has, in an orifice, the gross, grey,

dead remains of a broken-off branch. Above this is the joy in

balance, tension and controlled movement— set in motion when we

engage in play.

Weapon imagery appears in Still Point Still and Killing Crocodiles.

The still point lacks dimension because it lacks movement. Still

Point Still has a continuing dimension in time. The work itself is

composed of ebony driftwood which coalesces into a poised

glittering black dagger, terrifying in its potential intent. Here the

human will is focused against possible spiritual or personal attack.

This curved blade makes me think of the desperate wickedness in

every human heart which Jeremiah spoke of in prophetic utterance;

the violence in all hearts which Jean Vanier became aware of

through his experience of the rage within the severely handicapped.

The willingness to fight an heroic, creative battle for Good and

chilling evil inhabit the same image, the same substance.

Killing Crocodiles is a fine beautifully crafted piece. 'Crocodiles'

are represented by a square half-cube with rounded comers, lying as

a base for the upright blade which cleaves into it. At the line of

incision red resin, like blood, oozes. The blue-stained blade arches

with grace, power and dignity. Repeated parabolas of grain-lines

articulate themselves up the front of it. Lines radiate evenly from

the point of impact on one side at the base; on the other side are deep 23



(above) Gerry Dixon, Past, Present and Future, 1997,

42x27x 19cm, wood

(right) Gerry Dixon, Ipse Dixit (The Owl),

1998, 24 X 27 X 17cm, wood

p^ All photographs by Barbara Murray

chaotic lines of force. They too are grain-lines. The piece of wood

must have suggested the cleaver to the artist, so the idea grew

initially from the organic, gathering further significance.

The "crocodile'/base is exquisitely stained river-slime green and

highly polished. The satisfaction the sculpture gave me was

muddied by guilt about the extinction of crocs and ecological

depravity. The artist patiently explained that the crocodiles are not

literal: that the base, a simplified form finely made, was sufficient to

suggest this, but worry befogged the studying mind. These are the

'Crocodiles of Reality' which we have to fight as we set out on life,

and which can devour the weak. Having vanquished them, having

forged a vision of a way through, we make the return journey — 1

suppose in that little sail boat.

Another theme of Dixon's is balance, used ironically in Bat-On. but

in different ways in Past. Present and Future. The past exists here

m a fine pillar of fossilised wood. This image suggests past

civilisations, moral uprightness, strength, phallus-as-art, all of

which has turned to stone. Present is absent, but is present as the

action of balance. Teetering on the edge of the fossil is the future, a

simplified form of a woman. She is reduced to three points: torso-

diminishing-to-head, and two sharply tapering legs held apart. She

conceives the future from the present's ghostly action. Her form

also suggests an antelope's skull. Is the future pregnant with the

death of animal life' Or is the basic structure of organic life

(represented by the skull) dependent on intelligent action in the

present moment? The representation of the present as a pnnciple

that is life-giving, occurring between opposing realities while

palpably absent is especially satisfying. Future appears orientated

towards flight.

Ipse Dixit is the name of an owl simply fashioned trom a leaning

section of tree-trunk. Grain-lines radiate from a pear-shaped

depression in the owl's 'face' in which a little ellipse is balanced. In

the event of a careless brush-off. the ellipse — the beak — falls off.

You have to replace it so that it can 'speak'. The inference is that

the wise owl. the artist, has a voice which has a precarious existence

which depends on its balance within the body/personality of

himself/his work and also upon exterior responses.

Dixon speaks of the "moment (>fon\;in of '/'. the threshold where

we experience ourselves as spirit." I see the edges o{ these

sculptures as metaphors for this threshold experience, the moment

between containment and freedom. The edge is always given

assiduous attention. Edge is where the work impacts on its outside

space, its context, which it innuenccs, so thai the limits of negatnc

space can be .seen to dance along its margins, nppling. jumping.



Bushman Art and Time Lapse, an

exhibition of photographs created with

innovative methods by Verena Kraft

and Kurt Petz from Munich, Germany,

will be on show at Gallery Delta during

August. Following this and subject to

confirmation, will be The Last Works of

Luis Meque(l%6-1998). In

September Daryl Nero will exhibit

recent work and in October Thakor
Patel and Hilary Kashiri will both hold

one man shows.

Dunng August and September, work from

Zimbabwe featunng Ishmael Wilfred,

Doreen Sibanda, Chiko

Chazunguza, Vote Thebe, Joseph
Muzondo and Craig Wylle will be on

show m Aschaffenburg. Germany, in an

exhibuion entitled Coming of Age.

The National Gallery in Harare will be

closed in July for the judging of Heritage.

During August there will be two one-man

shows, the first by sculptor Joseph
MuzondO; the second recent paintings

by George Churu. September sees an

exhibition of graphics from Israel, the

national ceramics exhibition and a solo

show by Eino Nangako. In October the

NGZ will again be closed, this time for

the hanging of the Heritage Exhibition.

The National Gallery in Bulawayo will

feature a solo show of recent work by

Nicole Gutsa in August. Following

this, in September for three months, will

be a large contemporary sculpture

exhibition from Britain, courtesy of the

British Council. Amongst the artists

whose work will be included are

Anthony Caro, William Turnbull,

Barry Flanagan, Barbara Hepworth
and Edward Paolozzi — a chance for

Zimbabwean sculptors to see

internationally highly-regarded work.

This exhibition will travel to Harare next

year.

gliding. This defining but simultaneously freeing linear moment
fascinates, evoking that leaping articulate line where hills meet sky,

which defies reproduction on canvas or paper. He achieves it by

placing organically made textures where they can produce these

effects.

There is need for artists like Dixon to inform our attitudes and thus

societal decisions. He redefines the spiritual, expands our

understanding of it, leads us with wit and aesthetic delight to fresh

insights. Interaction with his work can help us to extend our own
concepts of the beautiful in the individual, in nature and in society.

His continuing work inspires us to guard our cultural wealth, in

addition to ecological wealth, as a major resource.

Pierre Gallery is showing a selection of

works by the artists attached to the

gallery including Zephania Tshuma,
Chaminuka Zvinavashe, Christiane

Stolhofer, Thomas Zinyeka

Opening on 8 October will be an

exhibition of the latest paintings and

prints by Chiko Chazunguza.

Cool Runnings, the Caribbean food

people, are now offering refreshments

and light lunches at Mutupo Gallery.

The Zimbabwe Association of Art Critics

meets at 5.30 pm every last Monday of

the month at the Bookcafe as well as

holding other events. Anyone interested

in joining the discussions and

developments is most welcome.

Phone Harare 861195 for information. 25
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Sponsoring art for Zimbabwe

Gallery Delta, the publisher and the editor gratefully acknowledge

the following sponsors who have contributed to the production

of this issue of Gallery magazine:

As.
APEX COBPOKATION OF ZIMBABWE LIMITED

Joerg Sorgenicht
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(opposite top) Luis Meque,
The Catholic Cathedral, Harare,

1988, 120 x161cm, PVA

(opposite bottom) Luis Meque,
Red Figures in Mozambique,
1993, 117 X 161cm, mixed media

(below) Luis at Gallery Delta,

1993

Notes and writings on the life and death

of Luis Meque (1966 - 1998)

by Derek Muggins

'Free at Last'



"/ am black. I think black. 1 paint black.
"

Luis Meque's now famous words which

more than anything else are the summation

of himself and his work in his short life.

They speak of a new generation, a new

consciousness, a growing self awareness, a

new spirit and pride and purpose for being.

Luis Meque was a major black African

painter of Zimbabwe. He was both catalyst

and cataclysmic. He had enormous impact

on his contemporaries and on the

development of painting in the country

during the last 10 years. It will take a long

time to find another painter of his stature and

dynamic. He was the right artist at the right

time in the right place. Given time his

recognition and acceptance will grow out to

black Africa. And he was prophetic too:

"I'm trouble. 1 got a bad spirit on me. I'm

not gonna live long." These were true

words. He died suddenly and tragically on

the 21st March 1998, aged 31.

Luis was out of Mozambique. He was bom
on 10th April 1966 at Tete, a town in the

interior on the banks of the Zambezi, and he

was named Luis Jose Meque Gugumise. His

parents moved to Beira on the coast about a

year later where in due time he attended

school until he was 14 or 15. His sister

Veronica has related that after leaving school

and when about 16, he made application to

go for overseas studies— an offer of the

Frelimo government— but having signed

the papers found himself carried to Maputo

where he was put into army uniform to fight

the MNR in the guerrilla conflict that had

developed after Mozambican Independence

in 1974 and turned into a civil war. Luis

was posted to Nampula in the north where

he saw service for about five years.

Having known Luis well it is impossible to

imagine that he would have been a dedicated

and zealous soldier but he would have had

presence of mind in a difficult and

dangerous situation and he survived the

ordeal. It was, no doubt, during this period

that his aversion for authority and his

abilities to defeat the system were bom. In

1986 Luis deserted the army, sold his

uniform and other possessions and bought

himself an air ticket and flew to Beira. After

two or three weeks he left Mozambique,

entering Zimbabwe illegally, albeit as a

refugee, by circumventing the border post.

He found refuge with clan members at

Kadoma where he stayed for some six

months and then settled in Harare.

He gained admission to the BAT Workshop

in 1988 where he studied for about a year.

Amongst his very early paintings, executed

while a student, was the Catholic Cathedral

at the comer of Fourth Street in exactitude

— in its grey brown sandstone blocks and

the twin towers tall and prominent. It is said

that he did this in situ and it took him about

five days. It was a painting he favoured and

one of the very few paintings that hung in

his studio at the time of his death. It proved

to me from the outset that he could draw.

He lived at that time at Mufakose, a high

density suburb on the edge of the city: box

houses of pre-moulded cement walls and

asbestos roofs, a place of vendors and

vegetable stalls and beer halls and humanity

in the street, queuing for transport, of pirate

taxis and backyards. His income then was

the poverty datum line and below. He was

to draw on this environment for many of his

paintings.

He first showed his work at Gallery Delta in

the Students" and Young Artists" Exhibition

in 1989 and afterwards regularly. He grew

steadily in his work, exhibited often and

enjoyed increasing success. Simply, he was

offered every opportunity possible to show

because he was seen to be a leader from the

outset and the first of a new breed of

painters. He was a major participant in all

the New Directions and other exhibitions for

the new group, culminating in two one-man

exhibitions— Life on the Line (1996) and

The City (1997). Luis" work took

contemporary black African painting in the

country out of the doldrums— the exotic

idyllic African scene — that it had been in

for decades.

But it is of his life rather than his works that

I would rather speak presently. Many have

asked what happened to him? Luis was

passionate in his ways and there were

several problem areas— drink, women, the

constant question of his immigration status

and his health.

His origins drew him, in about 1992, to Tete.

I think he wanted to see and feel his

birthplace and on his retum he commented

that it had been a dangerous journey with

several days walking and dodging the MNR
guerrillas. The works that he painted then

were dark and sombre— some landscapes

in dark greens and blues and a big canvas

with three figures silhouetted against the



horizon and clothed, as it were, in red.

Clearly he was painting a country at war. He

said the people were wild and dangerous. It

was probably on the return journey of this

visit that he was mugged. He phoned from

Mutare and said, "This is Luis. I'm at the

railway station. I've been robbed. I am
without clothes. I have only my underpants.

I am cold and hungry. I am without money.

Please send some." We dispatched dear old

Jethro Maromo, the gallery assistant, with

money to refit Luis and to get him back to

Harare.

He was to go back to Mozambique again in

1994. I remember we sat in the amphi-

theatre and talked. Perhaps he was painting

there at the time. Luis was troubled and as

he was want to do he blamed the bad spirits.

He .said he was cursed, that the bad spirit

was upon him and that he was being affected

by the memory of a girl in Nampula. She

was his first real love and when he had

deserted the army he had abandoned her too.

Luis thought the only remedy was to return

to Nampula, find the girl, appease the spirits

and resolve his dilemma. But, he said, it

would be dangerous and he might be

assaulted and even murdered. Nonetheless,

he went off to Mozambique and returning in

due course said he had found his past love

but she was married and with about four

children. Any wonderings and feelings

about lost love and ambitions for

Mozambique appeared to dissipate with that

visit and there were no more specifically

Mozambique paintings that I recall.

Also that year, one morning at the gallery,

there appeared a young lady looking no

more than about 1 7 with a newborn baby.

She introduced herself as Sandra and said

Luis was the father of her child. Luis was

there, framing a work and looking very

sheepish. He said he was not convinced the

child was his. There was a discussion. The

mother put the baby, wrapped in white

woollens and a shawl, on the floor of the

verandah and walked off. It seemed we

were left to hold the baby. I had a talk with

Luis and told him to accept the

responsibility if the child was his. The

mother returned in the late afternoon and

they went away together with the baby. Luis

took her and the child— subsequently

named Luis— into his home. They were to

part ways later but he continued to accept

responsibility and to pay for the child's well

being. Luis was always kind and generous

and this was one of the rea.sons why he

never had money for very long. And in due

time. Angle was to appear on the steps of the

gallery with a baby, Tsitsi, in her arms,

looking for Luis and he accepted her as well.

Finally, he settled down with Patience

known as Gwen and of this union there is a

son, Jo.se.

There were travels to Germany in 1994 and

A again in September 1995 in company with

Tapfuma Gutsa and Keston Beaton for the

Genesis Exhibition curated by Ingrid

Raschke-Stuwe at Galerie Munsterland in

Emsdetten for which Luis had painted some

large works in the amphitheatre at the

gallery — oils on canvas and mixed media

on paper. The following anecdote is from

my notes dated 15 September 1995:

'1 waited on the steps of Emsdetten Station

for Ingrid but she didn't come. Instead Luis

came. I cheered immediately. I hadn't

wanted to be alone for the evening. He told

me there had been a problem of some kind.

We walked to the town centre. Luis was

without any money whatsoever having

expended all his allowance. He wanted to

drink. We went to the Extrablatt. It is a beer

house in the only old building, other than the

church, that remains in the centre and it is

wami and with much character It is in the

rhythm of the older Germany and the one

that Emsdetten has largely lost. We went

upstairs and sat at a round table and drank

draft beer from long .schooners. Luis was

the only black man in the establishment and

got some curious looks. He was wearing the

beginnings of dreadlocks.

Luis was talkative and amusing. 'There has

been a problem," he said. He took his time

and drank. 1 waited for him to continue.

Luis is seldom direct. Tapfuma and

company wanted to change their

accommodation, he said. There had been an

altercation of some kind the night before.

The lights had gone out mystenously and

when the host asked, "Did you do

something?" Tapfuma objected crossly and

made a scene. It did not seem very serious

to mc but Ingrid was having a meeting with

everybody to try to sort out the differences.

Luis did not want to be involved which was

typical and wi.se. We sat and drank the long

strong beers. Luis, in his gentle, sensitive

manner, wanted to lell me something else.

He was shy and mysterious and embarrassed

to be direct. I expected it to be about money.

He never has money for long. He has been

sitting in the pub all day every day drinking.

He is not eating properly and has broken out

into a rash. He drifted into conversation and

began speaking about home ... and about a

child of a liaison about which we were

uncertain.

"You know the baby," he said.

"Of course."

"You thought she was mine."

"I wondered. The mother is quite becoming

when she dres.ses up. And she likes you."

Luis laughed. "No. She is not mine. But

whose is she?"

"I don't know. Her ex-husband's? Perhaps

he knocked on her door and pressed his

attentions on her."

"No. I don't think so. There is somebody

else."

"Then you tell me. I don't know what goes

on. Nobody tells me."

"There is somebody else."

"But who?"

"Don't you know? No idea?"

"No."

Luis speaks a name.

"No. I don't believe it."

"Yes. I think so. But don't say anything."

"The crafty bugger. Tell me more. He's too

old."

"No, he's not," said Luis emphatically.

"How do you know?"

"I am an artist. I can see it. I have sketched

him. And I have sketched the child. I look

hard. I can see by the shape of the head. 1

can see by the shape of the eyes. You look

hard when you arc an artist. You look hard

when you get back.

"

"I shall. But I still can't believe it."

"And there's another thing," said Luis. "You

know in Shona they say runyokii. " He

writes the word on the beer mat.

'What does that mean'"

"When a man goes to bed with another

woman there is a snake in the bed which

bites him."

"Bad omen. Bad luck."

"Yes. We say so. Now look at him."



(pages 5, 6 and 7) Luis Meque, sketches

from Emsdetten, 1995

(opposite) Luis in Emsdetten (second from

riglit), with Tapfuma Gutsa (second from left)

and Keston Beaton (third from left)

"He's sick."

"Yes. That's it. Runyoka! The snake bit

him," Luis said convincingly. "Let me tell

you," he continued, "there was a man who

called me to talk. He said he was feeling

like he could explode inside. He said: 'I

look at my children. I know the first one is

mine and I think the third one also, but for

the other four, I don't think they are mine."

"Well, I am still not convinced," I said.

"When? How come the opportunity?"

"Often. When you are not there. There is

plenty of opportunity."

"All right. What else?"

"There was a day when he was sitting on the

stool on the verandah and he was cuddling

the baby. The mother came and pulled the

child away from him. He turned to me and

said. 'How is it that that which you love gets

taken away from you?' You see. I know.

He is the one. I am an artist and I can see.

Watch and you will find out. But don't say

anything."

"There is nothing to say," I said. "Even if he

is the one. there is nothing to do."

Luis was amused. He was in a genial mood.

He wanted to stay and drink. I gave him

DM50 for a drawing which I wanted to give

to the German doctor who had tried to fix

my back. Luis said he would walk to his

bed. Late night I left him sitting there

drinking.'

I have never found out who was the father of

this child. Luis always maintained he was

right. The person about whom he had talked

died at late middle age at the end of that year

after a long and dissipating illness. Perhaps

Luis was right. Perhaps it was runyoka after

all? It was these incidents in the life of the

people and their relationships that Luis was

apt to paint. There was a painting in his City

Life Exhibition depicting a man with a huge

red penis entitled Loose Morals and I

wondered about the snake in the bed. It was

during the time at Emsdetten. on the steps

outside Galerie Munsterland. that Luis first

showed me the small black spots that were

appearing on the skin of his chest. I urged

him not to drink so much, thinking it might

be alcoholic poisoning that was causing him

the irritation.

Back in Zimbabwe, however, life fell back

into its regular pattern. Luis worked towards

a show which we called Life on the Line, in

Febniary 1996, in which his work reflected

the tenuousness of life in Africa which he

knew so well. Luis did not appear at the

opening. While he was shy it was unlike

him not to make an appearance. Obert

Muringani said that Luis had been arrested

the night before and had been detained in the

cells at the Central station. There had been a

fracas at Sandro's. I was indignant with

Obert for not letting us know Luis'

whereabouts earlier in the day. It was the

middle of an exhibition evening and too late

to do much for Luis at this time.

I went to the Central police station the next



moming. The tedious enquiry at the charge

office and the long wait; along the dark

corridor to the cell block ... and the polite

talk to the duty officer and to search the

names in the register ... what name, the date

and time of arrest? ... and the noise of the

turning of the locks and the slam and clang

of steel doors ... and Luis came up the stairs,

dirty and dishevelled with bruises on his

face and eyebrows that showed blacker than

his dark skin and with some cuts and

abrasions about his person. He was hungry

and thirsty. He was very unhappy but

cheered a little when I told him that his

exhibition had gone well. The story was that

he had gone to Sandro's. a frequent hangout

of his in those heady days of making way

and getting known as an artist and with

ready money, where he spent the evening

talking and drinking. He said he was not

drunk or noisy. But the bouncer accused

him of making too much noise. He denied

the allegation. When asked to leave he had

refused. The bouncer hit him and punched

him around and he retaliated and the fight

extended through to the toilets and back

again and to the street. The police were

summoned and he was arrested and beaten

with handcuffs about the head and face

before being taken away and locked up. The

charge was causing a public disturbance

rather than resisting arrest. We deliberated.

What to do? To admit guilt or to plead not

guilty and go to court. Luis was without

proper papers— he was always without

proper papers — and while I was for a plea

of not guilty he decided to plead guilty. It

was less trouble. I waited for him at the old

Magistrates Court in Forbes Avenue where

he signed an admission of guilt and I paid

the fine.

There was another occasion when I bailed

him out of the police cells. He had a lady

with whom he had a fallout and she went off

with his stove and other effects. He set out

to find her and spent a day or two running

around the city in a taxi. When he found her

there was a confrontation and an argument.

^ She went into his pocket and took some

money. So he smashed all her windows.

And he ended in the cells. There was

another deposit fine to be paid and again we

were very concerned that the authorities

would get wind of it. Luis was still running

the gauntlet with Immigration while trying

to sort out his status and maintaining his stay

w ith a series of monthly visa renewals.

Later, in August 1996, Luis went to

Mozambique involuntarily. He had returned

early and unexpectedly from El Loko's

Afrikanische-Europaische Inspiration

Workshop and Exhibition at Alsdorf,

Germany. At Harare Airport he was refused

a re-entry visa, promptly declared a

prohibited immigrant and arrested pending

deportation. He was allowed to call me
from the airport and 1 went there

immediately. He was being pushed and

pulled around by a particularly obnoxious

official. Luis was angry and wanted to resist

under this provocation but restrained

himself. My efforts to intervene met with

rebuff. It is impossible to plead the case of

the artist, no matter his artistic import, to the

unknowing and uncaring.

Luis was locked up in the cells at Hatfield

police station where I visited him the next

day. He was sitting in the pen outside the

cells, waiting to be deported. A kindly

police .sergeant permitted me to speak to him

through the diamond mesh and to give him

cigarettes but not money. We had a smoke

together across the wire. He said he had

been ill at the workshop in Germany but had

painted hard and well. He had seen a doctor

who had been concerned about him. All his

work he had left behind in the care of the

workshop. He was at the time in dreadlocks

which was always sure to receive the

attention of the authorities. He was by now

calm and semi amused by the treatment that

he had received and was suffering the

inconvenience without rancour.

He was deported at the end of the week to

Beira from where he made his way to

Chimoio to his sister. I had told him at the

cell block that Helen was going to Maputo to

paint murals in the Greek Orthodox

Cathedral and that 1 would send money with

her and he should get himself to Maputo to

collect it. He arrived one day at the church

when she was painting 'The Apocalypse'

and they spent time together there and at the

priest's house. Helen says that even there he

attracted trouble. Leaving the priest's house

late at night he was accosted by the Frelimo

police who were intent to arrest him for

wearing dreadlocks and it was only with the

remonstration of George Tsihiakis, the

Honorary Greek Consul of Maputo, that they

relea.sed him. In Maputo he was robbed of

his passport and other papers including the

list of his works that he had left behind in

Germany. Luis, always living by chance,

.soon came back to Zimbabwe by crossing

illegally at the Forbes Border post — there is

a path that circumvents the immigration post

that many use. Luis said the police and

immigration know of it but so many use it

they have given up chasing people.

Luis was tall and good looking. He liked to

dress well and did so with a flair, with a

fancy shirt and bolero or waistcoat. He was

the young successful painter about town.

And he liked motor cars. He acquired one as

soon as he could— afford it or not— and

his first was an orange Renault 12. He

bought it at a secondhand car yard and drove

it to the gallery where we all looked it over.

He was the first of his contemporaries

around the gallery to possess a car and he

was very proud of it. And he was the cause

of envy and inspiration for the others. I

asked him about insurance and driving

licence, well knowing his aversion to

formality. He did insure but he never did get

a driver's licence. 1 was concerned that he

would have accidents and, of course, he did.

It was the Renault he was driving one

Saturday afternoon on the Beatnce Road

near the flyover and abreast of Hilary

Kashiri in his recently acquired fawn VW.
They were racing and somehow,

inexplicably, they collided and damaged

each other's car and were rendered

immobile. The police attended and they

talked themselves out of it.

The old Renault became more and more

dilapidated. The exhaust pipe lay on the

back seat for months. Finally it was

abandoned or sold for scrap after yet another

accident when late one night he turned it

over onto its roof in Julius Nyerere Avenue

on the right-hand bend near the National

Gallery. Luis had been drinking at Sandro's

and taking ofl tor home crashed beneath the

palms. Again he talked his way out of it

with the police. I suppose it was the roll of

notes into a ready palm Then there was an

old and good looking, almost sporty, white

Ro\ cr which was a bad buy because it was

not long before the gears sheared and there



was no spare to be found. It lay abandoned

at his home.

Luis made a good exhibition with The City

in June 1997 but all was not well. His health

was troubling him. He complained

increasingly of pains in his legs and sore and

swollen feet. He had difficulty in walking.

He was to say of this discomfort later that it

was like a snake crawling under his skin.

The following is an extract from my notes

dated 14th November 1997:

'Luis came past yesterday afternoon and

needed to talk. He had been to see a

specialist at Parirenyatwa Hospital and was

clearly worried. It is a long story. He has

not been properly well since he last returned

from Germany. His feet swelled and the

discoloured patches on his legs became more

evident and spread to other parts of his body.

Some protrude and encrust. Have urged him

very often to visit a "proper" doctor and

even made appointments for him but he did

not bother to attend. He reneged on an

appointment I made for him with Dr

Freeman. Have pleaded with him to let me

make an appointment with my doctor Steve

Williams but he refused. He's so stubborn.

He said he was seeing a doctor but no

improvement was apparent and no diagnosis

that Luis could put a name to was ever

pronounced. Finally, his doctor, or the

second or third one, sent him to a specialist

at Parirenyatwa. In a sense he is relieved to

learn that the disease he has is not his alone.

There are many others suffering from the

same. But he is very disconcerted that most

of these are HIV positive.

"I don't know ..." said Luis in his

characteristic manner of opening a speech,

with that slightly sing-song lilt in his voice

that I got to know so well. "I don't know ...

I have had a good time. But now the bad

time. I don't really want to know if I am
HIV positive because I don't know what it

will do to my head and the way I am
thinking. But I guess I got to know now.

Maybe I shall be lucky. But I don't know

what I shall do if I got it. Maybe 1 shall live

only another five years. But 1 shall tight it

in my head. I'm not gonna die. The

specialist says she will use me to test and try

to fight the disease. They have cut one of

the sores from my arm. They have taken

blood. I go back in a week. They will tell

me if I want to know. I am going to church

now. I don't drink anymore. I don't smoke

anymore."

Crispen Matekenya who is looking plump

and shiny but needs a loan looks askance at

Luis. Luis tells him, "I can't lend money

anymore ... I am sicki." He turns to me and

says that when he asked Keston how much

he owed to him, Keston said it must be about

tlve thousand dollars. Then Luis says dryly,

"They all think they can do it without God,

but they can't." Luis doesn't look well —
he looks ashen in the face — and I guess he

is suffering from the shock of the doctor's

words. I end up lending Crispen money as

usual and they leave together in Luis'

recently acquired .secondhand Renault 5. I

watch them go. The chances are that Luis

has HIV — it will be a miracle if he hasn't

because he has led the modem permissive

lifestyle.'

Again, my diary notes of Sunday, 23rd

November 1997:

'Luis came on Thursday. He sat on a stool

and watched me print at the computer. He

was pleased of the opportunity to talk. "I

don't know ... if you can lend me some

money. I've been to see the doctor again.

The news is not good. She says I got skin

cancer. She says she will treat it. I got to

have radiotherapy. And I am worried about

my legs. One is getting bigger and the other

is getting smaller. I don't know what I am
going to do. I don't feel like painting. I

can't stand for long." I asked him about the

other news ... about the HIV test result. "I

don't know ... the result will come in three

weeks time. I will see.'"

The fact was that Luis' condition improved

remarkably in the ensuing three months. His

face filled, his colour returned, the patches

on his skin dissipated and the growth on his

eyelid disappeared. He got his shine back.

He became smart and well groomed again

and he was walking very much better

Whatever the doctor, a foreign dermatologist

at the hospital, was doing, it did him good.

He was much happier and was working hard

for a show scheduled for April I'^S. During

January he brought in a pile of paintings

which we had looked through in the

amphitheatre with pleasure and excitement.

They are large works, painted with zest and

energy and full colour

But my notes of the evening of Sunday,

22nd March 1998, reflect a drastically

different picture:

'Luis is dead. I cry for him. I mourn for

him ...

Amai Courage telephoned me at home from

the gallery a little after two o'clock

yesterday and made the report. She had

received a phone call from Gwen, Luis'

partner, who cried that Luis had just died at

the Parirenyatwa Hospital. I told Helen and

she let out a scream of shock and in despair

put her fist in her mouth. I went to the

hospital casualty and found Gwen. She was

in tears and I tned to console her. Hilary

and Matilda came soon afterwards. Gwen
gave us the story. Luis was better on the

Friday. But this day he refused to eat and to

take his pills. Later in the morning he

developed breathing difficulties and his

landlord drove them to Parirenyatwa

Hospital. There they spent two hours

waiting for attention and all the time Luis

labouring for breath. Ultimately, in

desperation, Gwen pleaded for help.

Oxygen was administered but it was too late.

Luis had died at about half past one when,

after a busy morning at the gallery, I was

showing his most recent paintings to Helen

before her imminent departure to Europe the

next day. The duty sister said simply, "We

lost him." Indeed we lost him. We lost a

friend. We lost a great painter.'

The death certificate reads Kaposi Sarcoma

— cancer— and surely he had this affliction

but Luis was, I think, victim also of the

scourge sweeping this land and tearing and

shredding the innards of the nation's young

people —Aids — and which hastened his

death. We are, it would appear, in danger of

losing a generation of young people.

I had seen Luis in the week before he died.

He had come to the gallery on the Monday

morning and was in need of money. He said

he was feeling bad. He said he had pains

and indicated his abdomen. He said had

rubbed some Sloan's Liniment on his skin

but he had come up in a rash. I asked to

look. He hfted his shirt and he had a string

of blisters around the midriff. I thought it



might be a reaction to the Sloan's and said

so. He sat a while and wc talked about

retrieving his works which were still in

Germany following the African European

Workshop of 1996 and 1 urged him to fianic

two works destined for the Dak" Art Biennale

in Senegal. He didn't feel like doing it but

he scouted for frames in the store and asked

Hilary to tlx them for him: The Woman in

the Bar and The Composer. He left for the

bank.

He came again on the Thursday morning.

He was looking wretched— tired and drawn

— and he had lost his shine and panache.

He said he had felt very ill on the Tuesday

but had felt better on the Wednesday. He

had come from the doctor whom he said was

worried about him. She had prescribed him

a course of drugs for which he needed

money if he could find them. I asked him if

he had ever ascertained if he was HIV

positive. He said he hadn't asked but that

his blood had been taken and tested. I told

him that I thought he should know but he

said he didn't want to know. We sat and

talked in the office and he remarked, "There

is no way out for me. " He read over the

letter to the German Workshop and

instigated a change or two and which, after

printing, he counter-signed. He looked very

fatigued. I saw him off and watched him

walk along the garden path. He turned and

looked back at me with that amused,

mischievous smile of his that I had got to

know so well. I waved him a farewell.

Then he was into the car and gone. I was

not to see him alive again. I told Helen that

evening that I was concerned about Luis and

wondered how long he might have. When 1

described the symptoms she said, "That's

shingles. " But he was under the care of a

good doctor and had not been admitted to

hospital. 1 had no thought that he would die

so soon, so suddenly.

From my note of Tuesday, 24th March 1998:

'We buried Luis today. We assembled at

Dove Morgan's funeral parlour in Harare

Street at one o'clock. It was a throng even a

crowd. Despite the short notice the word

had carried and the artists had come to the

gallery in the morning. Gwen, looking

smart and attractive in a long black dress,

was wet eyed. Little Bebito, Luis' nephew,

was grief stricken. In the chapel the women
broke into a hymn. It was very moving.

And then we bid a last farewell to Luis in the

open coffin. 1 formed the sign of the cross

with my finger on the wooden side near his

head. Outside, Barry Lungu was howling.

We all looked wretched.

And then we joined the cortege to the new

Granville cemetery off the Beatrice Road.

Acres of open grassland surrounded by the

bush which is filling rapidly with mounds of

earth covered with broken pots and dead

Q flowers and without a headstone in sight. So

many are dying presently that the dead are

buried quickly. Hilary had been shocked

when he recovered Luis' corpse from the

bottom of a pile of unrefrigeraled bodies at

the morgue the day before— the residue of

death over a weekend at the hospital. Luis'

face had been misshapen from the weight of

the bodies above him.

We laid Luis to rest. It was very hot, even

under the canopy. There was no preacher or

members from the church Luis had joined.

The principals of spiritual truth are

wonderi'ul. Man's imperfections unending.

A number of mourners spoke— Joachim, a

member of his clan. Cosmos Shiridzinomwa

and Crispen Matekenya. A tall, elegant

woman said a long prayer. I had got up in

the middle of the night and written, as best

as I was able, .some words in the form of a

praise poem which 1 read:

Good people who knew and loved Luis

Meque.

I cry for Luis Meque.

I mourn for Luis Meque.

My heart is heavy, my soul is in distress

And my spirit is downcast

Yet we are here to honour him and to praise

him.

Here are the mortal remains of

A true Son ofAfrica

And the time will come when

You will know it.

Listen to my words.

I say Son ofAfrica

Not Son ofMozambique alone

Nor Son ofZimbabwe only

But S(m ofAfrica

Remark my words.

He was horn and raised in Mozambique

But fled the war to Zimbabwe

Where he made his home

Where he did his work and

Lived to the full his short life.

In time Mozambique will claim him

And honour him as its own

And in time Zimbabwe will acclaim him

And honour him as its own

And in time Africa will embrace him and call

him her own.

Luis Meque is a Son ofAfrica

For his paintinfis know no borders, know no

houiularies.

They extend beyond the mountains.

Beyond the Limpopo and the Zambezi

And across the deserts to the oceans.

Luis Meque said

"I am black. I think black. I paint black"

And identified himself wholly with Mother

Africa

And the People

He was a Son ofAfrica.

He painted black people

Bui anonynunis jwople

People types in different situations

That are unmistakably African

And whom we all recognise daily.

He painted the people

The fatigued Workers Going Home
The Strikers, The City Boys and The

Drunkards

The Midnight Lady

The Rastas and The Street Kids.

People standing, sitting, waiting tolerantly

All the activities of the life ofpeople

In the street and in the city—
The life he knew and

The life he led.

Luis Meque tested himself

He tested his art and the limits of his gift —
His perceptiveness and his obserx'ation

And his courage.

And he tested authority.

He broke rules in his art and in his life

Because he was an individual and non-

conformist

And in his turn he was tried and tested

But never subjugated and he bore his trials

patiently

and without rancour

He did what he did

What he had to do, honestly

And in the manner that only he could do

And in this he has left a legacy — his life

history and his work

And in this is his victory for his spirit lives on.

Tapfuma Gutsa said to me last night

"Your Sims are dying
"

Butfor Luis Meque, this Son ofAfrica,

His message and the spirit of his work

Will remain and carry.

At the end to him is the Victory

To him we pay homage

And we pay honour and tribute

And we praise his name

And we praise his work.

He was Luis Meque — Son ofAfrica

Painter of life until death

Let us pray to your God and to my God
And to our God
Rest his Soul.

We, the mourners, shovelled the grave full.

Cosmos to(ik great and loving care

smoothing out ihc mound. The (lowers were

put on the top. We shall erect a tombstone in

a year when the soil has settled. Hilary

implanted the wooden cross he had made

and on which he had painted:

Luis Jose Meque 10.4.66. — 21. .1.98.'



Luis was a fatalist and he even seemed at

times to have a death wish. Perhaps it was

that he had assessed his chance of survival

very thoroughly and was facing it daily and

noting his condition and reconciling himself

to death. But there were times during the

last few months when he said he was

fighting and was not going to die. As much

as 1 tried to counsel over the years he largely

ignored it. But near the end he admitted he

would have been better off if he had

followed advice in some things — the drink

and the women. Luis wandered through this

hfe doing his will most of the time, and

leaving loose ends and disruption in his

wake. He was hopeless at managing his

money. Generous natured, he would

distnbute it to needy artists, buy the drinks,

and pay for the children that he had sired

here and there. At times I thought of him as

prone to indolence but these were gaps

between working spells or when he was

feeling unwell. In fact he was a very serious

and assiduous painter who liked and needed

challenges to get into the working mode.

My notes of 23rd March go further:

"Luis exited this life as he lived it:

unpredictably. Helen commented that Luis

had very good luck and very bad luck.

Extremes. Certainly, with his art, he had

remarkably good fortune. In his personal

life he had much misfortune. He suffered

authority but never conformed. He was an

individual. He did his own thing in his own
way. He seemed to take delight in courting

trouble and then he would patiently endure

the repercussions. I never saw him angry

and I never heard him say a harsh word. He
was of sensitive and gentle disposition but

somehow trouble found him."

(top) Luis Meque, Victori, 1998, 115 x 106cm, mixed media

(above) Luis IVIeque, Church And Figure, 1997, 82 x 109cm, mixed media

Luis knew he could always manage me. To

that degree he used me as his bank, his

banker, his loans manager, his mother, his

father, his brother, his sister, his uncle and

his aunt. I would sometimes say to him,

"Luigi, why can't you manage your affairs

better? You have had thousands of dollars

recently. You are the most successful artist,

not only of you young artists but under this

umbrella. You earn far more than I in a

week, in a month, in a year and yet you still

cannot manage and are back so soon for

more." He would smile and say, "You

always get it back." And that was true. But

in this way he kept pressure on me to move

his work to recover the debt and to keep him

in money. And he knew that, even if I

complained, I would never refuse him. I had

opened an account for him at the bank from

the beginning but he never used it. Luis

moved easily and well where he wanted and

he did what he wanted. If he felt like

sleeping all day he slept all day. Regulation

and strict discipline were not his way. He
would drift into the gallery two or three

times a week. He would never come early.

About eleven o'clock or midday was time to



appear, hang around and talk to his

compatriots and to put the touch on me and

get to the bank before three or later. He was

ala'ays able to talk his way past the

commissioner even if he was late and had a

special teller who would cash his cheques

without need for identification. But in all

this he was Luis and it was his way and he

was endearing.

1 WUrt l<.^d|^vl
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Chiedza Musengezi reviews an exhibition of works by LuiS MgC|UG

An exhibition of TTie Last Paintings of Luis Meque opened at

Gallery Delta on 25 August 1998. It commemorated Luis Meque's

life and underlined his contribution to the visual arts in Zimbabwe.

He had a style distinctly his own, one which matched his defiant and

robust voice when he proclaimed his blackness: "/ am black. I think

black. I paint black."

Winner of several awards including the National Gallery's 1993

Award for Distinction in Painting, Luis took part in no less than 32

exhibitions in the 10 years during which he painted ( 1988-98).

Some of the exhibitions were held in Europe and America to

favourable critical acclaim.

Luis Meque's last works, produced during a brief period of

remission between January and March this year, suggest a

confidence and an easy pleasure in painting. His brush strokes are

swift, broad and spontaneous. The outlines of his figures and forms

are fluid. Seemingly effortless, they make drawing and painting

look simple. He had mastered the skills. His late palette is founded

on dark colours: deep maroons, greens, blues, purples, browns and

blacks. They mirror the dark times we are living through. HIV is

taking its toll in human lives, unemployment is high and our

currency is continually falling in value. However, nearly each

painting has red in it. Perhaps there is hope if, like Luis Meque, we

are imaginative enough to explore new means of survival. The dark

colours reveal too, the personal psychological tones of an unhappy

background and were partially influenced by working indoors at

night as the artist often did.

Luis Meque was committed to experimentation without which there

would be no new art. At times his characteristic playfulness and

inattention to detail earned him negative criticism but his style

reflects his own reckless attitude to life. Sometimes he layered his

colours (and the layers seldom fit snugly on top of each other) then

scratched them away to reveal what was underneath. He delighted in

textural surprises made possible through collage or by

superimposing water-based and oil-based colours as in the painting

Exit. In 1997 he produced a collage for an exhibition of wind

objects, using an old pair of tattered red overalls flapping on a line

stuck onto cardboard and looking like a body both gaily and

hopelessly tos.sed around by the wind. In his last works he was still

experimenting. The five large collages on hcssian or brown paper

and the smaller Windows series present new techniques and

materials — he was moving in yet another direction.

His immediate environment, the city, as well as his own condition

and feelings provided his inspiration. He frequented cafes, bars,

night clubs and .sometimes walked the streets in order to watch and

sketch. He observed himself dispassionately, without flattery. From

the urban spaces, Luis extracted personality types such as Guy and

Doll. Car Watcher. Midnif^ht Wi>mim. House Workers. A remarkable

quality about Luis Meque as a painter was his ability to capture the

archetypes and the moods that match their situations. He did so in

such a way that the viewer can recognise them at once.
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The Last Paintings
One of my favourite paintings even though it does not form part of

this exhibition is City Boys which depicts two young men of

handsome physique wearing trendy clothes. They walk casually

amongst buildings presumably night clubs and bars, the dark colours

which form the background suggesting that it is night. The mood of

the painting is unmistakable— they are happy and carefree night

revellers.

Cell which is part of the last paintings depicts some city boys in a

reverse situation. Here two fashionably dressed young men are

locked up behind bars. They are completely under the pressure of

their emotions. Luis did not hesitate to distort their facial features to

render them expressive. They have extraordinarily long faces.

enlarged noses and eyes. Their gloomy situation is reinforced by

their grotesque facial features. I found this painting quite evocative

— it opened up my imagination and connects well with C/H' Boys.

Perhaps the night revellers were picked up by the police for rowdy

behavior.

But defining the elements of the painting too precisely can only limit

the meaning. Cell may have broader implications. It may be

representative of the nature of prisons that we live in. be they

political turmoil, unemployment or unhappy relationships. Perhaps

the concept of imprisonment was important to Luis. He knew about

life behind bars. The jacket of one of the prisoners in Cell is

patterned with bars which make the jacket stylish but also probably

indicate something more. Imprisoned body? Imprisoned heart?

Does the way we dress confine us? The bars also appear in the

painting Sealed Woman where they form a background to a woman
consumed with worry. The miserable-looking woman, stripped

down to her petticoat, is seated in a dark interior against a white

window or opening. Closing off the window are five spaced bars, a

result of five broad and bold brush strokes. In other paintings, bars

take the form of thin lines on a figure as in Building with Figure.

For the viewer, the feelings triggered are those of being caged,

trapped in a situation, a general failure to break through.

(opposite page top) Luis IVIeque, Exit,

1998, 115 X 94cm, mixed media

(opposite page bottom) Luis IVIeque, Cell,

1998, 115 X 94.5cm, mixed media

(above) Luis Meque, Friends — Free At Last (details),

1998, 186 X 115.5cm, mixed mediaycoliage

(above) Luis Meque, Building with Figure,

1998, 96 X 115cm, mixed media 13





Luis gives us another archetype in Woman which could easily be re-

titled 'City Woman" for she looks very much a young woman about

the city. She's young and saucy in her blue body-hugging mini skirt

which barely covers her thighs and her yellow top which just sits on

her waist. Her straight hair is scooped up and held in place with a

white hair comb. Her posture and dress suggest that she is

comfortable with the way she is. She stands alone with her back to

the viewer. She is not part of the mainstream. Her style of dress

signals that she has broken away from conformity perhaps as a way
of asserting her own individual freedom. The female figure is not

detailed, it only reveals what can be gleaned at a glance. We cannot

be sure about the story behind the woman we can only guess and our

own imaginations add the narrative. For viewers who read the daily

newspaper the painting has a resonance with a report in The Herald

of 4 September of a young woman wearing a mini skirt at Mbare

Musika who had to run for her life after a mob had threatened to

strip her naked. Representations of non-conformity appealed to

Luis. The elements of his work Friends — Free At Last reinforce

this point.

If a viewer were to look for common elements, windows or openings

could not be missed. They feature in many of the last works.

However, his windows are frustrating to look through. Nothing clear

or definite is revealed. The windows of the painting Church and

Figure are dark in colour, no sunbeams are admitted to shed light on

shadowy places. What is it Luis was searching for which he never

found? Do the viewers strain to see something even where there is

vagueness or nothing? The painter seems to mock our fondness for

certainties. We crave them yet when closely examined these

certainties often turn out to be half truths or plain untruths.

The three paintings: Friends — Free At Last, Crossroads I and

Crossroads II are all about windows and uncertainties. The

organiser of the exhibition has grouped them in the same room to

emphasise their unity. They comprise of pages ripped out of old

novels, pasted onto large brown cardboard surfaces to form a series

of 9 X 9, 5 X 5 and 4x4 squares. On the pages Luis drew figures

and symbols. They are arresting pieces in which he employed text to

engage the viewer's closer attention. Some of the pages have

chapter headings or running titles such as "Reminiscences of my
Life', 'A Diagnosis', "Farewell to Danger' and so on. Bearing in

mind that Luis was quite aware that he was not to live long, the

printed headings add further insights for us. The pages are like

panes of glass through which we can catch glimpses of his life. The

figures in Friends — Free At Last look like a couple in different

postures or perhaps many different couples: standing separately,

seated closely, hugging, entwined and so forth. The printed word on

which they are drawn is formal, final and controlled. It provides a

rigid background to the fluid figures. The contrasting elements

communicate that a formal and controlled outlook on life diminishes

love and tenderness. It threatens intimacy. The figures emphasise

the centrality of love and relationships in our lives, further

highlighted by the deep red spiral. Much of Luis' work was

concerned with the tenuousness of relationships. In Lovers, she

gives him an intimate caress. In Guy and Doll, the woman is

huddled on a chair, left in the cold by the man who turns his back,

perhaps not wanting a permanent relationship.

eye sockets are hollow. Blood drips out of one nostril and there is

more blood on his underpants. Exit has two figures seated closely.

With their backs to the viewer they look into red space, a danger

zone. They are exiting this world. Journey's End, which resembles

Friends — Free At Last in its composition, is a recognition by Luis

that he could go no further. He had travelled the journey. The

viewer can share scenes from his travels by looking closely at the

paintings on the pages torn from the book of his life.

Although Luis Meque might have talked of bad spirits as the

possible cause of his illness he did not reveal this in his last

paintings. What he communicates is triumph over death. His

painting Victor! suggests there is nothing to fear in death.

Transforming gloom into works of art is an admirable quality m a

world where fear of death is a major cause of evil. Luis has passed

away but his life and paintings validate art as a tool for survival.

Farewell Luis.

In Friends — Free At Last, the figures to the bottom left are hardly

legible. They shed light on Luis Meque's creative energy and

limited time. The brush tip is too broad to give a distinct line, the

hairs have separated and Luis seems too much in a hurry to stop and

rearrange them. The last figures are reduced to abstract smudges of

paint.

These paintings also reveal that Luis Meque's final days were

characteristed by the struggle with death. Woman Seated shows an

unhappy figure nursing depressing thoughts. Drips of red in the

background suggest that her life is in danger. The darkly painted

man in Figure in Room looks agonised. His ribs are showing, his

(opposite page top) Luis lUleque, Crossroads I,

1998, 110 X 91cm, mixed media

(opposite page left) Luis Meque, Seated Woman,
1998, 115 X 99cm, mixed media

(opposite page right) Luis IVIeque, Figure in Room,
1998, 115 X 99cm, mixed media

(above) Luis IVIeque, Lovers,

1998, 115 X 94cm, mixed media 15



Empires
and nations
Anthony Chennells lool<s at Zimbabwe's culture debates in context

Last year the Zimbabwean media showed

President Mugabe in Belgium at an

exhibition of Zimbabwean art gazing

pensively at one of the soapstone birds from

Great Zimbabwe. The head of this one, at

some stage in its history, had been broken

from the body and the body and plinth had

gone to Berlin, the head remaining in

Zimbabwe, the two pieces temporarily

united for the exhibition. Mugabe took the

opportunity to speak angrily about Africa's

looted artifacts which he argued should be

returned to the continent. A month after

Mugabe's Belgium trip, a British Labour

member of parliament, Gwyneth Dunwoody,

learned that locked in a glass case in the

New York Public Library were the stuffed

toy animals once belonging to Christopher

Robin Milne. His father, A A Milne, made

up stories about Christopher Robin and his

animals which became some of the most

famous children's books ever written.

Dunwoody ensured a well-attended press

conference by affecting outrage: the toys,

she argued, should be returned to England

immediately. The American press took

delight in involving in the debate the British

Pnme Minister, who happened to be visiting

President Clinton. "The government

position." said Blair, "is that we admire the

president and people of the United States.

and we believe they will look after and care

for these animals sufficientfor them to rest

here." '

Behind Mugabe's anger and Dunwoody's

and Blair's mock seriousness, which

satirises the posturing of cultural

nationalism, lie two centuries of debate

about the institutionalisation of culture and

the nation which has some bearing on

contemporary discussions in Africa about

culture as a lived experience and cultural

objects as commodities. By the end of the

eighteenth century, the development of

European nation states meant that Europe no

longer looked lor humanity's greatest

cultural achievements to the classical world

of Greece and Rome to which all Europeans

were heirs. Instead nationalism emphasised

cultural differences; each nation possessed

unique features which contributed to its

national identity. The emergence of the

nation state coincided with European

Romanticism, that many-faceted movement

which is so often over-simplified into some

sort of nature worship. In fact Romanticism

encompasses many contradictory positions

and Romanticism inspired people as diverse

as the architects of the nation state, early

.socialists and reactionary feudalists to look

to country people as the repository of

authentic national and indeed human values.

Because these people were untouched by

industrialism, the argument went, they had

remained close to blood and soil, those

Romantic metonymies of nationalism. Folk

art, music and stories were analysed and

imitated so that urban art could discover in

the creativity of the people a distinctive

national character. Their simple forms were

used not to accommodate the intellectual

searchings of sophisticated minds but rather

to address instinct and emotion in the idioms

of ordinary life.^

Although the nation state may have had its

origins in Europe, the la.st two hundred years

throughout the world have been

characterised by the development (some

would say invention) of nations, almost

invariably in response to the collapse or

expansion of various empires. We are so

accustomed to thinking of imperialism as an

African or Asian phenomenon that we forget

the extent and ubiquity until very recently of

colonised people in Amenca or Europe

itself. By the end of the nineteenth century

new nations in south and central Amenca

had declared themselves independent of

Spain and Portugal, and the right to nile of

several ancient empires was challenged in

Europe and the Middle East. The Ottoman

empire was confronted by demands lor

regional autonomy from the Persian gulf to

Romania. Even as colonial wars on Russia's

frontiers were extending the power ol ihc

Tsar into southern Asia, the Tsar's European

subjects from Finland to Ukraine were

discovering multiple nationalities and

intellectuals were turning to mral people to

reveal the discrete characteristics these



might have. In his great history of the end

of Tsarism, Orlando Figes writes of

nineteenth-century artists within Tsarist

Europe appropriating peasant crafts in order

to create ""(( sel of ethnic symbols as the

basis of their own national ethos and

identity". Figes is sceptical of the validity of

these symbols:

"The folk culture of the countryside, which

(the urban middle classes) believed was the

ancient origin of their own nation, was in

fact little more than the product of their own

fertile imagination ... (It was this class)

rather than the peasants, who dressed up in

folk costumes when they went to church, who

filled their homes with furniture and

tableware in the 'peasant style' andflocked

to ethnographic andfolk museums." ^

Bordering both the Russian and the Ottoman

empires, Austro-Hungary was similarly

faced by the development of secessionist

movements in provinces which were to

become independent nations after the First

World War. I was recently in Moravia which

was ruled by Vienna from the early sixteenth

century and is now the eastern province of

the Czech Republic. Moravia's principle

city Brno, the second largest Czech city, still

shows in its street map traces of a colonial

organisation of urban space. Under the

Austro-Hungarian empire the industrial and

commercial centre had once been German

speaking, ringed by Czech-speaking suburbs

whose inhabitants went into the centre only

to work. Language here separated centre

and periphery, as race so familiarly did in

the white-dominated cities of southern

Africa.

North of Brno, in the foothills of the

Moravian highlands, is a thirteenth-century

convent. Porta Coeli, where Cistercian nuns

have returned once again since the collapse

of Czechoslovakian communism. Part of the

convent buildings are a museum whose

original exhibits were collected for an

Ethnographic Czech-Slavonic Exhibition in

Prague in 1895 and included "ethnographic

collections, folk furniture, ceramics and

craft tools." * The guide book to convent

and museum refers to the 1 895 exhibition as

"national" which it could have been only as

a gesture of Czech solidarity and a statement

of resistance to Austnan hegemony. It is

symptomatic of the Romantic nationalism of

the nineteenth century that a seven-hundred

year old institution, founded by Czech

royalty and which Moravia's often violent

history has marked in every smashed and

restored statue, should be seen less as a

manifestation of the nation than the artifacts

of Moravian peasants. The convent was

founded from France and the magnificent

portal of the convent church, its nave and the

convent cloisters are superb examples of

Western European gothic architecture. The

gold-leaf and marble sanctuary is baroque

and only its exceptional beauty sets it apart

(top) Gothic arches and baroque altar and
apse of the Porta Coeli church. The arches

are over seven hundred years old; the

apse is more recent and was finished in

the early eighteenth century. Are they still

evidence of alien influences in the Czech
republic?

(left) St Joseph and the Christ Child in the

Chishawasha church surrounded by a

border decorated with fleurs-de-lis, part of

the royal arms of France. Several of the

first Jesuits at Chishawasha were French.

The drums have been adopted from Shona
worship to play an important part in

Roman Catholic Shona liturgy.

(right) The magnificent tympanum above
the main door at Porta Coeli which shows
the French influence of the founding nuns.

Although the bodies of the statues are

thirteenth century, marauding Swiss

iconoclasts knocked the heads off in the

seventeenth century. They were replaced

in the nineteenth century. ] "J



from a hundred similar sanctuaries in Austria

and southern Germany.

The gothic and baroque of Porta Coeli

should remmd us that very few nations will

not show in their art international influences

and that the cultural products of all nations

are likely to be syncretic. The Porta Coeli

guide book, however, seems to insist that the

nation can reveal itself only in art and crafts

which are specifically local. Although these

gothic buildings have been part of the

Moravian landscape for three-quarters of the

millennium and south German baroque has

added other aesthetic dimensions to the

church's interior and indeed to Brno city

centre, they are not seen as examples of a

national idiom. Pan-European architecture

and sculpture are implicitly antithetical to

the nation. The colonial city is always

suspect to nationalists as the site where the

coloniser's culture is affirmed and where the

authentic character of the nation is

compromised.^

National culture as it is being constituted

here is more than an indication of national

difference. In this account culture's

principle value is that it provides the

vocabulary of resistance to an authoritarian

metropolitan culture. Culture as resistance

has been invoked in Africa as it was in anti-

colonial movements in the Russian or the

Austro-Hungarian empires. The classic

formulations of African culture as anti-

colonialism were made by the Guinean

resistance leader, Amilcar Cabral:

"(T)he people are only able to create and

develop the liberation movement because

they kept their culture alive ... and because

they continue to resist culturally even when

their politico-military resistance is

destroyed."

For Cabral this culture of resistance

remained alive with "the masses in the rural

areas ... (who were) untouched or almost

untouched by the culture of the colonial

power. " *

The most uncompromising statement of

] g national art as the expression of ordinary

people was made by the Ugandan cultural

theorist and poet, Okot p'Bitek. He argued

that Europe had taught Africa to see culture

as something which could be commodified,

"something separate and distinguishable

from the way of life ofa people, something

which can be put in hooks and museums and

an galleries". ^ African governments, Okot

claims, have accepted this idea of a dead,

commodified culture and in "Uganda the

Ministry of Culture runs the National

Theatre and Cultural Centre, an art gallery,

a dance troupe called The Heartbeat of

Africa, a curio shop which sells dead drums

(drums which cannot be usedfor dancing

any Ugandan dances, and are sometimes

used as tables)."
"

Such things are for the tourist trade but Okot

wittily attacks the new "clan of tourists ...

political leaders who visit one another 's

countries ... (to be) entertained at airports

by traditional dances for a few minutes."

Such people cannot begin to grasp the

wealth of signification within the dancing

from its movements to the colours which are

worn by the dancers — he explicitly

excludes political party colours which

presumably have meanings with which the

leaders can immediately identify.

'

African culture, Okot p'Bitek explains, "is

the living and celebrating of ... fundamental

ideas (about Man, Nature and Spirits)."

Independent Africa has learned from the

European colonisers to transform culture

into "a 'commodity '. a 'thing ' which could

be bought and sold, imported and exported.

imprisoned in museums and cathedrals and

art galleries — buildings, tluit is, where

people do not normally live in hut visit when

there is a show." And Okot p'Bitek

imagines the spirits of funeral drums dying

"because of the everlasting silence. Drums

are for drumming not merelyfor gazing at ...

A silent drum, an unplayed flute, the string

ofnanga which is not plucked etc ... what

are they for'.' ... These 'items' do not operate

in solo, alone, awayfrom home, in the

absence of the people ... steeped in the

world-view of that society."
'"

By imagining ceremonial objects wrenched

from a living community, commodified and

appropriated for metropolitan scrutiny,

displayed for the .shallow admiration of

people who come to them sceptical of the

beliefs which made them live, Okot p'Bitek

forces us to think of other ways in which

nations can define themselves. One way of

reading the collections in the National

Gallery in London or the Pergamon Museum
in Berlin would go something like this: both

institutions use their collections of cultural

artifacts to affinn nation as imperialist

power, whose national characteristics derive

in large measure from its people's abilities to

control the rest of the world, shape it to its

will, descnbe its cultural productions and

remove them to the metropole so that they

can lie objectified within the gaze of a nation

which knows itself through conquest. When
British and American politicians joke about

Christopher Robins animals, they are able

to do so because both have known or know

what it is like to be world powers. The

ironies in Dunwoody's and Blair's remarks

lack bitterness because both Britain and the

United States can joke without anxiety at the

Amencan colony now metropole and Britain

as new colony, its cultural objects

accumulated in a new configuration of

political and economic power. Imperial



(left to right ) The convent and front of the

Porta Coeli church. The stone would once
have been exposed and the stucco is

relatively recent.

National decorative and architectural

idioms influence the thatched roof,

circular wall and Father Anthony
Berridge's wall paintings of the

Redemptorists' chapel at St Alfonsus

House, Tafara.

The Chishawasha church is nearly one
hundred years old and is a familiar feature

of the Chishawasha valley. Jesuit brothers

built it using bricl<s, moulded and baked in

the valley, and local wood and stone.

^ One of the soapstone side-altars in the

^ Chishawasha church carved by Brother

I John Baptist Krechel - an interesting

alternative use of our infamous stone.

The altar at St Alfonsus House chapel is

formed from a Tonga drum. Clay pots

which Roman Catholics have adopted

from traditional rituals for use in the mass
stand beneath a fifteenth-century icon of

Our Lady of Perpetual Help. The original

from Crete is in the Redemptorist church

in Rome and copies hang in Redemptorist

churches throughout the world.

powers do not turn to their own rural people

for a sense of national identity.

To regard the collections in Europe's and

America's great galleries as the production

of a predatory colonialism does, however,

simplify the way in which these collections

were accumulated. There can be little doubt

that the marble statues wrenched from the

Parthenon and displayed in the British

Museum as the Elgin Marbles should be

returned. They were part of the integrity of

a building which, though ruined, exhilarates

hundreds of thousands of people each year.

What, however, of the Babylonian

Processional Way in the Pergamon which is

one of the greatest archaeological

reconstructions in the world? German

archaeologists recovered the ceramic tiles

which faced the walls on either side of the

Way from under the sand where they had

lain for nearly two millennia. The

wonderful Assyrian bas-reliefs had suffered

a similar fate until British-initiated digs at

Ninevah, uncovered and reassembled them

in the British Museum. Okot p'Bitek talks

of silence surrounding ritual objects when

they become objects merely of

contemplation but what silence could be

more profound than that surrounding great

human monuments, buried beneath desert

sands and whose very existence was no

longer a part of any national memory? The

tiles of the Babylonian Way now hne the

progression of tourists; whatever else moves

between them it is certainly not silence.

But my disagreement with Okot p'Bitek's

conception of art and culture lies deeper than

a disagreement over whether ceremonial

objects should be seen simply as aesthetic

objects or not. Clearly in one context they

will be ceremonial and in another they will

be aesthetic since the ceremonies which

gave them their principle meaning are not

enacted. The danger of Okot's cultural

exclusivism only becomes fully apparent

when he speaks of African artifacts which he

imagines decorating a wall in Los Angeles:

"These so called 'things ' do not speak in

foreign tongues. They have nothing to

communicate to strangers, outsiders who are

therefore, not dano (Human)." "

To deny humanity to Europeans or

Americans or Asians or indeed other

Africans not familiar with the particular

ceremonies in which these objects had a

ritual function is intended to be both

shocking and amusing I assume. 19



Throughout the world languages which have

developed without much contact with

outsiders tend to refer to the speakers of the

language as representing a human norm and

to describe other people in terms which sees

them as less than human. '' Diino is the

Acholi word which performs this function

and in drawing attention to its connotations.

Okot is saying little more than that the

Acholi language developed without much

contact with other people. He is also

echoing imperialism's assumption that the

colonisers represent some human norm.

Much more dangerous than this is the barely

concealed cultural authoritarianism in

everything which Okot p'Bitek writes. "Man

caimnt. and must noi he free." he says, and

he lists the terms which identify our

relationships with members of our families

and our social positions. "Permanent

bondage." he goes on. "seems to be man 's

fate. Because he cannot escape, he cannot

be liberated orfreed." " The primary

function of culture for Okot is to contain

deviance and impose conformity. Not

surprisingly then we have the following

definition of "the true African artist". It is

of course a 'he' whose eyes are fixed "on the

philosophy of life of his society. His voice,

the thunder of his drums, the vibrating of her

buttocks and the stashing of the siy with his

horn, the wood and stone car\'ed into a

figureless figure ofa — is it a ghost?— are

his contributions to the celebration of real

life here and now." '^

When people start using words like "true

African artist" they have closed their minds

to any possibility of innovation and one

should not be particularly surprised that

women function in the "real life" of male

African artists only as se.xy dancers.

Culture, as Okot p"Bitek uses it. is not a

term descriptive of a way of living; it is a

prescriptive term and culture is conceived as

a mode of control.

African scholars have increasingly begun to

contest a cultural nationalism which admits

neither the possibility of development and

change nor the inevitable syncretism which

follows any culture"s encounters with

foreign cultures. Chidi Amuta has

complained that in order "to project the so-

called African world view as a coherent

philosophical proposition ... the ethnic

heterogeneity of the continent has to be

submerged ... and practices ... typically and

uniformly African" have to be invented.
'^

Amuta accuses cultural nationalists of using

the cultural beliefs and practices "of a

particular phase in the development ofa

society to generalize on and posit an

immutable philosophical paradigm for the

world view of that culture — dead, living

and unborn." "' Against this sort of ahistoric

essentialism, Amuta speaks of;

"the reality of the contemporary African

on experience (being) the active co-existence of

(left) Peter Kwangware,
Gathering Firewood,

1998, 50 X 66cm,
oil on canvas

(right) Chiko

Chazunguza,
Beijini Blues. 1 998,

approx. 60 X 130cm,

mixed media

a pre-scientific mode ofperceiving reality

with a modernizing tendency ...

(H)erbalists. shrines, hoes ... (co-e.xistj with

computers, Mercedes cars and skyscrapers."

One African reality is:

"the African urban masses ... who, in their

rural poverty and urban squalnur and

dispossession, are progressively losing

confidence in gods, shrines and amulets that

have no answer to rising costs of imported

foods, drugs, electricity."^^

The important black English cultural

theorist. Stuart Hall, remarks that identities

cannot be "grounded in 'mere recovery of

the past '... (Ddentities are the names we

give to the different ways we are positioned

in and position ourselves within, the

narratives of the past."'^

Culture can be nothing else than the

expression of a people living in history and

therefore living with change. Pan of the

value of the work of the late Luis Meque is

surely because he paints alienation as a part

of contemporary Zimbabwean life. As

someone who came from Mozambique, he

never felt entirely accepted by either the

Shona or white communities in Zimbabwe.

His art is produced from a space just beyond

the coherence of communities where people

exist within the secunty of shared

understandings. Characteristically a Meque

painting does not show interactions within a

community: rather we .see the backs of

women, their faces hidden from us or el.se

people on their own or in twos within an

unpeopled space. Since diaspora,

emigration are the great characteristics of

our time, these have to be a part of any

nation's identity.

What then of the securities of rural life? As

we have seen people have turned to these in

places as removed from one ani>thcr as

Uganda. Finland and the Czech Republic.

But as Figes remarked of nationalisms in the

Tsarist empire, this is probably in part the

illusion of an alienated middle-class

searching for and imagining roots.

Gathering Firewood, a painting by Peter

Kwangware on display in Mutupo Galler>'

shows a familiar enough scene in any

communal land in Zimbabwe and probably

throughout Africa. What is striking about

the painting is its efficiency and its

limitations. The verticals of the women"s

bodies and the horizontals of the wood

bundles form a pleasing arrangement which

suggests that this .scene is part of the eternal

nature of things. The painting does not

allow itself to register any curiosity about

the people for whom collecting wood and

carrying these burdens is part of a daily

grind or indeed the larger ecological

implications of fuel gathering.

The painting becomes all the more striking

because it appears on the same exhibition as

a remarkable piece of work by Chiko

Chazunguza called Beijini Blues.

Chazunguza has taken four mitswairo. the

mral handbrush made by cutting the tough

stalks of the old-season's grass to a uniform

length and binding them at one end with a

belt of reeds. Inserted into the first three are

other ordinary household articles: a home-

made whisk with semi-circles of wire driven

into a whittled stick, and two sadza-stirring

sticks. The basic materials with which

Chazunguza is working are the ordinary

utensils of any rural home. The bristles of

the first brush arc curved into a perfect

globe, a shape which suggests the firmness

of a young woman's body. The stalks of the

brush are held together by a strip of bark

cloth and the whole covered with daga

which has the appearance of temiite adits.

The termite nest is always ambiguous in

Shona culture, suggesting both womb and

grave. Once the female shape is recogni.sed,

the whisk becomes ornamentation, an

elaborate hairstyle, something which is

removed from hard work. The second brtish

registers significant changes: some of the

bristles have been pulled out and re-curved

against the body of the brush, suggesting

pregnancy. The whisk has been replaced by

a sadza stick, slightly charred on one side

and instead of the bark cloth there is a strip

of metal, partly tarnished but still with some

brightness show ing within the metal. This
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metal strip is repeated where the top of the

brush meets the handle of the stick, only

here it is held in place with nails and

sinisterly suggests a collar designed to

constrain. The third brush is held by an even

wider belt, but now it is rusted and the shine

has disappeared: the collar has gone and the

ends of the brush have become unravelled.

The sadza stick protrudes but a thin leaf of

metal covers it, held in place by nails whose

points protrude. It becomes a club. The last

of the four brushes is unravelled at its top

and its centre is charred. Only an old rusted

tin holds the bristles in place.

This striking sculpture shows how art can do

so much more than simply insist on

confonnity to the cultural norms of rural life.

The very title signals the dissidence in its

conception. The adjective refers to the great

Beijing women's conference of 1995 which

in Harare speech has become "Beijini", used

by men to indicate an uncontrollable woman
and by women to indicate their right to

independence. The centre may at first sight

appear to be the rural area since the entire

sculpture employs the products of rural

craftsmanship, but 'Beijini' invites us to

consider these things from an international

perspective and the word "blues" suggests

little comfort when we do. Whatever

rhetoric of liberation may be heard, the

reality is routine domestic chores which

constrain and in the end destroy. Witty

though this piece is, it is a bitter wit which

does not find the nation when it looks at

rural culture but rather the destruction of so

many female lives. The sticks and the

brushes become emblematic of male and

female sexuality and in the progression what

was once whisk has become club. There is

no male presence in the last brush— the

unravelled ends and charred interior suggest

that she is no longer an object of male

desire.

If 1 am excited by Chazunguza's sculpture,

my excitement is partly because it is national

in the .sen.se that it is explicitly using

Zimbabwean idioms in its construction. But

it is turning them back against themselves.

Marriage, sex and domesticity are not

allowed safe and conventional meanings.

These meanmgs are subverted and are

rendered unstable with wonderful economy

of material.

Nations like individuals exist with change

and if a mu.seum— or art gallery — is to be

truly national, it must always accommodate

both the relative stasis of past societies,

which may have been stable, as well as the

contemporary nation caught up in often

violent and contradictory changes. This

involves showing an appropriate respect for

art which is reproduced from the sites of

instability within the nation. It also must

allow the nation to be looked at from

perspectives which are not national.

Notes:

1. Sunday SlandanlS-l4¥ebniaiy. 1998.

2- Significantly Marx would have nothing to do with

this. He and Engels regarded the proletariat, the new

under-class of industrialisation, as the class of the

future. The peasantry were outside history, locked

into "//le idiocy of the ntral life". Tfie Manifesto of

the Communist Pairy (1848; Moscow. Progress.

1977). p 40.

3. Orlando Figes, A People's Tragedy: The Russian

Revolution 1891-1924 (London, Jonathan Cape.

1996), pp 71-2.

4. Josef Zacpal, The Porta Coeli Convent and the

Podhoracke Museum, trans. Vera Vystavelova, (Brno:

Nakladatelstvi AVE. 1997). pp 18-19.

5. Until the seventeenth century. Protestantism was

regarded by some as an expression of Czech

resistance against the aggressive Catholicism of

imperial Austna. Although the Czech Catholic

Church was persecuted under communism, elements

in the Church are widely regarded as having

collaborated with the regime. These historical details

and the secularism of nineteenth-century Czech

nationalism may partly account for the unwillingness

of Czech nationalists to regard the Church as a

national institution.

6. Amilcar Cahral. "Identity and Dignity in the Context

of the National Liberation Struggle" in Return to the

Source: Selected Speeches ofAmilcar Cabral ed.

Afnca Information Service (New York and London.

Monthly Review Press, 1974), pp 57-69, p 60.

7. Okot p'Bitek. Artist the Ruler: Essays on Art Cldture

and Values (Nairobi: Heinemann. 1986). p 14.

8. Ibid, p 16.

9. Ibid, p 17.

10. Ibid, p 22-3.

11. Ibid, p 22.

1 2. LIhuntu in the Nguni languages and Hunhu in Shona

perform similar functions. A local discussion of the

phenomenon is S T Samkange. Hunuism (Harare.

Salisbury Publishers, 1980).

13. Okot. The Artist, f 10.

14. Ibid, p 23.

\i. Chidi Amuta. The Theory ofAfrican Literature:

Implications for Practical Criticism (London and

Atlantic Highlands, NJ, Zed Books, 1989), p 38.

16. Ibid, p 39.

17. Ibid, pp 40-1.

18. Stuart Hall, "Cultural Identity and Diaspora" in

Colonial Discourse and Postcolonial Tlieory ed. P

Williams and L Chnsman (Brighton. Harvester

Wheatsheaf, 1993). pp 392-405, p 394.
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Peter Garlake writes a personal appreciation

of some works by Berry Bickle

'Memory,
Mischief

and Magic in the
Country of

My Heart'

Berry Bickle, New York, 1 990,

oo 42 X 30cm approx, mixed media

I am not an art critic. My appreciation is too limited and personal. I

do not have the wide sympathies, the stamina or curiosity to visit

every gallery or studio, or the confidence to judge, expound and

pronounce on their contents. It takes me too long to arrive at some

confused conclusion. Although we have been fortunate enough to

acquire a few of the pictures we have loved. Margaret and I are not

collectors. We beheve only the artist can ever own his or her works.

The rest of us can only hold them in trust for a short time. A work of

art has an autonomous life which outlasts a human life. One does

however enter into a life-long and very personal dialogue with every

painting on one's walls. Each will subtly change one"s perceptions

and insights and thus very slightly change one's individuality: one of

the many miraculous effects of art.

Six paintings by Berry Bickle illustrate something of this. New York,

1990, is a large, thick, still folded, commercial brown paper bag, an

item 1 associate with the small comer shops or delicatessens that

survive in parts of Manhattan (the only district of New York I know)

and are as surprising as grass growing through cracks in a concrete

freeway. Berry has covered the face of the bag in muted, sombre

colours, .seemingly too unconsidered and deliberately inarticulate to

rank as art, though perhaps bearing echoes of the art for which New
York is renowned. It is beautifully framed, in what looks like a

museum showcase rather than a frame. The bag is transformed

without damaging its inherent integrity. Here in its simplest form is

one of Berry's great gifts: the ability to redeem the simplest object,

the 'small thing forgotten' and through it make a statement about an

entire experience: in this case moving from Zimbabwe to the very

different environment of one of the woHd's greatest and most vibrant

cities.

Ibo, an island close to the northern Mozambique coast, has one small,

old, forgotten village and a classic 18th century fort. Through a

series of misadventures I waded ashore there from a grounded yacht

in early 1974. The fort was now a torture centre and death camp of

the Portuguese secret police. PIDE/DGS. 1 was arrested and taken

before the camp commandant who was enraged and probably

frightened by our intrusion: obsequiousness alternated with a

demented stammering and frothing at the mouth, made more
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nightmarish by his gaudy 'beach-wear'. This was the only contact I

have ever had with the 'banahty' and obscenity of total evil.

Through nights on the yacht, one heard the muffled cries of human

agony and despair in the face of imminent death, against the constant

distant background of mainland artillery. After the Portuguese

Revolution, the detailed bureaucratic records of the Ibo horrors, Nazi

in their thoroughness, were seized and published in full. Here in

1975, Samora Machel began his great symbolic journey, part

triumphal progress, part pilgrimage, south to assume the presidency.

In his first speech in Mozambique, he rechristened Ibo 'Estrella de

Morte', the 'Star of Death', a metaphor derived from the plan of the

fort.

€
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Berry Bickle, Ibo, 1993,

156 X 45cm, mixed media and details

With all this in the past.

Berry made a home in Ibo

village and produced a

series of paintings about her

life there. Conscious of its

past, she transcended it.

Ibo, 1993, is a set of five

pages from a sketch book,

stapled to a plain white

canvas in an uncomfortable,

long, narrow, vertical

format. Each page has a

few rubbings or outlines of

very ordinary and common
sea shells, the outlines

tentative, broken, and

suggestive not descriptive.

A few shells and sherds of

equally ordinary household

china, collected along the

beach, are collaged onto the

pages. Some of them are

covered in uneven strips of

a light coarse muslin, as if

still veiled in a film of sand

and water. One sherd is

more carefully and tightly

wrapped, hidden and

withdrawn, to become a

talisman suspended on a

wisp of string. The only

colour is the slightest and

most delicate pink shading,

colour of a fresh shell or the

most delicate and intimate

areas of a human body.

Everything is understated,

reticent, obscured or hidden, and the effect is lyrical. This is a

representation of a very specific place, once the location of the worst

of human suffering and evil, now redeemed, exorcised and laid to

rest through very feminine powers of love and art. Once again,

'small things forgotten' achieve the ultimate triumph of the fragile

and despised.

ProAmore. 1992, is a very different work: a triptych of three huge

canvases addressing the landscape of Berry's homeland, Zimbabwe.

(See Gallery no 7 for reproduction.) Many white artists, with

sensibilities attuned to the subtleties of Europe, are overawed by the

distances, the harshness of the light, the alien forms and the sense

that the human is reduced to insignificance in Africa. Berry seldom

if ever attempts to delineate, describe or represent directly some

specific part of her country. Perhaps in agreement with her, I also

find that almost every attempt to do this only results in a diminution

of reality and differing degrees of failure. In the triptych one only

realises one is facing a landscape through the contour where land

meets sky. The land is filled with strong yellows, oranges and reds,

scarred by violent slashes of a paler buff, swept across the canvases 23



with a broad twisting brush: undiscipHned, formless, almost repellent

(and it does repel many people). The sky is an equally overpowering

deep blue, scarred by clouds.

Berry Bickle, Memories, Mischief and Magic in the

24 Country of My Heart, 1998, 122 x 173, mixed media

Inset on the left panel is a heavy, outdated, gilded oval picture frame,

containing a battered tin cigar-box lid depicting in miniature a heavy

and heavily bearded gentleman in a formal black suit and tie against

the backgroimd of a factory and harbour reminiscent of any 19th

century tropical .settlement. The figure reminds one irresistibly of

Thomas Baines, Zimbabwe's first white artist. The whole becomes a

memonal tablet complete with epitaph. The right panel has a clearly

more modem framed photograph of the Victoria Falls, head-on, full-

frontal, giving a full factual description of their height and width and

volume and conveying nothing of the wonder they engender. It is ,so

similar that perhaps it is an illustration from my first Junior School

history hook of nearly 60 years ago, which was indeed the first

attempt to provide children here with some knowledge of their own

country. With almost surreal incongruity, a gilded fan is stuck to the

central canvas and a pair of high-heeled shoes painted below the

Falls. The only objects that seem at home are a wooden snake and a

broken necklace of old trade beads. Ever>' panel bears a square of

scrawled unintelligible writing, failed attempts to describe the

landscape in another medium. The whole is a collage of all the

inadequate and doomed attempts by outsiders, male and female, to

inhabit, come to lemis with, respond Id and inieipret the Zimbabwe

landscape. The land remains undaunted, indomitable and master; the

intruder is inconsequential but allowed a history, a struggle and a

grudging space.

A subsequent Bickle exhibition was dominated by large panels using

the metaphor of actual simple canvas dresses: part wedding dress.



part prison garment, straight-jacket or shroud. Some were

juxtaposed, even intertwined and sewn with the rough grasses of

the veld. The Grass is Singing was transposed into another

medium, the destinies forecast for farmers' daughters and wives

who are less masterful than Martha Quest. A long series of

paintings and prints refined the calligraphy of Pro Aniore into

photographs of 17th- and 18th-century Portuguese explorers diaries

and maps. I am less happy with these enticing, beautiful but bland

bureaucratic documents. For me they mask the reality of the rows

and layers of corpses of young Portuguese men buried beneath

their 1 7th-century church in Mazowe. toothless from scurvy and

dead in their early twenties.

The theme set by Pro Amore reaches a climax in Memories,

Mischiefand Magic in the Country ofMy Heart, 1998. Could any

title be more evocative? Only subdued colour now suggests the

landscape. Another conventional picture frame once more

imprisons four little black Instamatic family snap-shots of the

Falls, lively but artless memories of holidays. Under them are old

hand-written recipes compiled by a housewife before the

popularity of cook books— and no doubt of the hot, heavy, meaty

dishes of the time; there is also a farmer's faded letter, probably to

a product buyer. This is all the intimate history of a family in a

time now gone. A boxed and titled relief map of Zimbabwe is

stuck to the canvas, the map itself still folded away, though there is

a line of small torn fragments of it at the top of the canvas: a

country reduced to conventional abstract denotations which evoke

only unreality. Copies of a 17th-century map at the bottom at least

offer depth, romance and an aesthetic improvement on their

modem counterpart. With the wit that so often adds delight to a

good picture, one of these is stuck to the canvas so carelessly or

artfully that it is ridged and becomes a map in real relief.

Around and over all of this there are, once more, tiny, tightly

wrapped, suspended packages containing what are now intriguing

secrets. The care taken with them has turned them into potent

talismans, amulets, potions and magic. Another Africa surrounds

us, a great unknown pressing in on the bounded, diminished white

life. The orderly lines of the talismans are surrounded by scribbled

numbers and notations: .some abandoned attempt to catalogue,

describe and come to terms with magic in rational Western

scientific terms— and a violation of their reality. Tragedy is

present in the cheap, bent, battered and now useless little enamel

dish, so often the only marker of a nameless grave in the bush, in

this case perhaps of a child: the dispossessed and forgotten masses

of the past. Throughout this painting, landscape is given meaning

by history or rather two, even three, histories: one precise and

formulated, one vast and almost entirely hidden. The artist has yet

again turned 'small things forgotten" into her treasures and then

shared them with us and given them to us.

It does not matter if the interpretations I have given are nonsense to

many. They carry no authority. I am sure Berry would be

astonished at many of them. Good paintings carry many
resonances, allusions and have many meanings. A good painting is

not a subject for decoding but celebration. Responses to it should

be less attempts to analyse and more 'to bode forth' richness. Pro

Amore and Memories mark the beginning and perhaps the end of a

particular trajectory (though Berry will continue to astonish us).

The last is much more settled, resolved and mature than the first.

Traditional African art is said to be essentially 'an art of

accumulation": in this, as in other ways. Berry unconsciously

demonstrates that she is an African artist. 1 believe paintings of the

quality of Pro Amore and Memories, confronting the key artistic

problems of landscape and celebrating our country, peoples and

history, deserve a place in the national collection. This view is not

shared. Pro Amore hung crooked, badly lit and in a space far too

tight and confined and, perhaps as a consequence, remained unsold

throughout an entire Heritage exhibition: 'large things ignored".

Recent paintings by Hilary Kashiri will be

on show at Gallery Delta during October

followed by Magic Works by Thakor
Patel. In November Helen Lieros will

hold a solo exhibition of paintings followed

in December by The Summer Exhibition - a

group show of paintings, sculpture, textiles

and ceramics.

Works by 9 Zimbabwean artists: Luis

Meque, Bulelwa Madekurozwa, Chiko
Chazunguza, Shepherd Mahufe,
Cosmos ShJridzinomwa, Richard

Witikani, Zenzo Ndlovu, Peter

Kwangware and Keston Beaton will be

on exhibition in Amsterdam, Dordrecht and

The Hague, Holland, in December.

Life drawing lessons are being offered by

Gareth Fletcher. Phone 882972 for

information.

National Gallery in Bulawayo is hosting A
Changed World, an excellent exhibition of

recent British .sculptures including work by

Richard Long, Rachel Whiteread,

Anthony Caro, David Mach and Anish

Kapoor who are among the best interna-

tional contemporary sculptors. The show

moves to the Harare National Gallery in

January and is not to be missed. The British

Council who have brought in the show will

also host a workshop/seminar around the

e.xhibition. This is a chance for Zimba-

bwean sculptors to get to grips with other

concepts of sculpture. Phone the NGZ in

January for information. In November the

National Gallery in Bulawayo will mount

the 1998 Schools Exhibition and in Decem-

ber they will open the 12th Annual VAAB
exhibition and photographs by Luis Basto

and David Brazier.

The National Gallery in Harare will be

closed during October for the mounting of

the Heritage Exhibition which opens in

November and runs until January.

Art. Iron & Linen at 6 Harrow Road has a

permanent exhibition of paintings by the

Tengenenge sculptors: Barankinya,

Paulo, Violet, Jeneti Manzi, Elina

Costa and others.

The Zimbabwe Association of Art Critics

meets the last Monday of every month to

discuss art and related issues. Everyone is

welcome. Phone 861 195 for information.

Mutupo Gallery will be showmg recent large

paintings by Charles Kamangwana and

sculptures by Nesbert Mukomberanwa
during October; African Decor Accessories

and recent work by Itayi Njagu in Novem-

ber, and a group show of ceramics, paintings

and sculptures in an exhibition entitled Earth

Elements for Art II in December.
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Artnotes

A surprising fact: Zimbabwean artworks are

being borrowed by individuals, famiiii

businesses and institutions in The

Netherlands.

Thanks to an innovative and open-minded

approach to art in that country. The

Netherlands government has estabhshed

'artoteeken" — art lending libraries.

Members of the public can pay a small

annual subscription and in return borrow

paintings and sculptures to live with in their

homes or offices for periods ranging from

one month to one year. This system has

been in operation in The Netherlands for 25

years and, for example, in Dordrecht people

can choose from over 8 000 artworks!

"The mind is

like a parachute.

It is only useful

when it's open."

This quotation is prominently displayed in

the head-offices of Hivos (the Humanist

Institute for Co-operation with Developing

Countries) in The Netherlands, and is

actively pursued and particularly evident in

their cultural policies. Ireen Dubel, Policy

Officer for Culture, Bureau Africa, at Hivos,

first told us about the art-library concept in

1997. Always looking for ways to get art to

a wider local audience, we thought that an

art library could be a possibility for

Zimbabwe. The directors of three art

libraries in the Netherlands (Artoteek

Zuidoost in Amsterdam, Artoteek den Haag

and the Centrum voor Beeldende Kunst in

Dordrecht) came to Zimbabwe in January

1998 to share their knowledge and

experience and to consider buying

Zimbabwean artworks for their lending

collections.

With support from Hivos the three

artoteeken produced a catalogue with

introductory essays (including a historical

overview of art in Zimbabwe and

biographies of the participating artists) and

launched their Zimbabwean collections

through public openings. An accompanying

lecture with slides was given at two of the

openings and public response was very

positive. For many it was a first view of art

from this country other than stone sculpture

and for example at the Artoteek den Haag,

over half of the paintings were immediately

booked for borrowing.

Hivos give support to many areas of

development throughout the world— from

forestry, gender issues, health, human rights

to education. In this they are similar to other

aid agencies but Hivos is unique in their

understanding of the essential role of culture

in development. Every human being has an

intrinsic need for the arts which provide

sustenance for the heart, mind and spirit, and

help us to approach our realities in a more

creative way.

Hivos' support to the arts in southern

African countries encompasses, among

many others, community theatre, the

Zimbabwe International Book Fair, film

production and festivals, writers groups, the

District Six Museum Foundation, crafts

associations, the Handspring Trust for

Puppetry in Education, radio development,

the outreach programme of the National

Gallery in Bulawayo and, closer to us, the

very magazine you are reading. Funding is

provided along with advice and innovative

ideas. And among Hivos" most notable

attributes is the practical and low-key

manner in which they assist, never claiming

the limelight as "the funders", never

spending money on fanfare or self-

promotion when it can be used in more truly

constructive ways - which is one of the

reasons for this editorial. The Hivos

Regional Office in Harare, and in particular

Jan Vossen and Noma Mpofu have been

inspirational and instrumental in the

continued publication of Gallery magazine.

Through Gallery, the springboard effect of

Hivos support is evident. For example:

• all schools in Zimbabwe that teach 'A'

level art receive sponsored copies of

Galleiy along with .Schools' Activities

Sheets specifically produced to assist

teachers in making optimum use of the

articles and photos

• Zimbabwean arti.sts have received travel

expenses to attend regional workshops

• Zimbabwean paintings have been used

for overseas book covers

• readers in local public, community and

rural libraries have free access to

information on local art

• contacts have been made with art

institutions of many diverse types

throughout the world who now subscribe

to Gallery enabling information about

Zimbabwean visual art to become more

widespread

• the Zimbabwe Association of Art Critics

has been established to assist in raising

the level of awareness through the media

• articles and photos arc used to promote

local artists and to facilitate invitations to

exhibit and participate in workshops

regionally and overseas.

And now, thanks to Hivos. contemporary

artworks by Zimbabwean artists can be

borrowed by people in The Netherlands. All

of this is a strong counter to negative trends

in Zimbabwe.

Creativity is the key to solving problems, of

all sorts, and Hivos' enlightened support for

cultural activities has deeper significance

and wider effects than are at first apparent.

Gallery magazine, all our readers, and

indeed, all Zimbabweans, are deeply

indebted to Hivos for helping us pull that

mental rip-cord.

In this issue of Gallery we look at

contemporary directions of art in Africa as

presented at the 1998 Senegal Biennale, at

the 'Changed World' exhibition which

highlights developments in British sculpture

from the 60s to the present, at lines in

nature, at Hilary Kashiri's view of life.

There are many thoughts in these articles

and the artworks they discuss which can

stimulate a more creative personal attitude to

life. We are, all of us, parachutists!

The Editor



Dak'Art—
the BJennale of

Contemporary
African Art— was
held in Dakar,

Senegal, in April

1998. Derek

Muggins attended

the event and gives

us his impressions

New forms for old
Viye Diba, Materials, Rhythms and Compositions,

1997, 160 X 157cm, mixed media

On the most western extremity of Africa, where the Atlantic Ocean

meets the chffs and the sand, is the city of Dakar. It is a centuries

old and modem west-coast port— an entrance and exit to and from

an arid, undulating land of palm and acacia and baobab (the Sahara

is 400 kilometres and Bamako in Mali 1000 kilometres inland)—
and the city climbs the low hills behind the harbour. The Dutch, the

British and the French colonised successively and examples of their

architecture are in evidence on the high ground where grandiose

houses and the Presidential Palace and gracious hotels on the cliff

edge are fanned by the breeze from the sea. But this is north-west

Africa where the influence of de.sert peoples is felt in the

predominantly white buildings with pink-orange roofs and the

contrast is remarkable in the downtown suburb of Nyacherere with

its confusion of street life and businesses and communal transport. A
busy but not over-congested harbour and city centre lend themselves

to market places and street stalls where everything is offered— I did

not encounter a supermarket — and the over-riding impression for

the traveller is the beauty and elegance of the women who dress in

the colourful "bubu' — the long caftan-like apparel, worn also by

many men in subdued colours, which tells of a long tradition with

the textile and a strong culture in which the predominant religion is

Islam. The Grand Mosque with its mosaic facade is impressive and

its presence is felt— the stunningly beautiful women with flashing

eyes as of burning coals, dressed in their vibrant garments in the

market place and at the harbour, avert their faces and draw a finger

across their throats at the would-be photographer when the camera is

aimed. Across the bay, just outside the port and easily visible from

the high ground, lying like an orange-tinged conch in an ocean of

blue, is the Isle de Goree, the former colonialists' impregnable

fortress and slavers" bastion and a constant and disturbing reminder

of the past. Along the coast to the south, the urban sprawl follows

the road for thirty kilometres and more, where the desert people's

influence is stronger, where palm and mango line the road and goats

and Brahmen-like cattle wander, and on into the open. flat, dry

landscape, here and there with acacia scrub and a forest of baobab

and at Jaol. a lagoon and sand shoreline and blue herons and ocean.

It was against this panorama that I found myself as a guest of the

Ministry of Culture attending the Biennale of Contemporary African

Art. arriving in the early hours on the day of the opening ceremony

— Friday, 24th April — and immediately plunged into a

kaleidoscope of images and impressions in a five-day whirl of

events, people and magic moments. The opening event at the

National Theatre, attended by the tall and distinguished President

Diouf who some years ago. in the cultural example of the previous

President Senghor, had called for the instigation of a biennale of art,

was a colourful and impressive event. Departing into the light of

day we encountered a huge crowd of onlookers in the street as well

as the Presidential Guard who, in their high French-colonial white-

breasted coats and trousers, red cloaks and curved sabres, were in

vivid contrast to the traditional masked dancers and musicians that

greeted us at Place du Soweto outside the Ifan Museum, the site of

the major international exhibition of contemporary African art.

This exhibition comprised works by 37 artists of Africa, most of

whom are resident in Africa, drawn from 13 countries: Cote d'lvoire

(7), Senegal (6) South Africa (7), Cameroon (5 ), Angola (1), Benin

(2), Burkina Faso ( I ), Cape "Verde (1), Congo Democratic (2), Ghana

( 1 ), Nigeria ( 1 ), Tunisia (2) and Zimbabwe ( 1 — Luis Meque who

tragically died just prior to our planned trip together to Dak'Art).

At the given time — 1998 — this holds to be the best of

contemporary African art that could be found and as judged by an

international selection committee headed by Achilla Bonito Oliva,



art critic of Rome, assisted by a 15-member panel of ititernational

and African experts and artists including a few whom we know such

as Linda Givon of South Africa and Yacouha Konate of Cote

d'lvoire who visited southern Africa late in 1997 on an unannounced

whistle-stop visit to identify artists who might be of interest to the

panel. In such a task there must be the original preferred emphasis

— I think it was to find the most avant garde and politically

expressive— and inevitably there must be oversights and

shortcomings, debatable choices and decisions. There is. in such an

undertaking, a certain element of luck as to who is represented and

who is not and Zimbabwe's Tapfuma Gutsa. Gerry Dixt)n and Berry

Bickle would have fitted within this selection.

The exhibition was mounted in a rectangular space and was bu.sy —
simply too many works for the space— and the presentation was

questionable, with more contrast than harmony. The many

photographs could, one thought, have been exhibited more

appropriately in a .space on the ground floor which had been utilised

for photographs of numerous portraits of Senegalese artists, perhaps

a sop to hurt feelings, and given more space upstairs for the larger

works to breath. The two works by Luis Meque, Woiiiini at the Bar

and Composer, had not found space by the opening day and came out

a day or two later to be shown in an improvi.sed position on the floor

propped against the wall and shrouded in black cloth.

Prominence was given to the

present it as a modern one that satisfies present taste, and the more

one thought and looked in Dakar the more this tendency became

apparent. The questions then become: Is it borrowing, copying,

recycling, reinventing or reinterpreting.' Does it succeed and who

does it best? This is tempered with the thought that all art is

derivative of something and most arti.sts work in this manner. Given

this criteria, however. Viye Diba succeeds .so far as he goes in

making art that is visually satisfying, the means accomplished and

professional, but more allied to the decorative than to the powertul

and expressive.

Nearby on the same wall were two works by Tiebena Dagnogo of

Cote dTvoire who uses the same form — the door— in his Porte

Celeste and Mos.si Kro. both of which are painted wood, the latter

being the best for its crudity, its human element and colour, and was

for me. one of the most arresting works on the exhibition. Different

versions of the same theme could be found in his work on the Cote

dTvoire Exhibition as part of the Biennale's fringe and in which he

made more pronounced references to his culture by the inclusion of

small wooden figures within his works Esprite Protecieur and

Fecondile. Similarly in Veilleio: the work of Lydie Ettiene on the

same fringe exhibition, there was a figure with upraised arms

reminiscent of figures that can be seen in

the Portes d"un
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work of Viye Diba. one of ^
Senegal's most celebrated and

successful artists, who won the First Prize

for six or seven works in the series Materials,

Rhylhms and Compositions. Essentially Diba

works with wood, covering it with linen, tying and

joining sections and painting them in dull pink

atlohc colour which gives the impression and

feeling of the flatness and aridity of the hinterland, and by fashioning

linen sachets filled with clay or cloth which are tied to the sections to

create relief. Inevitably the form is reminiscent of the door, perhaps

of the Dogon door They may indirectly, if it is the land they

inherently refer to, relate to poverty in their aridness, hui this is

rather searching for meaning than finding it.

The thought occurred of the quest of any artist to find subject and

form and himself in his i)wn expression, and in this instance, of the

West African contemporary artist against the rich background of the

West African past — the wood carving, masks and statuary, the

bronze casting and silver work, the ceramic and the textile. Here lies

the difficulty of African contemporary art: to find original and new

form and to produce art that excels the old forms and convinces a

discriminating and biased international art market that is sold on the

old Africa and is reluctant to look at and accept modern Africa. One

solution is to recycle, to reinvent the past, to update the old form and

Works by Viye Diba

Obi (Sanctuaire) of the Alusi of the Region of Onitsha of Southern

Nigeria. The door was again apparent in the work of Jean Marie

Bruce, a Senegalese artist participating in a workshop organised by

Huit Faces under the leadership of Amadou Kane S\ (Kan-Si) at

Jaol. a hundred and more kilometres to the south of Dakar, and

which was allied or in part connected with the London-based

Triangle Workshop concept — Robert Loder has been there —
which was taking place concurrently although divorced from the

Biennale.

I looked hard and long at Question d'Identite by Dominique /inkpc

from Benin which was one of the largest works (310 x ^bO x 60 cm)

on show and comprised an installation of sculptures against a red

and ochre painted can\as. Certainl\. /.inkpc understands the

predicament of the contemporary West .Alrican artist and he

contronis it recklessly head on. He daubs his 20 or .^0 crudel\ made

wooden figures in paint and icsins and glues and vi.iiids ihciii in Iront
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of his painted backdrop and ensures that one brol^en figure is placed

on the floor in the foreground as the frontispiece. If he is simply

working after and emulating or trying to recycle or change the face

of the old African art in this very congested work with his use of

modem media combined with garishness in his colour and the slap-

dash application of paint, then surely he fails in the almost

impossible task of reproducing the craftsmanship, the patina, the

splendour of the old. And here I am reminded of the wall of a

property in close proximity to the National Gallery in the centre of

the city which by chance of the hand of a dealer in artefacts is an

'installation' of masks, carvings and statuary from the region. This

comprises an amazing array that so confuses the eye that it is

impossible to behold an individual piece without masking off the

superfluous. On face value, of these two installations. I opted for the

latter. But if Zinkpe is making a statement about his frustration with

the old and its commercialisation in a curio industry, which I think

he is doing, then he succeeds in making a powerful statement and

creating an aversion to the old forms and the desire to see the new.

But where is the new? Perhaps Zinkpe can answer this in his new

work.

Also reinventing the old was Ousmane Ndiaye Dago, a Senegalese

graphic artist and photographer, whose photographs of nude or

nearly naked female bodies plastered with yellow and red ochre clay

were represented on the major exhibition. In the fringe exhibition at

the Maison de la Culture another of his photographs, depicting

simply and in detail the textures and the colour of the clay on the

thigh of one of his subjects, was abstract and arresting. There is. of

course, nothing new in face and body painting but nonetheless it can

be highly effective in present time as we were to witness later that

week at the opening of the other major exhibition of the Biennale.

the Exhibitions Personnelles (Solo Exhibitions) at the National

Gallery where four artists— Willie Bester. Carrie Mae Weems.

Antonio Ole, Ahmed Hajeri— were shown. Two strikingly body-

painted women paraded the street and the vemissage amid the stares,

the jostling of the journalists and the flash of cameras and rather

stole the opening night. It was said that an artist had orchestrated

this in protest of the Biennale. The photographs of Ousmane Dago

paled a little in deference to the real thing.

The work of Serigne Mbaye Camara. a Senegalese sculptor, held my
attention. He works with wooden slats and poles and metal to create

figures and fences or partitions which give form and the feeling of

(left) Dominique Zinlcpe, Question d'Identite,

1997, 310 X 360 x 60cm, installation

(right) Wall of artefacts, Senegal

(below) Serigne Mbaye Camara, Reverie I,

1997, 190 X 190 X 8.5cm, mixed media
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the raspiness and coarseness of the sisal or raffia costumes of old. A
visit to his personal exhibition in a private gallery on the fringe

tended to reinforce my opinion that the old was being reinvented

because there was a work depicting a canoe with people standing in

it— Derive I — that projected the shape, form, rhythm and feeling

of the old irrespective that it had been created from present day

found objects of wood and metal w hich had not been carved or much

worked. 1 thought Camara succeeded in this and in another work

entitled Le Pom in his reinventing of old fonns.

Another major exhibit was the African Design Exhibition in the

Vema Space near the embarkation quay for Goree which 1 found

very exciting and which attracted an enormous and colourful crowd

on its opening night. The upgraded and painted warehouse space

was bedecked with textiles, both wall and free hanging, and the tloor

was divided into areas to show furniture. This venture is only two or

three years old but one felt the creativity that it is engendering. Here

again the recycling of old forms into reinvented modem forms was

succeeding. The works of Babacar Sedikh Traore (Senegal) with his

chairs, that of Kossi Assou (Togo) with wooden bed and reclining

benches with chevron designs. Issa Diabate (Cote d'lvoire) with his

very simple, very modem metal Chaise imp longue and his

Prototype II with cement base and pick handle, D. Diwouta Kotto's

(Cameroon) stool, reminiscent of a Cameroon Chief's .stool, Diallo

Cheick (Mali) who lives in France, and Kewel Sawalo Cisse

(Senegal) whose Antiloppe reinterpreted the Ashanti forms, were all

.splendid— professional, modem, often incorporatmg other

materials such as steel, plumbing pipes or painted surfaces. This

was a good exhibition well presented and congratulations go to the

directors, Nicholas Caisse and others, for their vision, energy and

innovation.

Godfried Donkor, From Slave to Champ,

5 1996, 55 X 38cm, mixed media

Serigne Mbaye Camara, Derive /(detail)

Slavery was a predominant theme. Lookmg at the three prominently

hung works — From Slave to Champ— by Godfried Donkor of

Ghana who received the Second Prize, my first inclination was to

protest to myself: "We've seen this before" which reaction, to be

honest, includes the instinctively protective, self-defensive attitude

of the white westemer to this sensitive subject in an effort to bury it.

But in a way we had seen it somewhere before down the time track,

perhaps in old encyclopaedias or history books or boxing manuals

because the works incorporate reproductions of old illustrations and

plans of slave boats, or even on the television because in another

work in the series depicted in the catalogue, there is the modem-day

heavy weight champion whose antecedents the artist feels clearly fit

the image. The subject of slavery remains extremely poignant,

painful, even more hurtful than colonialism and clearly, if ever

forgiven will never be forgotten. In West Africa and down the coa.st

to Angola and indeed along the East Coast to Mozambique, the

reminders are real and visible. At Dakar it is the Isle de Goree. The

real test of the imagination is in the numbers: the estimates are

anything between 10 - 100 million people enslaved and sold into

bondage in an enforced diaspora that benefited the development and

economic power of the Arab world, the Americas and Europe as late

as the 19th century. Whatever the reasons, whoever was involved of

whatever nationality in whatever way, it was wholly abhorrent. And
we can never remove this atrocity from our consciousness. I leamt

that there is an ongoing project initiated by the Senegalese

Government which has involved an intemational competition, won

by an Italian architect, for the Memorial de Goree to be erected on

the most westem point where the cliff meets the Atlantic Ocean at

Dakar. Koyo Kouoh, a Cameroonian resident of Dakar, together

with the artist. Antonio Ole. talked about these issues. Koyo was to

question. "Why cannot Africa find its own to undertake this work?"

An African's passionate belief in and plea for Africa. "Why does

Africa give over the buildmg of its memorials to foreigners?" she

asked. Why indeed? Why was the Zimbabwean Heroes Acre built

by the Koreans instead of African constructors and sculptors? Is it a

misperception of the expertise in Africa or is it politics and money?

Does it depend on who initiates and who pros ides the money?

It was not surprising that no fewer than four artists, including

Godfried Donkor. encompassed the subject of slavery and the

enforced diaspora. Canie Mac Weems. an African American who

lives in Oregon USA. one of two oulside-of-Africa artists

represented and whose work has developed through her seaich for

her own roots inevitably involving slavery and the diaspora, showed

Riliiiil it Rcvohition. This was an installation comprising walk-

through hangings of very fine almosl iiansparenl niatenal on w hich

she had reproduced photographic images of ancient columns,

fortifications and the sea together w ith the figure of a woman

(herself perhaps) draped in white, which automatically, so close in

proximity to the Isle de Goree. gave rise to thoughts and feelings

about slavery. It is a tender and touching work: the cloths moved as



one's own movement displaced air and was evocative of sad places

around the coasts of Africa and the islands of the Caribbean and

questioned how one people could cast other peoples into bondage.

Kcho, a Cuban, took up the theme by designing an installation

comprising five boats representing five continents involved in

slavery. With the help of a local Senegalese welder who built them

in sheet metal and Antonio Ole who supervised their positioning on

the shore of the Isle de Goree in accordance with the artist's wishes,

the boats were symbolically burned at night as the Biennale crowd

from Dakar arrived by ferry. The craft had been partially filled with

water which, when boiling, steamed from the log fires beneath the

keels and simulated smoke. The thought, the concept, the passion

and the sentiment were all good. I could not help wonder, however,

if this would have worked better if the boats had been built in a

combustible material and had looked less like the pleasure tubs that

one finds on an English canal on a Sunday afternoon. More so that

they had been moored at sea and burnt with some pyrotechnics

thrown in and actually sunk. The artist should have been there to

effect the installation and to benefit from the continuing flow of

ideas which the actual site and the work in silii would have

stimulated.

Antonio Ole from Angola showed Margem da Zona Limite (The

Edge of the Limited Zone), a continuously reinvented installation

here consisting of some 30 to 40 found objects— most of them

appealing in their colour and form— mounted with a good sense of

composition on a wall measuring some 20 metres long with balance

and hamiony between the differing objects. These comprised sea

and sun bleached wood— some of it flotsam— and metal most of

which probably had been manufactured in industrialised Europe

many years ago and which had pleasing forms, suggesting

associations and some, no doubt, which the artist had worked a httle

to join or manipulate to his intent. In addition, there were old, folded

and tied newspapers in Portuguese dating from the early 60s and

framed black-and-white and sepia postcards from the turn of the

century depicting mail and cargo boats being loaded or unloaded by

lines of black stevedores. On the floor and in front of the work was

a sweeping curved line of enamel bowls filled with sand on which

the spiral had been traced with a finger.

What is Ole saying? Trade routes ... yes, of course, by the use of the

old postcards which in their day had fired curiosity and wanderlust,

or were objects of nostalgia of faraway places for the colonialists

they were designed for and who bought them. This was the type of

image or engraved illustration in the then old encyclopaedias which

fired my imagination as a young boy, along with those of the Zulu

Wars, Cetswayo and Dhliwayo, the Boer War and everything else

that incurred the desire to travel to new continents. And the mail

steamer from Southampton to Cape Town, calling at Atlantic ports,

was still the means of travel for my first two journeys to Africa en

route to the then Southern Rhodesia. But Ole is not using the

postcards, together with the other facets of his old port junk,

paraphernalia and memorabilia, to titillate my memory of a

wonderful adventure for an eighteen-year-old Englishman setting

sail in 1959. Ole uses them as a reminder of colonialism and what

that meant to him as a young boy growing up in Angola and to

communicate some of the realities of his experience. For him and

for all others who suffered colonisation they are the antithesis of

objects of nostalgia. Every piece tells a story — of the sea and ships,

religious confrontations in African masks and fetishes and the cross,

captivity and slavery (a painted face behind a metal grill), and in the

empty or holed or sand-filled bowls, hunger and poverty. The

newspapers indicate colonialism, the politics and economics and the

end of an epoch. But what does Ole mean by the Edge of the

Limited Zone? The edge of the ocean, at the port of Luanda which

is his home, is, I think, the Edge. And the Limited Zone is, I think,

the hinterland, hence the masks and fetishes of the people still torn

apart for 30 years and more by the anti-colonial war and followed by

a civil war and a fragile peace, and the tenuousness of an existence

Antonio Ole, Margem de Zona Limite

(detail), 1998, installation

on the constant brink of continuing war. There are many references,

influences, associations and nuances in this work which passes

messages subtlely and without offence. Ole is gentle and does not

use the lash. What of the metal, probably manufactured in Europe,

which becomes an African mask? Is this a thought-through and

intended integration, or by the deliberate act of transformation, does

he intend the contra: that one equals one and reverses out the other. I

do not know the answer to this but Ole is African, of African and

Portuguese parentage, and in this there is an inevitable sharing of

backgrounds and cultures. Today. Ole and I could still be worlds

apart because of our diverse experiences during the colonial era but

by miracles of time and circumstance we are friends. This speaks of

enormous change, tolerance and understanding in the last 20 years

and gives me hope.

By contrast, sharing the same space, were the block-busters of Willie

Bester. He was one of the South African contingent who are

involved in the other theme that emerged from the Biennale — that

of anti-apartheid and social injustice. He appears to be a strong

character and personality. He is making powerful protest statements

about the apartheid attitudes that continue to exist and manifest in

the present-day free South Africa. As example and justification he

talked about a recent callous murder in which a tiny black child was

shot dead while being carried on the back of its mother who was

running away from a white assailant — one of some 20,000 murders

a year in that country: white on black, black on white, white on

white, black on black. Accordingly, his expression is harsh and

direct. He intends to shock. His works The Edge ofAwareness and

Scares Resources are busy, filled to the utmost by painted areas and

metal pipes and gadgets— he is a superb engineer and technician.

The Edge ofAwareness, attributed to the apartheid dirty-tricks

department, is infused with a time bomb. The message is pole axed

in the consciousness like an oft repeated slogan. Bludgeoned, my
reaction was to resist, to reject, to turn away. Why? The message is

unmistakable, understandable and without doubt valid. But for me it

lacks subtleties, is horrible and sad without an iota of hope. Is

everything cast in such shadow, brutality and violence? Presumably

so and this is what Bester intends and his work is effective to this

end. However, I worried about his lack of draughtsmanship and his

restricted use of paint in the pictorial areas within his work.



(above) Jane Alexander installation including Harvester

(below) Jane Alexander, The Harbinger,

1997-98, 52x52 X 28cm
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Jane Alexander showed, amongst others, a work entitled Vie

Harbinger, a cat-hke creature which was fearful to behold, the

herald of bad tidings. Similarly her Han'ester, a man with a tail,

holding a whip, and which gives the impression of a collector of

souls, made another powerful statement about South Africa which

had presence— a cold and uncomfortable one.

I took more hope from Freddy Ramabulana's Woman with Baby.

This was a sculpture in white wood which presumably depicts a

white woman — her colour is white, her features appear Caucasian

and she carries a white child. She is elderly, wears spectacles, has

irregular teeth and appears bad tempered and taciturn. The essence

of the work, however, is that she carries her child on her back, albeit

awkwardly, in the African traditional manner. This speaks of

change; of a gradual dissolution of western cultural values to absorb

African custom however crossly and recalcitrantly it is undertaken.

I was disappointed to see so little good painting 'as painting' on the

major exhibitions. The selectors thrust was more to the installation

in which they feel West Africa and South Africa lead. I did not

attend all venues and shows on the fringe which was extensive but I

remarked and noted a few paintings: I liked Untitled by Amal

Kharrat, an Armenian Belgian living at Saint Louis in Senegal, who

reinterpreted the colour and design and feeling of the rough cloth of

Burkino Faso; one of Jonas Anoma"s entitled La Pendaison in which

there were some interesting mythical animal-like figures running

amuck; and from Cameroon, Claudie Poinsards Ombre Portee with

its predominantly red with yellow ochre which recalled the desert

and distant horizon.

So what fate contemporary art in Africa? There was international

interest in the Biennale comprising publishers, gallerists and

curators, producers and promoters along with artists but probably

this representation was less than it should or could have been. One

gleaned the impression that there is still reserve in Europe about



contemporary art in Africa but it is clear that Paris takes a strong

interest in the Francophone countries, much more so it would appear

than London does in the Anglophone south. The Biennale catalogue

had been produced and printed in Paris, for example. Daniel B, a

gallerist from France who was looking at art in Africa for the first

time, talked about the present art crisis in Europe — people are not

buying and investing as they were a decade ago — and he held hope

for contemporary African art given some years and was himself

contemplating an involvement in anticipation of future interest and

growth. He was in every way optimistic.

It became evident through conversations with curators — one of

whom was Sybil Vogel from Berlin who worked with the first

Johannesburg Biennale — that they will travel to the ends of the

earth to search for something new to present to the art followers of

Europe. The accent appears to be on the different and one wonders

about the quality. Bernard Fibischer from Bern, who was another

first-time visitor to Africa and curating a show entitled South Meets

West in conjunction with Niggy Popp of Zawawu, was thoughtful.

He asked "Why is there so much look alike in African art? Where is

the individuality?" While I did not debate the issue at length, I

endeavoured to explain to him that the old art of Africa was

anonymous and works categorised by clan and tribe and area.

Further that the lack of individuality may come about because of the

inherent tolerance and respect shown for the elders which diminishes

the voice of the individual. And then there is the unashamed

copying and borrowing of a good idea, a good form, which is

successful in the market place. Examples of the respect, indeed fear

of the elders were to be found in Dakar— "I will help you make the

contact but you must select which works to photograph and take the

photographs, you write the article and then I will not be the subject

of any antagonism or criticism" was an attitude more careful than

modest.

If Dak" Art 1998 is a beacon then Africa in its contemporary art has

not yet thrown off the effect of its colonial shackles. Rather, it

continues to look back and to depict and despise colonialism and

apartheid and while this is valid it is, nonetheless, easy to criticise

because it is "not of our making' and is directed at the "other". Africa

needs to look at itself in the present day. The South Africans are

being outspoken but in one direction only. There is much social

commentary which has an indirect political edge which needs honing

and perhaps therein lies the way forward to the new subject or

content and thus the different. We who live in Africa know the

authoritarian sensitivities to any form of criticism and the

con.sequent dangers but if these are challenged it might lead

ultimately to more democratic ways and a more unfettered freedom

of expression. It needs strong individuals to chance and undertake

this. Tapfuma Gutsa, with his Genesis which tells of death in Africa,

encompassed much, addressing it as he did to the whole of Africa

past, present and future rather than to specifics or apportioning

blame. Helen Lieros. another Zimbabwean, in her Mother Africa

and Apocalypse Africa series, speaks with a similar voice of the now.

There was one work that I noted on the Biennale which took up a

painful contemporary African issue, that of Edith Taho of Cote

d'lvoire who in her photograph Le cote nefaste de la guerre au

Liberia depicted a mass grave with the words: "'Innocent victims of

the Liberian Civil War 1990 killed because of the tribe they belonged

to." In all probability however, while she may have captured the

picture in Liberia, it is, I think, unlikely she is living there.

On the last evening of my sojourn in Dakar 1 dined with Koyo at an

Armenian restaurant which was wonderfully refined and tasteful. I

served her the couscous and meat dish in a silent and humble act of

respect, admiration and indeed contrition for the injustices, the

impatience and the arrogance of my ways and those of my people

down the years. It was evident she remarked the gesture and

accepted it for she then took the spoons and served me. At that

moment, for me. she personified not only the people of Dakar but all

the African people in all their suffering, diversity and beauty. Dakar

Freddy Rambulana, Woman with Baby

and its Biennale, its art and its people, had brought me to greater and

more profound understanding of Africa and the movements of the

human spirit in which we can all share in truth and love.

Acknowledgements: 1 am immensely grateful to Remi Sagna and

Mouhamadou Seydi and indeed the Ministry of Culture of Senegal

for the opportunity to attend the Biennale and for their welcome and

hospitality, and congratulate them and their .staff for their work in

instigating and organising Dak' Art for their country and for Africa.

It was a wonderful expression of Africa for Africa in Africa. May
they continue their excellent work to make the Biennale grow in

prominence and success.





Gillian Wright discusses recent paintings by Hilary Kashiri on
show in a solo exhibition at Gallery Delta in September 1998

(top) Kashiri's space at Fordsburg Studios

(above) Hilary Kashiri, Serge (detail), 1997,

120 X 100cm, mixed media
(opposite) Hilary Kashiri, Backyard, 1998,

85 X 46cm, oil on canvas

inte

exterior

landscapes
A three-month residency awarded by the Aitists" Council of South

Africa at the Fordsburg Studios in the Kunana area of Newtown

Johannesburg in 1997 provided Hilary Kashiri with an otherwise

unattainable period of concentration and opportunity to experiment

which is reflected in the work on show. That experience and others

in subsequent months have influenced his thinking, subject matter

and methods.

Around the Fordsburg Studios was a vast squatter camp which was

burned and razed by the authorities during Kashiri's time there

which he used to record his reactions to that experience. Until then

he seldom included figures in his compositions but the impact of this

destruction on the Kunana community necessitated the inclusion of

the protagonists and victims, and this initiated further use of figures

in subsequent work. The fact of personal responsibility in the

burning prompted large satincal images of the Sergeant-in-Charge.

This "underclass cleansing' which continues the methods of

Apartheid social control by a faceless inhuman authority Kashiri

renders personal in the gross non-human pile of a body in his two

paintings of 'Serge', whose form resembles a crumbling warhead

more than a person. "SERGE' painted across the canvas suggests a

Russian name, recalling Stalinist military methods, while alluding to

the common fabric of uniforms. Serge's clumsy cartoon-style hand

n



Hilary Kashiri, Hot Day, 1997, 77 x 57cm,

mixed media

bears a rudimentar> gun. The arrows of his stripes mount towards

his tiny maggot-like head. Further arrow insignia designate the

shoulder of a second officer whose head is blotted out by smoke.

His reason is obscured, while Serge's non-head implies the absence

of the organ of thought. Their dark foreboding shapes are ridiculed

with sardonic delight by the artist's quick calligraphic lines which

simultaneously articulate rank and personal information. The bright

lines are gleeful, especially m giving the subject a baleful fish eye in

his middle: he sees with his belly. Thus the artist both represents and

derides unthinking authoritarian cruelty, upholding the responsibility

of the artist to observe and record.

Serge's body bears a small window to allow us to see inside him a

little place of light and sensitivity, and feel the pathos of the person-

become-instument of violence. This device breaks through the

illusion of thick materiality, suggesting an artist's painting,

interiority. and reflection. It is employed in several other paintings

in the exhibition. Wiiitiiif; is of figures round a bar-counter looking

e-xpectantly towards the light from a curtained doorway: high on the

walls, pictures— or are they windows — seem to open out onto

vistas of light places. In Hoi Day the figures, melting into shadows,

look towards the viewer with light behind them. In these

particularly, one seems to be seeing through retlected light into

places whose solidity is denied. The drinkers ga/e towards light

from inside the picture in one, and in the other out towards the

viewer. This direction of focus is towards interiority within the

artist's vision and that of the viewer The environment depicted is

city bars or "shebeens' and recalls Kashiri's drinking expeditions in

the company of other artists in Johannesburg. The rich colours,

shadows and the shine of reflected light suggest the sharing and

altered awareness among companions. These paintings may refer to

his close friendship with Luis Meque. who died shortly after Kashiri

1 2 returned from Johannesburg — the aflernoons and e\enings they

spent together and remembered emotions. But the vision is

reflective. Kashiri is the ob.server In this he differs from Meque

whose response was sombre and more physically immediate.

Kashiri says: "Luis was happy hut fatalistic. I am happ\ in a

different way. I urn an opiiinisl."

This optimism is present in his singing colours and frequent

symbolic use of light, which he uses as an image for the search for

truth and as an aesthetic device in complex ways. He says. "We are

searcliini;. One tries to find fulfillinent. To find oneself. Yourself is

all you 've got." He sees this search as a spiritual quest which finds a

parallel in the way that his subjects reveal themselves gradually

through a multi-layered multi-faceted technique that allows diverse

feelings and thoughts to inhabit one space. This approach suggests

the various aspects of memory and is at times used to render

remembered presences — images which embody ideas of loved ones

now dead, those lost to disease, war, the struggle to survive. In the

last year the artist has lost close relatives as well as three artist

friends — Luis Meque. Ishmael Wilfred and Fasoni Sibanda— of

his age and with whom he studied and participated in Delta's various

New Directions and Crossroads exhibitions between 1994-98.

In Offerings, tissued figures, evocative of the dead, float over other

layers behind which, in a depth which seems limitless, is a sky

compo.sed of bands of transparent colour Between the figures and

the sky hover calligraphic marks which we might interpret as the

marks which people, and artists especially, leave on their

communities. These traces are recorded on an invisible veil in front

of the coloured radiance beyond, which we may see as an image of

Heaven— one more accessible to us than the idea of the Celestial

City, for example. Spirit images also appear in Ascension where

unexpectedly the upper part of the picture (conventionally the sky/

heaven) is a bloody darkened red. while the lower part is a lovely

blue. The figures are awkward, disorientated. Doubt and possibly

despair, reversals and incoherence assert themselves. The two

paintings, in subject and method .so similar, together give us an

insight into the artist's conflicting responses to bereavement. In

Differences, the collaged tissue paper is used to create bone-like

surfaces which catch a ghastly light and articulate waning abstract

forms which can be perceived as human — or as human energies —
because of the colours of the wounded or decaying, and the

compositional dynamics which we instinctively recognise as human.

Broken Mirror I S: 11 combine the physical and mental aspects of

reflection and introspection. The reflected faces are self-doubting,

disillusioned, aggressive. In these paintings the thinness of the paint

pemiits no revelling in surface loveliness. The illusion of light in

mirrored faces is created by the collaged tissue which here cracks the

suiface. indicating psychological brokeness. Is the artist the mirror

or the reflection or both, and does he speak of li\ ing with the pain of

self-awareness?

Reflections in windows into figures and rooms, and on \\ aler in

landscapes such as River Between, are received as intimations of

beauty, lightness, but also as symptoms of unease for they conceal

while they reveal. Light held in the screen of particles of smoke in

The Fire This Time creates an ironically attractive veil through which

embers of burning homes glow. A trick of light is used seductively

in Kiinima Burning where a mirage of city buildings float be>ond,

made pastel and bright b\ the burning's haze, a paradise of

unattainable shelter Bui his pleasure in light and colour does not

only depend upon ironic or symbolic u.se.

Kashiri searches for light and beauty in diverse subjects and in his

conlident experimcntalion. Prior to his residency in Johannesburg,

he was predominaiuly a landscape painter and this interest is

sustained. He olten invests landforms with a human identity, not a

stable one but one that shifts back into dwellings, buildings or rocks

as soon as we think we ha\e recognised a human form. In this

metastatic relationship between difleieiu entities is a comment on



Hilary Kashiri, Ascension, 1998, 80 x 110cm,
mixed media

our self-deceiving wish for fixity, security within boundaries of

signification. But this constant movement and changing perception

is also a realisation of freedom.

Hilary Kashiri, River Between, 1998, 102 x 77cm,
acrylic/mixed media/paper

In his painting Discussion the major image is a synthesis of

opposites composed of two rocks/heads rising out of a single image

which is at once a mountain and a house. That the personages are

rocks intimates that they are eternally opposed but also forever

together, parts of the same entity, bound as much by mutual

animosity as by attraction. The looking across the picture by each

face focuses the significant energy in the space between them which

is occupied by a floating abstract and symbolically void object. Its

presence reinforces the surrounding emptiness. The hill or house of

unity is densely worked with imagery of roofs and windows. Its

stained glass windows suggest the body as a temple and varied

graphic markings lend it depth and visual stimulus in the top layer of

paint. The opposition between sky/space and object/body is taut,

dramatic. The mauve of the sky is redolent of late afternoons in the

rainy season when life is renewed — the discussion takes place in a

positive, tender but empty environment. This painting is a

development of Two Heads, a work from earlier in the year, and

gives the subject deeper complexity. Another experiment with

similar images is Night, where light from a house glows out into

rain-washed darkness.

The common rock formations in Zimbabwe lend themselves to

anthropomorphism and to legends which are part of local culture,

and Kashiri's intention is to speak in paint of a unity, an

interdependence between humankind and the land. This insistence is

apposite now as our environment rapidly succumbs to onslaughts of

"durawalled' urbanisation and deforestation. In the painting Bam a

balancing boulder is also a sentinel on the horizon staring towards

the unseen. The treatment of the land, scumbled with dusty-looking 13



(top) Hilary Kashiri, Barn, 1998, 75 x 100cm,

mixed media
Hilary Kashiri, Discussion, 1998, 70 x 100cm,

]4 mixed media

russety paint, tells of his love for it. The colours of the drj' grass, hot

skies and rich soils are intensified by nostalgia for childhood

holidays with relatives in the Ruwa-Bromley area. But there is that

ironic edge: the colour is golden like the good old days but burning

with savage heat and tense with the diagonals that slash the

landforms. In the ambitious cityscape. The Bridge, exhibited earlier

in the year, buildings coalesce into human forms, as they do in On-

Sentinels, while line, form and contrasting areas of colour jostle with

the excitement of city life. However the lyric painting. Wind, show s

most clearly the artist's love of landscape for its own sake. It is

rendered with the minimum of strokes and is a transparent

translation of elation at a scene of natural beauty. We see in arrested

movement the sweep of wind across sky and water, over dry grass

and stumps, recreating hushed but intense au;u"eness. It is a relea.se

from the discipline of making complex thought and landscape yield a

unity.

This discipline is evident in The Full and Tdlking Drum where

Kashiri's thinking on political and economic issues are worked into

two. formally organised, large paintings which retain elements of

landscape. In the latter the imbalance between information from the

media and traditional wisdom in our fragile environment is the

theme. The sky's vast and intense blue and the earth's rich orange

elicits a strong emotional response m spile of the rigid compiisition.

In these paintings and Lti.^l Days, the third in the series which is at

the National Gallery's Heritage Exhibition, the stongly geometric

composition is suited to the seriousness of the subject matter.

Ornamentation is less Ia\ ish and replaced by a rough texture which

projects the colour out from the surface.



This exhibition shows the work of an artist who moves easily

between symbolic or representational images and more ambiguous

abstract ones, imbuing them with various moods and ideas. I think

his virtual equation of the accessible and the inaccessible presents us

with an apt and honest rendering of contemporary experience where

the search for meaning that drives all of us takes place in a matrix of

conflicting and fragmented realities. His use of both representation

and abstraction in combination gives form to this tension between

opposites. incorporating the physical as well as those non-physical

aspects which defy rational interpretation. But his exploration in

paint allows beauty to emerge from his experience, even of what is

sometimes hideous, alienating, cruel. Rabindranath Tagore's

definition of beauty as "the sensible image of ihe infinite" might

elucidate Kashiri's intention and our reponse to his work.

In thinking of Kashiri's intention and achievement I am also

reminded of the hero. Athos. in Anne Michaels' recent novel on the

Holocaust. Fugitive Pieces, who said. "Look carefully: record what

you see. Find a way to make beauty necessaiy: find a way to make

necessity beautifid."

(top) Hilary Kashiri, Wind, 1998,

30 X 40cm, mixed media
(right) Hilary Kashiri, Talking Drum, 1998,

153 X 115cm, mixed media

All photo credits Hilary Kashiri 15



A Changed World'

Margaret Garlake

considers issues raised by

the exhibition of British

sculpture at the

National Gallery in

Bulawayo

i

Anthony Gormley, Out of This World,

1983-84, 130 X 120 X 90cm,

lead, fibreglass, clay

<



To see this exhibition in Bulawayo, as a

visitor to Zimbabwe, was a strangely

dislocating experience. Much of the work

was familiar, though from a very different

context and from very different kinds of

exhibitions. Since British Council shows are

designed for export we rarely see them in

Britain and I was reminded of how carefully

tailored each one is to its recipients,

especially to artists who may have little

opportunity to travel. How, I wondered,

might this exhibition impinge on sculptural

practice? What does it say about the way in

which sculpture is understood today?

Indeed, does this word, sculpture, still

adequately describe a category of practice?

'A Changed World' is a survey exhibition of

British sculpture from the mid-1960s to the

1990s. It begins shortly after the point at

which the artists known as the New
Generation, who included Anthony Caro and

Philip King, began to work in coloured

welded metal and fibreglass. The history of

this moment is extremely complex though it

was brought about by a conjunction of

bursaries, reforms to art education and a

great creative curator, no less than the artists.

The significant break, which jettisoned two

thousand years of European sculptural

tradition, was the abandonment of Henry

Moore's model of nature and organicism,

expressed through the female body as the

most potent sculptural metaphor. "A

Changed World' ends with the most famous

representative of the Britpack, who is

situated as the latest in a lineage of artists

whose enterprise has been to interrogate the

nature of sculpture since the Second World

War.

So we may see 'A Changed World' as

presenting a model of radicalism, the

purpose of which is to raise rather than to

answer questions. Its apparent lack of a

unifying theme— like 'Landscape' or

'Women at Work' or 'The World in Stone'

(top left) David Mach, Golden Oldie,

1992, 108.6 X 109.8 x 96cm, mixed

media

(top right) Edward Allington, First

Snail/From the Thousand Eared

Night, 1983, 40 x 25 x 60cm, plaster,

polystyrene with plastic insects

(below) Hadrian Pigott, Cadillac

(Pink), 1996, 89 x 82 x 60cm,

upholstered fibreglass case, with

ceramic washbasin, copper piping

and soap

— is

denied

both by this purpose

and by its title which suggests

not only a recent history of change but the

possibility of a radically transformed future.

The exhibition posits sculpture — both the

object and the concept— as a medium

which has expanded far beyond the craft

traditions of carving and modelling to

include the representation in photographs of

specially fabricated three-dimensional

objects (Boyd Webb and Helen Chadwick).

Nevertheless, Anthony Gormley's body

casts, Rachel Whiteread's plaster cast, Door.

and David Nash's Capped Block (The

Emperor of China) demonstrate that

conventional skills are still alive within new

frameworks of critical discourse.

A recent book on European and American

sculpture since 1945 proposes a fundamental

distinction during this period between two

types of sculpture: the monument as a stable

repository of social values and work that is

related to the body as a site of disruption and

instability. It is the latter that predominates

in 'A Changed World' where it is ahgned, as

Greg Hilty's catalogue essay emphasises,

with the notion of theatricality that has been

central to critical analyses of sculpture since

the early 1960s.

In the first instance the "theatricality" of 'A

Changed World' can be understood literally;

it is emblazoned on the cover of the elegant

and informative catalogue in the form of

Edward Allington's First Snail/From the

Thousand Eared Night, a piece that

explicitly rejects old notions of the centrality

of Nature in favour of mass-produced plastic

replicas. Incidentally, a fine sense of theatre

informed the decision to convert the ground-

floor windows of Doushn House into display

areas that relate to the street rather than to
17



the gallery's intenor and thus act as

invitations to the passer-by to participate.

These spaces, occupied by First Snail,

Hadrian Piggott's lewd and funny Cadillac

(Pink) (a wash-basin with additions) and

Barry Flanagan's The Cricketer, a bronze

dancing hare, are clearly arresting and

important in proclaiming the gallery's

presence and status. The exhibition itself is

imbued with a sense of theatre through the

interaction that it demands between the

viewer and the object. Since the human

body is central to so much of the work—
whether as schematic representation

(Paolozzi), literal presence (Gormley,

Davies), allusion (Piggott, TumbuH's Double

Red) or references to physical activity

(Wentworth. Long)— we are engaged as

participants in a process of direct

comparison. This process is fundamentally

different from the way in which we look at

the conventional statue where the emphasis

is on stability rather than the disruption of

preconceptions.

It is not only our understanding of what we
loosely call subject matter that is over-turned

by 'A Changed World'. Kapoor's

profoundly blue Void is a demonstration that

colour may be a material presence and is a

sufficient rationale for a sculptural work. So

central has colour become to sculpture that

its absence is surprising today and may be

recognised as a device to focus attention on

the work's material and its role as a signifier

of nature or industrial process and so on.

David Nash works with wood as Richard

Long works with stone; both make pieces

that arc 'about' nature, landscape and their

own presence in it without representing those

ideas. The minimal transformation of their

materials, without added colour, is essential

to trigger the references on which their work

depends. Colour is of course inherent in

many found objects and matenals with

industrial ongins such as Tony Cragg's

plastic detritus and Richard Deacon's

linoleum. These are as far from traditional

sculptural materials as Kapoor's fibreglass or

Cathy de Monchaux" velvet or Piggott's

'ready-made' wash-basin. There is an

1 o opportunism in the use of the mundane and

^M0r

i

(above) Richard Wentworth,

Travelling without a Map (Passport),

1994, 154 X 100 X 14cm. galvanised

and tinned steel with paper labels

(right) Eduardo Paolozzi, Diana as an
Engine I, 1963-66, 193.7 high, welded
and painted aluminium



discarded which recalls both the twentieth-

century pioneers, especially Picasso and

Marcel Duchamp. inventor of the ready-

made, and the African tradition of bricolage,

in which the ordinary and the overlooked are

transformed. Deacon's work emphasises the

visibility of process and the sheer tackiness

of materials like linoleum in order to suggest

that art emerges as readily from the banal

and everyday as from the precious and the

'beautiful".

What, we may ask. is the particular

relevance of this exhibition to Zimbabwe,

where sculpture has until very recently been

dominated by stone carving with a restricted

thematic repertoire, where linoleum, velvet.

bronze, steel and ready-made objects such as

Hirst's medical waste containers are simply

not available to most artists? We might also

usefully consider the nature of "influence",

that portmanteau term which covers the

multitude of choices open to the artist such

as 'assimilate, align oneself with, copy,

address, paraphrase, absorb, make a

variation on" and so on. Cragg's Canoe,

made largely from found plastic, in other

words rubbish, may easily be imitated, as

may Woodrow"s transformation of sheet

metal ready-mades like the car radiator that

he used for his cut-out piece. L(>nf> Distance

Information. Let's hope then, that artists

will recognise not only the potential of the

discarded found object but. more

importantly, the imaginative space that it

offers for transformation rather than

imitation. 'A Changed World" presents an

extraordinarily wide range of materials,
(above) Anish Kapoor, Void, 1994, 110cm diameter,

fjbreglass, polystyrene, pigment

(below) Richard Long, Spring Circle,

1992, 300cm diameter, Delabole slate



techniques, imagery and sculptural form,

each one of which can and should offer an

insight into (though nol a literal model for)

the nature of an expanded sculptural

practice.

Finally, the fact that this exhibition opened

in Bulawayo rather than Harare highlights a

radical change in the Zimbabwean art world

that is conclusively demonstrated by a visit

to the National Gallery in Bulawayo. This

gallery proclaims itself to the town and

welcomes the visitor (it also has a decent

cafe and a discreet, adequate shop). It hums

with life, not least in the artists' studios that

are available for residencies. Most

importantly, it operates professionally and

ambitiously; with no more than Harare,

Yvonne Vera and her staff have successfully

solicited sponsorship for their diverse

activities. The creative centre of the

National Gallery of Zimbabwe now seems to

be located firmly in Bulawayo; the empty

vessel in Harare would do well to accept the

challenge and .set it.self in order.

Damien Hirst, /'// Love You Forever, 1994, 121.9 x 121.9 x 76.2cm,

steel cage, medical waste containers and padlock

Bill Woodrow, Long Distance Information, 1983, 180 x 104 x 38cm,

metal and mixed media

20
All photographs provided by The British Council



Zimbabwean art student Toni Crabb offers

some thoughts, around a series of photographs

taken as "notes" or ideas, on certain aspects of

line and drawing which fascinate her and which

she has been using to develop a language

Anthills, moths, drawing

Anything that moves leaves behind it a trace

or line which changes in some way the space

through which it passes:

the smoke of a bus the trail of a shooting star

footprints a comb through hair

a bulldozer a spiderweb ...

Some traces are incisive or even aggressive,

some scratchy, some sensuous, some

ephemeral.

Beginnings of an anthill (Irritation)

Line tickles, irritates.

There is an irritating quahty about the

convulsive mo\ ements of insects (a line of

ants, the buzzing of a tly on a window)

which has a capacity to provoke that is far

beyond their size or weight.

The subtle power of drawing is its capacity

to suggest with a bare and delicate minimum

of means.

Other things that cause irritation: dripping

taps, a light left on. stray hairs or nails. Any

form of leaking energy. Thmgs that get lost.

Useless or uneconomical activity such as

dawdhna. Line can be indolent, langorous.

21
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Paths (Constellation)

Repeated contact of our feet with the ground

over time.

Walking is a way of

constellating our personal

space, relating different points

in it to one another, creating

memory.

Paths respect the terrain they cover, are

friendly, a soft incision.

View from an aeroplane (Projection)

A sort of 1 : 1 map. A map is another way of

making sense of space (a labyrinth can be

solved in plan view). Birds" eye views are

intriguing because they allow us an image of

a space whose parts we cannot normally

relate in such a global way.

Also the space of satellites, vigilance,

military strategies.

Above all. the space of distance, separation

from the floor, weightlessness; that of the

overabundance of images that skate over the

surface of reality.

The space of isolation, like a skin

of glass between us and the world."

It is important to find artistic strategies for

dealing with these aspects of reality that,

while taking them into account, do not

duplicate them. I believe that most

contemporary art work.s on the principle that

ills can be cured by imitating them.

22



Moths (Imperfection)

Moths— fluttering around a lightbulb for

instance — suggest a form of touch that is

clumsy and blindly insistent (the bhnd eyes

on their wings). Lack of skill or technical

perfection. Strange passion.

Moths inside a cupboard, eating holes in the

fabric: line, as contour, works to separate.

We can conceive separation as stemming

from human impotence against our

surroundings and the desire to protect

ourselves: textile, screens, the weave of

fences. Perfect technology would allow no

gaps in our defences, eradicating all

reminders of our vulnerability and our

connection to all the things around us. Thus

the slow, hidden work of moths, the holes

they eat, are an antidote to certain

conceptions of culture which divorce it from

its sources. Rivers (Fertility)

The snaking movement of the hne of a

river across the ground. Springs.

Rivers draw the landscape.

Other water-drawings:

rain falling

irrigation canals

the flower or crown drawn by a drop of

water on hitting a surface

the contour of a body drawn by shower

water.

Grass (Heat)

The grass when the sun is going down seems

to trap its heat. Some drawings give off a

feeling of warmth.

Louise Bourgeois:

''The repetitive motion ofa line, to caress an object, the licking of wounds, the

back andforth movement ofa shuttle, the endless repetition of waves, rocking

a person to sleep, cleaning someone you like, an endless gesture of love.
''

Contour as a net of lines surrounding

something with this amount of care. All photo credits Toni Crabb 23



Gallery pays tribute to an innovative

young artist who contributed to the

development of Zimbabwean painting

in the 90s and who sadly died,

only 27 years old, on 15 August 1998

Fasoni Sibanda
Bom 29 September 1971 in Harare, Fasoni

was educated at Zengeza Primary and High

Schools and went on to study painting,

printmaking and textile design at the BAT
Workshop ( 1990-92). It was here that Helen

Lieros noted his potential while invigilating

exams: "There is a remarkable youna

painter in Fasoni Sibanda. He works

beautifully against the light in veiy soft and

subtle colours. I have suggested he comes to

the gallery."

She recalls: " At our initial meeting during

the 1990 A level art examinations. Fasoni

was a quiet young man. shy by nature but

with a big warm smile and swift brush

strokes that captured the mood aiui essence

of his topic. The lines normally used by art

students were eradicated and the brush

markings were confident, structural and

well-composed."

Fasoni first showed at Gallery Delta in the

Young Artists Exhibition in 1992 and

became part of the New Directions group

that included Luis Meque. Keston Beaton,

Richard Witikani. Ishmael Wilfred, George

Churu. Shepherd Mahufe and Hilary

Kashiri. He lived in Chitungwiza. the

sprawling densely populated township area

25 kilometres south of Harare, always

snuggling to make ends meet as his work

was less tavourcd by buyers. He drew his

subject matter troni the life around him, the

people— particularly the women — doing

their daily chores but his sensitive and

nervous disposition shaped an indi\ idualistic

mterpiclation: his figures arc burdened,

sioical. and give off a loneliness. He

depicted the solitary figure, sometimes two

or three, rather than crowds. He liked to

contrast by using areas of dark coloui in the

foicgiound — the side of a buikliiig swathed

in shadow — and then pour in the lighl. with

the lii;hl coimns; towards liim r.illici ih.iii



from behind him. It was this that distinguished his work from the

others in the group.

Fasoni exhibited regularly at Gallery Delta in the New Directions,

Changing Directions and Crossroads e.xhibitions up to Crossroads

And Beyond in 1998 and also annually on the National Gallery's

Heritage exhibitions, winning the 1994 Overall Award of Distinction

in Painting for Zengeza - 4 Markel.

Helen Lieros continues: "Fasoni 's artistic career grew with a subtle

quality and hues of colour emerging which gave at} individual

expression of the African light. The figures, with structural

movement, emerged as dark shapes in a well-composed synthesis of

contre-joun His development was always pre-occupied with this

light, depicting different tensions as if releasing the anxieties that

were suppressed behind his shy character Near the latter part of his

young life, the sharp paint marks eradicated the bright mystical

background andforms emerged in more drcnnatic compositions as if

relating to his fears, illness and death."

We had known Fasoni as a large and chubby young man, quiet but

cheerful, often arriving at Delta in his battered old yellow VW to talk

with the other artists, see what was going on, telling us about a new

venture to raise money such as printing T-shirts, or to appeal for a

loan when all other avenues had failed. There were many pressures,

his wife was ill and in late 1997 a bout of malaria left him thin and

weak. He became a recluse, shunning visits by his friends; he lost the

use of both his legs and in the end had to be carried.

Attending his funeral Derek Huggins saw the self-portrait Fasoni had

done in 1996: "It is a good painting forthright and a remarkable

likeness ofhim in his better days." Portraiture is an undeveloped

genre in Zimbabwe, a surprising fact considering the centrality of

family and importance of status in local culture. This self-portrait

and the development in his work reveal possibilities which Fasoni did

not have time to pursue. His death is a sad loss. Twenty-seven years

is too short. But even in such limited time Fasoni Sibanda was one of

those who has made a difference in Zimbabwe's art and he has left

his mark.

(clockwise from bottom left) Fasoni Sibanda, Zengeza-4
Market, 1994, approx 49 x 70cm, mixed media
Fasoni Sibanda, The Hospital, 1997, approx 75 x 90cm,
mixed media
Fasoni Sibanda, Self-portrait, 1996, 45 x 40cm, mixed media
Fasoni Sibanda, The Farmer, 1995, 21 x 30cm, pen & inks

Gallery Delta opens each year with a

Students and Young Artists Exiiibition

and this year, despite the political and

economic uncertainties. Delta was flooded with

aspiring artists, both those in art training and

the self taught. Their show which runs until 13

Februai^y enables us to see the country's

upcoming potential. Following this George
Churu will have a solo exhibition of pamtmgs

entitled Chum's World: Man, The Land. The

Future. Opening on 9 March will be Works
on Paper including the Print, a group

show of graphics and textures.

An interestmg development in the local arts

scene is ZIVA - tlie Zimbabwe Institute of

VIgital Arts initiated by Saki Mafundikwa.

"ZIVA is a new and different visual arts school

in that we aim to train Zimbabweans in the new

media skills." They offer courses of various

durations and levels in subjects such as

typography, graphic design, web design, video

& film, animation and image making using

powerful Macintosh and PC computers. You

can contact them at 123A Nelson Mandela

Avenue or on e-mail at

<mafundik@africaonline.co.zw>.

The National Gallery in Harare is showing the

unique ceramics and drawings of Eino

Nangaku during February. Opening on 4

February is the British Council's exhibition of

modern British sculpture entitled A Changed
World which includes works by Richard

Long, Anish Kapoor, Damien Hirst, Tony
Cragg, Anthony Caro, Boyd Webb and

others. This is one of the best exhibitions to

have come to Zimbabwe in recent years and is

worth a long look particularly for local

sculptors wanting to find out what the rest of

the world is up to. It runs until 21 March and

will be followed by another .sculpture

exhibition of works by contemporary French

artist. Gilbert Clain.

The National Gallery in Bulawayo will open

the Heritage Exhibition on 26 February.

This runs through March as well as works from

the NGB Permanent Collection in the Small

Galleries. Gail Altman has a solo show in

March. In April there will be an exhibition of

photographs by two talented local artists,

David Brazier and Luis Basto, as well as a

first solo exhibition of wire sculpture by

Samuel Musharu

Both Pierre Gallery and Mutupo: The Totem

Gallery have ongoing displays of work by

various Zimbabwean artists. Sandro's Gallery

is currently being rented out for a variety of

shows - phone for information.

The Zimbabwe Association of Art Critics

has a meeting each last Monday of the month at

the Bookcafe with discussions on various

topics, issues, exhibitions and events.

Everyone is welcome to come along and join

in. Please contact us at Tel: 861195 or e-mail

<bmurray@mango.zw> for information and

details. 25
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Sponsoring art for Zimbabwe

Gallery Delta, the publisher and the editor gratefully acknowledge

the following sponsors who have contributed to the production

of this issue of Ga/Zer/ magazine:
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Letters

Dear Derek andfriends,

I purchased last summer Luis Meque's

Friends - Free At Last. I have now received

by post the September issue of Gallery

magazine which I appreciate a lot. The

painting is savoured and enjoyed everyday

by my wife and myself, and also all my
visitors. It has really been an enormous

success amongst my friends in Spain as

everybody is shocked by the constellation of

emotions it produces. It is really inspiring.

For me. it represents the final harmony of

Meque with the rest of human beings and the

final reach of love, friendship and

tenderness. He embraces love and friends

without restrictions, without fear, without

second thoughts. The painting is full of

energy and passion, but also full of harmony,

a harmony it seems he could only reach at

the end of his life. This is basically what the

painting means to me, badly explained in my
poor English. I also find many other

feelings, emotions and meanings which I

keep for myself as I think I could not explain

in English.

I learn from the magazine that there was an

exhibition of Zimbabwean artists in Holland

in December. 1 would very much appreciate

it if you could inform me by e-mail of any

other event in Europe and of any news on

Meque's legacy. I remain at your disposal

for anything you could require.

Santiago Llee (Spain)

Dear Editor,

Many observers are not critical of the low

level of performance and productivity by our

arts and culture organisations. From my
own observation there are various rea.sons

for this: politics being the first, coalitions,

confiicts and resource allocation. Why?
The reason being that here artists lack a

common vision. Why? Because of

organisational politics. This so-called

organisational politics involves intentional

acts of influence to enhance or protect self

interests of groups. Political manoeuvring is

triggered primarily by uncertainty. We are

made uncertain by five common sources

from within our arts and culture

organisations:

1

.

unclear objectives

2. vague performance measures

3. ill-defined decisions

4. strong individual groups

5. lack of opportunities for interaction across

a number of historic divides.

To all artists and arts workers I would like to

say "Man must evolve for all human conflict

a method which rejects revenge, aggression

and retaliation." The foundation of such a

method is love. Artists in this country are

divided and the division here is a virus. To

cure this virus, "where there is hatred lei us

.u>w love: where there is injury, pardon:

where there is doubt, faith; where there is

despair, hope: where there is darkness, light,

and where there is sadness, joy."

Together as one we can make a difference.

Whether you are blue, red, yellow, black,

pink, white or green. At the end of the day

we are not enemies but we are brothers and

sisters. One thing to remember is that we

are not living in a vacuum and we are

created for togetherness not for alienation,

apartness, enemity or division.

My question to all artists and arts workers

and arts administrators in this country is,

what do we hope for if we keep on working

separately?

We can move forward together sharing one

common vision— mobilising all our

energies, expertise and resources. Working

together— through processes that facilitate

consultation, participation, interaction and

integration at all levels of arts and with all

people — will provide access for all people

to an appropriate form of arts.

Lastly, let me say this to all artists and arts

workers and arts administrators of this

country, if you see gender, race, tribe,

colour, religion you must ask yourself only

one question — Wliy? Let's stop poinUng

fingers at each other and work for a better

tomorrow for our art community.

Raphael Chlkukwa

Dear Editor,

I enjoyed the article by Margaret Garlake on

the recent British sculpture exhibition, A
Changed World, in the no. 18 issue of

Gallery magazine. However, it contained a

puzzling exhortation to local artists to

"recognise not only the potential of the

discardedfound object, hut more

importantly, the imaginative space that it

offers jor transformation rather than

imitation".

Zimbabwe, since the UDI years, and before,

has always had to recycle, as a matter of

necessity, and not as part of a frivolous First-

World experimental process. In 1995 a most

successful exhibition of art and craft, made

from 'discarded found objects' was held at

the National Gallery of Zimbabwe. The

diversity of materials and items used,

gleaned from household waste and city scrap

heaps was astounding in its ingenuity,

humour and artistic integrity. Concurrent

with this exhibition was another similar one,

mounted at the Museum and sponsored by

USIS, with contribufions from the First

World. It was interesting to visit both and

note the infinitely more resourceful use of

waste materials in the Zimbabwean show.

The foreign exhibition, though pleasing, was

less imaginative, more self-conscious, and

u.sed some expensive materials, not all of

which, as I recall, were genuinely recycled.

Perhaps Ms. Garlake missed these

exhibitions and therefore did not realise she

was preaching to the "converters' par

excellence of 'objets retrouves' in Africa!

Annette Eastwood



Thomas Mukarobgwa, Bird Carrying Spirit People,

1978, 70 X 48 X 21cm, brown serpentine

(Photo courtesy of NGZ)

Barbara Murray

^pays tribute to the

inspiring life, creative

imagination and expressive

work of one of Zimbabwe's important artists

Thomas Mukarobgwa

Imagine the life of a child bom in Nyanga in 1924. ninning through

the bush and the fields, splashing in the rivers, watching the Bateleur

eagles soaring above, following after troops of baboons through the

mountains and open grasslands, learning the values and philosophy

of his people through experience, storytelling and music.

Inquisitive, full of mischief, participating happily in the daily life of

the village, Thomas Mu (as we affectionately knew him) must have

been a delightful child. His duties included herding the family's

cattle, often spending days in the bush either in company or alone,

and travelling to neighbouring villages for social events or to sacred

places for religious ceremonies. Growing up within the then little

altered traditional way of life of the Manyika people of the Eastern

Highlands of Zimbabwe, Thomas was deeply imbued with the

spirituality of nature and with a firm belief in man's essential

integration in the natural universe.

His open and adventurous approach to life urged him to explore

further and as a young adult Thomas moved to Harare and found

work in a theatre bar. Various stories of his life from that time

onward are now en.shrined in local history: Frank McEwen. in 1957,

responding to the bright, friendly face peering through the window

of the then newly completed National Art Gallery; Thomas's

employment as the first gallery attendant; his teaching McEwen
about Zimbabwean traditions and culture; his introduction to

painting and sculpture; his travels to exhibit overseas; the purchase

of his work by MOMA, New York. Thomas Mu's canon was the

basis of Frank McEwen's enthusiasm for Shona culture— the two

were partners in the developments of those early years— and

Thomas's 40 years of dedicated service at the National Gallery,

while various directors came and went, has provided a resonant

sounding board. There is no doubt that his role has been very

important— he was a founder and father of contemporary art in

Zimbabwe. Thomas himself believed deeply in the importance of

his work in passing on his knowledge and in extending expressions

of local culture into painting and sculpture. Music also remained

important to him and, for example, he was responsible for



resuscitating interest in an almost forgotten traditional instrument,

the single-stringed chipendani, by giving lectures and recitals at the

gallery.

I first met Thomas when I joined the National Gallery in 1975. He

was the Head Attendant and, with great warmth and delight, he took

me under his fatherly wing and began to initiate me into the beliefs

and traditions of the culture of which he was justifiably proud. Part

of my job description was research for a book on the "Shona"

sculpture and Thomas became a guiding spirit for me, as he was for

many visitors to the National Gallery in those days. He was a natural

showman. His face and body ignited with enthusiasm, he would

regale us with narratives about the local artworks, his own and

others, explaining their backgound, histories, references and

meanings. His knowledge of local culture was wide and deep. So

was his storyteller's inspiration. The dividing line between fact and

possible fiction was often hard to distinguish and there was such

pleasure in listening that it was easy to dismiss any such need.

Thomas embellished his stories with asides and details, relishing

humorous moments, revelling in surprise or shock, gauging the

reactions of his audience and taking them as far as they would follow

into his own personal world.

It was a magical place, ordained by Mwari, the great Shona God, and

activated by the spirits— spirits of nature with power and influence,

of animals with voices, and intentions, of people passed on but still

intimately involved. Human beings were inextricably linked to all

these spirits in a continuum of differing relationships and

interdependencies. Before the introduction of stone, McEwen
provided materials and encouraged the members of his Workshop

School to paint and, in his early works, such as Where I Used To Go

With My Cattle and Old Man Afraid To Cross, Thomas's beliefs are

richly expressed. His intense awareness of spiritual energies was

successfully translated into the visual elements of his paintings.

Energy is depicted through the use of colour, patched thickly on in

texturing brushstrokes, the juxtapositioning and mingling creating a

sense of vibrating motion in stillness. Although clearly defined in

area, their jagged edges and appearance of internal movement knit

them inseparably together The human and animal figures in contrast

appear more still and self-contained within the pulsating

surroundings, perhaps signifying our difference from other natural

forms in our mistaken belief that we can act independently, the very

source of our problems. This traditional African wisdom once again

finds increasing relevance as modem mankind grapples with the ills

of imbalanced industrialisation.

Thomas used strong colours giving a hyper-intensified experience of

nature's forces; they are at times symbolic with reds and yellows

signifying danger as in Old Man Afraid To Cross where both these

colours, as well as heavy black directional lines and turbulence

created by smaller shapes, are concentrated in the dangerous

crossing place. The sense of threat is also increased by the large

dark shapes looming above the vulnerably small and bent figure.

Thomas told many stories of places in the bush that humans should

not enter, that one needed the blessing and protection of the spirits

and a guide to pass through.

Human figures in the paintings are usually unclothed, echoing the

natural state of the animals portrayed and a stripping away of visual

barriers to the essential nature of people. Thomas told me that to

truly commune with nature, to become a natural being, it was

necessary to go unwashed and without clothes into the bush for

several days. In this way the animals and spirits would be able to

recognise you, would no longer be suspicious, and you could

become part of them again.

Most of the paintings focus on this sense of integration and

interdependence, the different elements forming one web of creation.

In Cave House for example the human dwelling is part of its

environment. In Beautiful Crossed Tree it is impossible to

distinguish the tree from its surrounds. Where human and animals

appear together they are in close communion, talking with each

other. And all are totally encompassed by vegetation, water, earth,

mountains.

(left) Thomas Mu painting in the RNG's
Workshop school and wearing his RNG
attendant's uniform, c.1960

(opposite top) Thomas Mukarobgwa,

Old Man Afraid To Cross, 1961

,

69.75 X 91.25cm, oil on card

(opposite below) Thomas Mukarobgwa,

Where I Used To Go With My Cattle, 1961,

69.75 X 91.25cm, oil on card





Thomas Mukarobgwa, Beautiful Crossed Tree,

1962, 69.75 x 91.25cm, oil on card

Though Thomas could pinpoint the place he had painted, tell you

precisely how to get there, no visitor would recognise it. What we

see is an expression of his personal vision and what we sense is an

intense relationship between all forms of natural and supernatural

life. The paintings are the secret places of memory and imagination

drawn from real experiences in the bush, heightened and condensed

by a love of beauty and belief in spirits. This is a vivid rendition of

the Shona pt i'osophy of nature. It is depicted in many different

ways by diffci nt artists: Henry Munyaradzi in Mumvumira Tree (see

Gallery no 15), "^mael Wilfred in Land of Evil (see Gallery no 16).

But it is becoming -oticeably absent from the work of younger

artists as they are gradually absorbed into urban environments and

take up Western views of life.

Despite this exciting start, painting by black Zimbabweans did not

appeal to McEwen's Western patrons as much as the stone sculpture

which was developing. This was largely caused by a demand that

African art be 'authentic" i.e. not in any way influenced by Western

art. Using oil paints and canvas was judged too Western. European

artists could and did copy African masks and motifs and were

honoured for their 'innovation' whereas African artists who used

European materials or motifs were denigrated as not 'real' African

artists. These double standards became deeply entrenched and to

some extent persist today. In 1 966, Thomas gave up painting to

concentrate on the 'authentic' sculpture.

This is not to suggest that his stonework is not original and

genuinely authentic. The philosophical principles which underly his

painting can be readily identified in his sculpture. The aesthetic

translation is only altered by the material. Recognising stone's more

direct visual relation to flesh, Thomas concentrated on expressing the

experiences and relationships of humans and animals. Here too there

is a sense of flux. The rounded forms seldom have defmed edges or

boundaries; they meld and flow into each other, overlapping and

intertwining. They may be human and human as in mother and

child or family groups, through which Thomas expressed the

importance of love and caring. Or spirit and animal as in Bird

Carrying Spirit People which provides one example of the

movement of spirits through human life. Or human and animal as in

Listening To A Friend a gentle depiction of the ideal interaction.

What Westerners would term 'inanimate' nature was occasionally

made visible and 'animate" as in Spirit Emerging From Rocks. All

these express the Shona belief in the interchangeability of spirits

and, although largely unrecognised due to the lack of

documentation, institutionalised forms and dogma, the Shona

religion is the equivalent of any of the other world religions.

For various reasons, historic, economic and political, the art of

Thomas Mu is not as widely known in Zimbabwe as it should be. In

recent years, encouraged by a London dealer, he began to paint

again and many works left the country without having been

exhibited here. Perhaps one day we will see them and a more

thorough understanding be gained. In Zimbabwean terms. Thomas

was a leader of the local avant-garde, breaking new ground in

cultural expression, and I hope that future generations will pour into

the National Gallery in their thousands to see retrospective

exhibitions of his work.

For his many friends and extended family, among.st whom 1

gratefully number myself, there is the loss of his great warmth,

unfailing generosity, ebullient charm and the magic of his stories.

The artworks remain as do the memories, and without doubt his

spirit continues.



Therese Houyoux, Pleated Figure, 1995,

150 X 60cm, decoupage and ink on paper

Frances Marks,

art historian and critic,

looks at a recent

exhibition of works

by both local and

international artists

with particular

emphasis on material

a\ \r

The intention behind Works on Paper

(involving the Line and the Print) was to

offer a brighter and more painterly

alternative to the annual graphics show

usually held at Gallery Delta at this time of

year. Certainly the invitation sounded

promising to someone like myself who has a

passion for drawings, it seeming to suggest

that the brush might, for once, have been

abandoned in favour of a pencil or burin.

Unfortunately, for me at least, this was not to

be. After arriving at the exhibition and

having got over my initial disappointment

that there were in fact no drawings, sketches

or non-printed linear works to be seen I 7



mentally abandoned the rooms as a forum

for a display of draughtsmanship and set

about focusing on the ways in which the

artists had worked with paper, the stipulated

medium. Here there were surprises and

some stunning contradictions.

The first and most dramatic of these was

provided by Lanzi, a visiting artist from

China. But for her signature at the bottom

one might have sooner thought these

.seemingly traditional works to have been

painted by a European artist.

Lanzi's watercolours, three still-lives

examining local flora and geology, were

distractingly realistic, yet her technique

avoided the final tedium to which

watercolours of this genre are all too often

prone. All were aerial views of small

sections of ground seen from a slightly

inverted angle — a perspective far more

interesting and original than the usual

perpendicular view of tops and sides. Here,

the delicacy one normally associates with

traditional Chinese painting had been

translated into an eveness of tone and a

calligraphic use of the brush sensible to fluid

descriptions of fine almost "pickable" detail.

The impact of these works was significantly

enhanced by the unpainted band of paper

Lanzi left around each image and by her

choice to 'float' the composition, in its

entirety, within a frame on a dark

background. Not only did this add to the

illusionism of her work but the deckle edges,

the visibility of the watermark and the

texture of the white band made a feature of

the paper itself.

Hilary Kashiri also had three works on show,

all of which were very much in the vein in

which he is currently working. Trapped,

Speechless and Composition in Paper were

however, more than expansions of ideas'

from canvas onto paper Kashiri 's

interpretation of the working brief extended

to the actual making and staining of the

paper out of which these collages were

formed. That the varying weights, textures,

colours and layers remained visible in the

finished work was also fundamental.

Kashiri's compositions thus forced an

appreciation of both the medium and the

imagery it incorporates. Each was as

important as, and dependent on, the other.

The same was true of Berry Bickle's

MMlwioi-ies. images which could be likened

to visual odes to Grecian urns. In each of

the two compositions the urn dissolves and

reforms, separating and reincorporating

beautifully rendered birds in one. a hoopoe

and cheetah in the other. The rich buff

colour of the paper on which Bickle chose to

print each image harmonises with her palette

and further accentuates the assuredness of

Bickle's superb draughtsmanship. In

presenting them as wholly visible sheets of



paper Bickle's works demanded an

appreciation of both the medium and its

relationship with the surface which carried

it, as did those works by Lanzi and Kashiri.

The only frustration was that they were

dated 1993, which jarred with the identity of

the show as a forum for contemporary works

on paper.

Bickle also had five other 2D works on

show, about which my feelings were mixed.

The Alexandrine miracula series (collage on

board) were, without doubt, arresting but

perhaps less successful when viewed in the

context of the exhibition. In each of the

three the paper element— dressmaking

patterns and photocopies — was almost

completely subsumed by the media which

overlaid it. The textual elements alone

rescued Silence, Caprimulgus Fossi I and //

from similar fates. If the key to these two

latter works, extensions of Bickle's ongoing

concern with post-colonial identity, was not

the paper itself it was at least the intellectual

content and implications of paper.

Likewise it was only as formal

considerations of the essence of paper that 1

could begin to reconcile Gerry Dixon's

wooden cross-sections. Too Beautiful and

On A Plate as appropriate for a show entitled

Works on Paper. Even if they did offset, or

complete, the series of hand-coloured prints.

Flight ofX, in much the same manner as

Richard Jack's wood sculpture Four Figures

did for the print of the same tide, their

presence together might have been less

disruptive had they not been for sale. The

impact of Dixon's Suprematist Xs was

lessened by the proximity of these wooden

cross-sections, and of the thematically

inappropriate Art's Cool (teak and plastic

inlay). Had they been shown on their own

they would have been stunning, as it was

they had more the status of a 2D backdrop.

Jack's comparatively delicate candy-pink

and blue on white print was equally

overwhelmed by the close-positioning of its

very solid sculptural cousin (from whence

the print originated).

Paper is essential to the printmaker and,

whilst 1 felt that (with the exception of

Kazumi Amano's colour-embossed

Fabrication) the qualities of the paper and

the manner in which it was used for this

occasion were sadly more or less irrelevant,

some local prints were not without merit. In

relation to image and identity a delight was

provided by the combination of George

Chum's two monoprints. Sunny Day and Sun

and Rain Day with Figures, a coloured

etching by the Japanese artist Euchi

Shibuya. Viewed together these prints

defied cultural boundaries of place and time.

Truly international in its appeal and

appearance Sunny Day was an evocative

linear invention of temperate places and

atmospheres. Retaining his own joyful

palette and the linear workings of an active

(above) Berry Bickle, Mythologies,

1993, 50 X 37cm, lithographic print

(opposite top) Lanzi, Life III, 1 999,

86 X 71cm, watercolour on paper

(opposite below) Hilary Kashiri, Trapped, 1999,

76 X 57cm, collage with acrylic and woodcut



(above) George Churu, Sunny Day,

1999, 42 X 42.5cm, monoprint

10

(opposite top) Euchi Shibuya, Figures,

c. 1975, 62 X 38.5cm, etching

(opposite below) Milton Zinumwa, Ready To Go.

1999, 16 X 12.5cm, dry point



imagination Churu's prints had a

sophistication that brought to mind the

intricacies of Paul Klee and the lyrical

worlds of August Macke but in a way that,

for once, was independently original rather

than derivative.

At the other end of the cultural scale were

Milton Zinumwa's Fann Workers I (screen

print) and Ready to Go (dry point). Each in

their own way was unequivocally African.

The first, Fcinn Workers /, was a witty effort

to bring the relationship between paper and

image closer together It was printed on

paper through which it was possible to

discern a headline and text concerning water

levels. Consequently, the image of screen-

printed figures working in the fields at once

acquired a meaning that was tied more

closely to present event.s rather than culture

alone, which would have been the case if

Zinumwa had chosen a plain background on

which to print.

By contrast Ready to Go was a commentary

more eternal in tone. A definitive and

sympathetic study of a woman tying her

baby to her back before standing up and

moving off, the success of this print stems

from the fact that the demands of technique

and draughtsmanship upon each other were

more than mutually satisfied.

Approximately half way along the cultural

scale set up by Churu and Zinumwa were

the recumbent figures by James Jali. Both

Jane and Yimbai were studies of female

nudes of somewhat overblown proportions.

Their pneumatic bodies appeared hastily

drawn as opposed to rapidly sketched and

hardly benefited from the characteristics and

technique of monotype reproduction. As

life studies it was difficult to identify the

character of the sitter. The two figures were

neither definitively African, Caucasian,

Asian nor Indian in identity and, the titles of

these works notwithstanding, this ambiguity

did not appear to have been deliberate but

merely the result of poor visual judgment.

There was a similarly disappointing

disparity between the two torsos exhibited

by Greg Shaw. Torso I was an expressive,

powerful, even violent image of the human

form. Though Torso II on the other hand

was, objectively, lost in Ihefuria of

brushstrokes it was evidently not intended

as an abstract either. Mc^eover, both

appeared to have been pointed on paper in

the absence of any canvas with little

concession or appeal to their very different

qualities.

On the other hand, Helen Lieros applied her

very personal technique to the use of paper,

building up the layers of paint and the paper

itself, employing a variety of methods. In

the War Games series, it was the visual and

very tactile effects that are exclusive to her

choice of materials and her manipulation of n



their qualities which added significantly to

the actual imagery itself (that alone could

work equally well in oil on canvas).

Therese Huyoux. a guest artist from

Switzerland, who has exhibited at Gallery

Delta on several occasions, offered an

extension of her intricate blend of pricked

and inked decoupage previously revealed at

the show entitled The Image (Gallery Delta,

July 1995). Most stunning was Pleated

Figure which suggested the idea of a

template for humanity at it most pure,

unfettered by the corruptions of daily life.

The geometry of the vessel-like forms,

which were the basis for the three other

images on show, gave shape to a many-sided

Venus-like figure whose actual structure was

quietly mesmerising.

If the uniting principle behind the varying

responses of the invited artists to Works on

Paper could have been viewed as a variant

on the philosophy behind the quote from

Foucault which Bickle incorporated in her

Silence Caprimulgus Fossi I it would have

been an outstanding achievement. However

this was not the case, the contrasts of

approach and technique being, with a few

exceptions, less resonant or vital than I had

hoped they would be. Admittedly, group

shows are always a varied affair but Works

on Paper was weakened by a lack of

cohesion and the lowlights unfortunately

greatly tempered the highlights.

(top) Greg Shaw, Torso 1, 1999, 70 x 99cm,
mixed media on paper

(below) Helen Lleros, War Games - One by Three,

1 2 1999, 98.5 X 55.5cm, mixed media on paper Photos all by Barbara Murray



The BBC radio programme

"Outlook" called in ideas for a

sculpture to adorn a long-time

vacant plinth, near Nelson's

column in Trafalgar Square,

London, a world-famous spot.

Gerry Dixon submitted this

proposal: "A 5-6 metre high

representation of a black plastic

bag with a knot tied in it and

contoured such that there is a

semblance of a judge-like

effigy bearing down."

The proposed title: History

.

The sculpture would be cast in

aluminium and

electrochemically anodised to

give it a permanent high quality

hard tough black shiny finish.

The maquette shows the left

arm tucked into History 's jacket

in keeping with Nelson.

History

Photo credit:

Gerry Dixon and

Laura Henderson



Mustapha Dime,

Contemporary Dance,

1995, mixed media

Yacouba Konate, Professor

of Philosophy and
Aesthetics at the University

of Abidjan-Cocody
in Cote d'lvoire,

highlights the need for

analytical, locally-based,

art criticism

In Africa, one may point out a polymorph demand for art

criticism. This demand is related to a real deficit of writing

about art. Indeed, very few artists in Africa own a personal

catalogue. Even when they have attained a certain notoriety,

most of them only feature in collective catalogues where,

alongside their identity photo and a short CV, one or two photos

of their works are reproduced. Bouba Keita from Mali who
died in 1997, Malagatana from Mozambique. Ahmadou Sow in

Senegal, Lyolo from Democratic Congo— all those artists who
have dedicated their life to art— deserve critical reviews and

merit a monograph for instance.

Secondly, the demand for art criticism comes from the public.

The deregulation of the traditional rules of aesthetics, the

proliferation of conceptual art, and the fact that anything can be

presented as an artwork lead the public to understand that

anybody, including themselves, can pretend to be artists. But

the public need to verify their doubts and incertitudes. So they

look to the critics, waiting for enlightening argument.

The demand for art criticism proceeds also from the artworks

themselves. The dynamism of creativity and power of

imagination in Africa have cultivated several areas of high

artistic intensity and produced a lot of incisive and cutting

works which are both pieces of singular lives and pieces of

collective history. Luis Meque's exploration of the

underground life in the cities, Ishmael Wilfred's fascination for

the presence of spirits in our daily modern life, the reinvention

of the African sculpture by Mustapha Dime or by Tafuma

Gutsa, are not just amazing and exciting for the gaze. They are

also basic, suggestive and succulent foods for the aesthetic

intelligence of Africans facing their actuality and finding new

paths between their present past and their future present.

One may define also a structural demand for art criticism.

During this last decade, a culture of bienniales has flourished.

From the Cairo bicnniale of contemporary art in North Africa to

the Johannesburg biennale in Southern Africa, passing through

the Dakar biennale in West Africa, the agenda of the visual arts

in Africa is not blank. It is busy and each event develops its

unique form and content.

Devoted to African artists inside and outside Africa including

the African Diaspora, the Dakar bienniale nourishes the aim to

become panafricanist. The treatment of African art is different

in the two other bicnnales with African artists in the minority

.ind the international dimension emphasised. In fact both of

ihcsc manifcslalions. Johannesburg and Cairo, want to be

inleniatlonal bienniales in Africa rather than being an African

liicnnialc.



The stakes of art

criticism in Africa
The structures and processes of these different art exhibitions

in Africa are themselves open to debate. For instance, while

the Dakar and Johannesburg bienniales work with curators who

are more or less responsible for the selection of the artists, the

Cairo event gives more power to institutional structures. That is

to say, curators of national galleries and ministries of culture

inside the countries are implicated in the selection of the artists.

The situation of cinema, dance, photography, music and drama

is simpler. Each of these arts has its own festival. The

Panafricanist Festival of Cinema of Ouagadougou, the

Choregraphical Meetings of Luanda, the Photographic

Meetings of Bamako and the Market of Live Arts of Abidjan

don't seem to have a problem of identity. It could be highly

instructive to put in perspective the aesthetic tendencies in

these different artistic disciplines. One of the main concerns

across all these various fields is: What are the logics and the

aesthetics of these different exhibitions? How is African art

invented and why? But these questions must be preceded by

another one: How is art criticism to be concieved, formatted

and executed regarding these demands?

One may distinguish at least three types of criticism: the

journalistic, the academic and, between these two, the critical

writing in specialised journals. The first is the most current.

Impressionist in its inspiration, journalistic criticism is a kind

of immediate reaction, which doesn't take the time for

distancing. Engaged in the invention of the daily pages, this

discourse on art avoids the jargon and the superimposition of

theoretical references which construct the preciosity of the

academic style. In the middle field, the criticism practised by

art magazines can combine the advantages of the two previous

methods without assuming their faults. It can master its

specific assets: better quality of photographic reproductions,

opportunity to take the time to think and write, etc. But the

problem is that there are not enough art magazines in Africa.

The few that exist are not as rich as they need to be to attract

the active collaboration of journalists and scholars. However,

the problem of art criticism in Africa is not just a problem of

publication, it is also a problem of ability or opportunity to

exhibit the works of artists with which the Afiican art critic can

and must engage so that they can stimulate a real discussion

and communicate the reason for showing such artworks and the

need for the public themselves to try to elaborate the meanings

of the artworks they like or don't like.

Since the beginning of the century, the so-called traditional

African art has been aestheticised while Negro art was

produced. This aestheticisation has fostered a blindness to the

art in process. One has to wait till the end of the 1960s before

hearing .some names of modem African artists. This process

can be observed in the domain of photography. What is

celebrated under the name of African photography refers to the

daily work of the earlier photographers in Africa, before the

1960s, and we find again the same contagious effects between

aesthetics, sociology and ethnology. At the same time, the

visibility of contemporary African photographers becomes

problematic.

Prominence is given to neo-primitivist artists in the

intemalisation of African contemporary painting and

sculpture. What has been promoted as authentic African art is,

most of the time, that which appears to rupture Western

standards. But at the same time, the ambiguity of the norm of

authenticity has generated negative criteria. The short list of

the items of this exigency are (i.e. to be an 'authentic' African

artist is): not to be influenced by Western art, not to have been

a scholar of a school of fine arts, not to be young, not to be

expert in artistic rights, not to be already known, etc.

Meanwhile, an artist dealing with popular imagination or

offering the spectacle of a laughing Africa, is welcome. Such

a policy digs a deep gap between the external point of view

presented as an international one, and the internal status of the

artwork. The risk is that, as airport art has increased its empire,

neo-primitivist trends encapsulate creativity and direct it.

As long as the script of African art continues to be conceived

from outside, African art will appear as the 'other' of Western

art. If we accept that the process of African contemporary art

criticism consists, first, in gaining distance from the

sociological and ethnological codes, and then second, in

assuming a personal observation and imagination, we may

recognize that African artistic production can no longer be

seen as the other of someone else. As long as African art

continues to be seen as the other of Western art, it can never be

itself.

Alienated from itself and from the other, how can African art

avoid remaining on the borderline of the international art

system? How can it prevent itself from being the external

border of African culture? We must find out an alternate way,

which must not prohibit the first view point but which will

overcome and dialecticise it. The professionals and the

amateurs of African art criticism must not just speak about

African artists and exhibitions. They must akso orchestrate,

from their internal African points of view, their personal

syntax of African material cultures. This will begin to put an

end to the monolithic externally-driven discourse on Africa

and start to explore the heterogeneity of African cultures in the

light of their internal histories.
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As the divisions in the world continue and even seem to grow deeper

economically and politically, international biennales and symposiums
offer opportunities for direct interaction and exchange of views.

Barbara Murray writes about an experience of the ongoing process

of understanding between people from very different realities

Reconsidering

meanings

Mohammed Kacimi, Sol. Disque Solaire

(and details), 1998, installation

I 6 Photos courtesy Mohammed Kacimi



the th
Cairo Biennale

Cairo is a city

of 18 million

inhabitants, at the

intersection of Africa, Europe and

the Middle East, in a country about to

enter its 8th millenium. Its skyline displays

elaborate minarets, steel and concrete skyscrapers,

church spires, sattelite dishes and the ancient pyramids; on the

pavement outside a Macdonalds, bread is baked using a clay oven in

a centuries old method; the mullah calls the faithful to prayer while

Mozart, Arab and rave music blare from passing cars; men in

galibahs, 3-piece suits and denims and T-shirts sit at the same table

discussing business; mini-skirted teenagers walk alongside women
completely covered according to Muslim tradition; donkey carts trot

over the multi-laned freeways next to the latest BMWs; everywhere

there is decay and construction. As with India, China or Greece, the

richness of the ancient Egyptian culture is so well documented and

displayed that few visitors register the new art. I had visited Cairo in

1982 and seen parts of its mixed heritage— Anubis, Isis,

Tutankhamun in his golden and bejewelled splendour, the most

ancient of extant textiles at the

Coptic Museum and the intricate beauty of

Islamic ceramics and calligraphy— but was

totally unaware of any contemporary Egyptian art so

when the invitation came to participate in the symposium of the 7th

Cairo International Biennale I had no idea what to expect. In fact,

myself and others were surprised that this was the 7th biennale in

Egypt, such is our ignorance of the art of our own continent!

The many divides within Africa— cultural (for example, Berber,

Ndebele, Nubian, Eritrean), religious (Animist, Christian, Mushm,

Jewish), geographical (the Sahara), enforced migrations (slavery and

indented Indian labour), competitive colonisers (British, Dutch,

French, German, Portuguese), exacerbated by the time factor in

successive battles for independence and the subsequent varying
] 7



levels of development and linguistic differences, further pressured

by technological and financial borrowings from other continents—
have resulted in most African countries looking to anyone but their

neighbours. Consequently Zimbabweans may know about art in

Britain but possibly have more in common with art in Egypt,

Senegal or Morocco for example.

International in its intent, the 7th Cairo Biennale exhibited works by

over 200 artists (36 from Africa) from 53 countries (only 8 in Africa

and mostly from the northern half: Egypt, Ethiopia, Algeria, Sudan,

Morocco, Tunisia; with Uganda and South Africa from further

south). The biennale's symposium was, however, more inclusive.

Among the internationally known artists was Joseph Kosuth from

America now living in Italy whose installation comprised a large

panelled room, painted floor to ceiling in matt mid-grey. On four of

the panels was written the same sentence in high Arabic, colloquial

Arabic, English and French: "What does it mean?" It provided a

succinct distillation of the reason for all the human arts and sciences

— the search for meaning. The question was posed in many ways

by different artists revealing highly varied, culturally influenced,

interpretations and attempted answers. Egyptian Medhat Shafik's

large untitled tripych for example, just managed to contain a huge

array of swirling drawn and painted images, integrated with tied,

glued, nailed objects in many different materials such as paper,

canvas, wood, ceramic, metal. Another of his works showed roughly

tied bales, stained and patched, tumbling out through the ill-fitting,

aged wooden doors of a sort of

cultural storehouse painted with

images. Both these works search

for meaning in the specific

Egyptian context.

As a generalistion.

Western art on display

showed a preference

for the cerebral,

refined, analytical,

technological, ordered

and controlled. Art

from Africa and other

non-Western countries

in contrast, again a

generalisation, offered

more emotive, rougher,

spiritually driven,

organic, chaotic and less

controllable views of

life.

A highly textured, multi-

faceted installation of

works in stained and dyed

hand-made and hand-moulded

paper combined with other

natural materials by

Mohammed Abu El Naga

(Egypt - see cover

illustration)

foregrounded the unpredictability of the organic and emphasised

sensory, intuitive intelligence. His work was captioned:

"Components of the work —from water, paper pulps ...from the

stalks ofplants, from papyrus, ward el nil linen, cotton and cactus.

From iron rust, from fire, carbon and sawdust, from sands, rock

oxides, and dust. From the remnants ofour daily things.

Daydreams, intimate places, and memories ofmy whole existence

and my personal history ...I reveal these forms." This could be

compared, for example, with German artist Suzanne Schick's

installation based on the concept of the beehive which although

referring to the organic is cool and anaestheticised with its

industrially manufactured materials neatly and cleanly ordered,

foregrounding clinical analysis.

Nubia: A land condemned to die. A memory ofa land sunk under the

Nile by Hassan Ali Ahmed of the Sudan consisted of 13 small 2D
and 3D panels in earth tones each bearing fragments of cultural

memory: textures, patterns, colours, symbols, photos, narrative and

painted or drawn images. It encompassed the personal as well as the

national, identified and felt, an emotion-based intelligence, evoking

a strong sense of loss and reminding viewers of the violent

destruction caused by dominance. Looking at related issues,

Leopoldo Ferran and Agustina Otero from Spain exhibited Cautivo,

an icy-looking human body caste suspended between huge gleaming

metal spikes inside a steel cage, and Ana Axpe from Switzerland

showed a strangely distancing video sequence of close-ups of a

victim being violently and repeatedly slapped across the face while

silently attempting to maintain her

composure. The accompanying

sound was a mixture of mechanical

noise and the harsh slapping.

There were also works which

appeared to straddle the basic

division I am suggesting by

combining elements from different

cultures. These were created by

artists from non-Western countries

who have been strongly influenced

by cultural interaction. Mona
Hatoum, a Palestinian artist based in

Britain, presented a 3-part

installation: a 20-foot long

photograph Over My Dead
Body, a passage lined at eye-

level with boomerang shapes

in roughly beaten metal, and a

final room carpeted with

traditionally handwoven

Egyptian rugs decorated with

skeletons rather than the usual

pastoral motifs with, along the

wall, a continuous single line of

British toy soldiers brandishing

their guns.

Nearby was a video

installation by Sydia

Reyes of Venezuela
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entitled Protests which raised the spectre of the conflict between

industrialised nations and the rest of the world. It consisted of three

video screens set in three vertical, large, cold aluminium capsules

which were balanced on bare, dry branches assembled like funeral

pyres. The black and white video opens with solemn ritualistic

music and shots of piles of huge logs with, in the background, the

sound of a single axe slowly and steadily chopping. The camera

pans over the logs, moving closer to show bark and grain and then

out to reveal a huge area of felled trees. Cut to an inverted view of

the ancient gnarled roots of a virile tree pushing up out of the

ground. The view turns and moves slowly up the surface of the tree

trunk and into huge leafy branches, the music swells, the axe chops,

the shadows of the branches sway on the ground. The music ends.

Silence except for tlif invisible axe which continues to chop. The

camera pulls up above the tree top, over a vast forest. The screen

blanks out. The axe chops. Silence.

There was much to discuss. One of the keywords of the biennale

was rapprochment and in her opening address, Fatma Ismail, the

director of the symposium, emphasised that its aim was to provide a

coming together, a dialogue between different people, places and

theories. However, given the American and British bombing of Iraq

which began on the eve of the symposium (16 December 1998),

rapprochment fell victim to reality. Many of the speakers

highlighted the aggressive dominance and exclusionary tactics of the

West, and a concerted effort had to be made throughout the

symposium to maintain a sense of dialogue. While Carlo

Quintevalle, from Italy and one of the biennale jurists, spoke of the

"overall state ofdecay of indigenous cultures" in Africa and claimed

that "colonisation ... has partially contributed to bring the

indigenous cultures ... into the limelight" (the West being the

limelight), Bedri Baykam from Turkey castigated the West as "a

cultural guerrilla".

Ahmed Selim of Egypt spoke of both the positive and negative

aspects of influence and time within and between cultures, and of the

acceleration of these during the closing decades of the 20th century

particularly with the Internet. Quoting Paul Feyraband, and

(opposite) Medhat Shafik, (Title unl<nown),

1998, installation

(top) Hassan AM Ahmed, Nubia: A Land Condemned
to Die. A Memory of a Land Sunl< Under the Nile,

1998, approx 70 X 95cm, mixed media

(bottom) Suzanne Schick, (Title unknown - detail),

1998, installation 19



highlighting one of the major divisive factors today, Selim then

spoke of the importance of art in breaching the divides. Selim

suggested that "science controls our thinking in a way that

dominates human behavior, suppressing emotion and disguising our

feelings, and ignoring the mysterious side which lives inside us and

motivates us. Art on the other hand can explore this influential side

which science completely overlooks."

Another Egyptian, Mohammed Hamza, emphasised the cross-

fertihsation of cultures, citing the timeline: Egyptian - Greek - Arab -

Chinese - Indian - Japanese - European, and reminded us of the

recurring conflict between the

desire for the new and need

for the sort of stability found

in traditions. Simonetta

Gorreri raised the subject of

the growing eclecticism of

European art, acknowledged

what she called "fresher

forces and more sensual

emotions" but went on to list

"Albanians in Italy, the

Turkish quarter in Berlin,

Africa in the centre of

Brussel.'i" and proposed that

the West "insert artistsfrom

Arabian and Mediterranean

countries into the great

European exhibition.'/"

.

Words such as 'insert" and

great" in this context do little

to encourage rapprochment

and careless use of language

is a major stumbling block.

Tensions simmered.

However, the third and fourth

sessions brought a change of

mood with papers from

Kenya, South Africa,

Zimbabwe, Morocco,

Nigeria, Sudan, the African

Diaspora and Egypt which all

highlighted developments

that indicate a growing self-

confidence in African

countries. Salah Hassan,

from the Sudan now based in

America, spoke of ground-

breaking work being created

by African women artists,

their imaging of gender and

the body, and their effect on

the international art scene. Emma Bedford proposed, somewhat

optimistically, that South African art has moved on from apartheid

and suggested that one of their major concerns was the liberation of

women as for example, liberating Islamic women from the veil.

This was hotly contested by several participants who slated that

Islam is misunderstood and that in Africa we are particularly prone

to seeing cultures through Western eyes: "We in Egypt believe

European ideas ofAfrica also!"

George Abungu, director of museums in Kenya, described current

programmes to develop museums as places of serious research,

cultural, historical and social dialogue. He felt thai artists must not

run away from Africa but work together and thai art critics' main

responsibility is to get the local people involved in art. Kenya, like

Zimbabwe, has problems with state support; they have no national

gallery but a small collection of modern art within the museum

20 structure. Abungu closed by criticising politicians for fomenting

hatred and division, and asked "Can art he like the well, spring,

oasis, where we can meetfor a drink?"

Representing Zimbabwe, I showed slides of recent local work and

described some facets of the art scene: the growing strength of

individual artists, the role of criticism and Gallery magazine, the

formation of the association of art critics, and emphasised the need

for African countries to support, document and critically analyse

local art in order to develop it within our own countries so we can

meet other cultures on more equal ground. Olu Oguibe, Nigerian art

historian and critic who lectures in America, interrogated the status

of African art criticism citing

Nigeria, Zimbabwe and

South Africa, and

underscored the importance

of state and societal

involvement in establishing

a culture of criticism which

is at present sorely lacking.

Later, during a panel

discussion with Sudanese

artist Ibrahim El Salahi,

Oguibe took Egypt to task

for ignoring its African

identity and looking rather to

the Mediterranean and the

Middle East, and for stifling

young artists who felt they

had been excluded from the

biennale. He called for

greater openness.

Openness was also

emphasised by Joseph

Kosuth who held that art is

first and foremost a process

which takes place at a

"cluster of interface.'," . that

interaction produces cultural

meaning, and that artists are

intellectuals actively

engaged with their own time.

He encouraged artists and art

critics to protect openness,

reject defining limits of any

kind, and question meanings

by playing new games with

old traditions. Kim Levin,

president of the International

Association of Art Critics,

suggested that "much of the

most interesting art is

comingfrom the so-called

peripheries" and that while marginalisation is not yet a thing of the

past the processes are in progress. History is being continually

rewritten from new perspectives, bringing in omissions and

exclusions, creating new understandings which give credit to

mutations, subversions, and appropriations (borrowed, stolen,

imposed). Carmelo Strano, an Italian philosopher, spoke of "« kind

of elasticity" in "an ellii>lical world of ccmiplex interactions. We

know there are no simple situaiiots." He suggested that there are no

clear answers, but in reply to Joseph Kosuth"s "What does it mean.'"

the artist creates a "Maybe" for viewers to contemplate.

Ibrahim I'l Salahi. who was the last speaker, brought us back to earth

by describing, in his quid and gcnllc way. his personal experiences

as a Sudanese artist. He reminded us of the very real disinheritance

and break in cultural understanding caused by colonial intervention

and impo.sed value systems, of the past and current political

problems which force many African artists to work elsewhere, of



African artists bringing back new ideas which are considered

'foreign' and rejected by their communities, of the need for

international audiences for art and international dialogue. El Salahi

admitted there are many facets "between what I was, what I learned,

what I acquired, what I know" but rejected the idea of fragmentation

saying that all experiences are irrefutable parts of a person's whole

identity. He also suggested that fear is our biggest problem and

recounted how, as a student in Britain and looking for

accommodation, he arrived at the last possible place late in the

evening. The landlady had been encouraging on the phone but when

she saw his black skin she said there was no room and began to close

the door. In desperation El Salahi put his foot in the door and

begged her to let him come in for half an hour to talk; if after that

time she still had no room he would leave. She relented. Half an

hour later she happily took him in as a lodger and now, after long

years, they remain close friends.

(opposite) Leopoldo Ferran & Agustina Otero,

Cauf/i^o (detail), 1998, installation

(below) Mona Hatoum, Over My Dead Body
(detail), 1998, installation

The symposium of the 7th Cairo Biennale was an intense four days

from 9.30 a.m. (or thereabouts) to 9.00 p.m.with discussions

continuing long into the night, encompassing about 55 presentations

with subsequent debates, as well as panel discussions with six artists,

so this article can only offer a few of the many highlights. The Cairo

Biennale succeeded in its aim of bringing together artworks and

people from a wide range of very different realities and I am deeply

grateful to have participated and met so many committed and

inspirational individuals. Gilane Tawadros, director of the Institute

of International Visual Arts in London, herself Egyptian though she

has lived abroad since the age of five, suggested that the central

challenge is to maintain specificity while engaging with other

cultures. We need to encourage the acceptance of many fragments

as parts of our identities, acknowledge the contribution each

fragment makes to our existence, and not be afraid to interact with

openness and elasticity in the search, through art, for possible

meanings.



Days

of

grass
Artist and farmer,

Steve Pratt, offers

some thoughts

on an alternative

approach to

art-making
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Steve Pratt, Sand Form, weathering by wind
beginning, later eroded by sea and (detail)
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There is a relationship between man and the

environment which has deep roots in the

artistic psyche of Zimbabwe. Central to this

relationship is the experience of the

landscape itself— an experience which is

given profound expression through the

wealth of rock paintings scattered through

the granite areas of this country.

It is without doubt that the painters of the

rock-faces were possessed of a powerful

empathy with their surroundings. Their art

is not an imposition— it belongs to the

landscape and the landscape belongs to the

painting, and it is necessary to move towards

a parallel attitude if one is to be touched by

this spirit.

There is an art to walking in the bush. I

discovered something so obvious that now,

years later, my previous ignorance seems

ludicrous. I found that if I walked with the

specific intention of getting to a chosen

place, the preoccupation with getting there

alienated me from my surroundings and

dulled my senses. The secret, I discovered,

was in aimlessness— no set plan or goal,

direction or time, but simply a fluidness of

movement guided by the momentary

suggestions of passing influences along the

way. By moving thus, like a twig in the

current, one becomes part of the flow, and in

that state one is permitted an insight into the

spirit of the art in the bush— its presence,

not its antiquity; its power as an integral part

of the landscape, not its measured physical

limits; its mystery, not its meaning.

But a further dimension presents itself,

unintended by the artist but relevant to the

passage of time and the present. Exfoliation

of the rock surface and staining from dassie

excrement or uneven fading of pigments and

the accumulation of a patina have over time

altered the painting. Time and its agents by

adding and taking away are part of a

dynamic creative and destructive process

outside the consciousness or control of the

artist.

This suggested interaction between time and

the maker of images can be broadened and

explored further By selecting the

circumstances which influence the pace of

natural change, the artist consciously

establishes or recognises an ongoing

relationship with time in which the slow

disintegration of wood or the rapid motion

of sand in the wind becomes an extension of

his own creativity. The essence of this

interaction is that the artist accepts the

transience of things as a basis on which to

explore anew along the paths etched by time

into his incomplete creation.

The artist works in partnership with time, no



and in this partnership he is differentiated

only by a selective consciousness which his

humanity permits him, but ultimately the

physical manifestations of man's creativity

are obliterated. If this coincides with the

artist's lifetime he may exchange the

dubious rewards of fame for the greater

integrity of anonymity, accepting the

inevitable crumbling of his work as the

impetus for renewed creativity. Like

planting and harvesting and ploughing in, art

is part of the great rhythm of things.

This view of renewal finds expression in

many societies in Africa including the Sotho

of the southern Free State in South Africa.

Tom Matthews and Annice Changuion wrote

in The African Mural of the painted

homestead of a woman they had met on their

travels:

"Over the \ears we returned whenever we

happened to be in the area and we were

never disappointed. The designs changed as

ifone was looking through a kaleidoscope—
sometimes bolder and more graphic,

sometimes the colours contrasted more

strongly, sometimes a central theme with

gentle variations, but always harmonious

with the surrounding countryside.

Steve Pratt, Boulder Forms, initial carving and painting of a

tree stump, reworking after discolouration by weather with

linear grooving to bring out natural colouration, after further

24 weathering removed and combined with stones (1999)

For a few years we were unable to visit her

hut finally decided to make a special effort

to see her again. Eagerly we anticipated a

new delight, a new example of her

outstanding artistry. Imagine ourfeelings as

we stumbled through the veld and looked in

vain for her home. We couldfind nothing.

Eventually we made out thefamiliar peach

tree, but that was all. Her home had melted

back into the soilfrom which it had been

created. In a few months the bush would

completely cover all traces of its existence."

Here is an attitude in which art exists in an

unselfconscious sympathy with the

circumstances in which it was made. It

challenges the notion that art is some kind of

distilled status object sought after by an

avant-garde 'in set' with a hotline to deeper

meaning. This is art which is still plugged

into a primal life force, and that for me is

meaningful stuff. Working the land is what I

do, and painting is what I do. The turning of

the seasons moves me on. Like ploughing

and planting, harvesting and ploughing in,

creativity is renewal. The land and the

rhythm and art are inseparable.

The challenge goes further and questions the

convention of 'packaging' creativity within

Ihc limits and limitations of a finite,

delineated format. The very I'act that many

pieces of art are made to be portable self-

contained objects suggests that they exist in

spile ot the context of their making. The

relationship with that context, if there is one

at all, is entirely abstract, and thus the piece

can be removed to the foreign confines of a

formal exhibition space. Rock paintings



knew nothing of these refinements— they

are inseparable from the physical and

spiritual context in which they were made

and in which they exist. Their surroundings

are both format and gallery.

Drawing from this understanding of rock

paintings, I am challenged as an artist to

emancipate myself from a perceived modem
complusion to make durable, exhibitable art.

Simply to make art, whatever its fate, and if

the materials used are of a transient nature,

to accept that the conditions which prevail

will alter or obliterate the work. Thus

sculpted wood may be reduced by termites,

then worked again before finally

disintegrating from the ravages of wind and

rain and sun. Or a construction in sand

which may have taken many hours over

many days to make is eroded to formless

mounds by a rising wind or consigned to

oblivion in a single moment by the sea.

This art caimot be moved— it was made

where it stands and that is where it belongs,

sometimes never to be seen, .sometimes

never photographed. Just the act of making

art, which, if it is to be seen at all, is seen on

its own terms in its own place.

'^And asfor man his days are ofgrass; as a

flower in the field so heflourisheth."

Steve Pratt, Tree, jutting wall left during alterations,

plaster scraped and gouged, later painted, now
weathering

Forthcoming events and exhibitions
At Gallery Delta, Luis Meque's exhibition

runs until 24 April and will be followed by a

group show of paintings and sculptures by

some of the country's leading contemporary

artists as a fringe item for the Harare

International Festival of the Arts (HIFA).

This will include work by Babette

Fitzgerald, Lovemore Kambudzi,
Thakor Patel, Marjorie Wallace,

Tendai Gumbo, Cosmos
Shiridzinomwa and others.

On 18 May a first one-man show of wildly

colourful paintings by James Jali will be

opened. Sculpture in wood will take over

the gallery from 8 - 26 June including work

by Crispen Matekenya, Albert Wachi,

Gerry Dixon, Maxwell Gochera,

Richard Jack and Stanley Mapfumo.

A new venue — Gallery 181 — has been

initiated by a group of young artists and

students. Situated at 181 Second Street

Extension, they will be showing a large

mixed exhibition as part of HIFA from 28

April to 2 May. There will also be various

exhibitions from individual artists and

galleries around the area of the National

Gallery's Sculpture Garden during the

festival. One to look out for is a two-man

show of work by Raphael Chikukwa and

Gareth Fletcher.

From 4 May the National Gallery in Harare

will be exhibiting the annual show of work

by the Fine Art students of the Harare

Polytechnic and this will be followed by

the Pritt National Annual Schools

Exhibition. Julms Nyamubaya, the educa-

tion officer, has been on extensive promo-

tion trips to schools around the country and

this year's show should be more inclusive.

Pierre Gallery will be exhibiting a one-man

show of sculpture by Anderson
Mukomberanwa from 10 May to 10 June

and during July there will be a French-

Zimbabwean workshop with two French

artists. Philippe Desloubieres (sculptor)

and Martial Verdier (photographer).

Sandro's Gallery is active again. From 17 -

27 April there will by Daryl Nero. Watch

the press for details of other exhibitions.

Dian Wright will be exhibiting in May/

June.

The Zimbabwe Association of Art

Critics has a meeting each last Monday of

the month at the Bookcafe with discussions

on various topics, issues, exhibitions and

events. Everyone is welcome to come along

and join in. In April we will be showing a

video of work and an interview with British

artist, Anish Kapoor. Please contact us at

Tel; 861 195 or e-mail

<bmurray(§'mango.zw> for information and

details.

Children's art competition: Entries are

invited for a competition open to all African

children aged 7-18 resident on the continent

for artworks on the theme of African women
as educators, professionals, leaders,

community builders, mothers, workers,

healers. First prize of US$100 will be

announced at ZIBF 99. Submit entires to

Townsends Booksellers & Stationers,

Ambassador House, 80 Union Avenue,

Harare before 30 June.

Applications for the Thami Mnyele
Foundation's four-month residencies in

The Netherlands, and for the Unesco-
Aschberg residencies in various countries

for artists worldwide, are available from the

desk at Gallery Delta. Closing dates are

quite soon so apply now.
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Artnotes

If art is a product of one person's particular

interaction with experience expressed in

visual form, everything about an artwork—
from the choice of medium to the smallest

detail of content— is determined,

consciously or unconsciously, by the artist's

identity — who he or she "really is".

The viewer's experience of that same

artwork is equally dependent on the viewer's

own identity. By considering the artist's

responses to a concept or experience and by

comparing our own responses, both to the

expressed interpretation in the artwork and

to our pre\ ious encounter with that concept

or experience, we can move towards a

broader and deeper awareness and

knowledge of ourselves, others, life and

reality. It is in this meeting of the two

identities — artist and viewer— that the

artwork gathers its relevance and richness.

Gallery no 20 is particularly focused on

issues of identity which have become

progressively more central in contemporary

philosophy and art. Inter-cultural influences

and cross-fertilisation of ideas and values

have of course always occurred. Conquests,

trade, the spread of religions and new

technologies have continued from earliest

times, for example, the successive conquest

of Nubia by Egypt and Egypt by Nubia,

trade between East and West, colonisation of

Europe. North Africa and the Middle East by

the Roman Empire. In recent times, national

and cultural borderlines have become

increasingly permeable. The European

colonial ventures to the Americas, Africa

and Asia seemed largely uni-directional in

their imposition of alien systems yet it is

now clear that influences rebounded on the

colonisers. The two World Wars this century

cau.sed massive disruption of concepts and

cultures, as well as worldwide migration.

Travel, whether for refuge, employment or

education, has become commonplace.

Cross-cultural marriage is a global reality

resulting in multi-cultural inheritances. And

America, for instance, has a population of

which at least 95% trace their origins to

other countries and cultures.

Communication through books, film,

television and now internet continue to add

to the range of influences.

It is possible to conceive of identity as a

liquid which is altered subtly or strongly by

additions, orientations, pressures, and

defined by varying degrees of surface

tension and viscosity. If one thinks of the

range of alterations possible in and on a fluid

this allows for endless permutation which

mirrors the flux of identity. Alternatively

perhaps identity is more stable with certain

core elements which retain their dominance

and to a greater extent regulate and negotiate

potential alterations. Various other

complications exist such as differing public

and private identities or the gaps between

personal sense of self and our identity as

conceived by others.

In this issue of Gallery. Frances Marks looks

at the work of Helen Lieros and provides

.some pointers in analysing the liquid

complexity that makes this artist who she is

and facilitates insight into her art. A quite

different fluid is mixed with the clay of Eino

Nangaku's work and my attempt to put it

under the microscope clearly indicates the

difficulties of comprehending another

identity. Rebecca Garrett writes of the

currents and undertow in the work of three

Canadian artists whose identities, radically

diverted from their natural course by their

history and circumstances, provide direct

counterpoints between the varied effects of

Canadian and African colonial intei"ventions.

Opening his review of a pertinent book, a

fruitful incoherence, Murray McCartney

quotes Antonio Gramsci:

"The starting point of critical elaboration is

the consciousness ofwhat one really is and

knowing one 's selfas a product of the

historical process to date, which has

deposited in you an infinin- of traces without

leaving an inventory. Therefore, it is

imperative at the outset to compile such an

inventory,"

This quotation raises several questions:

• Is one's self, while living, ever a 'product'

i.e. a completed, stable, thing?

• Is the adjective 'historical' all-

encompassing enough? Does it incorporate

the biological, chemical and instinctive

factors that contribute so strongly to

identity? Does it acknowledge 'herstory'

which has played an equal if unrecorded

part?

• Is it possible to compile an inventory if the

traces are infinite?

Our minds have as yet unfathomed abilities

to select, repress and interpret aspects of

experience and memory. Science has shown

that stimulation of a single brain cell can

produce unremembered memories, in

complete and independently verifiable

detail. Such normally inaccessible

memories are one example of the traces

which evade an inventory of the self

Identity seems to me a continuing prcKess

rather than a product, one which alters in the

very act of compiling an inventory.

Whenever two people meet transactions of

various sorts occur, both conscious and

unconscious. And it is here that art has a

vital role in providing otherwise impo.ssible

meeting places.

The articles in Calleiy aim to extend such

meetings between artist and viewer, bringing

you closer to the artist's identity and

stimulating investigation of your own
inventory.

The Editor



Helen Lieros, Kefalos Series, 1 995,

tallest 45cm, recycled paper,

mixed media
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Frances Marks
investigates

the underlying

currents in

the work of

Helen Lieros

Painting
tlie Self
Amongst painters past and present there are those who pursue

an objective dehght in the physical world, others are perhaps

preoccupied with the expression of sensorial pleasure and

there are individuals whose raison d'etre is the discovery of

hidden meanings, universal truths and essences. And of

paintings there are those which are destined for the viewer,

intended to awaken him/her to these 'facts' and there are

images which are akin to private diaries with a language and

significance that is more closely veiled.

The work of Helen Lieros is personal in a way that goes

beyond trying to bring her experiences of the world to order

for others to understand. It is her means of achieving a sense

of inner resolution. At the heart of her painting is the question

of 'self, of what she is composed, spiritually and culturally,

in relation to her environment. This theme of exploration has

sustained Lieros since her studies in Switzerland where, as a

young woman aged 19 or 20, she first began to actively

question the make-up of her identity.



Helen Lieros, War Lords (and details),

1999, 120 X 110cm, mixed media

Why this should be of such concern so early, and for so

long, is due to circumstance and. I believe, to her very

personality. Born in Gweru ot Greek parents whose

arrival in Zimbabwe was accidental. Lieross upbringing

was not of a child adapting to the demands of its place

and country of birth but that of a child far from its true

home. The sense of dislocation was doubtless extended

by the insistence that Greek alone be spoken in the

family home, a language that was neither the ciilonial nor

local tongue.

Her background is not an unusual tale, many children

have been bom and raised in foreign countries. The

difficulty for Lieros was posed by the richness and depth

of the history and culture of the country of her closest

relatives. Just as many Italians feel condemned by the

Renaissance, the French by the reign of Louis XIV or the

age of Impressionism, so Lieros had to do battle with an

ancient and almighty civilisation which was thousands of

miles away. At the same time she has struggled with her

identity as a Zimbabwean in a restless, and now, post-

colonial .society. Greek? African? Greek-African?

Unlike the USA, for example, where one can be Irish-

American, Afro-American. Latino-American, in

Zimbabwe it is still too early for the acceptance of dual

heritage and its nomenclature.

Lieros has always been unusually emotionally and

visually sensitive, which may have added to her

difficulties in evolving her own identity. In a previous

interview (see Gallery no 4) she recounted the visual

sensations she would experience when playing the piano,

of how she would see colours upon hearing notes. This

rare psycho-sensual condition, synaesthesia. complicates

one's experience of the world by making its colours,

sounds and scents all the more vibrant with unexpected

significances. To a synaesthete, nothing is quite what it

would otherwise seem.

Lieros's search for individuality is not driven by a .selfish

and divisive 'I, me, my". Instead, her creative force is a

very positive and human desire to establish universal

connections to prove that at heart we, and thus she, are

not so very different after all. Recognising that

spirituality and myth are at the core of Greek and African

culture she has focused on revealing and expressing the

parallels she finds. Her interest does not revolve around

common topographical or figurative features. The

connections are seldom tangible or physical in origin, nor

are they or their meanings necessarily obvious to the

viewer. Even if they are expressed through material

form the equivalences and similarities she draws are

olten invisible, being spiritual or sacred in nature.

To this end it is fair to say that Lieros is a painter in the

Romantic tradition of Delacroix and the Baudelairean

"correspondancc'.' and in the .Symbolist approaches of

Redon and Morcau. Kxpressixe above all. her imagery

is an intriguing blend of the figurati\c and the abstract.

Lieros has evolved a poetic formal language which, in

true Symbolist and Romantic style, is accessible to more

than one sense. Her colours for example, the patches of

deep reds and blues, simultaneously iinoke local

sensations o( heat and dust and the traditional palettes of

the Byzantine muralist. The .schema of the lace that

appears in so many of her paintings, the Ship of Fools

and War Lords for example, changes its bearing from

mask to icon, aggressor to innocent. Its repetition

through her work over the last seven years leaves one

with the distinct impression that this figure symbolises

one and all.



Lieros's most direct questionings of what her cultural

legacy was to be were the 1995 exhibitions 'Diary of an

Inheritance" at Gallery Delta and 'Antithesis" at the

Mayfair Gallery. London. The .series of seven fabricated

heads shown in London were a disturbing statement about

undetermined character and ethnicity. Their facial

features were partially obscured by flaps fastened with

buttons, mouths and eyes were blanked out. smoothed

over. Yet despite their mummified appearance each head

belied the idea that removing the layers would reveal

anything other than a soulless void.

This absence of certainty was reflected in N'anga's

Dreain/FuUeii Icon wherein the stiff, lifeless figure lies on

its back with its arms outstretched suggesting both an

appeal for help and a sense of loss, be it of faith,

dependence or constancy. Icon or not, the blue which

swathes the figure lends it a sacred quality of Western

origin and the impenetrable features of its mask-like face

a fitting metaphor for a feeling of isolation. But, when

viewed alongside the broad monochromatic sketches of

figures and horses, the head of the icon assumes a more

international, pan-African appearance.

Helen Lieros, Kefalos Series, 1 995, recycled paper,

mixed media

Helen Lieros, N'anga's Dream / Fallen Icon, 1995,

175 X 87cm, mixed media - marouflage



The significance of the goat to the Greek Orthodox

Church and to African society has, in relation to its role in

Lieros's work, already been discussed (see Gullery no 4).

The stridency of her use of its slaughtered fomi, and the

emotions these images engender have not. "inheritance'

revealed a life-size stylised model of a slaughtered goat

suspended by its hind legs from a "tree". Both

Inheritance" and "Antithesis' showed a violent painting

of a butchered goat, reminiscent in tone of Rembrandt's

Side of Beef. The cold grey of the sculpture was redolent

of sadness, of loss, of loneliness that was quite in contrast

to the celebratory mood with which it would normally be

associated. One was left with the feeling that more than

just a goat had been sacrificed and for uncertain ends.

The painting of the dismembered goat appeared to have

been brutally torn apart, a sensation enhanced by its

blood-red colour and the starkness of the background.

Given the circumstances which surrounded the two

shows one cannot help but associate this idea of being

pulled in different directions as indicative of Lieros's own

feelings at this time.

Similarly, in the context of the exhibition in which they

were shown, the Grecian form of the Broken Vase and the

clearly Greco-centred but very private Tribute to a Greeli

Family in Africa had an even greater poignancy as

indicators of a questioning of pasts and futures.

Nonetheless, in spite of the outwardly descriptive or

objectively representational qualities of these works, one

is left with the distinct impression that Lieros's paintings

are personal mindscapes, aide-memoires which transport

her into a private world of quiet but powerful passions,

atmospheres and associations. In this way, the effect of

Lieros's paintings is similar to the fictive musical

instrument which Joris-Karl Huysmans conceived in his

novel. A Relwitrs. This piano-like creation was

composed of vessels filled with differently tinted and

flavoured liquids, each of which corresponded to a

particular tone or chord. A sequential sipping of the

fluids enabled the "musician' to play harmonies on his

palate, internalising his compositions for the satisfaction

of his senses alone.'

Such is the impact oi Mother Earth, with the deliberate

positioning of five squares of pure colour and three of

indecipherable textual symbols around the schematic

head, all of which hover on a painted background of

indeterminate depth and substance. Not surprisingly

Lieros is, by her own admission, deeply to drawn to

the formal qualities of religious icons and

acknowledges the influence of their beauty and

emotional charge on her painting. Affecting the

viewer in much the same manner as does an icon,

they move one's consciousness from the physical

world into one that is emotional and spiritual.

However, since Lieros's images are without overt

religious significance it is perhaps more fitting to

ascribe to them the powers of the talisman.

No more apt a term could be used to approach the

paintings of Lieros's most recent individual exhibition

"Logos'. Lieros revisited Greece in April of last year,

ostensibly to re-familiarise herself with the artistic

traditions of the Byzantine and Cretan Schools in

connection with her commission to decorate

'\n fresco secco. the very public interior

of the Greek church in Maputo

The consequences of this

; pilgrimage went beyond a

Helen Lieros, Sacrificial Goat, 1995,

112 X 25 X 20cm, mixed media



(left) Helen Lieros, African Icon,

1995, 175 X 87cm, mixed media -

marouflage

(below left) Helen Lieros, Tribute

to a Greek Family in Africa, 1995,

87 X 87cm, mixed media

(below right) Helen Lieros, Broken
Vase, 1995, 102 x 87cm, mixed
media - marouflage
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simple assimilation of form and colour. They were made

manifest in "Logos', which revealed Lieros's private

expressions of her experiences of her re-exposure to, and

embrace of. a culture which was hers by dint of ancestry

rather than birth.

Although, once again, there was a clear exploration of

Greek culture, 'Logos' was in many ways a departure for

Lieros. Having been face to face with the land and

heritage of her parents, its religiousity in particular, hi

"Logos' she reflected her reactions to its inherent history

and spirituality rather than her attempts to position herself

within it. Each of the paintings drew heavily upon the

rites, the ceremony and the history of the religious

architecture and orders of Patmos, Thessalonica and

Meteora. This was formally evident in the use of script,

character and colour.

Evolving a personal iconography for these works Lieros

invoked the atmosphere and occasion of Greek

Orthodoxy. Arguably the most impressive of all the

works on show, the Bema Doors (see Cover) came across

as the means to a very intimate conduit into the realm of

the sacred. Their ancient colour and texture alone were

almost enough to suggest that if they could speak they

would have much to tell. The reproduction of segments

of text from specific religious tracts alluded to the history

of the Church yet at the same time imparted an aura of

mystery, secrecy and restriction. To the majority, unable

to read ancient Byzantine scripts, the text in itself

explained nothing, its inclusion was symbolic of much

larger things, as were the primitive faces, mounted

horsemen and a crucified figure.

The spiritual portent of the Bema Doors, or Winged

Prayer, for example, are obvious to even those from a

non-orthodox background. It must again be stressed that

in spite of a religious component these are not religious

paintings per se. Lieros's own door into a visual and

emotional history, they are more appropriately considered

as three-dimensional equivalents of a seer.

Not all of Lieros's work is the product of her keening

search for and of her past. Though it is through and in

drawing that Lieros finds the greatest feeling of emotional

repose, there are many paintings which recount her

enjoyment and love of her immediate surroundings. The

Droui^ht for example, is, for me at least, a poetic vision of

an African landscape. Recently on view at Gallery Delta

was the Ship of Fools, a joyful interpretation of the

mediaeval myth of human folly. Inventively framed,

being a boat within a boat, and incorporating a palette of

unusually light and airy colours — literally and

symbolically — it defied any .sense of personal confiict or

inner turmoil.

Through 'Logos' and the cathartic effects of her

commission in Maputo, Lieros has perhaps been able to

come to terms with the fact thai she "nmlains many

selves. mun\ impulses, many dimensions, many siih-

personalities. not all of which can be reconciled with

each other"*, something that is very much at the heart of

the condition of twentieth-century man.

Notes

1. A correspondancc is in effect an analogy between physical and spiritual

matter wherein sights, sounds and sense arc intertwined.

2. Odilon Redon and Gustave Moreau pursued the realm iif the spiritual

in their art in a manner thai was at once decorative and narrative

3. Sec M Baigcnt and R Leigh. The Elixir ami the Simie. London:

Penguin, 1997. p298.

4 ifci(/p311.

(below) Helen Lieros, Ship of Fools, 1999, 270 x 118cm,

mixed media

(opposite) Helen Lieros, Mother Earth, 1999, 110 x 110cm,

mixed media - marouflage

(opposite bottom left) Helen Lieros, Winged Prayer,

1998, 120 X 85cm, mixed media - marouflage

(opposite bottom right) Helen Lieros, The Drought,

1997, 58 x 44cm, oil on paper





Eino Nangaku:

an approach to his ceramic

work is considered by Barbara Murray

The basic clay
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(left) Eino Nangaku, English Pot, 1999,

29 X 28 X 27cm, open-fired clay

(right) Eino Nangaku, Vambo Pot /, 1999,

34 X 21 X 18cm, open-fired clay



It stands four square on solid legs, a baked

extension of the raw earth from which it is

made. The rough clay above the legs has

been formed into a rounded, weighty bowl/

body which rises to a thick, lumpy, patched

lip topped with four knobs. One can discern

indications of human or animal in the form,

its solidity animated by the hollows and

mounds of flesh beneath a skin and the

random markings of the smoke-tlnng which

add suggestions of recesses and shadows.

Like a small being of solid energy, it has

presence. It is the English Pot. This title

and the work it defines amply demonstrate

the ambiguity and complications of cross-

cultural readings. To my eyes nothing could

seem less English— a warning against

interpretation I should perhaps have heeded.

Yet it is a work made by an artist who has

had missionary schooling and has lived for

40 years in Zimbabwe, probably the most

English of all Britain's former colonies.

Eino Nangaku. its maker, says he calls it

Eiiglisli Pot because "it is functional and

refined and well made". This is perplexing

in terms of the ceramics exhibited in

Zimbabwe by such potters as Marj Wallace

whose extremely refined and delicately

glazed porcelain pieces — bowls, plates and

tableware— would meet any "English'

standards. However, when compared to the

other pots on display in Nangaku's first solo

exhibition at the National Gallery of

Zimbabwe, the English Pot reveals

differences. His other pots — such as

Vambo Pot I and //. Vamho Basin I and //.

and Basin Face— sit on their bellies

without legs, are smaller, more modest, and

perhaps most importantly, they contain a

more encompassing anthropomorphism,

each pot having clearly defined face, eyes,

human or animal forms. How far does the

artist's explanation take us? Attempting to

understand his terms: "functional', "refined'

and "well made', English Pol could be

described as 'less decorative' and "more

processed' compared to the other pots. This

is however, far from a satisfactory

understanding.of the complexities behind the

piece— a conclusion that I must admit

about his work as a whole. There is much

which seems, to me at least, unreachable.

Nangaku is something of an enigma and an

outsider in Zimbabwean society. Bom in

Ovamboland, north eastern Namibia, he

came to this country seeking employment

almost 40 years ago. at the age of 25. After

several years as a farm labourer, he lost his

job and decided to make art for a living. He

met Tom Blomefield at Tengenenge and did

some stone carving but soon gravitated to

wood and later clay — both materials which

were used by his parents. Nangaku

remembers his mother collecting clay from

ants' nests, moulding it into pots and pit-

firing using cattle dung as fuel. He himself

collects clay from the bush around Harare

(left) Eino Nangaku,

Man/, 1999,

44.5 X 18 X 16cm,

open-fired clay

(middle) Eino Nangaku,
Justin Nangaku, 1 999,

63 x22x 12cm,
open-fired clay

(right) Eino Nangaku,

Totem II, 1999,

21.5x11 x 12.5cm,

open-fired clay

and fires his work using brushwood in an

old oildrum. His father and other men in the

village carved wooden objects such as

walking sticks and head rests. Nangaku cuts

an unusual figure in Harare. Tall and thin.

he seems to drift rather than walk; quiet,

ethereal, he seldom talks much and

understanding can be difficult. Exceedingly

gentle, he will sit motionless for hours in his

only regular employment as a model for art

students at Atelier Delta. He makes his own

clothes, a curious mixture of Western

garments and idiosyncratic decorative

elements. He loves hats, also homemade,

consisting of striped cloths and feathers,

which he drapes over his lofty head. When
asked about his clothes, Nangaku laughs and

says he likes wearing things that are

different and that only women in

Ovamboland wear such hats.

His quirky sense of humour is again

revealed in the creation of Justin Nangaku.

This tall, elegant figure in clay with a half

moon over his head, was one of the largest

works on exhibition— a quiet, dreamy

presence. Immersed in the narrative,

sociological aspects of local art. I asked who

Justin was — a brother or son perhaps?

Nangaku cackled heartily for several

minutes before exclaiming. "There is no

Justin Nangaku."

Justin Nangaku is entirely imaginary, a

young man in the prime of his life. Many of

Eino Nangaku's works appear to be

embodiments of cyclical aspects of life.

They represent the essentials: Baby. Egg.

Man. Woman. Pol, Ghost. Totem. Spirit,

Owl. Hyena, Ball. Not all are African: Tiger,

St Mark, Jesus in Gethsemane, English Pot.

In the West, mankind concentrates its energy

attempting to control and 'improve' on

natural reality. However, birth and death

and the body return us inevitably to the

simple basic facts of life. It is these facts

that Eino is concerned to represent, using
11



that most basic of materials in its simplest

technique, open-fired clay.

'Modem' mankind predicates existence on

the illusion of linear time: progress,

achievement, change, development.

Histories come and go. Technologies bring

changes. We have computers and space

shuttles and antibiotics and yet they do not

alter the basics: birth, death, the body, earth.

For all our remarkable inventions we have

not altered nature and many people point to

humanity's psychological and biological

stasis — from Ancient Greece and Rome to

Nato and Kosovo.

Religious beliefs demonstrate an underlying

difference in orientation. In the West,

mankind is on a linear course from birth (a

state of 'sin', immaturity and perhaps

related to a nation's definition as "under-

developed")— a uni-directional striving

towards the ultimate goal of immortality

('heaven' or the 'paradise" of 'developed'

nation status). In African religion (and

possibly the beliefs of the East and other

'under-developed' regions), mankind is

more commonly conceived as part of a

cyclical geometry of time where birth

involves the re-introduction of a past spirit

and death a return to the ancestors until re-

appearance in another birth or spirit

possession.

Climate has impacted on these orientations.

The harsher northern hemisphere requires

mankind to protect itself resulting in

invention, competition and individualism.

There is the continuing attempt to control

nature. The warmer southern climate makes

less stringent demands and, on the whole,

existence is more dependent on maintaining

a balance which foregrounds the

continuance of successful traditions, co-

operation and group ethos, with a greater

acceptance of nature as it is.

Eino Nangaku's awareness seems to be

concentrated on those essentials which

remain the same from century to century—
the cyclical ba.sics of life. Thus while styles

may differ as in Vambo Pol and Eniilish Pot.

they are both just types of pots— basic

vessels.

Many of Nangaku's works, can be placed in

a sequence which creates a circle of time

rather than linear time. The interesting

work entitled Jesus in Cethsemane shows us

a small, intensely blackened, vulnerable

creature. The figure sits on the ground,

head bowed down, body curled into a self-

protective circle. He does not writhe or

strive: we don"t see his face; there are no

clothes, no halo, no theatrics. He is still,

submissive before his fate. Jesus in

Geihsemane becomes the representative of a

pha.se — a small ball of pain-filled humanity

facing dc:ilh

(left) Eino Nangaku, Baby, 1999,

15 X 20 X 13cm, open-fired clay

(right) Eino Nangaku, Jesus in Gethsemane,
1999, 16 X 21 X 17cm, open-fired clay

(left) Eino Nangaku, Boxer, 1999,

21 X 13 X 10cm, open-fired clay

(right) Eino Nangaku, Reading. 1998,

17 X 18 X 13cm, open-fired clay
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This shape is reversed in Baby whose body

also forms a curving roundness of soft flesh

with a sense of containment and passivity.

Here the body lies upwards and open to life

— a "Song of Innocence" in contrast to the

Gethsemane "Song of Experience". Egg and

Ball offer us a representation of life before

birth and after death, when the body takes its

simplest, possibly original, form—
uncurling into life and curling up towards

death in an eternal circle.

Upright figures are at various stages of their

life span. They include Girl, Justin

Nangakii, Man I. Woman I. Chief and Boxer.

The bases of all Nangaku's works are

proportionally large and solid, indicating a

strong attachment to the earth. The heads

too are large while the bodies are reduced in

size. Even Boxer, though his hands are

prominent, has head and feet

disproportionately larger than his body.

Nangaku says that knowledge is most

important in life, a belief reflected perhaps

in the emphasis on the heads. Several of his

figures are portrayed with books and

Reading in particular conveys a sense of

concentrated mental activity. No indication

of gender is given in either the male-titled or

female-titled works. All the figures are

solitary except for the few that have a spirit

companion. Each work is unique— there is

no copying, no reproduction. It is certainly

not the tourist-oriented mass production we

see in local stone 'sculpture'.

Eino Nangaku, Spirit

Element, 1999, 49 x

35cm, mixed media

Nangaku's largest clay figure to date is

Chief. This solidly based man. firmly

planted on the earth, is also the only clothed

figure. He wears a cloak, perhaps a scarf,

and a tall hat. The imposing head and hat

inay indicate the wisdom of the elders, a

universally held African belief which again

reveals the different attitude to "progress'.

In the West, youth and "newness' are

worshipped while in Africa, age and

experience are more highly respected. Chief

is a motionless figure. He holds in his right

hand a soft, lifeless animal. There is no

weapon depicted and no triumphalist attitude

conveyed. The hand, the stance and the

animal form convey gentleness. The animal

is not flung over the shoulder or dragged by

a hind leg. This work offers an antithesis of

those photographs showing colonial hunters

proudly brandishing their guns with one foot

triumphantly stamped on the animal's dead

body.

Taken together these works provide an

eternal circle: Egg (birth). Baby (innocence).

Girl (youth). Man/Woman and Bo.xer

(adulthood), C/»>/(wisdom of age), Jesus in

Gethsemane (experience and suffering). Ball

(death )/£g,? (birth). And Justin Nangaku'^

Perhaps the embodiment of creative

imagination? I am not suggesting that the

artist intended this projection but rather that

when considered together they reveal an

underlying conception.



Eino Nangaku also writes songs which add

something to our perspective on his work:

Praise Africa

Praise Africa. Beautiful, our motherland.

Good Africa.

Praise Africa. Love wonderjul, of Africa, is

a kiitgdoin. We are throne.

Praise Africa. Peace galore, in the realm,

sen'e Africa. Reveal wisdom.

Praise Africa. As windfall, shine happiness,

like a wind. Brint; spirit.

Praise Africa. Glorious, soul ofAfrica.

With kindness in your mind respect Africa

our homeland.

Praise Africa. Gentleman and ladv of

justice offer your prayer None evil fall.

None curse come. Bless Africa, our

motherland.

Eino Nangaku, Chief,

1997, approx.

110 X 32 X 30cm,
open-fired clay

1 4 Photos by Barbara Murray

Africa Paiwrama

Our Africa, vast panorama. Bright Africa,

vast panorama, and shine, vast panorama.

Our Africa, vast panorama. Bless Africa,

vast panorama: milk and honey, vast

panorama, is running, vast panorama.

Our Africa, vast panorama. Old hut not fall,

vast panorama, rich and growing, vast

panorama. None end. Never die. vast

panorama.

Our Africa, vast pimorama. Today at your

home, vast panorama, full moon, the stars,

vast panorama, of the sky shine again, vast

panorama, no dark hut romantic, vast

panorama.

Africa, good panorama, justice praise

honest, vast panorama, ofAfrica, evoke

spirit, vast panorama.

The enigma of Nangaku's art is the

contemporary' reality in which he exists:

How is such art created by a man who lives

in Harare, a twentieth-century city teeming

with the trappings of "modernity": the

fashionably dressed youths toting cell

phones, the snazzy cars, the high-rise blocks,

billboard advertising and consumerism, TV.s,

CDs, PCs? Perhaps it is an indication of

how little so-called modern inventions and

developments impinge on real life here?

Clearly Nangaku's art comes from the inner

realm of his philosophy and a view of life

which remains relatively untouched by the

changing fads of "progress". Nangaku's

work has a raw integrity that is uniquely and

originally his own. What it has to lell us

about life in 19W is that the paraphenalia of

consumerist modernity is superficial and, in

the end, irrelevant. Despite its seeming lack

of "modernity", Eino Nangaku's art is

entirely modern, of today, a relevant

expression of contemporary reality both in

Zimbabwe and in the rest of the world. We
may communicate by internet and tly to the

moon but. in reality, our humanity remains

raw clay, forming and reforming into the

Vaniho Pot, the Hnglish



The complication of evolving a personal identity in post-colonial circum-

stances is reflected in art being made throughout the world. Rebecca
Garrett, a photo/film/video-based installation artist currently teaching and
completing a Master's degree in Canada, examines the different approaches
of three Canadian artists. The similarities to and differences from contem-
porary African identity-formation are thought-provoking.

Transactions
Zachery Longboy, Confirmation of My Sins, 1995,

videotape (detail)

"What has become visible, then, is that the project of reinventing

subjectivity can justly be described as collaborative by white artists

only when we participate by at last beginning to recognise, name,

depict, and relinquish the interests ofour own investments in the

privileges oj' self-identities formed with reference to a fantasised,

primitivised colonised other The anguish ofdiscovering a self that

originates in this transaction dissolves in the recognition that one

can be an active participant in its reformation and redefinition

rather than a passive onlooker doomed to collect interest and suffer

guilt."
'

A consideration of the work of Stephen Foster, Zachery Longboy

and Shelley Niro opens up an extremely complex field of enquiry.

All three artists are from Native Canadian backgrounds and each

artist is engaged in an unflinching analysis of the historical, material

and social ground from which their personal voices speak. The

result is work that is both intensely personal and inherently political.

An adequate critical interpretation demands no less than a re-

interpretation of history and subjectivity, and an analysis of the

viewer's intemalisation of colonial, imperialist and national

perceptions and codes. The challenge is to conceive of a shared

cultural space within which to view the work. This shared cultural

space is impossible without acknowledgement of the dominant role

played by a particular experience of colonialism from which we all

speak, read, make art, critique and interpret.

I found myself living in Zimbabwe for three years in the early 90s

where I was visiting artist in residence at the National Gallery of

Zimbabwe. Some time after I returned to Canada, I gave a talk on

Zimbabwean art to a group of art students in Toronto. After

presenting a rough historical overview, I concentrated on work done

since Independence. A slide of a stone sculpture came up and I

asked the students to say what they thought of it. Someone said it

made them think of Picasso. They agreed that they thought this

sculpture derivative of, a copy of Picasso. The attitude was

dismissive and certain: they knew, and they were not interested. The

sculpture was passe, derivative, not interesting.

In telling this story my intention is not to show how ignorant or

uninformed these students were. This particular group was in fact

extremely well informed about and sensitive to issues of race,

identity and difference. They were aware of Picasso's appropriation

or "borrowing" of African forms and the many varied debates around

"Primitivism" in modem art. And yet, when presented with a

contemporary work by an African artist, they could not see the work

except from within their own frames of reference.

Why haven"t the debates around these issues caused the frames of

reference to change?

The time is overdue for us to admit: we don't know what this

sculpture means. When we (in the West) look at this sculpture all we

can see is our own discourse: a one-sided monologue— a loop— a

self-perpetuating feedback loop. Time and again. African artists

think they are going to have a dialogue, but are left standing amazed

while the West continues to analyse, interpret and collect from

within its own narrow view.

Colonialism involves a long history, of which appropriation is one of

the more visible markers or signs. Debate around appropriation in

the West has tended to personalise the issue as though if you or I i c



could just stop appropriating things

everything would be okay. However

appropriation is the inevitable,

inextricably linked result of a

historical relationship between

peoples and between nations within a

particular map of empire and global

capitalism. By dressing up its basic

tenets in new clothes, post-

colonialism continues and perpetuates

colonial relations and values under the

guise of an equal playing field. As

Ania Loomba notes, colonialism

"locked the original inhabilanis and the newcomers into the most

complex ami traumatic relationships in human history." -

My understanding of colonialism was influenced greatly by my
experience in Africa. Zimbabwe and Canada share a similar but

different colonial history. Independence docs not mean the end of

colonialism. Zimbabwe's very definition and existence as a nation

originates in colonialism: its infrastructure, institutions and official

language remain British, attesting to the global reach of imperialist

structures. These structures were not developed in isolation: colonial

administrators from Canada and Zimbabwe got together regularly in

Britain to exchange notes on effective ways for containing and

managing local populations and the colonial enterprise. A
particularly successful feature of British colonialism was the training

of the colonised to colonise themselves. In this sense, hegemony

over truth and knowledge replaces troops and guns finally as the

relevant tool of colonisation.'

"Each of us carries around those growing up places, the institutions.

a sort ofbackdrop, a stage set. So often we act out the present

against the backdrop of the past, within aflame ofperception that is

so familiar, so safe that it is terrifying to risk changing it even when

we know that our perceptions are distorted, limited, constricted by

that old view.

There is an irreconcilable tension between the search for a secure

placefrom which to speak, within which to act. and the awareness of

the price at which secure places are bought, the awareness of the

exclusions, the denials, the blindnesses on which they are

predicated."
"

Achebe uses a different strategy, that of re-defining and re-inventing

the English novel from an African point of view.

Just as colonisation was not the same everywhere, strategies of

resistance to it were and are varied. Strategies of resistance have

taken on many forms in many places: from silence to violence; from

a retrieval and reclaiming of cultural forms, narratives and motifs

from the past, to a re-appropriation and re-definition of colonial

forms, genres and tropes.' The three artists I am writing about all

belong to a tradition of resistance to colonialism in Canada. To

understand their work therefore requires an understanding of the

realities specific to colonialism in Canada.

The history of colonialism in Canada has been, and continues to be

distorted by myth. For instance, there is among the now dominant

culture in Canada the perception that we are nice multi-cultural

people, and the myth that we were kinder, gentler colonisers than

Americans or Europeans. If you look at the facts, this is simply not

true. Colonialism in Canada has involved and continues to involve

systematic physical and cultural genocide, oppression, stereotyping

and exclusion. Images of indigenous Canadians have been and

continue to be used to mask actual conditions of Native peoples and

actual NativeAVhite relations. The Canadian nation uses Native

images to demonstrate its tolerance and to prove that all problems

are in the past and we will all dance into the future together, free and

happy. But the nation does not care as much about what happens to

actual Native people and communities: does not put neariy as much

time, effort and money into working with actual people and

Independence does constitute an

abrupt break from the past

however and prompts a renewal

of strategies for de-colonisation.

African artists have responded in

various ways. Ngugi wa Thiongo

agrees with Fanon that it is

necessary to go back to history,

to reclaim a past that has been

distorted and discredited by

1 A colonialism. Novelist Chinua



Stephen Foster,

Off Centre, ^995,

video installation

(details - clockwise

from top left)

Photos courtesy of the artist

communities as it does into producing tlie image. This has a double

effect. Native imagery is appropriated by and enlisted into the

service of the state. At the same time. Native culture is presented as

something dead and in the distant past: and Native people are

portrayed as happy and willing participants in the national agenda.''

Stephen Foster's work is a resistance to the appropriation of Native

images, culture and art works by the state. As he points out: "With

the disruption of cultural traditions the Native cultures of Canada

were expected to vanish into history. Non Natives may feel that the

traditional structures of our cultures no longer exist, that we are no

longer essentially oral cultures, and therefore our authority over our

cultural expression either no longer exists or is no longer relevant.

By presenting Native culture as a part of history and not as a living

culture it displaces the authority Native people have over their own

traditions and relocates it in the hands of the museum and the state
"^

Stephen Foster's video installations deconstruct stereotypes and

mythologies by re-appropriating and re-claiming appropriated

imagery. In Off Centre. Foster re-appropriates Curtis's

appropriation^ of Native images by using a scene of a Kwakiutl man"

dancing around an outdoor fire, from the 1914 film. //; the Land of

the Headhimters.'" Foster has looped this scene, then re-shot if off a

monitor, rescanned it with layered oscillation, and manipulated the

image through a succession of generations .so that the image seems

to echo and disintegrate into bits and bytes as the man dances

endlessly, absurdly, pointlessly, around and around. Foster sees the

binary coding aspect of digital technology as a metaphor for culmral

assimilation and institutional entrapment. There is a progression in

the manipulation of the image, like a surveillance camera moving

closer and closer, till the image disintegrates entirely

and we are looking at pixels.

As the dance continues, we hear a number of voices

speaking overlapping first person stones. One voice

tells how when he was a teenager he yelled racist

abuse at another boy in order to disown his past and

impress his friends. The same voice later tells the

same story except now it is told from the point of

view of the boy who is the victim of the abuse.

Another narrative is interwoven with these, about a

hate crime: the killing of a Native man, told again

from the point of view of the killer and then from the

point of view of the man who has been stabbed and

is lying bleeding on a suburban lawn.

In the video Off Centre (which holds up weU as a videotape, not just

as documentation) another image appears in a frame within that of

the endlessly dancing Indian. It is the image of a staircase, shot

from above, with a man running up and down the stairs, endlessly.

The voices continue over this image. It is as though a story or

stories from the past have been brought into the present. And so

little has changed: instead of dancing around a fire, the figure of a

man is trapped in an institutional stairway — a parallel, circular

structure of oppression.

There is complexity of voice, and voices. Stories contradict one

another. The authorial voice in the piece speaks from a place of

struggle not uncertainty. This is a self, conscious of itself and of the

cost of .self-formation, but not only in relation to itself The

structure of Foster's work is open ended and invites and requires

completion by the viewer. There is a circularity to the logic of

appropriation, and Foster's re-appropriation of images implicates

us. As viewers we become entrapped in the same never-ending

circle, without origin or end. The footage of the artist running

endlessly up and down the stairs evokes the intemahsation of

institutional values, structures, ways of seeing. 17



Zachery Longboy also makes video installations and videotapes.

Confirmation ofMy Sins is a 12-minute videotape. It begins with an

image of a barefoot Indian dancing in slow motion, and an elder

speaking about how many of her people have drifted away and

'become White'. We then see the image of an elderly White woman
who is the artist's adoptive mother. Later we see images of Native

dress and artifacts from a children's book on 'How to be an Indian'.

These images float on a background, like thoughts tloaling through

one's mind. Longboy states that his "relaiion lo place iinil

geographic location is a dream image ofhome based in digital

reality. A dream image, not true history but idealistic home

landscape, imaginary." "

A voice, the artist's voice, is saying "I'm sorry. I'm sorry." over and

over again. Actually, there is a doubling of the voice. There are two

voices: the artist's natural voice and a second voice that is also the

artist's voice which has been electronically manipulated. It is still

recognisable as the artist's voice but distorted. The iinages change

from stereotypical images of Indian-ness to stereotypical snapshots

from the artist's upbringing in his White family. The voices continue

as these emotional, nostalgic images drift by: "I'm sorry. I'm sorry."

At the time it was made, in 1995, the artist was responding to

discussions taking place around the importance of going back to

one's own heritage. He felt that there was a general disregard for

actual history and that the going back was erasing what actually

happened. For him what happened was a bi-racial upbringing, and

he was not willing to disregard his adoptive mother, and was not

going to be ashamed of his actual history.

Longboy insists on recognising the historical, material and social

ground from which he speaks, a ground that is not pure, essential or

singular but confused, conflicted and hybrid. For Longboy, to name

that ground is a radical, courageous act.

Confirmation ofMy Sins is like a distorting mirror in which I see

myself distorted by a similar history of colonialism writ personal and

upside down. I iny.self was brought up m what 1 have only recently

recognised was a multi-racial family. My brother and sister were

adopted at birth, from different backgrounds. They were both older

than me and I looked up to them: they were my world. I had no

conception of race, and it was not until my .^Os that I realised that I

did not know anything about their backgrounds. My sister's

adoption was private and unofficial and she was never able to access

infonnation about her birth family. She committed suicide when she

was 27. Suicide is never simple but my sister's inability to find out

anything about her past was clearly a contributing factor.

My parents worked actively for social justice and a society free of

racism. Their intentions were good. At the time, conditions on

Native reserves were very bad and it was believed by many people

that adoption was the best thing for the children. Also with the best

intentions, race was silenced in my family. With the best intentions

individuals cannot help but replicate colonial relations.

In the past few years I have done a great deal of research about my
sister's past but have found out nothing. In attempting to claim or

re-claim my past I discover that this story is my endless loop— it is

never finished. Through it I understand how erasure creates a

compulsive returning to that which is not known. It is a story of

how, despite the best intentions, colonial relations are reproduced

within the most intimate institutions, the family and the self.

Perhaps because of my background I found Zachery Longboy 's tape

painful to listen to and watch. I interpreted the repetition of "I'm

sorry" as anguished, as about being pulled apart, as 'confirmation of

my sins' by not being able to live up to the expectations of being

Native nor of being White: for not being able to be culturally pure.

However in conversation with the artist, Longboy said he doesn't

feel this way. He thinks of "I'm .torry" as a mantra that loses its

meaning as it is repeated over and over. The words become

unimportant: "There is no end. It just keeps going, around and

around, one big circle. There is some closure, hut the movement is

part of collective thought."

>%s'\^
** ^

Zachery Longboy,
Confirmation of Wy Sins.

1995, videotape (details)

Photos courtesy of V-Tape,

Toronto. Canada
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Indigenous women in Canada are subject to a double erasure: as

Native people and as women. Shelley Niro uses images of herself,

her family and friends to deconstruct stereotypical images of Native

women— often with biting hilarity. Although her first love is

painting, she uses photography and tllni because "people can

respond to it immedialely. and I can have an ongoini; dialo\>ue.

Being an Indian person, technology was always used against us.

We're trying to use technology and make it a positive experience."

Are You My Sister? is a series of 1 2 full-length photographic

portraits of the artist, her mother and daughter and friends and artists

from other First Nations'- communities. The photos are printed in

sepia tone and framed in intricately engraved copper. The designs

engraved in the copper are of a styli.sed Masonic brooch, referring to

a design that was appropriated by the Iroquois " in the 17th and

early 18th centuries.

to create the present. The next panel in the series is the cut-out

silhouette shape of a woman standmg in a landscape — another

absent presence: "the shadow and the blank person are sort of self-

portraits, and I'm .laying with these shapes that I'm the shadow and

the shape. It changes and it moves; it's up to me to decide what to

put into thai blank. .So that depends on the people that I depend on,

and the people that are influential in my life, and I have to he

responsiblefor those influences and thatfeeling ofcommunity."

The next eight panels in the series arc photographs of Niro. her

mother and daughter, and artists, actors, writers, filmmakers from

other communities. The women exude strength and confidence.

Niro presents a model of the self that is not fixed, static, but in tlux,

in formation, interdependently with others. Something feels

equivocal about the figures' relationship to the land.scape. There is a

strange wispy tension between the strength of the figures and a

rt^««?^JCT»ifiig»M.i»i«)8aiWV<fe?fSasa

As in much of Niro"s work, a deceptively simple surface opens up to

a complex, layered interpretation. Niro is clearly re-defining the

past: reclaiming history. The sepia tone and the posed nature of the

photographs at first suggest the kind of romantici-sed 'ye olde"

version of family photographs within a colonial past that are popular

in the dominant settler culture but when we look closer the images

speak of something else entirely. Niro explains:

"This piece is called Are You My Sister? / believe that we all carry

with us memories ofprehistory and we're all products of the world,

and we 're fossils, even though we 're young. So this slide represents

to me that purity and that time in the world when really there was

nothing. But out of that comes creativity, which adds drama.

This is a sort ofself-portrait, like the other one. and it shows how

you are influenced by elements around you, and eventually you 're

turned into this shape in response to things that are happening

around you. Besides creativity is invention, and this is a natural

invention, an invention that comesfrom the necessity for surx'ivul."
"

The first panel is an archetypal image of the shadow of a woman on

the ground, in the countryside, on the grass. The shadow speaks of

both presence and absence: an absent pres'ence. Like a presentiment

from the past of things to come or like a spirit hovering. A
superficial reading of this could lead to fuzzy metaphysical

interpretations about Native spirituality linked to Nature, women as

earth-mother. But Niro regards this image as a starting point,

bringing it very much within the present, and within an

understanding of images and history as part of an active engaged

dynamic process.

Niro has laid the groundwork for the piece: she is speaking not of

History but of complicated histories and how we, the living, are

active participants evolving out of those histories and using the past

tentative relationship to their settings. This is certainly not an

uncomplicated claiming of ownership of land or home; it is about a

relation to the land that is changing, evolving. A crucial subtext to

Niro's work is the history of forced re-location from the Mohawk

Valley north of Albany to Brantford '"— a specific result of

colonialisation with implications that continue to reverberate.

"We 're still colonised. They make it sound like it's fun. I have a

colonised mind, ami I have to fight against that. Post colonialism is

neo-colonidlisin: we're still being colonised, it never stopped."

The women in these photos are not claiming ownership of a place;

they embody a connection that is not confident and fixed, but in

constant negotiation. The place is both specific and not: it reflects a

lived environment — sides of buildings, plain interiors etc — that

attests to a recognition that strength and community are scattered and

must be constantly reinvented through networking and community

building. Niro refers to the role of women in keeping things

together, both in traditional culture and in the new dislocated culture,

and the political importance of women within the Iroquois society.

The last two images in the series are of a woman's silhouette shape,

this time with the landscape inside it, and then an 'empty' landscape.

The landscape is Brantford, locating where the work has come from.

These last two images mirror the first two images in the series,

connecting us back to the beginning, suggesting a reading that is

circular and continuous.

Appropriation of Native representations by the dominant settler

society relegates Native people to a frozen, timeless past and claims

the present and the future for the nation. Niro refuses to be calcified.

By bringing history into the present. Niro is reclaiming and

redefining representations of her self within her living, working,

struggling, inventing community. By showing us her artwork, she is

not only offering us a place in it, but graciously and generously
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demanding that we consider our role and responsibilities as active

agents in the making of the past and the present and the future, rather

than as passive consumers of images and others.

The challenge that the work presents is not simply to conceive of a

shared cultural space but to take on the responsibilities that come

with sharing that space. These responsibilities include a claiming of

a particular history and ground: an analysis of the self as constructed

in and by particular historical and social forces; and a recognition

that an awareness of this self construction involves personal stakes

and that it is also, in essence, political. Finally there is something

else that I sense. It has to do with Zachery Longboy's 'V/rr/f of

collective thoughf\ where I recognise I am not alone in my
unknowing and we will all just keep talking anyway because that is

the whole point.

Shelley Niro, Are You My Sister?,

1994, (total dimensions) 102 x 640cm,
photo-installation

Notes

1

.

Susan Hiller, The Myth of Prinutivism: Perspectives on An. 1 99 1

.

2. Ania Loomba. Colonialisni/Postcohinialism Routledge. 1998,

3. Churchill Ward. "Signifying Oppression" in Public 7: Sacred Technologies.

Toronto: Public Access, 1993.

4. Biddy Martin and Chandra Talpade Mohanty, "Feminist Politics: What's Home Got

To Do With It?" in Feminisi Studies/Critical Studies., ed, Theresa de Laurelis.

Bloomington: Indiana University Press. 1986.

5. Edward Said. Culture and hnperuilism. New York: Alfred A. Knopf. 1993.

6. Eva Mackey, The House ofDifference: Cultural Politics and National Identity in

Canada. Routledge. 1999.

7. Stephen Foster. Behind a Sheet of Glass, MA thesis. York University. 1993.

8. Edward Sharif Curtis, an early American photographic ethnographer, documented

the lives and conditions of indigenous peoples on the west coast of Canada and the

USA between 1905-1920.

9. The KwakiutI are a tribe or nation indigenous to Vancouver Island on the far west

coast of Canada. They are known for their rich culture.

10. A dramatic film made by Edward S Cunis in 1914. Intended as a commercial

venture, it has since been widely used and quoted as an early example of

ethnographic film-making.

11. Zachery Longboy in conversation. December 1998.

12. The term 'First Nations' or "First Peoples" refers to aboriginal peoples of North

Amenca as defined by tnbal affiliation. This term is currently more widely used

than Columbus's misnomer 'Indians'.

13. When the colonisers arrived, the Iroquois were a large and powerful nation

indigenous to the Great Lakes region of Canada and the USA.
14. Shelley Niro. quoted in "Fenischpt: Transcript of the proceedings of the Symposium

on Feminist Art Fracture. 29 January 1995." Ontano: The Organisation of Kingston

Women Artists. 1996.

15. The Iroquois nation is divided by the border between Canada and the USA,
Historically, due to contlicts over this border, many Iroquois people were forcibly

re-located from the Mohawk Valley in the USA to a reserve near Brantford in

Canada.
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(left) Svetlana Kopystiansky,

/ Love Neither Mountains nor

Forests, 1995, mixed media

(below) Susan Hlller, From the

Freud Museum, 1 991 -96,

259 X 914cm, 50 mixed media
boxes in vitrine - installation

(right) Carlos Capelan, Mapas y
Paisajes (Maps and Landscapes),

1992, installation

a fruitful incoherence
dialogues with artists on internationalism

Gavin Jantjes [ed]

Institute of International Visual Arts (inlVA), London, 1998

A review by Murray McCartney



"The starting point of critical elaboration is

the consciousness ofwhat one really is and

knowing one's self as a product of the

historical process to date, which has

deposited in you an infinity of traces without

leaving an inventory. Therefore, it is

imperative at the outset to compile such an

inventoiy." (Antonio Gramsci)

In afruitfid incoherence, Gavin Jantjes takes

up Gramsci"s challenge to explore the

infinity of traces by engaging seven artists in

lengthy conversations; the work of an

eighth, the late Chohreh Feyzdjou. is

explored through interviews with friends and

critics.

Much has been written in recent years on the

subject of cultural difference, hybridily and

post-colonialism. The debates have largely

taken place in academic circles, and as

inlVA Director Gilane Tawadros points out

in her Preface, "artists are rarely invited to

lead these debates even when their practice

has prefigured or demarcated the theoretical

ground".

afruitfiil incoherence offers a long overdue

corrective to this neglect. The book's title

was coined by Su.san Hiller to describe the

productively ambiguous space between the

artwork and its audience, between the

intention of the artist and the interpretation

of the viewer. Its sub-title, dialogues with

artists on internationalism, speaks for itself.

The opening dialogue, with Susan Hiller,

sets the tone of Jantjes' project. The

conversation ranges from the artist's drive to

'wonder and explore'; through her

relationship with the viewers of her work;

her uses of text, language and the internet;

considerations of "home"; and. finally, to a

reflection about why she does what she

does: challenging the oithodoxies of

tradition, of feminism, and of the patriarchy

"which would locate me ... as a very

mystical, charming loony young woman
artist".

There are moments when Hiller resists the

intellectual sword-play of Jantjes'

interrogation ("... it's difficult to talk about

this spontaneously and off' the cuff, for the

simple reason that if I were able to present it

really clearly in words, briefly and

succinctly, I wouldn 't have to make the

artwork"), but the easy, back-and-forth flow

of the dialogue reflects her acuity quite as

much as it does her engaging humility. To

the question. What should artists do with

tradition? she answers. "With tradition? Ah!

Well. I don 't know ... I only know that there 's

probably nothing I've ever thought, said or

done that hasn 't already occurred

somewhere ... my job is as a sorter."

Talking about From the Freud Museum, in

which she juxtaposes psychoanalysis with

ethnography, and views both through art,

Hiller notes that, ""/ thought this piece was

going to be overlooked by viewers, but I

really had underestimated people 's ability to

enter into the spirit of the work ... if the work

is presented in such a way that the space at

the centre is clearly theirs, they take up that

space."

For the Uruguayan Carlos Capelan,

considerations of "space' focus on his escape

from the confining walls of Swedish

museums— "the white cube, this sacred

atmosphere"— to the creation of his own

context. His work is rich in the exoticism

that characterises Chicano aesthetics, "... the

kitsch, the fantasy, the colours", but

paradoxically he regards himself as more

European than the "blonde Vikings' of

Scandinavia, "because I have these deep

roots in Latin culture".

Capelan is as eloquent in his conversation as

he is in his art, and more than once deflects

an elliptical question with a robust rejoinder.

"There is nothing tike a Uruguayan being",

he says, apropos of challenges to nationality

and ethnicity. ""/ am at home in Lund, which

is a small town in Scandinavia, and Ifeel

part of this town. 1 am a Lundian artist. I

am alsofrom Montevideo ..."

Returning to Uruguay after an absence of

twenty years, Capelan created Mapas y

Paisajes (Maps and Landscapes), an

installation contrived from old books, mud

and four light bulbs "that became a map of 23
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Marie Jo Lafontaine, Wir haben Die Kunst Damit wir

nicht an der Wahrheit zugrunde gehen, 1991,

colour photographs diameter 15 metres

the world' . He welcomed people to the

show as if to a re-invented homeland. "/ had

been liviiiii for twenty years in an iniai;inary

Uruguay, white they lived in the actual

Uruguay. We were living in the same place

but located on different levels ... They got the

point and knew exactly what I was talking

about."

Throughout the book, such homespun

humanity dances elegantly with the

theoretical microsurgery of post-modernist

investigation. Jantjes is not one to hide his

erudition under a bushel, and is ever-ready

with a quote from Borges, an allusion to

Duchamp. or a reference to the latest

seminal text. What rescues a fruitful

incoherence from the archness into which it

could so easily have descended in less able

hands, is his instinctive and respectful

fellowship with the artists to whom he talks.

Marie Jo Lafontaine is the only one of them

who continues to live in her home country.

Belgium. '7 have a space in Brussels and it

24 is my territory. It is not .so very important

lluil I live in Brussels. It's the place where I

aw. where I live, and where my friends are."

And a place from which she launches forays

to unsettle the complacency of city-dwellers

elsewhere.

Harare's municipal twin. Munich, was one

such target. In 1991 Lafontaine was invited

to install a work in the Glyptothek Museum.

She lined one of its domes with photographs

of fire (a reference to its having been

bombed in WWII), and in an outside wall-

niche which had once framed a sculpture of

Pericles, she displayed a part of the radical

statesman's treati.se on the city, including the

words, "The greatness ofour city brings il

about that all the good things from all over

the worldflow into us. Our city is open to

the world, and we have no periodic

deportations in order to prevent people

observing orfinding out secrets ... no subject

can complain of being governed by people

unfit for their responsibilities."

The good burghers of BMW-ville were not

best pleased. "They are .so proud"

Lafontaine tells us. "... [they] didn 't

appreciate the Pericles text." What we are

not told, is whether the inscription beneath

the naming dome was hers or theirs: "Wir

liaben Die Kun.st Damit wir nicht an der

Wahrheit zugrunde gehen" (We have art. so

that we don't perish by the truth).

It is a notable strength of Jantjes' technique

as an interlocutor that he doesn't allow his

interest in theoretical elaboration to elbow

out the artists' entertaining and illuminating

commentaries on their works. These alone

are worth the price of admission. If we

finish the book still uncertain about how to

view internationalism, still unsure about

where to draw the line between 'us' and

'them', we leave it w uh our uncertainty

enriched by having been in the company of

questing minds, of innovative talents.

Those of us who live beyond the walls of

academe may also leave it with a slight

distaste for some of the language and synta.v

of post-modernism. Tawadros opens the

book by suggesting that visual practice



provides the starting point for "discussion

cuouiul defmilions of 'home' and

'displacement', the 'boundary' and the

'international' in addition to many other

'keywords ' which contribute to our

understanding ofEuropean culture at the

end of the nventieth century." The book

closes with a Glossary to augment our

understanding.

The bracketing of 'keywords' inside

quotation marks may not be an intentional

echo of Raymond Williams' 1976 book of

the same name, but the temptation to view

the former through the prism of the latter is

irresistible.

It is no surprise that Williams paid attention

to only a few of the words glossed by Rohini

Malik and Gavin Jantjes. He shared their

concern with the alteration, redefinition and

influence of the vocabulary of 'culture' and

'society', but the lexicon of two decades ago

could hardly have foreseen the totemic

significance to contemporary multi-

culturalism of terms such as 'boundary',

'exile', 'migration' or 'other'.

The fonnat of the Glossary is to follow a

word's dictionary meaning with citations

from recent texts (catalogue essays, articles

in cultural journals), and a 'working

definition" which is implicitly formulated to

assist our interrogation of the 'ambiguous

space' of 'fruitful incoherence".

The entry under Tradition, for instance, cites

Yang Lian: "A living and open tradition

must b\ its veiy nature he grounded in the

'/', and consequently, in modenuty."

Really? Must it?

Raymond Williams is at once less dogmatic

and more accessible: "... the word moves

again and again towards age-old and

towards ceremony, duty and respect.

Considering only how much has been

handed down to us. and how various it

actually is. this, in its own way, is both a

hetraxal ami a surrender."

If some of the Glossary's citations are

breathtaking in their self-confidence, others

appear almost willfully opaque. Thus, Homi

K. Bhabha on Nation: "The Western nation

as an obscure and ubiquitousfonn of living

the locality of culture. This locality is more

around temporality than about historicity ...

more psychic than civiliry: more hybrid in

the articulation of cultural differences and

identifications than can be represented in

any hierarchical or binary structuring of

social antagonism."

Considerations of nation, nationality and

nationalism are of course central to the

debates on which a fruitful incoherence

focuses. To this reviewer at least, however,

prose such as Bhabha's does as much to

muddy the waters as it does to clarify them.

Too often, the post-modernist project

appears to involve wresding so hard with

words and meanings that the result is a

bloodied mess. In their working definition

of Migration, for instance, the editors have

sacrificed elegance for an ungainly species

of wordy precision: "The act of artists

moving themselves and their ideas away

from geographical or cultural fixities, to new

positions detennined through a creative

negotiating and assembling of cultural

identities."

Compare John Berger, whom they

fortunately had the grace and good sense to

quote: "Emigration does not only involve

leaving behind, crossing water living

amongst strangers, but, al^o, undoing the

very meaning of the world."

Proof indeed that poetry, as well as the

visual arts, can thrive in the realm of fruitful

incoherence.

Forthcoming events and exhibitions
The Land, an exhibition of paintings by

leading Zimbabwean exponents of the

landscape such as George Churu, Jean

Hahn, Daryl Nero, Richard Witikani,

Kate Raath and Hilary Kashiri will run

throughout July at Gallery Delta. This will

be followed until 14 August by a show

featuring prominent artists from the region

and beyond and including work by Antonio

E. Costa. The Cros.sroads group will

exhibit from 17 August until 7 September

when an exhibition of works by Robert

Paul will again inhabit his old hou.se.

The new National Gallery in Mutare opened

on 18 June with a showing of the "98

Heritage Exhibition. Established in Kopje

House ( 1 1th Avenue), this second branch of

NGZ, aims to stimulate development in the

visual arts in the region. They will hold a

workshop for local artists in July and intend

to showcase artists from the area as well as

bring exhibitions from around the country.

For information Tel: (020) 62328.

On 14 July (if the funds have been found to

keep the doors open) the National Gallery in

Harare will be launching an exhibition of

award winning architectural designs which

will be followed on 4 August by the second

Longman's Biennale of Women Artists. The

UNDP Bridging The Gap programme will

take over the gallery on 18 August and in

early September the tlnal year students from

the BAT Workshop will be showing their

work.

At Pierte Gallery, from 13 July to 10

August, two French artists, Philippe

Desloubieres (sculptor, painter) and

Martiel Verdier (photographer) will be

working alongside Anderson

Mukomberanwa, Chiko Chazunguza

(at the Polytech) and Charles

Kamangwana. Lectures about art

photography will be organised at the

Polytech and the workshop will be followed

by an exhibition first at Pierre and then in

Paris at Pierte Gallery France ( 105, rue

Mademoiselle, 75015 Paris tel: 33-1-

56582437). This gallery, dedicated to

contemporary African art with an emphasis

on Zimbabwe, was opened in September

1998 and will be showing the work of

Zephania Tshuma (Zimbabwe) and Chiff

(painter from Benin) until the end of July.

The National Gallery in Bulawayo continues

to display its dynamism through original

and innovative exhibitions. In July, Cecile

Knight and Anne Simone Mutton

combine painting and fashion in a visual

extravaganza entitled Painted Ladies. There

will also be a show of Wire Art produced by

participants in NGB's active Outreach

programme. Thatha Camera, an exhibition

of photographs from the townships 1 900-

1985, will open in August and Berry

Bickle returns to her native region for a solo

show.

The Aftershave International Artists

Workshop will be held in the grass and mud

structures of the Museum of Traditional

Nigerian Architecture in Jos, Nigeria, from

23 October - 6 November. This year 24

artists from Argentina, Botswana, Cuba,

Japan, Kenya, Pakistan, Senegal, South

Africa, UK, Austria and Nigeria will be

participating. For further information

contact Adele Garkida on e-mail:

aftshave@abu.edu.ng

The Zimbabwe Association of Art

Critics has a meeting each last Monday of

the month at the Bookcafe with discussions

on various topics, issues, exhibitions and

events. Everyone is welcome. Please

contact us at Tel: 861195 ore-mail

<bmurray @mango.zw> for information and ^'^

details.
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flight

of the
personal

(left) Paul Wade,
lonely heart, 1999,

85 X 110cm,
oil on canvas

(right) Paul Wade,
another bleeding heart,

1999,163 x110cm,
mixed media



Artist to artist:

Paul Wade's
recent solo

exhibition entitled

'know what I

mean' evokes an
empathetic

response from

Berry Bickle

,strs— .

3sa&^^

At the preview of 'know what I mean", there was an evocative smell

of oil paint, it lingered, carrying the trail from the studio to

exhibition wall space, along the artist's adage "for paint addicts" . A
smell emanating from strong painting; smell incited from the very

sensuality of paint.



The lust and lustre of the

substance oil paint is rare. A
contemporary preoccupation has

been for work presented in

media anything but oil paint: in

the 1999 Tate Gallery exhibition

of the Turner Prize finalists, seen

as a litmus test of the cutting

edge of contemporary art, three

of the entries were video

installations, the fourth being an

infamous bed. Media

surrounding the show declared a

dramatic assumption. Painting is

dead.

This is no surprise as painting as

an art form has been seen as

declining. The very genius of

paint, in its direct spontaneous

freedom to do unto paint, is

challenged. As a point of

impact and perception, paint

represents an age-old confidence

in the very being of art. The

weight of worth, the humanist

values of endeavour, beauty,

aesthetic reference point has

shifted, refocused, realigned, as

if the very alchemy of art has

changed, from the literal

alkaline of oil to diverse

deconstruction burning with

immediacy to claim our

attention.

Video, video installation, video

stills, all energy that challenges

physical and conceptual

perception— it is the present

Babel where anything is

possible. From language to

deliverance: the physical

displacement of going to a place

to look at art even appears

primitive when art can reach you

by satellite. From object to

substance: painting frames itself

from cave walls to museuins, but

the substance in video film or

computer lives in temporal

illumination. From a complex

and highly analytical emergence

of alternative vocabularies riding

a relentless surge.

On the thread of a highly

evocative smell, 'know what I

mean" does not engage in a

dilemma or debate on the

relevance of paint/painting;

"know what I mean' just does,

with the unhinged passion of the

possessed.

As in the title that makes the

statement, it is not a point of

argument or defence. There is

no case to defend. We are to

know exactly what this painter

Paul Wade catches our attention

with the lyrical, evocative, pain,

passion, irreverence and wit

flowing from the fragility of the

heart. He defies the ravaging of

time in a race for contemporary

relevance. It is the deeply

personal, painted out, that is

defiant, tempting our senses to

share in the presence of so much

paint.

The first engagement is with

colour, applied with lavish

agitated mark, opening and

closing somewhere between

Jackson Pollock, Howard

Hodgkin and Frank Stella.

Almost deconstructing the

modernist dogma of mark and

remaining faithful to resolving

the rectangle, the surfaces

vibrate. Paint threads surface

like a travelling thought. It

unravels and knots, bunches and

flows, in a dilemma that has a

second thought that is scratched

and embedded, like a difficult

emotion. Colour is the .substance

of delivery, from gentle calm

depths to tube squashing

splurges, a fire and ice

combination.

The human heart appears. In

lonely heart it is embedded in an

out-of-body cavity, this glowing

ember, cut out, and smoldering

in darkness.

Or the heart of another bleeding

heart, brazen and matted, in a

metal woven support, that

becomes a doormat, something

you clean your feet on. These

throw-away lines from Pop,

flippant romance, now mesh

with severance and grief These

are analogies for the state of the

heart, for the state of the body

corporal.

Red totemic streaks, bent with

the weight of a coffin, are a

death in pallbearers. This is a

personal death, a universal

death, and a painterly death. It

is a painting so sombre and

simple; grief so naked took

courage. Paul Wade holds us —
to be still — as he pays tribute

to death; as a breath is slowly

exhaled.

Then he moves us on, winding

and weaving the tension, paint

turns skyward, searching the

universe for what was an earthly

loss.

where the sky touches the earth.

paint is ca.st up into a receding

big blue space. White arabesque

marks unwind, sprung through

the red on violet strata of ground

zero. The white becomes gentle,

as distant jet stream. The

anxious tangle of strata cerulean

that holds the middle of the

painting is climatic. Paint twists



(left) Paul Wade, pallbearers, 1999,

150 X 125cm, oil on canvas

(below) Paul Wade, where the sky
touches the earth, 1999,

125 X 150cm, oil on canvas



into a knotted labyrinth, gale

force in a melamorphic bid to

become feather light, to tloat

away. The deep space of blue

bowls outward and upward,

supporting no incident of mark.

heavy on lop brings the equation

of paint as terrestrial matter

swirling back into earthly

atmosphere, a fall-out

descending by gravitational

force. The paint flickers red-

orange, like the remains of

Icarus, slash m;irks of still-

burning residue, in a grey-green

of smoke. Then there is a

mystery, of a pure turquoise

dented eclipse, tunnelling

through the acid yellow and

sienna horizon line. This is re-

entry zone, some pure element

that survived untouched, a calm

pool, a blind mirror.

From bleedmg and lonely

hearts, death, collision of flight

and fall-out. paint evocatively

loaded, colour brash and

beautiful. Paul Wade's reference

returns to simpler sensations:

walking in the garden, gentle

breeze, windrush. The conflict

has burned off. leaving space for

the wind, for the breeze through

grass, and for a walk in the

garden.

This body of paintings, collected

and shown as 'know what I

mean", is engrossed in detailed

surrender to the process of

painting. Yet it covers a surface

that is finite in size but does not

have any boundary or edge. A
statement in the body corporal

of paint, predicting the universe.

Paul Wade, heavy on top, 1999, 125 x 150cm, oil on canvas
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Despite

incredible

• obstacies, the

worlcshop movement

Africa saw renewed

vigour in 1999.

Tlie Aftershave internationai Artists Worlcshop held in Jos, Nigeria,

from 23 October to 6 November, was organised by a working group

consisting of Jerry Buhari, Adele Garkida,Tonie Okpe and Jacob Jari,

all teachers of art and design at the Ahmadu Bello University in Zaria.

^^//?/ypresents extracts from their report.

Introduction

The story of Aftershave is the story of overcoming odds. Over two

decades of military dictatorship in the life of any country takes a toll

on something. Nigeria has suffered from within: human rights

abuses, corruption and ethnic bigotry, and from without: sanctions

and negative publicity. Asking visitors to come to Nigeria was (and

probably still is) like asking them to prepiire for their own requiem

mass. Soliciting sponsorship for projects like an art workshop was

(and probably still is) like squeezing water from a rock. Tension and

suspicion were thick in the air It was ob\ ious therefore that those

who stubbornly maintained laith in its realisation, from sponsors to

participants, took great risks. We cominend thein. It was however,

precisely because of our notorious history as a nation that Aftershave

became absolutely necessary.

Participants

It may appear irresponsible but by the e\ c of the v\ orkshop we still

could not confirm who was coming and who was not! Apart from

four of us in the woi kmg group, we invited ten other Nigerian

artists. Of these we were only uncertain about Veronica Otigbo with

whom we could not make personal contact. Every other Nigerian

artist sent some form of assurance of attendance. We however have



Theresa Musoke (Uganda), Life Circle,

1999, grass, canvas, tree branches

been long enough in this country to know that one does not price a

monkey on a tree. For instance, on 21 October. Segun Falaye called

to state that he was on his way but before he hung up the phone he

asked if Frances Richardson was coming. We told him that Frances

had fallen ill and her doctor would not let her travel. That must

have decided it for Segun because he did not turn up after all. El

Anatsui. on the eve of his tnp. had all his property stolen by his

house help. He could not therefore attend. Chinwe Uwatse was

relocating so she could not make it. The non-Nigerian list was even

more uncertain. We had provision for ten but the list kept changing

because of the difficulty in securing tickets and visas. Elena

Beelaerts for instance was invited one week before the workshop

commenced!

So. after carefully choosing 24 artists to attend the workshop. 1

7

made it. The list is as follows: Josef Baier (Austria), Elena

Beelaerts (Holland), Sabina Gillani (Pakistan). Monica Mosarwa

(Botswana), Theresa Musoke (Uganda). Kioko Mwitiki (Kenya) and

Claudette Schreuders (South Africa). The Nigerian artists were: Olu

Amoda. Kefas Danjuma. Nsikak Essien. Blaise Gbaden. Lara Ige-

Jacks. Okay Ikenegbu. Jerry Buhaii. Adele Garkida. Tonie Okpe and

Jacob Jari.

Venue

At the conception of the workshop we were convinced that the type

of workshop we desired was one that challenged the artists to

observe the peculiarities of the environment. The chosen venue was

the Museum of Traditional Nigerian Architecture (MOTNA) which

is made up of architectural structures depicting religion, culture,

technology and governance. These structures are made of two

visible elements: mud and grass, and are scattered on a generous

grassy landscape. They present an interplay between chambers and

exteriors. The absence of doors and windows evokes a feeling of

openness, truth, sincerity and hospitality, and offers a strong

emotional and romantic invitation to probe, discover and search, as

well as to conceal. We meant to appeal to the artists to drift in and

out of the mud structures into the open grassy spaces and allow

themselves to be swept away by the sudden transportation over two

hundred years back in time. These replicas of ancient Nigerian

architecture, with their different structures, possessed some sobering

effects that were catalytic to peculiar modes of reaction. Standing

alone at mid-afternoon in the Ilonn Mosque for instance, one could

almost hear the call for prayer filtering through the centuries. In the

cool chambers of the Servants' Quarters, one could picture the relief

of the servants as they rested. The artists had to feel the need to

identify with this place.

A few members of the public kept sneaking in to view what the

artists were creating. Some of them could not hide their initial

disappointment as they could not see the types of works they were

used to viewing at exhibitions. However, they quickly adjusted to

appreciating their new encounters. They were even the more

fascinated by the stories behind some of the works. The joy for the

working group was that the participants did not extend their studios

to the workshop.

It must be stated however, that a few people felt that two weeks was

not enough time for an international meeting of this nature even

when on the average the participants spent eight hours daily on their

works. It could be countered however, that it is not the length of

time a man spends on a woman that guarantees pregnancy!

Sponsors

Two years ago while conducting a pilot survey towards establishing

the workshop, we made some observations concerning workshop

funding in Nigeria that we wrote in our preliminaiy report thus:

"...internal support can more easily be obtained from government

than from entrepreneurs who are weary of supporting ventures that

do not directly translate to profits. With the right introductions

however, a significant support can come from government but it

needs time, the right contacts and a good measure of luck because

decisions to be taken are political ones. There are no Foundations or

Trusts that support workshops. The other more likely places that can

offer assistance are British Council, Goethe Institute and other

foreign or world cultural institutions..."

The validity of these observations throughout our fund-raising

efforts was amazing. At some point the working group had to

urgently consider whether or not it was prudent to keep spending

money chasing after pledges that seemed so near but yet so far. At

the end. support was received from the following: Triangle Arts

Trust (England). The British Council (Nigeria), The Prince Claus

Fund (Holland), Plateau State Government (Nigena), S.O. and U.

(Lagos), Eng. Yemisi Shyllon (Lagos). Signature Gallery (Lagos),

and Bat and Matts Ltd (Jos).

The contribution of some of these bodies was not quantifiable in

monetary terms and far exceeded what they originally imagined was

their involvement. Triangle Arts Trust, but in particular Robert

Loder, was responsible for soliciting the bulk of the support that

Aftershave received. He also ensured communication between it and

the major sponsors and participants from abroad.



Nsikau Essien (Nigeria), title unknown,

1999, paint, canvas, sticks etc
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The British Council, apart from the money it gave, was responsible

for some very important aspects of the workshop. For instance, it

received six artists from the airport in Lagos and Abuja,

accommodated them and fed them before transporting them to Jos.

Some of these si,\ artists also enjoyed this privilege on their way

back home. When it became obvious that some of the participants

would encounter visa problems, the Council wrote important letters

to assist. It also pennitted Aftershave to use its postal facilities in

emergency cases. Special mention must be made of the exceptional

interest taken by Clive Bruton, David Roberts, Emmanuel Umeade

and Vincent Odey to ensure that the workshop went smoothly. The

appearance of Clive and David at the open day was the icing on the

cake.

The Plateau State Government under the new dispensation came late

into the workshop. The initial proposal Aftershave sent was under

the military regime as the new Goverment under Chief Joshua

Dariye was only sworn in last May. Yet, the Government was able to

offer a rousing reception that included a guided tour, live cultural

entertainment and dinner. It also gave expensive gifts to all the

participants at the close of the workshop; but most importantly, it

donated a piece of land to Aftershave! We wonder what its

contribution would have been if it was older! Here too. special

mention must be made of Chief Joshua Dariye, Executive Governor

of Plateau State, Mr Toma Garba, the Commissioner for Tourism and

Culture and the Permanent Secretary, Mr Goddy Goyang, for taking

even a keener interest in the workshop.

Although they arc not listed as funders. the participants had also

partly sponsored the workshop. Apart from the works some of them

donated, even their presence alone was a form of sponsorship. Most

of them put off important schedules and paid their way to attend.

From what we learnt, they did this gladly knowing that such initial

sacrifices were necessary.

Evaluation

It is difficult to remain detached while evaluating oneself and thai is

perhaps why objectives are set at the beginning of projects — it

should be easy to assess whether or not each objective was achieved.

The objectives of setting up an international workshop in Nigeria

and our evaluation follow.

Objective 1 : To bring together artists from diverse

backgrounds to share personal and cultural

experiences for the growth of universal

understanding and tolerance

We still believe that there is a lot Nigeria has to do to change the

negative impressions the outside world has of her. The artists that

risked coming to the workshop confirmed to us that they were

discouraged by their loved ones from coming. However up until

Theresa left for her country she was still looking out, to no avail, for

those Nigerians that were described to her. She said that the Nigeria

that she saw was the extension of her neighbourhood. Many of the

artists felt very safe to sneak out at nights to the local social centres,

creeping back sometimes in the early hours of the morning. Kioko

would not leave until he had recommended some names to us for

consideration against our next workshop. Parting was very difficult

at the end. More importantly, there was a lot of exchange of ideas

that took place. For instance, many painters discovered for the first

time that canvas could be boiled with local colours to achieve

permanence, and three-dimensional artists reali.sed that clay mixed

with grass in the method of Nigerian traditional builders achieved

better results.

Objective 2: To educate visiting artists to

appreciate better both traditional and

contemporary Nigerian art by providing a first-hand

encounter with the situation of, and the inspiration

and motivation for, its production

The Museum of Traditional Nigerian Architecture, the site of the

workshop, was in itself a work of art. Many participants including

some of the Nigerians were encountering such edifices for the first

time. They all marvelled at the achievements of the builders.

Within the Museum arc housed different types of Nigerian artworks

from almost all periods dating back to 2000 BC. In the space of two

days the participants were also treated to a variety of traditional

music and dance, an experience which was continually recounted by

most of them ihroughoul the period of the workshop. The excursion

and occasional trips to town also provided participants an

opportunity to encounter the different landscapes and settings as

well as other forms of art in a typical Nigerian city. It was difficult

getting the participants back onto the bus at one point of the

excursion when we visited the leatherworks at Naraguta.

Objective 3: To challenge the creative instinct of

the participants by setting up a unique

atmosphere, different from what obtains in their

individual studios

Almost all the artists produced some works with mud and grass and

quite a number of them ventured into new areas for the first time.

Adele, for instance, did not only produce her first painting, but also

used unconventional materials such as sand and suya sticks on a
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mat. Jacob presented his first performance ever. The workshop was

not exactly skewed towards e.xperimental art, but a lot of what the

participants achieved was spontaneous. There were also a number of

works that were conventional but with much of the museum's

environment reflected in them.

Objective 4: To encourage a process of networking

through which Nigerian artists can benefit from

further collaborations with fellow artists abroad

Although it is too early to assess this, there were however promises

made by all the artists resident abroad to involve Nigerian artists in

their projects. They also promised to recommend Nigerian artists to

their colleagues. The workshop compiled addresses of all the

participants including their e-mail addresses, phone and fax

numbers, and distributed them to every participant.

Objective 5: To produce resource materials through

documentation for use in art instruction as well as

for creating artistic awareness among the Nigerian

public

One of the lucks the workshop encountered was in the area of

publicity. Two of the national dailies with the highest circulation

sent their art editors to cover the workshop. Peter was also more or

less in charge of news in Jos; and the interest of the State in the

workshop also worked in our favour. We were therefore constantly

in the news, either in print or on air. It was not surprising that

members of the working group were regarded by people in town as

simply "Mr Aftershave' or "Ms Aftershave'. The workshop created

an unprecedented awareness of visual arts. Photographs in prints,

slides and diskettes of all aspects of the workshop were taken. 11



Adele Garkida (Nigeria), Vigilance, 1999,
sand, paint, suyaiX\c\v& on a reed mat

Recordings were also made on video. Arrangements were made to

have a touring exhibition of these photographs around the country.

The slides made or collected will become part of the Aftershave

'Library of Slides' that will definitely be invaluable in teaching art

appreciation in our institutions. Furthermore, the catalogue of the

workshop will be printed and circulated extensively.

In conclusion

1999 Aftershave participants will probably not forget the workshop

that evolved such as the terms: "iti;iiiuii;(i llic Jfxi'rl". "life mi

slniiii^lc in a kfiitif" and "inirnii" . If ihcy remember these terms

with nostalgia and smile privately to themselves, then Aftershave

was a huge success.

12



A young artist who captures Zimbabwean ambiguities in his own unique style

is James Jaii. Here, Chiedza i\/lusengezi reviews his recent one-man show.

le painti
James

James Jali, Two Fat

Women, 1999,

gouache

13
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At 28 years of age. James Jali is a verbally

reticent contemporary artist, yet his work

speaks tor him. in volumes. He lives in

Dzivaresekwa. one of the high density

suburbs on the west side of Harare. Wave

and Wand, comprising 34 paintings mounted

at Gallery Delta in May 1999, was his first

solo exhibition. The title is descriptive of

the manner in which this young artist works

as he "waves his brush as a wand and makes

magic landscape, with the high density

suburb and its buildings and people, as in

the midst of heat wave or high winds and all

in vibrant cohnas." (Derek Huggins)

A quality that is sufficiently dominant to

characterise the paintings is the presence of

energy. It takes a variety of forms — wind,

heat, constriction, motion — and all

expressed in undulating brushstrokes of rich

colour that give his works a fluctuating and

mesmerising appearance. The visual impact

is suggestive of the nature of the universe

where everything is continually in motion:

the planets in their orbits: the sun rising and

setting; the moon waxing and waning.

Nothing is ever at a standstill. Jali's

paintings mirror our own unending human

restlessness as we search tor material

comfort and spiritual or emotional

fulfilment. Our own nature lies in

movement. Immobility or dead calm is

undesirable — it resembles death — hence

the joy we derive from the continuous

energy of life.

Many of the subjects of the paintings seem

to be moving either literally or unexpectedly

as in Ked Car that swerves to take a curve,

or the Combi speeding on the road. Two Fat

Women 's bodies wobble as they walk with

their backs to the viewer. Buildings do not

stand erect, the wall and window lines curve

and wriggle, as if responding to unseen

forces. Church is a typical example. The

spire, walls, windows eire bending to a force

so powerful the building is teetering and

threatening to fall. The High Rise Building

leans precariously forward. In these

paintings, the balance of objects is lost, a

gentle reminder that life is devoid of

constants, that every situation has its

ambiguities which destabilise us.

(left) James Jali, TynwaldSouth I,

1999, gouache

(below) James Jali, Happy Day,

1999, gouache

The landscape paintings communicate that a

life of material poverty is not without joy.

Tynwald South I is a joyous splash of colour,

the antithesis of the general conception of

poverty-ridden settlements. The red of the

ice cream vendors m Happy Day signals the

intensity of pleasure which disadvantaged

children in a poor urban area experience in a

simple ice lolly, a cold chocolate or vanilla

cone on a sweltering day. The viewer is

drawn into the happy energy of children as

they anticipate a treat, but we notice the

transience of such a moment. The vendors

are struggling with their carts, the strenuous

effort resides in the brushstrokes that are

pronounced along their legs.

Conversation evokes the delight of good

company but sustaining the conversation can

be exhausting. Washing embodies the spirit

of moderation: a gentle breeze blows; it is

safe to hang out the washed clothes to dry.

Perhaps losing balance relates to the need to



(right) James Jali, Hurukum,

1999, gouache

(below) James Jali, Washing,

1999, gouache

observe self-control, steadfastness: and to

avoid exceeding the limits. Being off-

centre, living dangerously, can be exciting.

The urge to grab the transient moment and

enjoy the pleasure available can be an

irresistible temptation. Yielding to it means

forsaking stability.

High Density captures the confined spaces

of the crowded suburbs where the majority

of Zimbabwe's urban population resides.

They seethe with humanity, with

undeveloped talent and creativity. The wavy

strokes of the painter's brush give the many

tightly packed houses a higgedly energy,

turning the uniform buildings into a

cacophony of colour The painter's brush

can get rid of the monotony of sameness.

The varied coats of paint arrest the eye.

Crowded places are lively, stimulating places

to live in, but they can be confusing and

stifling as well. In Preparing An Evening

Meal, a woman knits in a small room while

she tends her pot cooking on a paraffin

burner. The room must be hot and

uncomfortable. Jali says his aunt, who lives

with her family in one rented room in

Dzivaresekwa, inspired him to paint this.

Such works invite the viewer to share the

enduring memories of the painter's everyday

life.

In many of his paintings Jali projects

"woman' as the unchanging aspect of life:

stable, solid and dependable. Conversation

shows two large women in colourful outfits,

deep in discussion. The sky above them

looks chaotic and full of energy with blue,

white and red clouds. The ground on which

they sit appears to heave, move and flow.

How do the women maintain steadiness in

the face of such environmental instability?

This painting seems to celebrate the

resilience of women as they cope with the

difficulties of everyday life in the face of

national economic hardship and the Aids

pandemic. Two Fat Women are dressed in

vivid outfits. The red-spotted-with-yellow

dress complements the human warmth

which the baby enjoys — hugging its

mother's back, safe and secure, happy in the

jiggling motion of her walk. Some of the

country scenes are derived from Malawi

where Jali sketched his aunts working in the

fields, for example, Tlie Sowers. At the

Borehole depicts rural women drawing water

from underground using a lift pump. In

these paintings the angle at which the artist

looks at his subject changes. He views them

from a long distance and elements of the
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painting are not detailed. These paintings

contrast sharply with the intense inside-life

detailed in Pamela. Thandi. and //; the

Bedroom.

In this series of portraits Jali further

develops his studies of woman and of

constricted spaces. In the Bedroom shows a

naked woman so large she takes up almost

all the space in the room. Pamela is a

woman stripped down to her lacy

underwear, looking in her mirror. Thandi.

who is also engaged in her reflection,

displays her fulsome back to the viewer

while the front of her body is revealed in the

mirror before her; she loo is a giantess who

almost fills the room. These naked figures

may underline Jali's intrusive urge to lay

bare the details of the female body. They

appear to be painted indoors, very close to

the model, looking directly at her.

Although the titles of the portraits suggest

different characters the women look very

similar: naked, large, with red lips and

processed hair. Furthermore, they all enjoy

wine as suggested by the presence of wine

bottles and long-stemmed glasses on their

dressing tables. Beds emphasise the sexual

nature of the encounters. Not allowing for

the complexity of human behaviour, these

women present a stereotype — the woman
who has access to money and loves leisure,

the temptress that is eager to seduce a man.

This 'she' subverts the ideal of woman in

the family and society that is portrayed in

the majority of Jali"s paintings. This 'she' is

beautiful in the physical way that traditional

black Zimbabwean women are supposed to

be; large, solid and powerful. Stability and

instability are both evoked. Although the

bedrooms look ordered, there is an

underlying tension perhaps home out of the

conflict of negotiating this relationship with

'woman' who should be the source of

stability. When asked why he painted the

portraits Jali simply replied, "They sell well."

And they did sell.

(anti clockwise from the top) James
Jali, M/g/i Density, 1 999, gouache

James Jali, Pamela, 1999, gouache

James Jali, Thandi, 1999, gouache

James Jali, In tite Bedroom, 1999,

gouache



Another important aspect of this artist's life

is his spirituality, and here too, his work

reflects the ambiguities and conflict found in

the Zimbabwean context. Jali is a member

of the Johane Masowe sect, an independent

African church, and acknowledges that he

finds church teachings, if practised, offer

stability in life. In the paintings that portray

scenes of the Johane Masowe sect, such as

Madzimai. there are two important elements

to grasp: the members of this church

worship in the open air, and women emerge

as large and powerful, with healing powers.

Church buildings are associated with the

Christianity that was introduced in this part

of the world by white missionaries from the

West, a Christianity that was intolerant of

African cultural practices. The conflict that

Africans felt in the missionary churches led

to the formation of independent African

churches such as Johane Masowe.

Nonetheless, Jali also paints church

buildings with spires.

The works of James Jali appear on the

surface to be simple, colourful renderings of

daily life but they embody, through his



painterly approach, the underlying tensions.

The energy and constant motion of Hving.

the inevitabihty of change, produce both our

pleasure and fear. There can be no faith in

absolutes. Old and new values, vested

interests and innovations, all exert pressure

as they a.ssert their claim to recognition or

realisation, pulling and tugging us in

opposing directions. As we battle to

accommodate the changing values we may

feel as if everything around us is unstable

and our identity and culture are under threat.

Striking a balance can prove difficult as we

shift from one extreme to the other. Yet, in

Jali's works, the idiosyncratic Zimbabwean

optimism has the upper-hand.

As an artist, Jali speaks directly to us

through his paintings which embody his

lifestyle, memories, conflicts and

philosophy. The sincerity, clearness and

boldness with which he transmits these

aspects of himself make it easy for the

viewer to share in and enjoy his paintings.

They capture the poverty and yet joy of the

environment in which he lives and his own
delight as he paints. The rapture of colour

arouses and transmit.s gaiety. The motion is

like a dance. Above all, viewing Jali's

paintings infects one with a joyous mood —
and, the degree of infection is a measure of

his achievement.

(top) James Jail, Everyday, 1999,

gouache

(above) James Jali, Madzimal, 1999,

gouache
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The first Batapata International Artists Workshop
was held in Chikanga, just outside of Mutare,

at the Diocesan Training Centre,

27 September to 10 October 1999.

Fresh perspectives in Zimbabwe
A revival of the

Pachipamwe Workshop by

a new generation of

artists, Batapata hosted

1 1 Zinnbabwean artists,

the majority of whom were

under 30, and 11

international artists from

Botswana, Kenya, South

Africa, Uganda, Zambia,

India, Pakistan, Papua

New Guinea, Poland and

the United Kingdom.

Gemma Rodriques writes

about the debates and the

work produced.

Marta Firlet (Poland), Icon, 1999,

concrete and mixed media

NIcodemos Mlambo (Zimbabwe)

'Batapata" is a Shona word signifying

energy and motion. From a widely diverse

mix of artistic identities, the outcome of

energy and motion at the Batapata

Workshop was remarlcable. Whether they

were painters of sensous sumptousness or of

easily recognisable home scenes, painters of

the personal or the political, manipulators of

wood or metal, tranformers of everyday

debris, sculptors of stone, history or

environments, creators of identity, satirists

or clowns, all the artists displayed

commitment to intense production. It was

clear that the 'beauty" of art lies not in

consensus as to its true nature, but in the

richness of its multi-faceted manifestations.

Discussion, enquiry and self-questioning

underscored much of the artistic activity,

highlighting differences in practice and

intent amongst the participants. Through

the experience of difference we become

more aware of our own unconsciously

engrained assumptions about creating art.

Differences in the ways artists chose

materials and settled upon subject-matter,

or. put another way. 'Which comes first, the

concept or the means :"" was a topic of heated

discussion. The glossy, seductively crafted

sculptures of Nicodemus Mlambo, squarely

positioned within Zimbabwe"s recent

tradition of stone carving, for example,

made pointed contrast with Marta Firlet"s

ephemeral and intellectualising

assemblages. Firlet, a recent graduate from

Poland, spent much of her workshop time

searching for and selecting materials to

express her pre-determined themes. To

convey the notion of disappearing

Rhodesian identity and history, she

constructed a door out of planks of

pinewood, nailed black and white 1960s

Rhodesian postcards to it, and deliberately,

gradually burnt this 'door to the past' to a

pile of ashes over the course of 10 days.

Mlambo"s starting point, on the other hand,

was a pale green lump of Opal Dyke split in

half by an unusual blue-black vein running

through the middle of the stone. The

resultant carving. Sense of Pride, refeired to

an elaborate myth-like story of reunited

lovers and kindred spirits. The

independently beautiful stone and its

fortuitous markings was the source of

Mlambo's subject-matter.

Ways of working with material to create

meaning also differed widely. A
comparison between My Summaiy of a I V



Nicola Gear (UK), 1999,

mixed media installations

Mary Naita (Uganda),

My Summary ofa Pretty

Woman, 1999, 155cm,

wood and copper

Pretty VJoman. a sculpture by Maria Naita

(Uganda), and Adam and Eve. an installation

by Nicola Gear (Britain) illustrates the range

of methodologies at play. My Siimmaiy of a

Pretty Woman is fashioned out of wood and

metal which has been directly transformed

by the artist's hand. Naita carved, coloured,

chipped, burned and scraped a dead tree

trunk, and cut. beat, burnished, bent and

nailed an old copper geyser to create an ode

to feminine beauty. Her tools — chain saw.

hammer, chisel, mallet — were workmanlike

and designed to master the raw materials.

On the other hand, Gear's raw materials in

Adam and Eve were found objects. She

created meaning not by physically working

on the objects but by taking them out of

their expected contexts, obscuring their

original identities by partially covering and

encasing them, and setting up new

relationships between the seemingly random

objects. Some of Gear's objects were

chosen by herself from her immediate

surroundings while others were given to her

by other artists. They included a hat. a

basket base, pep-talk cue cards from the

training centre bearing inscriptions such as

'Responsibility' and 'Productivity',

synthetic hair extensions and a Chibuku

container. Some items were encased in hair

netting, others were bound with threads,

while still others were placed in woven

plastic shopping bags. The objects were

then hung on a row of hooks between the

entrances to the Gents' toilet (signified by a

trousered silhouette labelled 'Adam' ) and

the Ladies' toilet (with the reciprocal skirted

silhouette labelled 'Eve'). Suspended

between these two symbols of discrete

gender, the encased objects took on a

plethora of possible meanings. Luxuriously

long and shiny synthetic hair extensions

spoke eloquently of desire and rejection,

u hile unraNelling basket bases hinted at the

undervalued nature of women's traditional

work. The objects were interconnected by

an almost invisible web of iridescent thread

which indicated a whole new range of

considerations of each object — not just in a

new environment but also in relation to each

other. This piece about shades of identity

and interdependence was made more

poignant by the workshop experience itself

— an experience of community and

belonging despite the extremely diverse

nature of the mdniduals.

An older debate on the respective validity of

abstraction and figuration recuncd.

However, as it de\eloped the crux of the

argument swung Irom abstraction \s.

figuration to the role of the artist. An

ostensible battle between abstraction and

figuration formed a space for verbal

cvplorations of the nature of artistic identity:

Is the artist a cialtsman. critic, sage or

mystic, or is the job of the artist to hold up a

mirror to self or society'.'
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It became clear that the ideologies and

assumptions behind any particular artist's

mode of production were inescapably

bounded by their specific historical and

geographic circumstances. Firlet from

Poland and Saeed from Pakistan, both

countries of fervent public engagement with

politics, felt that art was most potent and

authentic withdrawn from the realm of

policitics. Many Zimbabwean artists,

however, felt that it was impossible to

separate the personal from the political and

that every utterance had inherent political

elements. Kamangwana's urban vignettes

give expression to the historically muted

black urban and rural experience, often with

a cool, objective, journalistic eye.

Rashid Jogee's universalising, wordless

protests against political injustices took the

form of mammoth, gesmral compositions in

paint, charcoal and paper, searching for a

language which could transcend the barriers

of class, time and race which separate

people and communities.

In contrast, Saeed's canvases, although

smiilarly concerned with formal issues such

as rhythm, colour and arrangement of form,

had no overt political resonances.

Conscious of the relationship between his

paintings and the tradition of story-telling in

Pakistani miniatures, Saeed set out to create

tableaux which contain visual narratives of

events in the artist's own hfe. Distilling and

transforming the ragged, murky edges of

human expenence into spatially ordered and

brilliantly coloured tales. Saeed appeared to

disprove the as.sertion that the world has

become too large and untidy to create stories

about how, why and what we live.

The workshop discussions supported the

idea that artists are not on a predetermined

trajectory towards ever-increasing

abstraction, but that each chooses whatever

visual language best suits their needs and

intentions.

Yet, while the notion of abstraction as an

ideal goal was discarded. Patrick Mumba
(Zambia), Hilary Kashiri (Zimbabwe) and

Brinda Chudasama (India) all nonetheless

displayed an interest in paint per se and the

power of form, space, composition and

texture to evoke a variety of responses.

Chudasama's abstraction of the human

figure lent her sumptuous canvases a certain

gravitas, while landscapes just visible in

Kashiri's highly abstracted arrangements of

form and colour gave his canvasses a more

evocative and emotional quality. Mumba,

who is concerned with postioning colour

and line on the canvas, seemed to be

working around discovering the point at

which marks on a canvas begin to mobilise

meaning. Mumba's large work. Iiitainbi,

was at one level, purely decorative. Those

familiar with Zambian tradition, however, 21



Brinda Chudasama Miller (India)

Tom Deko (Papua New Guinea)

MoltshepI Madlbela (Botswana),

Reform, 1999, approx.130cm,

wood and scrap metal

Charles Kamangwana (Zimbabwe),

Untitled, 1999, 90 x 80cm, acrylic

on paper

would recognise that Muniba had transferred

the graphics relating to a traditional

Zambian marriage ceremony directly on to

the canvas. The viewer discovering that the

patterns have specific meaning in Zambian

culture is forced to ask where meaning lies

— in the artwork itself, or in its context? As

the cultural meaning is lost on those not

familiar with the traditional significance of

the marks. Mumba's canvas seemed to

comment on the commercialisation of

traditional forms and the Western tendency

to regard African mark-making purely in

formal terms, unaware of a whole host of

religious and social meanings they contain.

V/ords From Our Ancestors, also by Mumba,

much more obviously contemplates

language, mark-making, signficance and

symbols. This tightly constructed painting

is covered in small, bright, repetitive squares

of colour, resembling the units of a language

which can be rearranged in a variety of

sequences to create meaning. Mumba's

language here is not only colourful and full

of rhythm, but seems to hark nostalgically

back to a simpler time when pictographic

symbols of life's essentials were all that was

necessary for communication. The layering

of colours, revealed as the artist scratched

away the surface to form his pictographs, is

also suggestive of how languages evolve and

are dynamic.

Alternate ways of working and the discovery

of new forms developed most obviously

when an enormous pile of pine planks was

accidentally delivered by a spon.sor

Originally meant to be wood for stretchers

but clearly unsuitable, and short of hard

woods for carving, a number of the artists

soon proved that chance is a fine thing" by

transforming this nondescript industrial

material.

Kenyan painter, Justus Kyalo. created a

decorative relief sculpture, texturing and

colouring its surface by carving, burning and

gluing shards of blue glass to the planks"

surface.

Moitshepi Madibela (Botswana) car\ed five

I -metre high huddling uomen's silhouettes.

The planks bear minimal of markings to

indicate .solid, three-dimensional form:

skirts, arms and faces. The foremost figure

in the group has her hand raised. I-'iUitled

Tiikiiii; nil (huh. this sculpture refers

specifically to the oath which must be made

when receiving land from the Botswanan

Ciovernmenl.

Ihc accidental delivery also provided Tom

Deko, a sculptor trom Papua New Guinea,

with inspiration. He constructed a powerful

CriHifi^ioii using the planks as the support

and thorn bush and tree stumps lo evoke an

abstracted torso.
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Justus Kyalo (Kenya),

Untitled, 1999,185cm,

wood and glass relief

Coster Mkoki,

(Zimbabwe), 1999,

mixed media
installation

Experimentation was also fuelled by "pocket

money' given to the artists for exploring

Mutare's markets. Kashiri and Chudasania

tried new approaches using vinyl, scrap

metal and fabric, with Chudasama

suspending some of her works from carved

wooden walking sticks, all bought from the

market. Gallagher (South Africa) purchased

leopard skin fun-fur to make a pair of

trousers for the Lust Great White Poacher,

and commissioned a local tailor to make

hunter's caps for all the participants. Deko,

Nabulime and Naita all haggled for suitable

pieces of scrap metal.

This interaction between artists and the

wider community was extended to other

parts of the country when Gear, Saeed,

Kamangwana and Witikani participated in

Batapata outreach programmes after the

workshop. Kamangwana and Witikani

taught painting to a group of aspiring artists

based at the new National Gallery in Mutare.

Saeed taught painting and drawing at the

Mzilikazi Arts and Crafts Centre and

printmaking at the studios of the National

Gallery in Bulawayo. Gear worked with

students at the BAT Workshop school in

Harare, explaining the methodologies

behind her installations and encouraging

them to develop their own brand of

conceptual and installation art. All these

artists, especially those from other countries,

found the outreach experience expansive and

rewarding. Nicola Gear said, "During the

workshop I leanu an enormous amount

about life in urban Zimbabwe."

Exposure to the art of others encourages

fresh perspectives. Much of value that was

achieved dunng this first Batapata Workshop

lay in debates, discussions, consideration of

other points of view and other working

methods, and in the mind-broadening

process which is engendered by many

different artists working in close proximity.

The participants left the workshop with a

greater insight into the concerns and

practices of other artists, and heightened

self-awareness of the nature of their own

artistic practice. I would like to argue that

such self-awareness is vital for ensuring that

'Art' continues as a living, responsive,

questioning and enriching facet of society.

Self-awareness is a safe-guard against facile

commercialism, stale repetition, and

unthinking production which are constant

threats. The Batapata Workshop provided

artists with two weeks away from their

ordinary lives, time to concentrate wholly on

the creative process, space to think more

deeply about the nature of art and the

relationship of their artistic practice to both

their local and their global communities.
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Patrick Mumba
(Zambia), Words from

ourAncestors, 1999,

120 x80cm, oil on
canvas

Ralph Gallagher (South Africa),

The Last Great White Poacher, 1 999, 300cm,

sheet steel and mixed media wall relief

th^-la&L GLtieciL VUmLp. 'EoucKe^
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Mutare
of the

While the visual ans in Zimbabwe generally

struggle to survive, a small miracle has

occurred! On 18 June 1999, the National

Gallery in Mutare (NGM) opened its doors

and has since then initiated a range of

activities to promote and develop aesthetic

sensibilities within Manicaland Province

which was previously largely bereft of

artistic interaction.

This new art gallery (the only one in

Mutare) has taken over what was originally

a hospital built in 1897 in the simple open

style of the colonial architecture of the time.

From 1938 to 1972, the buildings served as

a hostel, known as Kopje House, for the

then Umtali Boys High School.

Subsequently the site was used by the

Scientific and Cultural Association of the

Umtali Museum and in 1986 it was

transferred from the City Council to the

National Museums and Monuments and was

officially declared a national monument.

Ten years later however, it became clear that

if restoration of Kopje House was not

undertaken speedily it would be impossible

to save the buildings. The Beit Trust

generously agreed to finance the restoration

and, with the vision of Traude Rogers, now

Director of NGM, a huge amount of

commitment and energy, and further

essential funding from the New Zealand

High Commission, the new art gallery began

to become reality.

Set on the highest point of hilly Mutare,

with stunning views in every direction.

Kopje House is a fitting collection of

buildings for a gallery. The old hospital

wards with their generous space, high

ceilings, .strip-pine floors and enormous

sliding-sash windows make good exhibition

spaces and the extensive covered verandah

is ideal for sculpture display and relaxed

gatherings. The outbuildings make useful

studios, a shop area has been set up, and a

cafe/restaurant is planned. Additional

funding has also been sourced to regenerate

the large indigenous garden.

As part of the NGZ .structure, the National

Gallery in Mutare will show travelling

exhibitions and permanent collection from

the Bulawayo and Harare branches (the

opening exhibit was the Mobil Hentage

Biennale), but the major thnist of their



Dpens a branch
National Gallery

Kopje House, the new National

Gallery in Mutare, in the late

afternoon sunlight

programme will be to stimulate local

development. To this end, painting and

ceramics groups have been established. The

Batapata outreach programme held an

enthusiastically attended painting workshop

at NGM run by visiting artists. Cosmos

Shiridzinomwa and Richard Witikani from

Harare and Ruwa respectively. Mutare

painter, Cecile Boswell-Brown and the

NGM assistant manager, Chris Chipfuya

(himself from Manicaland and who has

worked for NGZ in Harare for over 20

years) have done much to encourage local

participation.

The opening of the Batapata Exhibition at

NGM in October was a lively affair with the

Mayor of Mutare underlining Council

support for the new gallery. He said it is

^'vital that this complex, given new life and

new vitality, should accommodate and serve

as broad a public as possible. It is a

national galleryfor the people, for all ofyou

here, and its presence in Manicaland will

raise the standard of art and lead to the

discovery ofmuch new and exciting talent,"

Proactive and energetic, this National

Gallery in Mutare is sure to become one of

the delights of visiting the Eastern

Highlands. It opens a promising

Zimbabwean door to art in the new

millenium.

View of the entrance room at the National Gallery

in Mutare with work by Anwar Saeed (Pakistan)

and Rashid Jogee (Zimbabwe) from the Batapata

international Artists Workshop Exhibition

Forthcoming exhibitions and events
The new National Gallery in Mutare holds

an Exchange Exhibition in January 2000

featuring work from Manicaland as well as

from around the country in an effort to

compare developments in the different

regions. In February the Cottco Textile

Exhibition will travel to Mutare and in

March there will be a one-man show of

metal sculpture by visiting Papua New
Guinea artist, Tom Deko. Deko has been

working in the studio space at NGM as well

as running workshops for local artists. Also

during February and March there will be

painting workshops run by Cecile

Boswell-Brown and sponsored by the New
Zealand High Commission. (Tel: 020-

61000)

The National Gallery in Harare mounts the

Batapata International Artists Workshop

Exhibition in January. Pieces of early stone

sculpture, 1957 - 1975, from the Permanent

Collection, and including works by Maklwa
Chimolo. Joseph Ndandarlka. and

Cornwall Mpofu, will be displayed during

February, as well as paintings by James
Jail on show in the foyer.

Gallery Delta opens its Millenium

Exhibition on 31st December 1999

providing a loosely historical overview from

Cyrene watercolours, through Robert

Paul, Kingsley Sambo.'H-evorWood,

Thomas IMukarobgwa and Marshall

Baron, to the cuuent prominent artists.

This will be followed in February by the

annual Students' Exhibition which features

the work of new and aspiring young artists

from around Zimbabwe. In March, Greg
Shaw will be showing his recent work.

Surprise! Keep your eyes peeled for the

opening of Tapfuma and NIcole Gutsa's

Surprise Art Centre at Surpri.se Siding near

Shurugwi. This innovative project will

surprise us all in the near future! Tel: 054-

21749. Fax:052-6313.

The Zimbabwe Association of Art Critics

has run into problems but should meet every

last Monday of the month at the Bookcafe to

discuss various issues, exhibitions and

events. Come and join us. Bring some new

energy! For more information contact

Barbara Murray (Tel: Haiare 861195 or

eniail:gallery@icon.co.zw).
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